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the first review of the Celestion 3000:
page 67. Photography by Tony Petch.
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s I know from 20 years' experience of our record- ratings,
however helpful the intentions,
any numerical points system summarizing
and relating subjective conclusions has its
problems. And recently, Martin Colloms's
own scale for comparative evaluation of
compact disc players has had some
upheavals. This month he writes with
even more enthusiasm of the Meridian
208 — the first UK product to incorporate
Bit Stream technology — than the new 206
(CD player only), reviewed in November.
Like most electronics items, CD players
can be engineered down to abudget, and
whereas the first-generation machines
retailed at £450-550 (eg Sony CDP101,
Philips CD100, Marantz CD73) today's
models at half those prices considerably
outperform their 1983 forerunners. Now,
things have stabilized and, whilst some
expensive machines have fallen by the
wayside, with Meridian cost/development
improvements have gone hand in hand,
from their Philips/Marantz modifications,
through the MCD-PRO, to the 208 —
which not only offers an exciting step
forward, but Ibelieve restores some of the
'upgrade' excitement which made hi-fi so
involving a decade ago. Listening to the
208 shows what one has been missing on
CDs: notably in terms of resolution,
dimensionality, and the ability to follow
strands at will. Whilst some well-regarded
players present a large-scale soundstage,
they don't all match the 208 in significant
areas, such as size of guitar vs voice,
definition of ambient surrounding. Or
'placing' and following, say, just the horns
in abig Mahler climax. In short, the 208 is
aplayer which surmounts the hurdles of
certain discs, just as one's old analogue
front-end improvements opened the window for a whole collection of LPs.
Not everything in the garden is perfect,
though. Some CDs sound over-bright,
even when levels are focused with
extreme care. And you still have to work
harder than with analogue LPs to be
musically involved, rather than clinically
observant. These Isuspect merely point
to deficiences in the digital system itself.
To set against these reservations, there is
the sparklingly clean, accurate resolution
of cymbals, bells, pianoforte treble, and
the way in which the bass strings' parts
are so well-defined.
Costly? Given that the Rolcsan package
comes out at around £ 1795, or that the
venerable LP12 is now £ 549 ( without
arm/cartridge), surely not? I'm confident
that money spent now will not be regretted. With any good product, whatever the
subsequent improvements, its absolute
virtues don't fade.

Blumine nonsense
In arecent Sunday Times piece, Norman
Lebrecht made the preposterous assertion
that `public appreciation' of Mahler's First
Symphony was in danger of perversion by
the reinstatement of the discarded ' fflu-

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
mine' movement. Inherited from the
Budapest singer Jenny Feld, whom Mahler
had taught in Vienna, it came to auction in
1967. The purchasers deposited the score
at Yale, and the New Haven 'premiere'
with Blumine in context was followed by
six recordings. Only Morris returned to
Mahler's original, sparer instrumentation.
Of course, on compact disc Blumine
could be appendixed for inclusion or not.
Lebrecht's corruption claim is based on
the argument that Mahler's finalized score
has no room for what he calls a 'youthful
indiscretion', never itself subjected to
revision. But the Mahler scholar Jack
Diether, writing a detailed evaluation in
the 1969 Bruckner Society Chord and
Discord, had always felt there was aplace
for alyrical bridge between ( i
Xiii ). Symphonies 5(
Adagietto), 7 (Andante amoroso) show comparable light-scored interludes in larger, more dynamic canvases.
The finale makes specific 'flashback' allusions to Blumine, its whole ethos seems to
me pertinent. And it throws light, too, on
the `posthorn' movement to come in 3.
Should we really cast it into oblivion?

Next month
Heading equipment reviews for February
is the exciting new British valve amplifier
designed by Bill Beard: the BB100 from
British Built Audio. An exclusive loudspeaker test offers first-ever coverage of
Monitor Audio's Studio 10, which features
a metal-coned bass/mid unit as well as
MA's well known metal-dome tweeter.
Compact disc player reviews will cover a
new PWM 'bit stream', or low-bit design
from Sansui, plus the Marantz CD94 II —
an ultra-refined new design.
Feature articles will lead with coverage
of HFN/RR's Lifetime Achievement
Awards for 1989. while Roy Allison continues his series on room acoustics and
loudspeaker matching.
Classical CD reviews will be headed by
a ' Bernstein bonanza' and there'll be aVan
Cliburn retrospective. Our February competition will offer a once-only chance to
be the first UK owner of a Philips Bit
Stream CD player. The February issue
goes on sale on Friday, January 19. 45

AUDIO RESEARCH
atrue classic

Iin researe

High on any list of all-time amplifier greats is the original Audio Research 150, alegendary
device much sought after by music lovers around the globe. Designer William ZJohnson has
returned to this exceptional product for inspiration, the result being anew line of all-triode
amplifiers headed by the Classic 150. Already recognised for setting new standards in
transparency and the retrieval of inner detail, the Classic 150 lifts valve technology to ahigher
plane. To complete the range, Johnson has introduced — to come alongside the already
legendary D125 — two lower-power versions, the Classic 30 and Classic 60. for
less-demanding applications.
Such amplification warrants anew level of preamplifier performance. To meet these needs,
Audio Research is proud to announce the SP-9and SP- 14, the first beneficiary of the technology

introduced in the SP-11 and SP-15 — the world's reference preamplifiers.
Audio Research: the only choice for the connoisseur.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.
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Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,
Counterpoint, DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Mandrake, Magneplanar, Martin Logan, Micro-Seiki,
PS Audio, Randall Research, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber

'1 have the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde
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Takacs Quartet ( Nice) 79/9;
Tan, Melvyn IC Breunig) 91/4;
Taupin, Bernie ( Duncan) 122/8;
Uchida, Mitsuko IC Breunig) 75/9;
Virgin Classics IC Breunig) 25/4;
XTC ( Farmer) 138/4;
Year's rock/pop/jazz review ( Kessler) 138/1

TUNERS/RECEIVERS
Denon TU 800L ( Bryant) 47/2;
Linx Theta ( Bryant) 45/9;
Philips Fr-880 ( Bryant) 67/3;
Technics ST-G9OL ( Bryant) 49/2

TONEARMS
Roksan Artemiz ( Gold) 46/1;
SME 309 ( Harris) 47/8

TURNTABLES
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE PLAYERS
AND RECORDERS

Oracle Alexandria ( Harris) 47/8;
Oracle Delphi Ill ( Kessler) 42/6:
Townshend Avalon ( Miller) 63/5

Alphason Solo ( Miller) 61/5;
Alphason Sonata ( Pot Pourri) 61/7;
Kuzma Stabi ( Miller) 61/5;
Michell Gyrodec ( Miller) 55/3;

RECORD REVIEWS
Index: 99/1; 91/2; 83/3; 99/4; 83/5; 83/6; 75/7;
91/8; 83/9; 9/10; 95/11; 115/12
Classical: 101/1; 93/2; 85/3; 101/4; 85/5; 85/6;
77/7; 93/8; 85/9; 101/10; 97/11; 117/12
Classical on CD Supplement with May 89
issue
Rock Pop Jazz: 123/1; 113/2; 105/3; 121/4;
99/5; 99/6; 91/7; 107/8; 99/9; 125/101
115/11; 139/12
Rock, Pop, Jazz on CD supplement with
November issue.
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UNMET YO
CHOOSE
With over 90 different brands
in stock you're spoilt for choice
at Unilet.
Absolute Sounds
Monster Cable
Spendor
Yamaha
Musical Fidelity
Wharfedale
Nakamichi
Monitor Audio
Meridian
Mission
Marantz
Infinity
Audiolab
Celestion
Oracle
Proton
Technics

Tannoy
B&W
Kef
Linn
Naim
Creek
JBL
NAD
ProAc
QED
Quad
Revox
Rogers
Rotel
SME
Dual
Denon etc.

Unilet won't
let you down
Full after sales service,
home installation, our
own service department.
You get so much more
than abrown box at Unilet.

Unilet
you off a bit
Our prices are legendary.

Unilet you
take deliveryanywhere
Personal export can be
arranged all over the world —
no problem.

Unilet you pay
the way you like
Cash or cheque is fine but
we also take all major credit
cards including Tricity
Creditcharge or can arrange
personal finance. We're licensed
credit brokers and are happy to
give you full written details.

Unilet you listen
In our main
showroom yoLr
can have instant
compàri.scri,
between - - hundreds of 'combinations
of amps, decks...."
and speakers. •
Or you can bàok
an audition in one of
our private dem. rooms.
Unilet 1-11 -Fi, 35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY, Tel: On- 942 9567

Unilet you
have the best
price list
(bidet you in on
the latest news
As one of Britain's biggest
hi-fi dealers we know what's
what, what's coming up, what's
going down. You'll hear it
first at Unilet. And
of course you can
get to hear the
latest products
on demon- /
stration. /

Thousands of models are
listed in our catalogue. Across
the board from esoterica to
accessories. And every one is
accompanied by our latest price
Plus anews and views section,
hints on setting up your equipment and details of home
7\
installation, payment
methods, mail order
service and lots, lots
more. Unilet you have
\ it free — just clip the
\ coupon, or phone
\ 01-942 9567.

UMILET

HUI

Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY.

I )>

Please send me your price list
/
/

NAME

ADDRESS

SOUND ADVICE ATA BETTER PRICE

C

ONNECTIONS is the
theme of this month's
exclusive competition.
There's just one prize, a
mouth-watering £4,000—plus
remote-control system incorporating the Meridian 200
series electronics with the biamplified KEF C95's.
The KEF/Meridian connection is AGI Electronics, parent
company of both brands; and
musical connections are the
subject of our questions; but
first, that stunning prize.
Meridian 201 remote-controlled pre-amplifier is the centrepiece of a sophisticated hi-fi
system. It can control the signal inputs from an LP record
deck, CD player, video or TV,
two tape recorders and radio.
All functions are accessible
from the front panel keyboard.
The phono input is switchable
to suit either moving-coil or
higher output cartridges.
Meridian 204 FM stereo
tuner- timer is a highly
developed FM tuner providing
first class audio performance.
In addition, aunique combination of controls makes the 204
a perfect compliment to the
Meridian 201 control preamplifier. The 204's facilities
include direct or remote-control access to 18 preset stereo
FM stations; electronic or

manual tuning, and a clock
timer which, with suitable
other equipment, will wake
you up in the morning.
Meridian's 206 compact disc
player set new standards for
'stand alone' CD players (
HFN/
RR November '89). The 206
follows Meridian's philosophy
of separating control and transport sections. The 206
incorporates an entirely new
custom programme single microprocessor and has analogue,
digital and optical outputs. And
to complete the electronic
part of the system the Meridian 209 remote master control — all you'll have to do is
get up and change the disc.
KEF C95: an elegant floor
standing speaker system incorporating Uni Q coincident
source technology, ensuring
sweet mid- range and high-frequency sound with exceptional stereo imaging. Coupled
cavity bass loading ensures
excellent power handling and
output performance with tight
control Conjugate load matching — the speaker looks like a
4ohm resistor to the amplifier
— allowing the Meridian 205
power amplifiers to deliver
170 watts, giving the system
lots of headroom with
improved control by biamplification. +

MAKE TI I
CONNECTIONS:
Which group connects the Byrds, Buffalo Springfield and the
Holliest

What connects Lou Reed's Transformerwith David Bowie?

Please send your entry, to arrive before
19th February 1990 to:
Connections Competition, HEN/RR Editorial, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.

What connects a Flying Burrito and a Gliding Bird?

The Rules
What Connects Genesis, Mike and the Mechanics, and Sad Cafe?

What connects the composer of Das Lied von der Erde, the
author of The Song of Bernadette, an architect founder of the
Bauhaus movement and Berg's violin concerto?

What connects the Danish poet Oehlenschlager's hymn of
praise to Allah in German, with a recently deceased English
pianist born in Mansfield?

)*Ibe competition is open to UK readers on1). All entries must be on the entry form
provided photocopies will be accepted but only one entry per reader will he
considered. No other correspondence must be included with entries.
2Mere will he no cash or other alternative to any of the prizes offered.
3) Employees of Link Horse Magazines or associated companies, or of AGI
Electronics or their agents. will not be eligible.
4 ) All entries must be received by tire past on 19th February, 1990, when judging
will he carried out. the Editor's decision will be final and binding; no correspond.
ence of any kind will be entered hue regarding the competition.
5 ) The prize winners will be notified by post and the results will be published in the
June 1990 edition of HFAURR.
6) Entry to the competition is takers ro indicate acceptance of the rules.

What connects Richard Strauss's Metamorphosen with the
second movement of Beethoven's Eroica Symphony?

Name and Address
What connects the Irish creator of Eliza Doolittle with the
basset horn?

Daytime tel no
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HI-FI COMPONENTS

PORTABLE AUDIO •

CAR AUDIO •

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS

VIDEOMOVIE

TELEVISION

VIDEO TAPES •

VIDEO TAPES

DEOFLPP'
O EVIMVI. HI-FI MIDI SYSTEMS •
SSDKI
CRA
OVADUEIO •IMVEI

2

THE REFERENCE BY WHICH ALL CD PLAYERS
WILL SOON BE JUDGED.

Li,

E

.COESSORIFS

HI-FI MIDI SYSTEMS

Wes

With the development of the K2 Interface we've
ironed out one of the most common problems with
CD players.

In pursuit of utter purity, this fully featured
machine has yet another innovation:

WITHOUT K2

This totally new digital transmission
musically

system
unrelated

removes

the

a quadruple full time linear 18 bit
digital-to-analogue converter.

1., •

components

It

from the digital signal, before it

ends

metallic

reaches the analogue circuitry.
In terms of sound quality you'll

8

produces a more accurate phase response.

forever

sound

the

that's

so

sharp,
often

associated with Compact Disc.
The XL Z1010. From the JVC

SONICALLY, THE DIFFERENCE IS CLEAR.

notice an improvement in resolution, a greater
sense of depth and a more natural soundstage.
Behind its titanium finish, the XL Z1010 also
features an 8times oversampling digital filter.
It eliminates unwanted high frequencies and

Super Digifine series of hi-fi components.
As for that well-worn
phrase, 'all

CD

players

sound alike', we invite you
to be the judge.

FOUNDERS OF THE FUTURE

NEWS

D TGOOD FOR CD MASTERING

Following criticism of digital audio tape's 'unreliable' nature, DAT
copies of the recently sponsored recording of the Gabrieli
Consort and Players, under the 'Technics for Music Lovers'
banner, are being used to produce the finished CD. Technics
professional SV-360S studio DAT recorders were used at the
remote Brinkburn Priory site, pictured here. The project affirms
the participants' faith in the use of DAT in mastering applications.
The music will be released on CD by Virgin Classics, whose
managing director Simon Foster told HFN/RR that this would be
an opportunity for the public to witness the sonic properties of
DAT. ' If the necessary Technics equipment is available in time, the
post production work will also be on DAT, otherwise the original
DATs will have to be transferred for editing,' he said. ' In all my
experience Ihave never encountered any problems with DAT,
and it is our every intention to use the DATs from Brinkburn — I
have every faith in the medium.'

RE-STYLING FOR PROTON

MEMOREX's latest innovation is

the Pop Clip: acombined cassette
tape holder come keyringlclip,
available in achoice offour
colours. Aimed at the 12-18 age
group, the company is hoping it
will become a cult item in
the sanie fashion as the

Industrial Designer Reinhold Weiss
of Chicago has been drafted in to
shape the new range of electronics
from Proton. Apart from the brief to
ensure astunning appearance, with
soft rubber areas on the 600 series,
he has grouped together all the
controls in a logical, ergonomic
layout. Additionally, tuning,
volume and other controls are rotary knobs. A key feature of the
Proton's 600 Series is that little-used
controls are concealed behind
motorized panels, while all features
are accessible via aremote handset.
The 600 series comprises the
company's AM-65'5 integrated amp
which includes the patented 'Dynamic Power on Demand' circuitry
which will, says Proton, deliver up
to four times the continuous rated
power with sufficient current for
the effortless handling of peaks.
Also included in the amp is the
Aphex Systems Aural Exciter,
claimed to enhance harmonics for

improved clarity and presence
when recording tapes: a system
which until now has been available
only to recording studios. At its
£450 price the model has tone
bypass mode and is equipped with
motorized volume and remote.
Also available is the AT-670 PLL
synthesis remote- controllable
tuner at £350; astereo auto-reverse
cassette deck, the AD-630 with
Dolby ft & C and dbx noise redue-

CYRUS TUNER FROM MISSION
Two years' intensive research and
development

the company's new FM/AM digitally synthesized Cyrus stereo
tuner which features some unique
operational features. Built to
match the Cyrus amplifiers, the
tuner,

AIWA has released the prices for its

Computer Society Awards in

and distribution facilities.

first separate amps and tuners for

recognition of its achievements, and

SANYO'srPS personal, stereo

eight years. The 50W/ ch XA-007 is

invited to apply for the 1990

cassette player is the smallest in the

£130, while the XA-005 80W/ch is

awards.

world and equipped with auto-

£180. The XT-005 tuner costs £130

KEBSCHULL monobtocks from

reverse, Dolby B, tape select switch,

complete with 24 pre-sets.

Sweden are now available in the

and arechargeable battery with 13

ARMENIAN relief agencies,

UK through the sole distributors

hours playing time. Dubbed the

working after the 1988 earthquake,

Classic Design. The 35170 tube

`Sportster', the player with its

will be given all receipts earned by

amps operate in Class A to I8W

lightweight but all metal case is

Rock Aid's single 'Smoke on the

and then in Class AB to 35W, with

aimed at the athletic listener and

Water' — aremake of Deep Purple's

aprice of £1670 apair. All

sells for £99.99 complete with inner

1972 classic with contributions from

enquiries to Kent Nilsson, tel 010

ear headphone. Sanyo UK Ltd,

Ian Gillan, Bryan Adams, Keith

46 477 11838.

Otterspool Way, Watford, Herts.

Emerson and other illustrious

KEF's new two-box sub-woofer,

Tel (0923)246363.

names. A Rock Aid album and

designed for use with the C15 or

video will also be available.

C25 speakers, is now available.

BADA, The British Audio Dealers

The passive design may be used
instead of speaker stands and costs

company. Other news from the

£249 per pair.

Association is that it has added six

POLLY PECK has acquired aSi

more manufacturing companies as

per cent controlling interest in

remote, and available in either
grey or black finish. There are 59
AM and 59 FM presets, while
programming facilities include
auto or manual search, direct
access

tuning by frequency,

browse, and an ability to switch
off the comprehensive display.
Though the tuner saw its debut to
the British public at the recent
Scottish HiFi and Video Show,
it was unfortunately not possible
to hear the tuner there because of a

PE18 6ED. Tel (0480) 52777.

company with the net

Monitor Audio, and the TGI

to restructure and to expand its

chain, has introduced arange of

group, whose brands include

activities. Sansui says it believes its

own brand cassettes in three types.'

Tannoy, Goodmans, Mordaunt

technical skills, global brand

Viz Ferric, Super Ferric, and

awareness and strength in the

Super Chrome. Manufactured in

CEDAR AUDIO of Cambridge,

Japanese consumer electronics

Japan by That's, this is the first

the sound restoration company, has

market will combine perfectly with

time That's tapes have been

been honoured in the 1989 British

Polly Peck's worldwide production

produced as branded products.

JANUARY 1990

for £ 99.90 complete with 22-key

Stonehill, Huntingdon, Combs

respected names such as Celestion,

111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

measures

lack of suitable aerial feed at the

Sansui, providing the Japanese

Short, Epos and Creek.

which

215x330x8Omm (wdh), will sell

exhibition. Mission Electronics,

affiliated members; these include

capital

by Mission's

engineering team has resulted in

BRIEFING

Association, has become alimited

tions, 20-track programming and
real-time counter for £500; and the
AC-62o CD player. This uses dual
16-bit DIA with 4-times oversampiing and is priced at £450 including fixed and variable outputs. Peter
Curry, trading as Portfolio Marketing, is now handling the Proton
brand in the UK and may be contacted at 67 New Road, Little ICingshill, Gt. Missenden, Bucks. HPI6
OEU. Tel: (0494) 890277.

W H SMITH, the retail newsagent

A NEW RANGE - A NEW ERA

P50/1370
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS
Unique Passive Tone Controls with
Bypass Circuit
Headphone Socket with Discrete Amplifier
High Quality Components throughout
High Quality Toroidal Transformer Power Supply
Moving Coil Option (SwitcFrable)

C70/C 00
CONTROL AM PI.ILIERS

A70/A100
POWER AMPLIFIERS

CD3
CD PLAY ER

Toroidal Power Transformers

Stereo/Bridged Mono Facility

16 bit x16 times oversampling

Headphone Sodket with

60 or 100 Watt RMS Power Output — Stereo

Full Infra-red Remote Control

Dedicated Headphone Amplifier Stage

4mm Banana Plug/Binding Post

Phono/Digital/Optical Outputs

Moving Coil Cartridge Option (Switchable)

Loudspeaker Terminals

Latest CDM1/ink2 die-cast aluminium

Gold Plated Phono Sockets

Dual MonaConfiguration (A100)

Chassis & Transport Mechanism

Sophisticated Active Power Supply

Custom Tuned Capacitors (A100)

Toroidal Power Supply Transformer

carnpnciae ucito

Cambridge Audio, Axis 4, Rhodes Way, Watford. Herts. WD2 4YW. Tel: (0923) 226499.

Please send me information on the new Cambridge Audio range
Name

Address

NEWS
AMSTRAD QUITS AUDIO MARKET
Alan Sugar's company Amstrad is
pulling out of the audio market
and closing its Shoeburyness
assembly plant with the loss of 150
jobs. The announcement was
made after the publication of the
company's annual report which
indicated areduction in profits for
the first time since Amstrad went
public. 'Margins in audio are too
low to make aprofit,' said aspokesman. 'The expense of following
audio fashion is too high.'
The company began in the audio
sector, although its share of turnover has been in steady decline,

LINN GOES DIGITAL?
Increasingly, it seems, previously
confirmed analogue

companies

are being swayed by the digital
revolution. Surprising news from
Scotland is that Linn Products is
heavily involved with a back-toback AID and DIA converter dubbed

the

Numerik.

This

has

revolved around some six years
research

at Linn's

laboratory

which is aiming to improve the
quality of master tapes used in
compact disc production. Already
a number of CD mastering houses
have shown an interest in the
product which was used in the
production of the second Blue Nile
CD Hats, and recordings released
on the Gimell label.
It is highly likely that the latter
part of the Numerik will result in
some sort of domestic digital to
analogue

converter from

Linn,

although this may not go into
production for some

eighteen

months. A definite turn up for the
books from acompany which once
vowed to support the analogue
cause whole heartedly.

THORENS NEW MODEL
Swiss-based turntable manufacturer
Thorens has announced the launch
of a brand new 'high-end' threepoint, leaf-sprung suspended subchassis turntable, in the shape of its
TD2001 which will be supplied
complete with the company's TP90
tonearm at £599. Using a 24-pole
synchronous motor in abelt-drive
design, the TD2001 employs a
30cm, 3.1kg dynamically balanced
zinc alloy platter. Electronic speed
selection enables 33 and 45rpm use.
For further details, contact Thorens'
new UK distributor Peter Curry who
is trading as Portfolio Marketing, at
67 New Road, Little Kingshill, Great
Missenden, Bucks. HP16 OEU. Tel:
(0494) 890277.

while its home and professional
computer divisions have been
growing. For ten years, components from the Far East have been
assembled at the Essex factory,
which is now to close as the
production of midis and speakers
is phased out.
Giving reasons for its 'severe
margin erosion' this year, Amstrad
said the downturn in consumer
spending both in the UK and other
European countries like Spain was
mainly responsible; the company
also suffered shortages and price
rises in D-RAM chips.

AUDIO - ESEARCH LINE-ONLY PRE-AMP
Audio Research has launched its first-ever line-level-only preamp, the LS1. Externally, the unit is virtually identical to the SP-9

NEW WING FOR WHARFEDALE

except for the inclusion of a 'hotrod' input, the Direct Gain Path

Loudspeaker manufacturer Wharfedale has created a new division
to supply 'own brand' drivers and
loudspeakers to other hi-fi manufacturers. Development of sales as
original equipment manufacturers
(OEM) will be the responsibility of
a specific team, and will concentrate on three main areas. The
HiFi section will manufacturer
raw drivers for other speaker
cabinet makers, Power OEM will
produce power drivers for proaudio manufacturers of PA equipment, while System OEM will be
concerned with building speakers
for other manufacturers under
their own branding. This diversification will, says Wharfedale,
enable the company to apply its
developed research and design
techniques and quala'y production
methods to previously unexplored
areas of the loudspeaker market.
But any suggestion that this Leeds
company is trying to take-on Far
Eastern manufacturers was quickly
denied by chairman Ashley Ward:
'The Far East is well-established in
high-volume production of standard drive units.'

stage which bypasses all the controls including balance, mode
and input. This delivers the signal directly to the gain control for
maximum sonic purity and dynamics. Internally, the LS1 uses the
SP-9 gain stages including one 6DJ8 used as a conservative gain
stage. The phono inputs are replaced with the Direct Gain Path
inputs; other inputs include CD, tuner, video, tape and two
'spares'. Toggle switches control power on/off, mute, direct/
normal gain path and monitor/source. Price of the LS1 is £1525.
Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple Road, London SW20.

NEW GOLDRING MODELS
Continuing its new series of moving-magnet cartridges, Goldring
has announced further models to
accompany

the

1012 (at £40),

which replaced the 1010. The 1020
is superseded by the 1022 £60
model while at the top of the
range, the £85 1042 model has
taken-over from the old 1040. All
models, says the company, use a
strong one-piece body made from
Pocan: an ultra-rigid glass-reinforced polyester.
ducts

Ltd,

Goldring Pro-

8 Greyfriars Road,

Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk.

DOLBY LAUNCHES S-TYPE' NOISE REDUCTION
losses and LF head- bumps'. will
domes-

Announcing Dolby '
S', the
tic version of the professional
Spectral Recording system ('SR'),
Dolby Labs claims to give the
compact cassette a 'performance
which surpasses that of any other
analogue consumer medium, and
subjectively equals that of digital
consumer media under home
listening conditions'. This latest
noise reduction method is the
result of several years' intensive
research at the company's San
Francisco laboratories — abuilding
which narrowly escaped the
recent earthquake.
Though modelled on the SR
system, Dolby S-type noise reduction has been specially adapted to
meet the needs of a consumer
processor at low tape speeds with
the object of improving the performance possible from Dolby Ctype. It employs several of the
techniques used in the SR system,
notably Spectral Skewing — acomplementary record/play operation
which operates at low as well as
high frequencies to desensitize the
system to response errors at the
frequency extremes such as HF

KK

Another feature of what is
described as ' the next generation
consumer tape system' is AntiSaturation, which means that at
high frequencies, where cassette
noise predominates, fixed and sliding bands are employed, while at
low frequencies where noise is
less significant, a fixed-band alone
is used. This combination results
in action substitution, whereby the
advantages of each type of action
are realized while minimizing their
individual disadvantages.
Increased headroom is possible
when using Dolby-S, as well as
lower distortion, through the
application of anti- saturation,
which loads the tape more effectively. Recordings made under this
new process are said to be compatible with machines equipped to
handle only the older noise reduction formats — the sound will
appear compressed and slightly
noisy but without any pumping
action or detectable drastic alteration in dynamics.
Custom-made integrated circuits are now being produced so it

only be a matter of time
before the licensing agreements
are ratified and Dolby S-type hits
the streets. Effecting 10dB of noise
reduction at low frequencies, and
24dB at higher frequencies, the
new system is claimed to be particularly resistant to decode alignment errors. The first S-type-capable cassette decks are expected
to be seen at the January Consumer Electronics Show in I.as
Vegas, and will be based on a
three-chip set. Single-chip Dolby
S-type circuits with identical performance are expected to become
available from Sony later in the
year, with other IC manufacturers
expressing interest.
According to Dolby Labs' vicePresident Ed Schummer, considerable interest has been expressed in
the process by the software industry, while demonstrations have
been given for deck cassette duplicators and manufacturers.

Nigel Kennedy listens to Nigel Kennedy on Stax headphones

STAX
THE BEST HEADPHONES IN THE WORLD
Path Group PLC, Desborough Indusisiol Pork, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 SG. Tel 0494 459981. Telex. 83/134 PATH G. fAX: 0494 461209
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NEWS
CABLE INDUSTRY SPEAKS éUT
Much of the World's 'audiophile'
cable industry is up in arms after
an article which -recently appeared
in an American hi-fi magazine. The
August issue of Audio carried a
feature written by RA Greiner
which set out to demonstrate that
cables could not have an effect on
the performance of a hi-fi system.
In an editorial, the September edition of the magazine went further
by saying: ' Idon't like the fact that
the entire high- end and mid fi market has taken up selling highpriced cables as away of making a
quick buck...'
The cable industry took the
unprecedented step of uniting
against what they call ' an incompe-

NEW UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
Hayden Laboratories has acquired
the UK sales agency for the Acoustic Research range of domestic
hi-fi products including loudspeakers. AR's parent company. Teledyne Acoustic Research of Massachusetts, has agreed that Hayden
will carry the full product range at
the current prices. AR's UK factory
in Manchester is, we understand,
to close.
A spokesman for
Hayden called the agreement: ' a
very positive extension to existing
business and a logical addition to
he range'.

EVENTS
6-9 JANUARY 1990
Consumer Electronics Show,
Las Vegas.
21-25JANUARY 1990
Midem ' 90, Cannes Palais des
Festivals, Cannes, France.
International event for the

tent and inappropriate article' by
sending aletter, signed by thirteen
top names in cable. to the Editor of
Audio. Names like Kimber. Tiffany.
AudioQuest and Monster pointed
out that the article was nine years
old and highlighted two major
complaints. They said: 'we disagree with the underlying assumption that technical understanding
is more important than what people hear. and 2)the article itself is
extremely limited in perspective.'
Their letter continued: '... Mr
Greiner does not appear to have
listened to any cables. The article
seems to be based on the assumption that what is not understood
must not exist.'

BHASKAR MENON TO HEAD
IFPI
A respected veteran of the international entertainment industry has
become the new president of the
IFPI trade body. Bhaskar Menon,
who was unanimously elected. is
Chairman of EMI Music Worldwide and of its two principal
operating subsidiaries, Capitol EMI
Music Inc, and EMI Music Ltd as
well as a member of the Board of
Thorn EMI plc ( UK). He has been a
Board member of the International
Federation of Phonogram and
Videogram producers since 1980
and has succeeded the late Nesuhi
Ertegun who died last year. Speaking in Mexico after his appointment, Mr Menon commented: ' It is
my task to build on the foundation
of recent IFPI initiatives in order
to ensure that the challenges for
the Industry of the next decade are
met with the same resolution and
fortitude as those of the 1980s'.

'NO-NOISE' AT CHOP ' EM OUT STUDIOS
'No- Noise', the computer-based system for the elimination of
noise from old, poor-quality or damaged recordings, is now
available to UK recording professionals. The system, used last year
by Philips on some classical reissues, and more recently applied
to jazz reissues by BMG, is now in use at Chop 'em Out.
Developed in California by Sonic Solutions, the system is
imported to the UK by FWO Bauch. The poor sound quality which
afflicts cherished recordings means they are often consigned to
the vaults, rather than see light of day as aCD release. No-Noise
may be used to ' repair' audio signals suffering from ailments such
as background hum, yet is said to leave the dynamics and
atmosphere of the performance untouched.
Highly sophisticated soft-

ter and removed. Recent pro-

ware, running on a Mackin-

jects have included de-noising

tosh, is said to intelligently

work for Thames TV when a

reconstruct missing or cor-

live recording was at alevel too

rupted sections of the signal

low for the digital mixer, and

waveform. The audio spectrum

de-clicking digital recordings

is

two

by Tears For Fears and Japan.

thousand bands, for precision

divided

into

over

The attitude of those operating

processing to whatever degree

the system is crucial and the

is required. Tape hiss and

engineers must be sympathetic

other background noise can be
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THE PARTY MUST GO ON

PDM REACHES HIGH STREET

music profession.
31 JANUARY 1990 KEF105
evening at Aston Audio,
Wilmslow. Call (0625)
582704 for tickets.
2-4 FEBRUARY 1990 AT
Labs Audio 90 show at
Gloucester Hotel, London
SW7. Contact 01-366 8820.
16-18 FEBRUARY 1990 HiFi 90 show Holiday Inn,
Bristol. Tel (0865)60844.
25 MARCH 1990 10am-6pm
Audio Designers open day,
Rotel's RCD -685

Chesterfield. Tel (0246)
200096 for tickets and more
information.
23-26 APRIL 1990 Fiarex
professional electronics
exhibition. RAI International
Exhibition Centre,
Amsterdam, Holland. Tel 020549 1212.
27-29 APRIL 1990
Stereophile hi-fi show, New
York.
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PDM Bit Stream digital-to-analogue conversion sees realization in
retail outlets with the announcement of the latest CD players from
Rotel and Philips. The Rotel RCD-685 is based on the Philips' latest
technology, whose one bit system provides an alternative to the
conventional 16-bit based approach. Special attention has been
paid to the control panel layout in order to provide ease of use on
the £300 player. However, Rotel uses the Philips Bit Stream DAC
in single-ended mode, and not the differential mode used by
Meridian and Philips' own forthcoming Bit Stream player the
CD840 — due out in February.

JANUARY 1990

Party music problems are
answered, according to Technics,
with Its latest top loading, fully
programmable, five-disc carousel
CD player. Once loaded, the Technics SL-PC2OK provides uninterrupted music, while it is possible to
change the four discs in the
carousel which are not playing.
The five discs, positioned side-byside on a circular platter do mean
that the machine's overall size is
large at 61z165x19mm (whd). Programming is possible to play selectively, sequentially or at random
from the loaded CDs. Separate DACs
are used for each channel with
quadruple oversarnpling. A 25-key
infra-red remote with 10 key direct
access is among the facilities
offered with this £270 player. Panasonic Consumer Electronics, Willoughby Road, Bracknell, Berks.
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INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER
Our goal is perfection and many advances have
been made since the original Audiolab 8000A.
But there are two things we wouldn't change, the
model number and the enthusiastic reviews...
even with the most delicate signals there is awonderful
musical harmony... something only a few audiophile
pre-amps can improve on... the more Ithink about it,
the more 1realise Inever heard a better integrated
amplifier. Ulrich Michalik,

exclusiv 11/89.

The 8000A is immaculately constructed. This is avery
competent design technically. Via CD ... proves areal
winner. HiFi Choice Sep 89... aready ability to
deliver high power levels without any suggestion of
strain, it works efficiently and with near ideal control and
resolution deep into the bass ... the phono input is of
comparably

high

standard ... Alvin

Gold,

Hi Fi

Answers Aug 89 . . .
Call or write for information and details of your Audiolab dealer:.
Cambridge

Systems

Technology

Limited,

26 Roman Way Industrial 'Estate, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE 18 8LN. Tel. 0480 52521.

VIEWS
Wunderhorn?
Dear Sir, The report in your October
1989 issue ( page I1 ) of amajor
restoration of great operatic recordings
on CD by Nimbus contains anumber of
non sequiturs while at the same time
claiming ' that the true quality of the
voices from the golden age of opera may
be appreciated once again in all their
glory'. How can this be when the process:
1. Employs alarge papier mâché
acoustic horn - single channel - directed
towards an ambisonic 360 ° soundfield
microphone?
2. Is subject to the spurious resonance
of the said papier mâché replay horn
while claiming to reproduce the purity
(sic) 'captured on the original 78
records'?
3. Multiplies by two the horn resonance
factor when transferring acoustically
recorded 78s subject to resonances at
both the recording and replay ends?
4. In the case of acoustically recorded
78s, how can there be any ' vocal
immediacy' to capture, when so much of
the energy of performance was expended
by the performer in energizing the
acoustic cutting stylus?
As to listeners being thrilled by
recordings in the 1900s - that thrill was
chiefly occasioned by the fact that any
sound at all emerged from the primitive
machines of this period.
Joe Pengelly, Plymouth

Nimbus replies
Dear Sir, Iam sure that the many
collectors of our Prima Voce series and of
electric transfers of early 78's will find Mr
Pengelly's dismissal of these recordings as
mere museum curiosities totally
mystifying.
The whole record industry owes its
very existence and popularity largely to
those early recordings of one artist by
Fred Gaisberg- namely Caruso. And that
came about because people were indeed
thrilled by what they heard coming from
those very same horn gramophones.
Recording processes are modified in the
light of what we have to replay our efforts
and until well into the 1930's the
preferred replay system was the acoustic
horn gramophone. If they had had an
electric lightweight pickup they would
have made their recordings differently.
All those at the Royal Opera House for
the launch of the Prima Voce series were
in no doubt that they had heard great
singers of that period and enjoyed the
experience as never before. In fact
spontaneous applause greeted every item
played. Many people including ourselves
find that there is great immediacy in these
early recordings. Within their more
limited frequency range they give us good
cause to ask ourselves if we have made all
that much progress in recording the
human voice.
If indeed Mr Pengelly has heard any
good transfers of early 78s then Iurge him
III- 11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to sample Prima Voce, and if not then he
has no grounds on which to complain and
one can only be sad that he is missing
such treasures.
This is not adebate about theory, it is
about finding ways to maximise the
musical satisfaction and sense of
involvement on hearing great artists in
their prime up to 80 years ago so that a
new generation can share this miracle of
time travel.
Gerald Reynolds,
Nimbus Records Limited

Rock bottom
Dear Sir, Iam told that the natural sound
of rock musicians, both vocal and
instrumental, is so diminutive that
without amplification they could scarcely
be heard.
How then does one review arock
record? More importantly, how can one
employ arock record when reviewing a
cartridge or speaker etc? Do you compare
it to the sound of the Wembley pa system?
`The closest approach to the original
sound' ... or some such phrase?
CJ Wingfield, Shrewsbury

Numbers up
Dear Sir, There seems to be no editorial
bias in the matter of Digital versus
Analogue in your magazine; and this is
surely as it should be, respecting as it
does, the reader's own judgement in the
matter. So why have you started to show
bias in the review section? You do so by
having suddenly dropped the LP numbers
from references, making it that little bit
more difficult to order LPs. In effect you
seem to have joined the CD-only camp
without actually saying so.
Please will you respect those readers
who, like me, use LPs and restore the I.P
numbers to review details whenever LPs
are available.
Tony Whieldon, Yelverton, Devon
LP/MC catalogue numbers, where applicable,
have merely been omitted to save space for the
actual review. Any competent retailer should
provide the matching LP to title/artist details,
surely? - mus Ed

Getting the drift
Dear Sir, With reference to ' Radio' ( Nov
1989), Atlantic 252 is sharing 254kHz
with stations in Finland, Algeria and Russia
and has not, in fact, drifted! In due course
all stations on this frequency will shift
upwards by 2IcHz, as will Danish and
Turkish stations on 245kIlz at present.
This will bring the longwave band into
line with medium wave in having uniform
9kHz channel spacing throughout.
Paul LPutnam, Yeovil, Somerset

Trade secrets
Dear Sir, We read Ben Duncan's article ' In
the Control Room' with some interest.
What he has said about soft dome
monitoring is inaccurate and understates

its importance. Many experts regard the
ATC soft dome system as having
revolutionized Studio Monitoring.
Whilst he was laboratory manager at
Goodmans, Billy Woodman ( ATC's
Managing Director) had designed what
may have been the world's first 1
in fabric
domed tweeter ( Peerless may argue this
one). He was conscious that classical
recording engineers and the broadcast
authorities were migrating towards direct
radiating hi-fi type loudspeakers, and that
large studio monitors, although louder,
were not as accurate.
It took six years to develop, and in 1976
the world's first 3in diameter soft dome
appeared to complement ATC's special
short coil, long gap bass drivers.
It was widely advertised at the time but
there was little interest, so in 1978 Bill
presented apaper on it in Tokyo and
showed the first small monitor, the 850.
Two years later Neil Grant's Company,
Eastmill Acoustics became ATC agents
and Bill designed apa System and some
big monitors for him. Neil's company
failed shortly afterwards but not before he
had sold afew monitoring systems.
Late in 1982, Roger Quested asked Bill
Woodman to design alarge monitoring
system for DJM Studios which is where
Elton John had been recording. 'I'im Isaac,
who was one of Turbosound's founding
directors, and who had designed their
mid- range pa device that Ben wrote about
in one of his earlier articles, set about
designing aspecial electronic crossover.
The system was atremendous success and
Roger subsequently became our agent.
putting this basic system into well over a
hundred major studios around the world.
More recently we have sold our own
systems and have concentrated more on
acoustic music, drama and speech
monitoring.
The ATC system is unique; the dome is
the only one made which has all the
following features:
181bs magnet structure using bolted
Swedish Iron metalwork which has been
annealed and plated.
The pole piece is undercut and the
special edgewise ribbon voice coil is two
thirds of the length of the gap it operates
in, with only 0.008in clearance each side.
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magine aman, sitting on alarge wooden
stage, holding afan and asmall, plain towel.

He's narrating astory that you know back to
front. Do you think you would stay to listen?

In all probability, you would. Because the best
Rakugo artists make old stories come alive.
They add new detail and new subtleties to
the narrative you expected.
At Aiwa, we believe aCD player should perform
asimilar function. A good player, we maintain,
should bring new life to afamiliar piece of music.
So we have designed the 18-bit XC-005 with an
Eight Times Oversampling facility. It minimises
interference, allowing the maximum information
to be relayed from the disc.
And to keep the information in its purest form,
it is transmitted through digital and optical
outputs.
So don't be surprised to find an extra voice on
a favourite piece of music. Or an unexpected
instrument. Or asimple use of echo.
You may have heard the song many times before;
the XC-005 will make you listen to it.
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AIWA
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON AIWA PRODUCTS 6t DEALERS TELEPHONE: 01.200 0200.

You don't buy Marantz hifi to hear

music. You buy it to listen. To appre-

ciate

every aspect,

every subtle

nuance of sound in amusical piece.

Thirty years ago Saul Marantz said,

for us the realistic reproduction of

music is the essential premise'.

These words set the standard that

continues to this day.

That's why Marantz still uses its

own custom components and tech-

MA

ANTZ.

nologies throughout the entire hifi

range. Because it's still the only way

NOT

FOR

THE

CASUAL

to achieve pure high fidelity. After

all, there is just one ultimate test of

musical perfection — listening.

LISTENER.
RIM4M1.1.
PURE HIGH

Willi
FIDELITY

PM 50 Audiophile amplifier with
Linear Drive Power Supply.

MARANTZ AUDIO UK LTD UNIT 15/16. SAXON WAY IND. ESTATE MOOR LANE, HARMONDSWORTH Ua7 DLW, ENGLAND

VIEWS
It also has adouble suspension system
which prevents it rocking ( bell mode
resonances), and producing enharmonic
distortions — which are amajor problem
in domes.
The net result is that the ATC system is
in well over 250 studios worldwide ( list
of major studios enclosed). The Stan Kelly
designed DFtL, which appeared in 1984, is
in about six and mates up with our own
bass drivers and aTim Isaac ATC
crossover. A few other systems exist with
ordinary commercial domes in them.
My apologies for such along letter but,
as Ian Jones HHB's Managing Director
recently commented, ATC is one of the
best kept secrets in the Industry and it is
time we did something about it.
AshleyJames, ATC

Listener or tweaker?
Dear Sir, Your 'Views' column suggests
that many readers are increasingly
preoccupied with 'tweaking' less and less
significant parts of what is, in most cases,
an already very good system. Have they
lost sight of the fact that today's
component technology has placed us
closer to the 'diminishing returns' part of
the improvement curve than ever before,
at least as far as the best affordable
domestic systems are concerned?
Surely, the recording and the
performance itself are now the prime ( if
not sole) determinants of the sound
quality ultimately available to a
committed enthusiast in the domestic
environment? Are they not, in fact, the
virtual front ends of our systems?
Iraise this because of the substantial
and disconcerting unevenness in the
quality of commercially available topname recordings, and the fact that
similarly variable performances
sometimes leave one surprised, not that
they have been recorded well or badly,
but that they have been recorded at all!
Also, some of the edits in the transfers
of pre-digital sound to CD deserve asharp
rebuke. What is the point of releasing on
the new medium the very good master
tapes made originally for LP, only to add
glitches which were not there before?
Is it not time to make the recording
companies aware that we have come to
depend at least as much upon the efforts
of any one of their engineers or
performers as we do upon the combined
(yes, and greatly respected ) ministrations
of any ten of the Curtises or Montas of
this world? And, further, we must make it
clear that we now expect from them what
the Rotels and Sonys have consistently
delivered. Ought we not, therefore, spend
at least some of our ' tweak time' in writing
to them, and also in auditioning the
software much more selectively, until the
point is made?
No. Ihaven't forgotten that I'm
relatively lucky to be living in this part of
the twentieth century: but, at the prices
charged for digital software, it can surely
be rendered well. The musical excerpts
on IFFN003 proved it, once and for all!
C'mon, fellow music lovers! Put away
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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your cheque books and your ionized
camelhair brushes! Ilft up your pens!
Improve your sound for the price of a
postage stamp! Are you atweaker or a
listener? Or do Ihave it all wrong?
Tony Hawkes, Randburg, South Africa

Bits missing
Dear Sir, Irecently re- read your 1988
Supplement 'Guide to Classical Compact
Discs' and was quite enthralled when I
read Edward Seckerson's review of
Beecham's Scheherazade. Having the
vinyl disc, Ithought how nice it would be
to have an everlasting copy. So, into my
Linn/Naim system Iintroduced an Arcam
Delta 170 and black box. My first CD: yes,
Sir Thomas himself
Ken Kessler is the only person to have
voiced the opinion that CD does not allow
the notes to decay. My findings too. The
end of the second movement of my first
CD is stunning but absolutely incorrect.
In the concert hall the notes would linger
giving asmooth descent instead of the
sudden drop into the abyss.
This may sound like nit-picking. But this
very rapid process is happening all the
time. Circa 1961 Ibought arecord of
Rossini overtures conducted by Gamba.
An excellent record, but again Ibought
the CD version in the Decca 'Weekend'
series. It actually sounded okay until Iput
the black disc on. The CD sounded as
though half the musicians had
disappeared. Ibelieve it is because all the
trailing edges of the music are being
chopped off. Bit stream will only
exacerbate the situation.
Technology is of little use. It brought us
direct drive turntables, high compliance
cartridges, quadraphonic sound and
graphic equalizers — whilst good
engineering has given ahost of
magnificent turntables, pickup arms,
cartridges, amplifiers and speakers. If
technology be the way forward, then will
someone explain the remarkable success
of performances on period instruments.
Two hundred and fifty years of instrument
development down the drain? How on
earth can something that reproduces
sound in tiny jerks be the answer?
Derek Fairbairn, Pontefract, W Yorks

Pull the other one
Dear Sir, Nineteen- inch CDs ( High End
News, December 1989)— whatever next?
Pace Barry Fox, the audio/visual industry
is obviously not fully mature.
Seriously though, HFN/RR remains the
only general interest hi-fi magazine worth
buying — despite my doubts about KK's
musical tastes.
Chris Hunter, Bradford on Avon
Imust own-up to the Carver story in High End
News — it was not from the pen of Barry Fox. The
dimension refers, of course, to the width of the
actual CD player, rather than the size of software it
is capable of handling — News Ed

Using Test CD II
Dear Sir, Ihave just received my copy of
HFN/RR Test disc II which Ifind very

informative. However, Ihave aquestion
regarding the Tape Recorder Test Signals,
(tk 93-95). How can Iuse these to assess
midrange tape MOLs, and optimum bias?
Phil Ayling, Newark
We shall be publishing acomprehensive
article on all aspects of using the new HFN/RR
Test CD in aforthcoming issue — Ed

Do watt?
Dear Sir, May Irequest that in afuture
issue of HFN/RR you publish a
comparative table of watts/rms and dBW.
As ayoung man Ibecame accustomed to
amplifiers being rated in watts/rms.
However, your journal has for some time
now been using dBW to rate an amplifier's
power and Ifind it difficult to get any real
sense of an amplifier's power capability. A
table, of the kind mentioned above, would
be greatly appreciated! Why did you
change to dBW anyway?
Colin Watson, New Ash Green, Kent
We changed to c1BW adecade or so ago, in order to
give abetter feel for the maximum loudness
capabilities ofpower amplifiers. Linear ' horse
power' watts look impressive in the larger
denominations, but in fact are appropriately cut
down to size using dB scaling. Moreover
loudspeaker sensitivities are specified in dB/W, and
if the ' W' is in dB relative to 1watt (OdBW), then
maximum system loudness may be easily found by
adding the two dB figures together. Thus a20dBW
amplifier ( 100W) used with a90dBIW loudspeaker
will deliver amaximum level of 110dB.
To illustrate the value of the dB scaling take the
case of 50W amplifier, which at 17dBW is a
significant 6dB smaller than a23dBW 200W
model. A 75W model at 18.8dBW is I.8dB' louder
than the 50W amp — hardly worth worrying about!
Proportionally bigger changes in system loudness
are brought about bry loudspeaker sensitivity
differences; cg aCelestion SL600 at 82dB, and a
similarly priced KEF RI04 II at 92dB. This
10dB difference is really significant and is
equivalent to moving up from a50W amplifier to
one of 500W! Here is the table you requested—
Martin Colloms
OdBW
10dBW
14dBW
17dBW
I8.8dBW
20dBW
2I . 8dBW
23dBW
26dBW

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

IW
IOW
25W
50W
75W
100W
150W
200W
400W

(2.83V18 ohms)

(3dB increase for adoubling of power.)

Readers' Letters
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. We reserve the right to edit or shorten
readers' letters. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi
and cannot answer technical queries over the
telephone.
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'HISTORIC PRE

When the impossible becomes reality, history is made. The Aragon 24K preamplifier
don't take our word for it - try it for yourself.

UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBO9OUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS HP12 3BG.TEL: 0494 459981/2/3 FAX: 0494 461 209

TECHNOLOGY
T

he saga of the Finial laser turntable
continues. But, things are now
looking more hopeful. First, there
was the grand hype for the mouth-watering idea of agramophone that played vinyl
LPs ( and perhaps shellac 78s too). Then
there was the investment ( many millions
of dollars). After that came the cloak-anddagger demonstrations in America with
European journalists excluded.
Meanwhile, we had promises of a
launch in Europe, orchestrated by Dennis
Wratten, who was stuck with the task of
trying to pacify journalist who had been
treated like mud by his masters, Finial
Technology, in California.
Next carne carefully-placed articles in
the American press based on leaked
information about how the turntable
worked. But still there was no nitty-gritty
hard technical fact, no review samples and
no opportunity for hard-nosed journalists
to try playing their own familiar discs,
complete with warps, scratches and dust,
and hear how the laser coped under less
than ideal circumstances.
Finally, a news conference scheduled
for January 6, 1989 at the Consumer
Electronics Show turned into an
announcement that the project had been
scrapped because making the turntable
would be too expensive.
Although Finial's patent applications
were still secret in the USA, publication in
Europe told all. Engineers with long
memories were soon questioning the
legal value of the patents, and wondering
how the turntable would work with predistorted recordings, of Dynagroove type.
Towards the end of 1989 there was
industry talk of Finial selling the handbuilt prototypes ( between two and three
dozen were made, to varying states of
readiness) to a Japanese company who
would sell them off at around $ 20,000
each. This was only half true.
When I got back from the October
Audio Fair in Tokyo, someone asked
whether Ihad seen the Finial turntable
demonstrated there. I hadn't and only
later found out why. The Audio Fair is
split between several buildings, and Iran
out of time ( and patience) before getting
to the isolated Hotel Grand Palace.
In one of the rooms at the hotel a
company called CTI Japan had demonstrated alaser turntable, carrying the name
Finial. Delivery, promised CTIJ, would
start on October 31 with aretail price of
1,980,000 yen. Yes, you read it right,
nearly two million yen or £ 10,000.
The Japanese publicity material for the
LT- 1carried the signature of Robert Stoddard, late of Finial, and the pictured player
carried the Finial Technology name.
'The new turntable is called the LT- 1
and is manufactured in Japan, based on
the development made by Finial Technology in Sunnyvale California,' explained
CTI, going on to say the LT- 1 is a
five-beam optical turntable with RIAA
equalizer built in, so that the output
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signals can be fed to line level inputs of an
amplifier. Features offered included forward and backward scanning, cueing,
programming of tracks, time and display
of total, elapsed or remaining time.
At the hotel CTIJ told enquirers that an
export model would be available in the
second quarter of 1990. CTIJ also made a
point of confirming that 'the new LT- 1is
made in Japan and is different from the
Finial model of late 1998'.
All this coincided with comments made
in the USA by Finial chairman Jacques
Robinson. He told a newsletter that after
're-tooling' to let the turntable stand up to
the ' rigours of use as a professional
machine' it would be offered to radio
stations, record libraries and archives for
$32,000. According to Robinson, the
turntable was simply being 'assembled' in
Japan by Carillon Technology hic, a
Japanese subsidiary of the company Carillon which bought Finial.
It is worth noting here that when Finial
first demonstrated the turntable to the
Audio Engineering Society Convention in
Los Angeles in November 1988 the price
was quoted at under $4,000!
So what happens next? By a quirk of
fate, the man responsible for marketing
the turntable in Japan is Masaya Ishikawa.
He originally worked with Sansui in London, doing sterling work trying to sell the
QS quadraphonic system. When quadraphonics collapsed, Ishikawa moved
back to Sansui in Japan and from there to
BSR, based in offices near Akihabara.
Carillon bought BSR Japan and Ishikawa
has ended up with the turntable. He says
that the turntable survived continuous
demonstration for 31
/ days at the Palace
2
Hotel show, and Ifor one am prepared to
believe him.
Earlier this year CTI (Japan) bought
itself free of Carillon Technology. In June
CTU bought the patent and worldwide
distribution rights from Finial. In September, Finial's US patent ( 4 870 631) was
granted. Now that CTIJ has gone solo and
Finial is out of the frame, the. facts are
coming out. Finial, we now learn, had
decided to stop LT production in the US.
In February Sanju Chiba, President of
CI1J, said he was looking for acorporate
partner as ajoint venture, OEM or licensing, to make the turntable in Japan.
'Unfortunately we failed,' he explains.
The Japanese firms approached by CTIJ
were impressed with the technology of
the turntable, but not interested in malcThe Finta!

BARRY

FOX

ing them. No-one saw the LT as right for
production. CTIJ saw that the project
would die unless it undertook production.
'We came to the conclusion that it was
our obligation to introduce the turntable
to the market to save and inherit the
culture of gramophone records,' says
Chiba. 'We would therefore commercialize the turntable ourselves.'
Robert Stoddard and Robert Stark both
joined CTIJ from Finial in California.
Tomioka Optical ( producers of Carl Reiss
lenses in Japan) agreed to produce the
optical heads. A company called Arited
was sub-contracted to produce the precision mechanics and electronics.
True to form, Finial had refused to
disclose the names of the Japanese companies making these vital parts.
'Production is limited initially, but we
intend to increase it to meet market
demand. We expect demand in Europe to
be high. New software for playing 78s is
scheduled for spring 1990,' says Chiba.
For the first production run, CTIJ is using
the toolings, parts and components which
were procured by Finial, to save time and
cost But, says CTIJ, obviously wanting to
shake off the Californian stigma as soon as
possible: 'reliability and playability are
greatly improved over the Finial version'.
CTIJ's first sales target is 500 units
worldwide in 1990. The first will be in
Tokyo so that the company can cope with
retrofitting for 78s. Owners will then be
able to play LP and 78s of either 30cm or
25cm size. CTI is very enthusiastic about
the sound of 78s played on a laser
turntable. The prospect will please producers who specialize in old recordings.
As Robert Parker put it to me recently,
when discussing the unproven life of
modern media: 'The only discs that we
know last a hundred years are 78s — we
can transfer to tape, but whatever we do,
never throw away the originals.'
Once the initial batch of players has
been made up from Finial's parts and been
sold, CTIJ will start afresh production run
using Japanese parts — this will be timed
to coincide with the availability of the
new ROM. Nationwide distribution in
Japan and export will then start+
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CLASSÉ
THE EXCELLENCE
YOU CAN AFFORD
Pinewood Music is proud to present asystem never before available in the UK —
and one which proves that cutting prices without cutting corners is possible at the
High End.
When you hear this system we are sure you will agree with us that not only is this
affordable High End, it is outstanding High End at any price.
CLASSÉ AUDIO DR-5 preamplifier
CLASSÉ AUDIO DR-8 amplifier
APOGEE STAGE full range miniature ribbon loudspeakers
Apogee Acoustics' remarkable loudspeakers need no introduction to Pinewood's
friends, but Classé Audio is a newcomer to our listening rooms. This Montreal
company has been designing and building high quality amplifiers since the early
1980s and its products have received excellent reviews in the States.
The amplifiers are beautifully constructed, unobtrusive, affordable and give very
fine results on anumber of loudspeakers — but interface particularly well with the
new Apogee Stage.
Telephone Brian Rivas for ademonstration and be among the first to hear this
gorgeous little system. You'll find our cuts are the finest cuts of all.

'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SP11 7HL
Telephone Andover (0264) 57536
Seven days aweek service
Agents for:
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, California Audio Labs, Classé Audio, Counterpoint,
Duntech Audio, Goldmund, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal, Magneplanar, Mandrake,
Martin- Logan, Micro Seiki, MIT, PS Audio, Randall Research, Sicomin,
Sonus Faber, Symo, Well Tempered, WBT

Pinewood Music is aspecialist dealer for ABSOLUTE SOUNDS Ltd

RAD.
T

his is the last Radio column to be
published in the '80s, but what has
the last decade meant for sound
broadcasting in the UK? How can the
developments in radio during the last ten
years be summed up?
Essentially, Isuppose, there were two
distinct periods in British broadcasting
during the 1980s. Initially, the system
developed around the traditional lines
inspired by the Annan committee. Even in
the early part of the decade, though, it was
clear that we would have to face the
challenges posed by the developments of
cable and satellite systems — items which
became apreoccupation for much of the
second period.
In February 1980, the Home Secretary
introduced his Broadcasting Bill, its aim
being to provide stability based on the
Annan principles. Broadcast planning
post- 1983 culminated in the Government's White Paper in November 1988
and the assurance that the franchise procedure will be subject to the strongest
possible safeguards.
Without doubt this has been the decade
when radio had its come-back —
decisively, variously and significantly. Left
by many for dead in the 1950s by the
advent of TV, it took 20 years to reform
and re-shape itself. However, in doing so it
has become aseedbed for talent. Over the
1960s and ' 70s local radio, both BBC and
ILR, has trained hundreds of the best
media managers and performers.
The 1980s have shown what can be
done by small-unit, small-budget broadcasters. They reach huge loyal audiences,
are asocial focus in times of trouble, and a
vital service in times of crisis. The success
of radio is all around, from BBC Radio
Drama's claim that more people listen to
one Afternoon Theatre than attend all the
performances in the National Theatre in a
year. The heads of BBC Radios One and
Two can look at their breakfast- time
audience figures and snigger at the mere
couple of million viewers TV attracts at
the same time.
Radio has altered to suit national habits,
and it remains, without doubt, the people's medium: but only as long as the
listeners trust what they are hearing.
Coup for Bannister: Radio One star Janice Long moves
over to host GLR breakfast show

Community spirit
My own faith in Independent local radio
was restored during a visit to this year's
Scottish HiFi and Video Show at Edinburgh's Post House Hotel. In the hotel
foyer the local service, Radio Forth, had
set-up an outside broadcast. Principally
there to publicize the station, several live
injects were made to the station's output
direct from the show. Listening to the
programme over the Show weekend Iwas
impressed by its community spirit. This
was typical of the station's commitment to
the community, Iwas told. So it seems
that only in London and the Home Counties are we faced with mindless non-stop
wallpaper music from our ILR services.
Radio Forth's staff were also very
friendly — not the aggressive roadies one
so often finds hired-in to rig an OB. From
the Chief Engineer down to the young but
extremely competent freelance, Donald
Begg, who was left totally in charge for
most of the time, and the team of promotions girls, they all worked very hard over
a long weekend and were able to raise a
substantial sum for the station's charity.

One down, and counting...
The re-vamped BBC local radio service in
Greater London has celebrated its first
birthday and announced anew line-up of
presenters. When BBC Radio London
became GLR on October 25th 1988 it
marked the end of an era, as the station's
new slogan was 'music and speech for
grown ups'. Under the dynamic leadership
of Matthew Bannister, the BBC was giving
local radio in the Capital asecond chance.
He was given carte blanche on programming and music policy — an almost
unheard-of dispensation.
Bannister got his station on air shortly
before Capital began its own 24-hour
Gold service, but was GLR to be just a
commercial station without the ads? This
was the fear of some critics, while Radio
One chiefs were publicly unhappy at the
amount of music being played on GLR —
they thought that local radio was supposed to be boring and speech-based.
In something of a coup, Bannister
recently signed former Radio One star
Janice Long to host the GLR breakfast
programme, just days before LBC launched its separate yuppie and chat services
to the London audience.
We are thus athird of the way into the
three-year experiment that includes Radio
WM in Birmingham and GMR in Manchester, the outcome of which will decide
whether the BBC gives up on local radio
in large cities. The GLR manager recognizes that he still has some way to go in
building the audience to a level that
would justify the BBC Governors continuing the Corporation's considerable
financial investment in the station. And
this will be a tough task — very soon,
Londoners will be able to receive seven
metropolitan commercial services, plus at
least three smaller area stations serving
mainly ethnic communities.

TREVOR

BUTLER

Chalfont appointed
Lord Chalfont has, as expected, been
appointed as chairman of the new Radio
Authority, and will take up his duties next
Summer with Peter Baldwin, currently
head of radio at the IBA. Since his IBA
appointment as deputy chairman with
'special interest in radio', it has been a
matter of when rather than if Chalfont
would be given his new job to give the
proposed Authority a 'strong lead'.
Speaking shortly after his appointment,
Lord Chalfont confirmed that the new
Authority, which is to replace the IBA,
will have powers to confiscate radio
franchises. He also stressed his interest in
maintaining quality as well as confirming
that the new national franchise would be
the subject of avirtual auction through a
bidding system. While Lord Chalfont
underlined the need for ethnic and
community radio, he gave no indication of
the plans for growth in independent radio.
However, concern has already been
expressed over the former Labour
minister's right-wing views and his
comments on the standard of the media.

End of an era
The Radio column was saddened to learn
of the death, at 91, of the pioneering
broadcaster Henry Hall. A trademark of
Hall's was his hesitant speech, and he was
celebrated for his familiar introduction:
'Hullo everyone, this is Henry Hall speaking'. Hall arrived in London to take over
the BBC Dance Orchestra from Jack Payne
in May 1932 at the grand opening of the
Corporation's new premises in Portland
Place; despite scepticism from other West
End bandleaders, he retained his command for five years.
By 1936 he was making four afternoon
broadcasts aweek — these followed Children's Hour, and many ayoungster bored
by Larry the Lamb looked forward to the
peppy dance music of Henry Hall. He left
the BBC in 1937, but during the War
made innumerable broadcasts from the
BBC's headquarters in Bristol as well as
entertaining troops on tour. Hall ceased
regular broadcasting in 1964 but continued with his business until ill health
forced him to retire.+
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NAD manufactures the world's best
selling amplifiers.
NAD wins more awards worldwide fo
"no-frills" design and so
than any other manufaceturee_
NAD is the most accl
in the world's hi-fi press.
of icw---t.ost, high pe
audlor components.
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If you ask most people inter
Hi Fi what they know abou
probably tell you about
3120 amplifiers which
selling amplifiers in the wo
also tell you about the frequen
awards we get for our innovative
design. They might even tell you abo
A
our exhaustive press coverage. And if \
they are in any way concerned with the
construction and design of Hi Fi
equipment, they'll tell you about our
reputation for producing low cost, high
performance audio components.
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SOME FACTS
OUT NAD YOU MAY
ALREADY KNOW.
However, when you ask people our
country of origin, you'll get some very
strange answers indeed. Some will tell
you we'reJapanese or Far Eastern,
others will simply say they don't know.
But few will give you an accurate
answer.
The truth is that we're British.
NAD, standing for New Acoustic
Dimension, was founded in the UK in
1972. Its Head Offices are not as
many might guess in Tokyo, but in
Finchley, North London. It is there that
all of our research and development
programmes are carried out and
where our highly prestigious design
team, design and refine audio
equipment.

1011
AND ONE YOU
PROBABLY DON'T.

Often, in order to keep cost down,
we do go outside of the UK to get the
products assembled. But just as you•
wouldn't label Nissan British, because
they assemble in Tyne & Wear, nor
should you label NAD anything other
than British because some of our
products are assembled abroad.

NAD
NAD LONDON
To: NAD Sales, Axis 4, Rhodes Way, Watford,
Herts WD2 4YW. Tel: 0923 226499.
Please send me literature on the NAD range.
Name
Address
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THE PHONOSTAGE
"..lt is quite simply, one of the finest
blends of luxury and sonic excellence available today"
HI- Fl News & Record Review,
England, March 89
The musical performance is pure
"State of The Art."
LAUDIOPHILE 'France, March, 89
"Like the Gryphon Headamp, the
Phone Stage possesses an extremely neutral personality allowing
it to mesh with any system without
imposing any character of its awn."
SUONO Magazine, Italy,
May 89
"One of the most facinating
aspects of the Gryphon is that it imposes no sonic signature of its
own."
AUDIO, Norway 6/7 89

THE HEAD AMP
"The Quitest, most coherent MC
Step-up i've used."
HI- Fl News & Record Review,
England, March 89
"This product marks anew high,
which is currently unrivalled."
SUONO Magazine, Italy, Oct. 89
"..There is none of the unnatural
characters that normally reminds
you that you are listening to HiFi.."
STEREO SOUND, Japan,
August 87

PREAMP
"..I automatically stopped " testing"
and started listening to music, perhaps that was the true magic of the
Gryphon ...— it was simply so musical ..."
SONIC REVIEW, Hong Kong May
89
"The Gryphon preamplifier is in all
likelihood European Champion in
the field of preamplifiers, overtaking at asingle bound and often
humiliating the vast majority of its
American rivals."
AUDIO REVIEW,
Italy July/August 89
"The Gryphon preamplifier is the
ultimate choice for the enthusiast
who wants the sound with no frills
other than the luxury imparted by
the fit, feel, and finish."
Hi Fi News & Record Review,
England December 89
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Gryphon Audio Designs APS, Hermodsvej 3A, 8230 Aabyhoej, Denmark, Phone 4586151588, Fax 4586150533
Gryphon Distributors: Norway, Sweden, Denmark: 2R Marketing 4586151588. Italy: Esoter 24693849. Singapore Reference audio 3385577. Saudi
Arabia: Audio — Tech, 26656702. Hong Kong: Audio Supplies, 5249377. Korea: Bandopro 5881815. Japan: Noah Corporation, 38331721. USA: Paul
Heath Marketing, 7162624310. Australia: The Audio Connection, 7084388. UK: Pure Sound, 051 6456690. Switzerland: Hi Fi Muller, 01 2623700. Taiwan:
Bun Hong Trading Co., 591 6133. Greece: Absolute Audio: 99522578. Benelux: Cadenza: 04108 13078.
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empted though I am to write
another column about cleaning
cloths (see ' Headroom', September
1989), I'll limit myself to one paragraph.
Word suggests that there's been arun on
the Canon cloth, which resembles the
Cremonese cloth recommended to me by
Saburou Egawa for cleaning driver cones,
styli and other parts of one's hi-fi. One
reader was also informed by his local
camera shop, upon finding that the outlet
had sold out of Canon cloths, that the
Pentax cloth is as good if not better. Well,
I've checked out the Pentax cloth, which I
was told is 'simply a much better lens
cleaner', but it does have a completely
different weave and texture. Those who
have a spare £3.99 and are prepared to
perform A/13 comparisons between the
Canon and the Pentax, please write to me
at the usual address.
What has my chains rattling this month
is aline of speakers which may or may not
enjoy their full potential in the UK,
despite being products of no less agiant
than Philips. Philips doesn't quite know
what to do with its FBprefixed Conductor
Series, but for good reason.
Philips, whatever blunders the company may have made in the past [
CD- V? —
News Ed], is sharp enough to know that
the UK specialist sector is unlike that of
any other territory. It knows that British
consumers, retailers and reviewers suffer
massively from the `Not Invented Here'
syndrome, that they have contempt for all
but the most high-end of imported loudspeakers and that they refuse to believe
that giant corporations and capable of
making products to equal those of the
small specialist manufacturers. With few
exceptions ( CD players from Sony and
Philips, tuners from Hitachi) the British
audiophile community does not appear to
give the big makers afair shake. And why
not? Because the giants have been foisting
garbage on us for over two decades.
Philips know this, but it also knows that
its new speakers are something special.
The problem is how to present these
speakers to a prejudiced market.
Three Philips employees paid me avisit
last month, armed with all three models —
one with a ribbon tweeter. The speakers
look expensive, offer build quality worthy
of Canton, feature 'new technology' and
sound like they should cost twice their
(tentative) prices. Little is needed to

HEADROC>
make them tweak-worthy, but I'm afraid
that the most important marketing tweak
of all — a • different nameplate — is not
under consideration.
The UK market's foul, boorish xenophobia — rivalled only by the Americans —
could cost you access to some fine products. The smallest, the FB 815, is a
delightful three-way system of Spendor
BC1-ish dimensions featuring an 18mm
Ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. The
dome is formed from some wonder material called Supronyl, and it shares baffle
space with a 4in midrange and an 8in
'double coated' woofer. The larger FB 820
employs the same mid and treble units,
but features two 7in bass drivers in its 40
per cent larger cabinet. The enclosures
are formed from 19mm thick double
density chipboard, while the baffles are
30mm-thick slabs of the same material.
Both are fitted with substantial goldplated multi-way binding posts, and can
be purchased with spiked stands ( spikes
from Philips!), feature removable grille
cloths, and are finished in agorgeous dark
veneer which could be mistaken for dark
walnut, or even rosewood.
The top of the line is the FB 825, a
floor-standing beauty in astyle very much
in vogue for the 1990s. Looking like the
Mission 767 or the bass columns from the
Infinity IRS Beta, the FB 825 is a tall
(1110mm), sim ( 290mm) floor-standing
system bearing the same mid driver as the
smaller models, two of the 8!ri woofers
and the company's patented ' Isophase'
ribbon tweeter. [ Note: this driver also
appears in the Ishiwata-designed Marantz
LS95; see `News', November 19891
Apart from the Philips badge and the
lack of bi-wiring, these speakers 'make all
the right noises', right down to their
TipToe-like footsies. Iput them through
their paces using the Marantz CD12 and
CAL Tempest II Special Edition an Oracle/
SME/Tsurugi analogue system, the Audio
Research SP14 and the Counterpoint SA12. Ilet the Philips crew, with designer
among them, do what they like to position
them and sat back.
I was, quite pleasantly I should add,
staggered by what Iheard. Sure, I'm just as
sceptical as the next hi-fi enthusiast, especially when it involves a company as
lumbering as Philips, but the sounds I
heard could have come from products
made in Cambridge ( UK or USA). The
smallest of the three produced a soundstage and imaging capable of doing justice
to Willy de Ville's 'Assassin Of Love', with
lower registers possessing both slam and
extension. The sound was a mite crisp,
but that could have been down to the
choice of partnering equipment. Moving
up to the FB 820 meant more bass, but
with slightly less control, while the soundstaging wasn't quite as authoritative as
that of the FB 815. It did, however, sound
like a 'bigger' speaker, and it handled the
dynamics with greater ease.
The FB 825, ribbon tweeter and all,
performed like ahigh-end thoroughbred.

KEN

KESSLER

The system moves alot of air and moves it
quickly and with precision. Subtle details
were not lost, however, because this
speaker shows exceptional skill with
dynamic contrasts. Coloration — at least in
the system we used — was restricted to
some top end 'glare' and slight sibilance
on notorious material (eg Juice Newton's
'Shot Full Of Love'). Again, these were
minor points not addressed in the haste of
the session. What's so remarkable is that
the speaker worked so well with only
minimal concern for the set-up.
This amounts to a tentative rave for
speakers from a manufacturer with a
decidedly low street-cred rating. Philips
suggested prices so low as to be laughable, which adds to the 'negative' credibility. Not only do British hi-fi loonies
distrust the foreign giants, they also think
that too low a price implies something
nasty. My embarrassment is that 1 had
assumed initially that each product cost
twice its actual tariff. A listening session
did nothing to dispel the feeling.
Philips has a range of three stunning
speakers costing between £250 and £700
per pair. Sadly, they will probably be sold
through the kind of outlets better suited
to selling vacuum cleaners, because Philips has adealer network not restricted to
hi-fi shops. And those dealers — department stores, 'electrical shops', whatever —
will most likely not know how to demonstrate these for what they're worth.
Instead, they'll sell lots of pairs to people
who like the veneer.
My advice? Philips should release
tweaked, bi-wired, solidMedite versions
(the latter option already available in
Germany), give them different nomenclature and sell them only through a protected, appointed network of specialist
dealers. The 'standard' versions could go
out to anyone with aPhilips account. Who
knows? Philips might even follow its
Marantz subsidiary into the hearts of
audiophiles with amps to match the CD
players and — at last — loudspeakers.+
Since KIC wrote the above, Philips has
announced that the FB 815 will be made
available in the UKfromJanuary, retail price
£230 per pair — Ed.
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studio 1
The Studio 1speaker is an unprecedented addition to the range of
TDL transmission-line speakers, easily accommodated within the domestic
environment. The TDL Studio 1is asmaller, more affordable speaker that
occupies no more floor space than aconventional speaker placed on astand;
yet its bass performance extends through the bottom octaves with the ease and
authority for which the transmission-line is renowned. Similarly, the treble
employs the same metal dome tweeter technology as in the professional
TDL Reference Standard transmission-line speaker. Providing an aural illusion
of afar larger sound source, the TDL Studio 1places within reach,
an authentic transmission-line speaker.

TDL
ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England

Tel: ( 0494) 441191

652 GlenbrooK Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA

Fax ( 0494) 461803

Tel: ( 203) 324 7269

Fax: ( 203) 324 7027
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ACCESSORIES

CLU_

Use this form to order accessories.

TI
TE ISOP1.AT
REVISITED
• • •

Some of our longest serving products have been
revised or reassessed. Ken Kessler remembers the
Mission Cyrus Isoplat designed originally
for the gramophone

A

mongst the products on the Accessories Club list are some
of the most practical, cost-effective tweaks any music lover
could hope to acquire. During the forthcoming year, we're
going to revisit the most popular items in the Club's history, ones
which we feel deserve the accolade of 'Classics'.
One of the first products offered was the Mission Isoplat, an
equipment platform which had been available prior to the Club's
launch, but which had mainly cult appeal. When CD started to
spread, the Iso'plat came into its own because it was the one
accessory guaranteed to improve the performance of just about
any player. And it didn't cost the earth. Mission had realized that
most hi-fi components - amps, cassette decks, tuners and
(eventually) CD players - would benefit from isolation from the
surrounding environment. Most components suffer from
microphony, vibration and ahost of other ills found outside of a
suspension in aperfect vacuum. Despite the seemingly minute
nature of the interference it could affect the sound. Smearing, loss
of detail, less-than-silent silences - you don't really know how bad
it is until you remove them_ The Isoplat was designed to do nothing
more than reside underneath each component. Mission took two
deadening materials - dense MDF and energy-absorbing
Sorbothane - and combined them by fashioning aplatform out of
the MDF, resting on Sorbothane feet. The combination worked a
treat. ( But we can't guarantee that two pieces of Sorbothane could
really have saved the egg in the picture!)
In the intervening years, Mission continued to improve the
Isoplat, first by fitting caps to the Sorbothane feet. While this made
the Isoplat slide around abit on smooth surfaces, it also helped to
extend the life of the soft Sorbothane. More recently, Mission has
changed the finish from the grey Hammerite of the original to a
Nextel-like paint.
Most players still benefit from the use of an Isoplat. What Inever
expected to find was that the Isoplat could work as aspeaker
support.
Iwas recently involved in auditioning afloor-standing speaker
which hadn't been fitted with 'spikes. Although the speaker's mass
was enough to couple it fairly solidly to the ( carpeted concrete)
floor, something was amiss. The bass was lumpy and ill-defined, and
there was inescapable smearing. Ididn't have any spikes which we
could fit without surgery, and even the shortst stand in my
possession was too tall, so Iproduced apair of Isoplats, which we
duly sited below each speaker. The feet bulged abit, but the weight
meant that the compression had `squeezed out' the possibility of
movement. The sound became lighter, quicker and more precise.
The speaker's designers - as convinced as most of us that rigid
stands or spikes are de rigueur -were flabbergasted. Chalk up
another function for this deceptively simple little miracle.+

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black-ash box £22.00
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95 0
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber D steel D, inc fixing kit, set of 8, £ 10.00 D
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous t/t ( specify type); black-ash case £79.95 0
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 D
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black-ash case; 220/240V-only £79.95 0
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing, 36in high, complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95 0
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £24.95 0
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite),
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £25.00 0
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £45.00 D singles unit (200) £35.00. 0
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £49.95 CI
HFNIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 14.95 0
HFNIRR 015 Test CD 11:99 tracks, 75mins £ 11.95 D
Tweek: contact enhancer; clean all signal connections £ 15.95 O
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 D
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms' book £ 18.00
Tape head de-magnetizer: electronic cassette de-magnetizer £ 12.95 Ell
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small £5.45 D Large £8.45 I:11
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £47.50 El
Sicomin CD damper: best CD damper we have come across £27.50 El
Extra rings for Sicomin, pack of 20. £2.50 O
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 D
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane, 6in x6in self-adhesive £ 11.95
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95 D
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: £375.00
HFN/RR self-build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 0 Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 13.95 0

Saint-Sens £6.95 0 Close-ups: Kabi Laretei. piano. £6.95 D Dabs (45rpm) £ 12.95
Chcsky Scheherazadc £ 11.95 0 Marni Nixon/Gershwin £ 13.50 0 Appalachian
Spring £ 13.50 0 Beethoven Appassionata ( RDCE4) £7.50 0 Vintage Tenor ( RDCE
11) £7.500

Aureum gold-plated mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush
mounting, complete with two 13Amp plugs. £25.00 D
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow? D£18.50
Last Formula 1 £ 11.95 DFormula 2 £ 16.50 DFormula 3
£7.50 DStarter pack £ 12.50 ID
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 13.95 D
PAS-01: Passive control unit kit £86.50 O
Blacktak: £2.00
Recut Records: Beethoven Symphony 5 £7.99 0 Ravel & Bartok Concertos

£7.99 O Beethoven Piano Concerto I/Choral Fantasy ( 2LP) £ 11.99 0
CD Feet: Audioquest Sorbothane. Pack of 4 £24.95 0

Michell Surelock 4mm locking speaker plugs, set of 4, £18.95 D
Breakfast Plugs, phonos. pair, £5.95 0
Stax binaural CDs: Space Sound, £ 16.95 0; Glenn Miller, £ 16.95 D;
Warsaw Baroque Soloists, £ 16.95 D; Supercharge, £ 16.95 O
Decca record cleaning brush: £9.45 D
Vecteur spaced banana plugs: two twin plugs £9.45 D
CD Jewel Cases ( packs of 10): standard, Sin complete D £6.50;
standard 5in, outer only D £5.00; slimline Sin D £6.50; 3in D £6.50.
Double Jewel Case, complete ( each) 0 £ 1.75. Sin clear protective
sleeve ( pack of 5) 0 75p. CD single adaptor, silvered ( each) D 60p.
Toppers: stick-on spikes; set of 6D £5.95; set of 80 £7.95
Kevlon damping rings: for small valves £33.50 D
Missn Isoplat: 17in x13in Medite isolation platform; £28.00 0-

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

O enclose POIChequel MO*
O Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

Al/prices include part & packing

111111111111111

Expiry date

Signature
Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 IYH
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club hotline le 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form arc acceptable. E&OE

'
Please delete as necessary.
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ACOUSTIC
ENERGY
SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF.
"As far as I'm concerned, the AE1
re-defines the art of miniature
speaker design"
John Atkinson,
Stereophile, Sep. 1988
"To the author's knowledge, the
most awesomely dynamic and
articulate miniature ever made"
Alvin Gold, HiFi Choice, June
1988
the best looking, most
immaculately turned out stands
I've ever clapped eyes on"
Jonathan Kettle,
New HiFi Sound, July 1989
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"The AEI leapfrogs existing
references and sets new
standards of technical and musical
excellence . . ."
David Prakel,
HiFi Answers, March 1988
HEARING IS BELIEVING

To audition Acoustic Energy
loudspeakers — contact any of the
dealers listed below.
Doug Brady III-Fl
Marto»
London WC2
Bolton, Lana
Tel: 01-379 4010
Tel: 0204 31423
(also at Warrington 8, (also at Manchester)
Liverpool)
Steve Box:hall Audio
Grahams HI-FI
Cambridge,
London N1
Cambridgeshire
Tel: 01-226 5500
Tel 0223 68305
1U Leisure Sound
Audio Excellence
London W1
Cardiff, Wales
Tel: 01-486 0552
Tel: 0222 228565
Le Set
(
also at Gloucester 8
London SW3
Swansea)
Tel: 01-581 3676
Data Sound
Peter Jones
Dorking, Surrey
London SW1
Tel: 03% 882897
Tel: 01-730 3434
Jeffries HI-FI
The HiFi Centre
Eastbourne, Sussex
Barrow-in-Furness,
lei' 0323 31336
Cumbria (also at Brighton)
Tel: 0229 38757
III-F1 Comer
Griffin Audio
Edinburgh, Scotland
Birmingham, West
Midlands
Tel: 021 692 1359

Tel: 031 220 1535
also at Falkirk 8,
lasgow)

The Audio File
Bishop's Stafford, Herts
Tel: 0279 506576

Unto» Audio

Gateshead, Tyne & Weer

Menders 141-Fl
Grimsby, Sth.
Humberside
Tel: 0472 351391
Pi Audio
Guildford, Surrey
Tel 0483 504801
Compact Music
Havant, Hants
Tel: 0705 473952
The Sound Gallery
High Wycombe, Bucks
Tel: 6494 31682
Audio Projects
Leeds, Yorks
Tel: 0532 304565
The Leicesterlii-Fl Co.
Leicester.
Tel: 0533 539753

Basically Sound of
Norfolk
Nr. Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: 0508 70829
Sound Approach
No,wich. Norfolk
Tel: 0603 622833
Audio Counsel
Oldham, Lancs.
T
el061 633 2602
Rayleigh HI-Fl
Rayle i
gh, Essex
Tel 0268 779762
(
also at Chelmsford)
Audio Centre
Sheffield, Yorks.
Tel: 0742 737893
Tonbridge HiFI
Tunbridge Wells, Kent

Pure Sound

Tel: 0892 24677

Liverpool, PAerseyside
Tel: 051 645 6690
AudloinsIght
Milton Keynes,
Buda.
Tel '0906561551

Uxbridge Audio
Uxbridge, Middx.
Tel 0895 30404
West Midlands Audio
Worcester, Worcs.
Tel: 0905 58046

Tel: 091 477 4167
(also at Whitley Bay &
Durham)

Acoustic Energy have distributors in the following countries:
Australia
Austria
Canada
Denmark
Eire

Finland
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Italy

Korea
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Portugal
Singapore
Spain
Sweden

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

Energy Limited
3A Alexandria Road London W13 ONP
Tel: 01-840 6305
Fax: 01-579 1761 Tbc: 266834
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Switzerland
Thailand
Taiwan
U.S.A.
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Recognizing and rewarding retail
excellence, the HiFi News/Sony
Dealer of the Year Awards entered
their fourth year and attracted a
record number of votes

T

he fourth annual Dealer Awards
expressed an overall commitment
to hi-fi enjoyment and drew a
massive response from British hi-fi enthusiasts who voted through HFN/RR and at
The September HiFi Show.
Retailers from across Britain gathered at
London's Mayfair Hotel in November for
the presentation ceremony which was
conducted by Barry Cryer. Sony UK's
deputy MD Malcom Willings explained in
his address: `Too often the British public
hear about poor standards of service;
these awards set out to redress the
balance. All the retailers here today
deserve our praise and thanks'.
These awards are unique as the only
instance in the industry where the buying
public acknowledges good service. As
HFN/RR's Publisher, Colin Gamm, said:
'Nomination is not by some closed-door
industry committee, or agroup of journalists. The votes which bring dealers to this
event are cast by the people, who, in the
end are the most important to us all — the
satisfied customers'.
Audio writer Ken Kessler said that, as a
former hi-fi shopkeeper, he was sympathetic with their cause. ' Everyone who wants
to write about hi-fi should first spend two
months behind the counter'.
The 1989 top award, National Dealer of
the Year, went to Beverley Reynolds of
The Audio File in Bishop's Stortford who
was also awarded top place in her local
area: Eastern England, atitle she won last
year. Other faces who returned this year
included Tony Revelle from Cardiff s
Audio Excellence who made it three- in-arow as winner of region A: South-West
England and South Wales. Hampshire
Audio's David Block from Chandlers Ford,
near Southampton, walked away with the
Southern England Area trophy for the
second year running.
In the widely contested Greater London area where hi-fi spending is greatest,
Michael Lewin collected an award for
Grahams HiFi. The largest geographical
area is Scotland and Northern Ireland, and
this year Belfast's Zeus Audio took the top
place, with the presentation made to
David Campbell. Nominated in 1987 and
winner last year, it was success again for
Ian Padbury and the Reading HiFi team in
the Thames Valley area. It was a worthwhile journey for Jack Lawson as The
Music Room was announced winner in
area E. Alas the fog proved too much for
the North-East England winner Tony Gascoigne from Lintone Audio, Gateshead.
Winner of a CDP557esD CD player was
HFN/RR reader Paul Davis of Watford
whose voting form was pulled from the
hat in a prize draw. +
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THE NATIONAL DEALER OF THE YEAR
WINNER:
The Audio File, Bishop's Stortford. Proprietor: Beverley Reynolds

NOMINATED:
AT Labs, Enfield. Proprietor: Tony Jones
Audio Excellence, Cardiff. Proprietor: Tony Revelle

BEST DEALER SOUTH-WEST ENGLAND
&SOUTH WALES
WINNER:

BEST DEALER MIDLANDS & NORTH-WEST
ENGLAND
WINNER:

Audio Excellence, Cardiff.
Proprietor: Tony Revelle.

The Music Room, Manchester.
Proprietor: Jack Lawson

Radford HiFi, Bristol
Paul Green HiFi, Bath

Norman Audio, Preston
Cleartone HiFi, Bolton

BEST DEALER EAST ENGLAND
WINNER:

BEST DEALER SOUTHERN ENGLAND
WINNER:

The Audio File, Bishop's Stortford.
Proprietor: Beverley Reynolds

Hampshire Audio, Chandlers Ford.
Proprietor: David Block

NOMINATED:

NOMINATED:

NOMINATED:

NOMINATED:

Steve Boxshall Audio, Cambridge
Rayleigh HiFi, Rayleigh

Jeffries HiFi, Brighton
Salisbury HiFi, Salisbury

BEST DEALER NORTH-EAST ENGLAND
WINNER:

BEST DEALER THAMES VALLEY
WINNER:

Lintone Audio, Gateshead.
Proprietor: Tony Gascoigne

Reading HiFi, Reading.
Proprietor: Ian Padbury

Audio Projects, Leeds
Image HiFi, Leeds

Aylesbury HiFi, Aylesbury
Oxford Audio Consultants, Oxford

BEST DEALER - GREATER
LONDON
WINNER:

BEST DEALER - SCOTLAND
AND NORTHERN IRELAND
WINNER:

NOMINATED:

NOMINATED:

Grahams HiFi, London.
Proprietor: Michael Lewin

Zeus Audio, Belfast.
Proprietor: David Campbell

Uxbridge Audio, Uxbridge
AT Labs, Enfield

In HiFi, Edinburgh
Holburn HiFi, Aberdeen

NOMINATED:

NOMINATED:

BADA AWARD
FOR CONTRIBUTION TO INNOVATION IN HI-FI DESIGN
WINNER:
Robin Marshall of Mordaunt Short

SONY NATIONAL ES DEALER OF THE YEAR
WINNER:
Frank May of Leicester
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Audio File's Beverley Reynolds with Sony' , Malcolm Willings, left, and Barry Cryer, right) z,en the Eastern England Area and the National Award

au&
Tony Retalle ofAudio Excellence again walks away with
the Award for South West England & Wales

johnathan White collecied the North-East England trophy
on behalf of Tony Gascoigne front Lintone Audio

Greater London Award winner, Michael Lewin of
Grahams HiFi, didn't travel far to collect his trophy

The Musi: Room's Jack Lawson braved the fog to collect
his Award for Midlands and North-West England

David Block of Hampshire Audio won the Award for
Southern England Area for the second successive year

Second-time winner for the Thames Valley Area was Ian
Padbury of Reading HiFi

In Area E it was Northern Ireland's tarn as David

Sony's own ES Dealer of the Year went to Frank May of

The BADA Award for Innovation in hi-fi design was

Campbell of Zeus Audio, Belfast collected his trophy

Leicester who runs S May (Leics) Ltd

collected by Robin Marshall: designer at Mordaunt Short
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WANT TO BE SPOILT FOR CHOICE?
British Hi Fi

Separates
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Xeksan

Wharfedale

HEYF3ROOK
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(V)

Atis
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Turntables

Speakers

TefflOY

SONY-

KELVIN
LABS

We can offer you:—
.2 year guarantee on hi fi separates
•Access, Visa, HP, Interest free credit ( subject to status)

,• ..,•,•
Sattsburyurtil
15 Catherine Street, Salisbury SPI 2DF

Movement Audio Weymouth HiFi
588 Ashley Road
Parkstone, Poole

926 Wimbome Road
Moordown, Boumemouth

Formerly Dorset Electronic Centre

Tel: (0202) 730865

Tel: (0202) 529988

28/29 Walpole Street, Weymouth DT4 7HJ

Tel: (0722) 22169

Telephone 0305 785729

MORCH DP-6 - UNIQUE CONCEPT OF TONE ARM
The only tone arm allowing for optimum adaptation
to any standard cartridge
by the use of interchangeable arm tubes.
Arm tubes of 4 e
ifferent masses - from
in ultra. light to xtra heavy - can be
supplied. The un véidable fundamental
resonance is partly determined by the
compliance and the weight of the cartridge that is to be used and partly by the
weight of the tone' arm (
known as the "effective mass"). However, the frequency of
the fundamental resonance can be
moved up or down by altering the weight
of the tone arm. Thus simply by choosing
an arm tube out of the 4masses available
the fundamental resonance can be
moved to afrequency, where it does no
harm.
With the lightest of the arm tubes
you get the lowest effective mass, and
with this arm tube the tone arm is the

lightest in the world. This is important
for cartridges using alow tracking force,
as they have ahigh compliance. For cartridges using ahigh tracking force having
alow compliance, one of the heavy arm
tubes should be chosen. Users that own
more than one cartridge can mount each
of them in its own arm tube. Changing a
cartridge becomes a simple swap between arm tubes, and the mass of the
arm is always optimized for its cartridge.

Quality
Precision
Reliability

• The bearings are mounted so that they
are level with the record. Therefore in the
case of warped records the motion of the
stylUs will be completely vertical when
bumps are negotiated, so that no warp
wow will be heard.
• Complete stability and freedom from any
tendency to resonate.
• New dual bearing concept combines a
silicone damped high precision ball bearing for the horizontal mode of motion
and two precision sapphire bearings for
the vertical mode of motion. Independent damping of the two modes of motion is possible.
• Especially developed internal silver wiring for perfect transmission of the tiny
signals.
• Supplied in 24 carat hard GOLD finish or
in Chromium finish.
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H. H. MORCH
SKOVVEJ 16
2820 GENTOFTE
DENMARK
TEL: +45 31 63 45 1
Looking for U.K. pis IBUTOR.

Distributor U.S.A and Canada
AUDIO ADVANCEMENTS
P.O. Box 100
Lincoln Park NJ 07035
Tel: 201-633 1151
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A STATE- OF THE AKI

PRE AMPLIFIER:
AMP 02
bandwidth and separation that's below
the noise floor. It musn't strangle aweedy
output stage, or succumb to RFI, and has
to fit into a tiny space.

Crossing the Line

Part 3 describes LPM, acompact,
ultra-flexible line input module
accepting up to six sources,
moots aremote controlled
'passive' pre-amp and introduces
the complementary auxiliary
output module, AOM

by Ben Duncan

I

n last year's passive `pre-amp project'
PAS-01 11 J, I defined the conditions
under which aline level input can be
as simple as apair of phono sockets and a
selector switch. Looking at AMP-02's
overall block schematic ( fig 1 in Pt 1.
October), the CD player's input does just
this. Even so, an honest recipe for a
passive ( or any other dead-minimal) interface for most other line sources is inevitably laced with caveats. For a start, a
sizeable list of line sources (je, various
models of tuners and tape and video
machines, some of them quite expensive)
still espouse idiosyncratic output levels,
varying between 30mV ( 0.03V) and 2V. If
you're unlucky enough to switch between
such extremes, the nearly 40 decibel
difference in sound pressure level must
be inconvenient, if not shocking.
Widely differing output levels in tuners
and tape machines are often compounded
by cheapskate interfacing standards,
namely ahigh minimum load impedance
(>10k), which is generally accompanied
by a high source impedance (> 1k). As
well as producing premature HF rolloff,
high source impedances ( above 1k, say)
aggravate the likelihood of audible crosstalk ( between sources as well as I/R) as
soon as stereo signals reach the inside of
any ordinary, non-monoblock pre-amp.
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIDX•
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Equipment outputs rated to drive ' not less
than 20k' ( or was it 50k?), are scarcely fit
to drive alength of interconnect; in many
set-ups, there must be HF loss, as the
cable's capacitance steals what little output current there is. These problems can
be overcome by buffering the incoming
signal, so subsequent manipulation
doesn't load it any further. Here, in part, is
the argument for active pre-amplifiers: if a
buffering stage has sufficient transparency,
the benefits can outweigh the passive
approach. Thereafter, the active species is
more adaptable to the imperfections of
everyday life.
AMP-01's LP (Line Processor) cards
were designed so they could be adjusted
to accommodate the weaker specimens to
an unprecedented degree. Of course,
within each makers' range, everything is
supposed to match. Beyond this, anarchy.
'And the miscreants aren't just Japanese'
sighed the Professor, accelerating into the
overpass on the way back from Cambridge. 'No! Ijolly veil sink one of zem
is von Hunting-town' guffawed his passenger, pausing with serendipity, as the jaded
upper-reaches of astuccoed water-tower
flashed by. One day, the majority of line
sources might conform to some kind of
standard. A possible candidate that's
already adopted by anumber of makers as
well as being widely established in proaudio equipment, is a nominal output
level of 4/
4V (strictly 775mV or OdBu). A
new standard for healthy interconnection
should include a low source impedance
(ideally 50oluns or less) and enough
output current to drive linearly into
600ohms at ten times the nominal level,
le, 7.8V ( + 20dBu). Elbow-room...
In the meantime, we need arobust yet
transparent circuit; one which is flexible
enough to allow builders to match the
vast majority of their line sources without
favour or compromise. It has to iron-out
potential 100-fold difference in input
levels, while maintaining a well defined

In AMP-01, each line processor stage had
the benefit of its own PCB and the luxury
of independent left and right gain-cumbalance controls. With hindsight, the
downside has been the extra expense ( of
PCBs, panels and edge connectors, repeated up to 7times for the full complement
of inputs), and to alesser extent the space
occupied. For AMP-02's LPM, a far
tougher goal was set: up to six dual mono
line buffers and their listen selection had
to fit onto asingle Eurocard without loss
of matching flexibility and without ultrathin tracks and devilish cramping ( anyone
remember Uncle Clive's black watch?), all
while meeting or exceeding the performance standards set by AMP-01. Phew! In
pursuing this goal, Harold ( afriendly PC,
one of 40 million worldwide) helped to
accelerate the reviewing of diverse circuit
topologies. A series of likely circuits were
first subjected to close questioning by a
human. After initial weeding, the remaining candidates underwent repeated analogue simulation to quickly determine
their frequency response and impedance
with high accuracy across the matrix of
worst-case operating conditions. The
thousandfold increase in the speed of
analysis and documentation has re-enfranchized circuits whose exploration and
fine tuning would have been too tedious
in the past.
Can you imagine a many-dimensioned
space or manifold, containing every
possible variation of every conceivable
buffer circuit, using say, between three
and eight main components, to include
op-amps, resistors and capacitors? Modern
geneticists already think like this, when
getting to grips with the permutations of
the DNA helix: they have a conceptual
map of the transfinite possibilities called
'the genetic space '121 . Organic chemists
have something similar, called Beilstein
(sudden cut to a Cambridge laboratory,
after hours of tedium). 'Here, as you can
see, the majority of possible audio buffers
are redundant or have quixotic properties
...' remarked the Professor, lurching
giddily as the auto-correlator stepped up
the scrolling rate on the giant spherical
VDU. Regaining his composure, he continued 'The scan rate accelerates while

passing through regions of dysfunctional
circuits, but every now and again ...'
(peers confidently at quivering graphic
sub-displays). '... Yes! in a few minutes
time, we'll encounter functional networks, probably quirky singularities. Or if
we're lucky, the stuff of whole new
topologies!' And you say that there isn't
enough matter in the whole galaxy to
build all the possible permutations of
these amplifiers ... ?' asked Captain Hurd,
staring open-mouthed, as infinity swept by

Fig l . LPM generic circuit

in amicrocosm. Mercifully, forays into the
genetic space of audio buffers weren't
required, instead a simple but potent
circuit was recalled from pro-audio's library of ' useful things you can do with
op-amps' 131 . It meets stringent requirements with just one op-amp, careful layout and a table of component values.

A new line convergence

sentative of perceived average loudness of
a CD player's output with a 'loud' mix
spinning. Although CD's maximum replay
level is normally close to 2V, subjective
loudness corresponds to signal levels integrated over hundreds of milliseconds,
making it fairly comparable to 3/
4V of the
denser programme emerging from vinyl,
tapes and the radio. ADEQ also has a
suitably low source impedance, adefined
output level ( OdBu is specified for AMP02's frame) and ahealthy drive capability,
as do most CD players. In turn, ADEQ and
the CD can be directly, passively connected to LPM's selection matrix ( and on
to AOM). Then again, in pursuit of satisfying everyone's needs, a peek at the
upper part of fig 2 shows these inputs
fitted with buffer stages. But don't panic;
it's only an option. Uses? Well, for example, in the AMP-02 frame, if ADEQ is
omitted ( because you've abandoned
vinyl), the disc input can be converted to
line use by bridging the input and output
pins on ADEQ's edge-connector. Alternatively, any or all of the line inputs can be
made direct and unbuffered ( and used for
CD, DAT, etc) by omitting and bypassing
the buffer parts and connecting the input
directly to the relay. The links needed to
accomplish this are clearly visible in the

most likely needed. If ahigher impedance
(up to 40k at the higher gain settings) is
sought, it can be achieved by increasing
Rh,to 976k. Take care: high impedances
increase the likelihood of buzzes and
squeals if leads are carelessly unplugged

Fig 3. LPM relay select

or left dangling with the system turned
up.

Bandwidth and balance

Cin is also mounted on the DIL header. For
each gain setting, it's adjusted to provide
consistent RF filtration at each gain setting. Looking at the table, two columns of
capacitor values offer achoice of wide or
narrow bandwidths. Being direct coupled,
and without a servo, the low-end is
already as wide open as it can possibly be.
The AD 845's j-FET input is unusually
immune to RF, and with an outrageous

photo.
Let's begin gently, with the generic circuit
Staring up the buffered input, the inpeof fig 1. IPM's full circuit ( for one
dance ( RA II [ RB + RC)) seen by the
channel) is split between figs 2, 3 and 4,
source equipment has an absolute miniand you'll find it useful to refer to these as
we go along. RA,B are mounted on aDIL
header. For each stereo input, their values
are chosen to produce the gain or bufPiro zcz
1.1147 IC3
P110 IC*
P1W ICS
P1,0 ICE
ICI
fered attenuation that's required to norR43
malize each line source's level — so when
*VAIL,
you switch between your line sources, the
programme level remains more or less the
same. Each input stage's absolute gain can
be adjusted between — 15dB and + 25dB
SVAIL1
in 5 dB steps; a span of 40dB. With a
selection of D1L headers made-up, input
matching can easily be adjusted empirPIN4 ICI
Ple44 ICS
PIN4 ICS
PIN* ICI
Pit* 103
PD. ICI
-VAIL,
ically if desired, and speedily reset if and
when line sources are changed.
Otherwise, the amount of gain or attenuation you'll need can be read from the
Fig 4. LPM local powering
100V/IiS slew limit, it can easily cope with
table, after determining the source equipmum midband value of 4500ohms, high
signals above the audio band, so the
ment's nominal output level!' I. The basis
enough to accommodate the vast majority
high-end 'window' can be opened more
of the table is converting every line
of reputable sources. The table shows
than usual if desired. This is the main
source to a uniform 775mV (= OdBu),
how the load impedance increases, up to
purpose of the lower capacitor values in
which is ADEQ's standard nominal output
14k for the higher gain settings, where it's
the `Wideband' column. Of course, the
level. 3/
4V also happens to be fairly reprewideband values are most meaningful if
extra CD players, R-DAT machines and
other ( yet to materialize) high quality
digital audio sources are being connected.
Here, Cin and C.(provide RF filtration that's
always — 20dB at 1MHz, but not more
than — 0.15dB at 20kHz. Harold's predictions of analogue simulation were precisely collaborated by Audio Precision
tests performed in the realspace.
In the ` narrow' column, C,,, is increased
to make the response 1dB down at 20IcHz.
This is only sensible for radio reception,
and for ' cooking' tape machines. In common with any other input having passive
RF filtration/bandwidth definition, input
load impedance falls slightly at the top of
Fig 2. LPM inputs ( turn sideways to read!)
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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AOM pAuxiliary Output Module), to be described fullv in Part 4

the audio band. This isn't adesign mistake,
but a 'best fit' of interactive parameters.
Altogether, the amount of HF attenuation
increases beyond the advertised limits for
source impedances progressively above
the optimal 0-to-500ohms range. The
sonic outcome may well be inconsequential considering the high impedance
source is most likely a tuner or cassate
deck. If it matters, it's easy enough to
reduce Cin 's value in binary steps ( halvings), until the top-end response audibly
recovers, using some pre-assembled OIL

Fig S. Hardwired remote control

headers to speed the assessment.
AMP-02 doesn't support independent
left and right balance controls for individual sources. The reduction in knob
count is calculated to dispel technofear.
Sources with bad stereo balance can be
trimmed in the normal way, but remotely.
with the overall balance control ( to be
described next month). But if one or
more sources are sorely adrift, and you
tire of trimming the balance each time
they're selected, and you're feeling adventurous, you can arrange for an independent trim. It can be done by offsetting
RB's value in one channel of the stereo
pair. If there are any uncertainties about
equipment compatibility or the correct
values to use, Audio Synthesis can advise
builders provided the equipment's source
or ' output' impedance ( in ohms or k) and
output level ( in V or mV) are quoted.

The Ruthenium remedy
As we leave fig 2, the signals emerging
from each line input are now similiar in
level, free from VHF garbage, and supplied
from auniformly low impedance. Source
selection comes next. The LPM card we're
studying is part of a greater matrix that
can independently route each source to
the ( main) listen output, and up to three
auxiliary outputs ( see text and fig 1, Part
1, Oct '89). The auxiliary selection goes
on inside AOM, so for now we're just
concerned with source selection in the
HI- F1 NEWS tZ RECORD REVIEV(
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main listening path. Later in the series,
well look into the digital control that
links the two matrices to the world of
buttons, LEDs and human fingertips.
The challenege of achieving remote
control without prejudicing audio quality
hinges on the choice of switching device.
To kick-off the design of LPM's source
selection, the family of active switching
techniques were re-evaluated in the light
of the latest devices. Either the crosstalk
across asingle switch had to be unusually
good, or the extravagent T-switch option
would be needed ( which achieves high
isolation with three switches, in aseries/
shunt/series arrangement, normally drawn
in a 'T'-shaped configuration), because
with any source being freely routeable to
any of up to four outputs, it's not very
clever to reduce feedthrough by simply
shorting unused inputs! Promising circuits, including the latest 'solid-state'
audio switches were compared with mundane relays. The relays, modern descendents of 1840s railway signalling technology, won hands down. AMP-01's LP modules successfully adopted this route for
source selection. Crosstalk was low
because the circuits were individually
screened, selected and combined at an
ultra low- impedance summing point.
For AMP-02's LPM, the topology differs,
so the recipe for further advancement
boils down as follows: capacitance
between the open contacts had to be an
order lower than is normal, to forestall the
rise in crosstalk from unselected inputs
across to the listen bus, at high frequencies. Left unchecked, the ' tizzy' quality of
crosstalk detracts from sonic detail, as
well as introducing a false brightness to
the principal signal. And the contacts
would have to work reliably, not just for x
million operations — but also after periods
of neglect or infrequent use! A sealed reed
relay made by Pickering, with specially
plated contacts was very nearly suitable,
and had already been successfully specified for the CD Supertuning
project 14.s1 .Still, to be sure, catalogues
brimming with reed relays emanating
from the US, Germany and Japan were
inspected.
Returning empty-handed, synchronicity
was forced upon us: Pickering were
poised to make a version with the very
low capacitance we sought. In turn, the
relays follow the pattern established in
the CD upgrade, but with the capacitance
between open contacts reduced to a
nominal 0.1pF. In a regime where no
inputs are selected, so LPM's listen bus
floats at its own ( highish) load impedance,

the computed `across-switch' crosstalk
the `V' plane closely agrees with measurements, at — 77dB at 20kHz. By some
pre-amplifier's standards, we're cruising,
but by arranging AMP-02's logical control
so that one input has to be selected at any
time, HF escaping across open relay contacts is divided by the selected source's
impedance, generally forcing the feedthrough well below the noisefloor. To
give some idea, analogue simulation
(which is noisefree) then predicts feedthrough of below — 200dB in the midband, and — 175dB at 20kHz, given a
10ohm source impedance.

Isolation, Construction and
Application
Turning to the overall picture, there are
three kinds of crosstalk, so nett programme purity hinges on the cumulative
effects. With all the sources being brought
together on asingle board, the other two
are the shielding between sources ( Z)
before the signals reach the relays, and of
course, stereo crosstalk ( X). Of these, Z
dominates in LPM. Still, crosstalk in the 'Z'
plane has been forced below the
noisefloor by reducing the buffer's source
impedance to below 10ohms and by
fine-tuning the PCB layout. Layout is a
hidden, forgotten facet of good sounding
circuitry, one which can easily outweigh
the correlation of sonic quality with
specific components. With the guidance
of engineers skilled in analogue PCB
design rules, CAD yielded a workable
solution after just two iterations. Enjoying
very low crosstalk in the Z and Y planes
comes into its own when alow level ( say
50mV ) signal is addressing the listen bus,
while an adjacent 2V input is routed
elsewhere ... or nowhere. In common
with any pre-amp ultimately, crosstalk in
the ' Z' plane hinges on the sources'
respective impedances. The quoted performance is true of outputs in the 0 to
250ohm range, which means AMP-02
gives its best performance with low
source impedance signal sources. But the
feedthrough figures remain acceptable
(by everyday standards) for source impedances up to 2500ohms. Even then, as the
leakage passes the — 95dB mark, you'll still
need to unplus all but one source, then
select another, signal- less input, to hear
the tell-tale whispering.
The relays ( RY.1-6) in Figure 3 are
driven by firing logic levels up the transistor bases. If the logical drive isn't adopted,
or you can't wait, the transistors can be
driven ( in stereo pairs) from a 6-way
rotary switch fed from APS-02's + 5V
supply ( fig 5). A single pair of regulators
feed the left and right input channels
individually ( fig 4). Stereo separation ( X)
is already beyond measurement limits
with a single power source. In common
with all of AMP- 02's modules, it can be
improved still further by powering LPM
with twin, independent APS-02's. Separation in the 'Z' plane hinges on stiff local
decoupling, and the exemplary PSR of the
AD845 op-amps. Turning to the latter,
there's no provision for nulling because
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A BIG THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO VOTED FOR
ZEUS AUDIO IN THE ' DEALER OF THE YEAR' AWARDS

eFlying Squid
Have you seen these headphones?
They're the Portalite twins.
Description

Dark, handsome and light, ranging
down to less than 2oz.
Distinguishing marks

Have Koss Portalite tattooed on them.
Wanted
By anyone requiring good sounding,

comfortable stereophones.
Please keep your ears open
for them.

KOSS

The word on everyone's ears
HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8E0. Tel: 01-607 2717

Please send me full details of the Koss headphone range, plus the address of my nearest dealer:
Name
40
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specific examples of modern ( let alone
future) audio-grade op-amps ( such as
AD845) are good enough for it to be
unnecessary in LPM, in most cases.
Residual offset is amplified by gain, so the
worst situation is an individual IC with
high offset, sitting in a high gain
( > + 10dB) position. The remedy is simple: switch-off and try swopping the IC for
one residing in another stage that's operating at unity gain or below ( OdB or
—dB). As well as simplifying construction
for the majority of builders, the abandonment of nulling saves space, and lessens
the chances of sonic degradation considering how op-amp's null terminals
require stiff decoupling to prevent them
operating as unwitting inputs.
After you've decided how many stages
to stuff ( all six are the norm for AMP-02's
frame) and which ones are passive or
active ( in AMP-02's frame, the ADEQ and
CD inputs are normally passive), construction is straightforward. Given the
constraint on space, doublesided holes
are inevitable. However, being platedthrough ( pth), there's no need to worry
about pins. The through-plating is doubly
thick and clearly visible without magnification, so (with a little discipline)
integrity can easily be verified before
stuffing. After building LPM, a pleasant
surprise awaits you if you're uncertain
about the correct values to use on each of
the DIL headers: the circuit will work
without any headers inserted. Under these
conditions, gen is around unity, and
there's limited bandwidth control. Still,
it's good enough to try out your sources
on, so you can empirically determine ( or
cross-check) the gain that's needed before
loading the headers. What's more, apart
from ( predictable) changes in gain and
SPL, there's no upset caused by switching
headers; it can be done while the system
is playing. Beyond its role as amodule in
MATCHING SYSTEM LEVELS
Output level of Tuner, etc

Gain required
In LPM

in neV,

in dBte:

in dB

so

—24
— 18
— 10
—4
o
+2
+6dBu

+24
+18
+10
+4

100
250
500
775mV
Iv
I.5v

o

—2
—6dB

CHOOSING THE INPUT GAIN
LPM Input stage values:
Gain
required:
RA
RR
Cite Narrow
—15cIB
909R
24k3
5n1
— 10dB
1k82
24k3
3n0
—5dB
4k32
20k
1n8
0
12k
13k
InF
+5dB
20k
4k32
1nF
+10dB
24k3
Ik82
910pF
+15dB
36k5
909R
820pF
+20dB
36k5
442R
820pF
+25dB
36k5
243R
820pF

Wideband
1n5
lnO
470pF
270pF
220pF
180pF
150pF
100pF
68pF

IMPEDANCE DETAILS
Gain Setting
in dB

Input impedance seen
by source in ohms'

—15
— 10
—5
o
+5
+10
+15, 20 & 25dB:

4k5
5k
6.4k
9.5k
II.6k
12.4k
I4.3k

'Assumes standard values for RA, RR
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AMP-02's frame, LPM can form aminimal
line-sources 'pre-amp' ( selector?) in its
own right, with a choice of direct ( passive) or active, buffered inputs for any of
six sources. If everything's buffered with
an AD845, the drive capability matches
the more usual output modules, viz AOM,
UCM or OFM. A second rotary switch can
be wired to pick off the individual source
outputs to feed a record-out socket.

More Audio Meanings
Absolute Gain: a tidy way of saying both gain and
attenuation', by regarding attenuation

as ' negative

Beilstein: Dr Beilstein's 28-volume compendium lists
every organic molecule known to chemists.
Breakthrough: synonym for crosstalk.
Crosstalk refers to unwanted leakage of signals or
noise between channels or different circuit sections.
Feedtbrough: synonym for crosstalk.
Genetic Space a multi-dimensioned continuum ( or
manifold) containing the infinity of variants on agiven

The Scattering Matrix
The Auxiliary Output Module (AOM) is
purely an optional part. When fitted into
AMP-02, it provides three independent
outputs for taping. It can equally be used
to pipe line level signals to other rooms.
And it comes into play when you want to
insert FX, such as reverberation ( à la
Yamaha), stereo processors, or EQ for
ancient recordings, and not have these
disturb the signal path for the other
sources. In this mode, one auxiliary output is used to send to the processor, and
one line input is taken up by routeing the
processed return to the listen output. To
check the difference, you can simply 'zap'
(or without the remote control, switch)
between the original and the return line
inputs. You can use AOM's outputs in
these modes in any combination, to
access any of the five sources. There are
five, because Aux 1input is debarred from
Aux 1output (Aux 2 and 2 likewise) as a
guard against creating feedback loops.
AOM's circuitry has much in common
with LPM. Turning to the simplified
'generic' circuit in figure 7, the resistors
surrounding each op-amp are normally set
up for unity gain, so the outputs are at the
normalized level of OdBu. But if the tape
machines or amplifier(s) you're feeding
require higher or lower levels, gain or
attenuation can be applied by adjusting
RE, or RC and RD; the values and the gain
required are in the Builder's guide. itLPM PARTS LIST
LH channel parts are listed. Add 50 for RH channel designation.
•indicates parts required only once.
F1=0.5% Holco metal film
S= Vaw, I, 2or 5% MF ( non critical)
MKS= Polystyrene, axial
All electrolytics are radial, Elna audio grade. 100µF are all 25v;
all other values are 35v.
Part No's in brackets ( ) are optional and aren't normally fitted
(see text).
Part No

Value type notes

(Rin) 22k1, see teat ( H)
R1,7.13,19 ( 25,31)
4k75, H
R2,8,I4,20 ( 26,32)
(RA) see text and 68.4 ( H)
R3.9.15,21 ( 27,33)
R4, 10,16,22, ( 28,34) (RB) see text and 68.4 ( H)
(RC) 4k75. H
R5,11,17,23(29.35)
R6,I2,18,24 ( 30,36)
SRI, H
4k7, S
R37-42
R43,44,45,46
22R, S
1k62, H
R47,48
121E. H
R49,50
C1,3,5,7(9,11) ( Cm) 1% MKS, see text & fig.4
C2,4,6,8(10,12)
C
2209F, 1% MKS
13,14,37,38
220e, 35V
C15,16
10µF, 35V
C17,18
100µF, 25V
C19,22,25,28,31,34
100nF, MKT
C20,21,23,24,26,27}
C29,30,32,33,35.36
100P,F 2W
1C.1-4 ( 5,6)
AD 845 ( or any UGS BiFET op- amp)
VR.1,Reg 1 (+)
LT-317AT
VR.2, Reg 2 ( — )
LT-337AT
TRI 6
BC 337
1N4148
D1-10
REA 1-6 ( RY)
5v SPNO advanced reed relay
12 Ks*
16 pin TP DIL sockets
8pc?
6pin DIL headers ( to mount R2,3+C1,
etc)
4pc?
6pin DU. headers ( to link across for
ADEQ & CD inputs)
Conn I*
64 pin DIN 41612 PCB skt
64 pin DIN 41612 PCB plg
CÁ)
C
on
ns
n2
3*
moles header ( digital control)
Conn 4
gip square pin header ( feed to AOM )
IxLPM PCB': Ix inter-channel shield': test point pins

living species.
upon

Although conjectured

evolution

as

understood

to cast

today,

it's

light

equally

applicable to over-viewing the infinite number of
electrical network species.
PSR• power supply rejection, ameasure of an op- amp's
ability to reject signals appearing on its own power
lines.
RFI: radio frequency interference. Similar to EMI.
Sound Pressure Level (SPL): a 40dB change in signal
voltage at line level produces a corresponding 40dB
shift in SPL, system allowing.
'References
1 Ben Duncan, ' Passive Activity', HFN/RR, Aug 88.
2 Richard Daubney, The Blind Watchmaker, (Longman),

1986.

3 Steve Dove, Designing a professional mixing console, Part 8, Studio Sound, May '81.
4 Ben

Duncan, 'Supertuning

CD —

A

Refresher',

HFN/RR, Mar ' 89.
5 A W
Hans

Sloman, HFN/RR '
Views', Jan '88.
Sauer,

Verlag),

Modern

Relay

Technology

(Huethig

1986.

In Part 4, March 1990 issue: AOM ( Auxiliary Output
Module); remote control of volume and balance, and
an

introduction

to

the

output

facilities

module

(OFM).
PCBs, components, complete kits and comprehensive
literature

on

LPM

and

AOM,

as

well

as

interim

information on the complete project are available
from Audio Synthesis, 30 Grove Ave. Chilwell, Nottingham NG9 4DZ. Please include an SAE for details,
or

if overseas,

International

Reply

Coupons.

Tel.

(0602) 224138.
Corrigenda: in Part 2 (HFN/RR Nov 1989 the ' Fres'
marker was omitted from Figure

3. It

is located at

2MHz.
LPM: TECHNICAL SPECIRCATION
All AC measurements performed with Audio Precision System
One PC-driven test set DC measurements performed with
Keighley 197 DMM/data4ogger.
Noise — 127dBu over 20Hz to 20kHz
Referred to OdBu=775mV= normalised output level.
Noise spectra with input shorted, with unity gain setting:
—130dBu at 30Hz
—127dBu at IkHz
— 117dBu at 16kHz
interdiannel Crosstalk
All figures taken at 20kHz. Crosstalk falls at auniform — 3to
—6dBioctave at all lower frequencies.
X — between stereo channels:
Any pair of inputs: Substantially below the noise
Y — across the source selection bus:
Any input, unrouted: <- 105dB
Z — between inputs of one stereo channel. Assumes asource
impedance < 50 ohms if active input buffer(s)
s ) omitted: Any
input to an adjacent input or any other input: < — 100dB @
20kHz
Harmonic Distortion (THD) Vs. Frequency
Driven with + 20dB of gain at 1dB below clip. Even lower
figures apply at lower gains and operating levels:
Typically < 0.0015%, < 10Hz to 20kHz
Typically 0.002% at 50kHz
Intermodulation Distortion (SMIPTE 4:1) Vs. Frequency
Driven as above, for THD.
Typically < 0.002%, < 3kHz to 40kHz
Frequency Response: Within ± 0.05dB of tabulated response
at 20kHz, for source impedances below 500ohms. Extra III
attenuation caused by high-Zsources is correctable ( see text ).
Overload Margin
Depends on correct gain setting. > 20dB when recommended
OdBu normalisation level is set.
Power Consumption ( 1<yr)
Typically ± 50 inA per channel ( with stages 5+6 direct )
Typically ± 70 mA per channel ( with all inputs buffered)
Output DC offset ( Voos)— Typically <-± ImV, untrimmed
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CD PLAYERS

FIRST WITH PDM:
.MERIDIU

T

MERIDIAN'S 208

his has been agood year for compact disc. Silver disc sales exceeded
black for the first time, while the
quantity and variety of new players continued unabated. Purchasers have understandably shown a lack of confidence
when recently introduced models may be
outclassed in a matter of months rather
than years, and some have adopted a `wait
and see' approach to the medium.
In the Meridian 206 review (
HFNIRR
Nov '89) I noted that the player had
mildly embarrassed the more costly 207
by delivering a better sound. However,
designer Bob Stuart had another card up
his sleeve: a top-secret replacement for
the 207 would soon be ready. To be
called the 208, this would improve on
both the 206 and the 207, thereby restoring order to the range. The technology
chosen for this development is the PDM
Bit Stream system from Philips, and the
208 claims to be the first commercial
player so equipped to be put into production. Moreover, it uses the most up-todate 'B' implementation of the DAC3
devices (as they are called generically),
applied in aunique circuit configuration.
Like the 206, the 208 comprises two
extruded box sections in the familiar
Meridian style, permanently bolted
together. The 208 does everything the
207 did, including provision of the full
remote-control line pre-amplifier function, while analogue disc input is afurther
option, with both m-m and m-ccartridges
competently catered for.
As adigital transport the 208 promises a
still higher standard than the 206 ( and
most certainly the 207). The superior
transport would upgrade many a digital
processor, but I suspect that very few
decoders are yet worthy of it, since the
quality of the 208's main output is itself
likely to preempt such applications for
the time being.
If the 208 is chosen as an audiophile CD
component to be used with apre-amp of
superior quality, the fixed audio output is
HI-H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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By ashort head, Meridian's 208 is

the first PDM Bit Stream CD player
to come on the market

by Martin Callow

the option, the remotely controlled variable socket being regarded as a valuable
extra option for use when convenient or
appropriate. The electronic volume control is a particularly good one, well
developed ergonomically and offering 64
accurate ldB steps.

Technology
Bit Stream it is, but used in a unique
manner with proprietory Meridian circuitry. One Philips design proposal
involves using two DAC3s ( each is stereo )
in asimple differential mode, adding some
6dB of dynamic range and in theory
providing alinearity improvement. In this
system, DAGA carries the Land R signals,
while DAC-B is fed digitally inverted data
providing -L and -R. Op-amps then add R
and -R differentially, producing 2R and 2L.
The Meridian exploits the valuable concept of common-mode rejection within
the individual DAC by uniquely processing the digital data to provide L and -L
code to one DAC and R and -R code to the
other. By nulling the errors in the DACs
individually, much better rejection of
linearity aberrations and suppression of
power-supply problems is achieved. The
output op-amps are 5534 types, employed
in a special non-unity-gain differential
configuration, with a direct-coupled DC
servoed output. The 3rd-order C-L-C Butterworth filters are passive and come
between the DACs and these output
buffers. The best use of the low-voltage
op-amps within DAC3s is achieved by
running them at lower than recommended signal levels, while the DAC3s'

second-stage op-amps are not used at all
in this design. The 208 sound quality
probably owes as much to this special
configuration, and to the higher grade of
digital data it recovers from the CD, as to
the use of a Bit Stream converter.
Other technology features include a
central, discrete quartz-locked oscillator
with four buffered outputs, intended to
drive the main circuit sections without
interaction. Described as 'third generation', the servo-control and error-correction circuits work to greater precision,
with a capability of dealing with bursterrors double the previous length. Dropout strategy is improved, while Meridian
uses its own central control microprocessor to give additional design
flexibility and an opportunity for finetuning the control system micro-code.
With so much packed into the ' 7321'
M3B DAC, no digital output is provided,
the old 7220 output in the player serving
simply to generate the buffered SPDIF
digital outputs, twin optical, and transformer-coupled balanced coaxial. By using
two linked screened boxes, good electromagnetic shielding is achieved between
the transport/power-supply and processor/analogue sections. It was asurprise to
find advanced 4-layer board practice in a
consumer product, but the designer indicated that this technique was essential to
help extract the most from the difficult-touse DAC3 chip. The latter benefits greatly
from good grounding and power-supply
practice. Minor improvements have been
made to the 207 pre-amp section for use
in the 208; it uses solid-state switching for
inputs and volume setting, always running
under optimum conditions — as the fine
distortion results confirm.
The 208's implementation of Bit Stream
has confirmed the preliminary results
achieved with the DIA section of the Sony
630 amplifier, but at a much higher
quality level. The important point is that
the Bit Stream character is clearly identifiable, as noted in the following subjective
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report. As regards the older 4times 16-bit
Philips DAC ( the 1541A), it has been
shown that very high standards can still be
achieved, but with a different character:
more solid perhaps, less sweet and natural, but with superior dynamics, slam and
timing. Isuspect that such differences will
cause considerable argument, but for the
future we have to look to designs in the
audiophile sector achieving the best of
both conversion methods.

Sound quality
The listening tests were prolonged and
great care was taken to achieve the best
consistency with regard to earlier
reviews. Every possible reference was
brought into use, with both listening
rooms employed, and the 208 turned out
to be a most significant design — one of
true audiophile calibre and worthy of the
finest replay systems. The listening
covered several aspects, the digital audio
output, the remotely controlled preamplifier, the CD player used with both its
fixed and variable outputs into atop-class
pre-amp, and also in direct connection to
the power amplifiers ( for this test, biamped Krell KS-A80 and also Musical
Fidelity P140).
The first and most important listening
test was with the CD player auditioned via
its fixed output. From the outset it was
clear that the 208 was superior to both
the 207 and the 206 ( essential in any case
to preserve its top-of-the- line position).
Moreover, it proved to be substantially
superior in almost every subjective
respect! Entirely new standards have been
achieved by the 208 for low-level detail,
ambience, the recovery of recorded
acoustic, tonal subtlety, purity, neutrality,
and treble liquidity.
After much deliberation and comparative checking, the player was rated somewhat above the Wadia decoder which
caused so much head-scratching last
month by shooting well above our established reference standard. As mentioned
earlier, that set us on arethink of soundquality scaling procedures. But for the
moment it should be noted that while the
Meridian 206 just pipped the old Accuphase reference, with the Wadia 2000 going
higher still, the new 208 has reached even
further. Ishudder to think what the final
equivalent score might have been if the
208 had come out at better than just 'very
good' in three admittedly contentious
subjective departments: transient attack,
dynamics, and bass rhythm/timing. By
normal standards few would find fault
with this machine, but its very high
attainment in other respects left these
areas somewhat behind, and thus subject
to critical attack.
The bass was undeniably very good —
articulate, informative, lively and fast,
delivered with good LF weight and extension. However, it held back alittle on that
feeling that the tonal soundstage is resting
on asolid foundation; the bass was atouch
light and lacking in slam as well as
absolute authority. This was partly a
dynamic effect, and the overall sound was
Hin NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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considered a trifle polite, even slightly
rounded on explosive transients. The
more powerful and dynamic effects also
sounded a little muted. On rhythm and
timing the 208 was certainly in the Wadia
class, undoubtedly a high commercial
standard but one nonetheless known to
fall short of the best possible. However,
only the more critical rock enthusiasts are
likely to find fault in this area.
Having cleared that hurdle, let's look at
the 208's strengths. First impressions are
of an elegantly relaxed presentation, a
highly spacious soundstage full of accessible detail and subtle nuance. It would not
be an exaggeration to describe the effect
on many established recordings as a
revelation. Stage width and depth were
first-class, with width well preserved right
to the back of the hall. On both rock and
classical material you could hear precisely

The other services come next, Ihope
more concisely assessed! Via the variable
socket there was some loss of CD sound
quality, yet the basic standard is so high
that the variable output is still impressive,
with a score equalling that of the 206.
Now dispense with the auxiliary pre-amp
and connect the 208's variable output
directly to your power amplifiers — an
option for which it is designed. Here, a
significantly higher rating was attained, in
fact far and away the best remotely
variable CD output available, alone in the
Krell KSA80 and ARC Classic 30 class! In
this output mode much of the characteristic mid purity and treble sweetness were
retained, with just a moderate reduction
in stereo depth, musical detail, and bass
precision and drive. In the absence of a
top-class high-end pre-amplifier it would
be entirely appropriate to use these vari-

The crux of Bit Stream technology -DAC3 chips used in the 208

where the performers were positioned in
terms of both placement and local acoustic. Stereo perspective was considered
excellent and was accompanied by an
impressive degree of orchestral layering.
Stereo focus was very precise, with excellent positional coherence observed
between fundamentals, formants and treble harmonics. And what treble! Here the
standard was magical, the best Ihave ever
heard — and then by a considerable
margin. I simply had not realized how
much depth and sheer believability was
possible from my Krell/Apogee system in
the treble. Vocal sibilants, flute and violin
sounds were all reproduced with exceptional naturalness and precision.
The mid-range was also exceptional.
Vocals were significantly more natural
than usual, while massed strings were
reproduced with great clarity and separation. In fact, the mid-range sound was the
least hard, the least congested and the
most totally articulate yet auditioned. This
decisively 'correct' quality can be heard
from as little information as that contained in a single piano note! Full-level
climaxes were a little subdued, but the
player suffered no loss of information on
complex passages, its highly revealing
expoetion remaining intact throughout —
very Wgely compensating for the slight
loss of dynamic expression. It is hard to
argue with the 208's performance. One
can play it loudly without the sound
turning aggressive, while the fatigue factor was also very low.

able facilities and not feel that the 208 was
being unduly compromised.
There was an interesting apparent
inconsistency between our merit rating
for the 208 line pre-amplifier alone and
for the 208 used on CD to drive power
amplifiers directly. This difference arises
because the internally generated CD signal is directly routed inside the 208,
benefiting sonically from an absence of
the usual discrete switches, interconnect
cables and their associated paraphernalia
of plugs and sockets. In addition, historic
ratings for line amplifier quality are based
on the use of older references, while the
exceptional quality of the 208's CD
source helped mask the rating for any line
stage used with it. As regards other line
sources, the basic performance was ample
for existing tuner and tape signals ( bar
open-reel master-tapes), while the analogue disc performance was compatible
with analogue players costing up to the
£1000 level, although clearly not to the
standard delivered by the CD section.
Used just as adigital transport, the 208
also set a new standard, improving significantly upon the reference level set by
the 206. If used as transport in the wired
coaxial mode, it is important to release
the ground connection in the mains cable.
This may also be afactor when used as a
fixed-output player with some models of
pre-amp. But when employed as a complete CD player/preamplifier, it should
have the ground connected as is usual
with all pre-amps.
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CD PLAYERS
Lab report
Taking the line pre-amplifier section first,
the volume control showed excellent
tracking over its wide and even control
range, while up to 9Vrms was available
from a low 12-ohm source impedance,
DC-coupled and with an LF resposne fiat
to well below 1Hz. Long cables and the
more difficult amplifier input impedances
may easily be driven. At HF the response
showed some tailoring, — 0.5dB by
12.6IcHz and — 3dB at 33lcHz, perhaps just
enough to 'sweeten' line sources for an
ultra-acute listener, but an effect reduced
at settings below maximum.
Tested at 2V output, both harmonic and
intermodulation distortion were negligible, with little change even when aheavy
600-ohm output loading was applied.
Channel separation was excellent and
signal-to-noise very satisfactory. The input
impedance was on the low side at 10kohms, which will load line sources to
some degree, but for a IV output the line
gain was sensibly chosen at approximately 13dB, requiring 220mV input.
Moving to the C15 fixed output, this
delivered 1.3dB more than the 2V standard ( but will be adjusted to 2V on the
next batch) from the 12-ohm, DC-coupled output impedance mentioned above.
The question everyone will be asking
concerns Bit Stream linearity — can the
Meridian circuit achieve the theoretical
promise? 'Yes' is the answer. Both channels were well matched and are seen to
be quite free from bit-level non-linearity
right down to the observed noise-floor at
—112dB ( Fig.1). Deviation from the dotted theoretical line is negligible, better
than ± 0.5dB down to — 100dB, an excellent linearity performance.
While full-level distortion was not stateof-the-art, the — 90.5dB ( 0.003% ) at lIcHz
is nonetheless fine. Channel balance was a
little better than 0.5dB, but Iwould prefer
to see a 0.2dB tolerance here. Channel
separation was fine, while the output was

polarity-correct, essentially to a linearphase impulse characteristic of the usual
FIR form. Low levels if spuriae both in and
out of the audio band were seen. At
— 10dB the 1kHz distortion held at
—89dB, while good low-level linearity
was confirmed by the state-of-the-art
result at — 70dB of — 48dB for the relevant
harmonics on adithered 1kHz ( Fig.2). In
fact this spectrogram barely shows any
distortion at all, while the same test
plotted to 1001cHz confirmed the low
spurious levels, the worst being at around
—100dB ( ref peak modulation) centred at
44.1kHz, the prime sampling rate.
Another good indicator was the low HF
intermodulation, excellent at — 96dB for
both OdB and — 10dB levels, the latter
displayed in Fig.3 to reveal remarkable
freedom from spuriae, rather better than
for the older 7220/1541A system.
No loss in waveform linearity was noted
at — 90dB, where a pure ( albeit slightly
noisy) sinewave was recovered ( Fig.4),
while the associated spectrogram showed
no audio-band harmonics higher than
—20dB, te the distortion was held to 10%.
An excellent overall dynamic range of
108dB was indicated. The frequency
response was almost perfectly flat within
the tolerance of a mild peak-to-peak
digital filter ripple of 0.15dB, but my
impression is that this is not quite as
smooth as the '7220-154IA' chip combination can achieve.
Shock and vibration were resisted well,
while the gap error-correction extended
to better than 1.5mm but began to 'click'
at 2mm. This performance was well
beyond the required standard. Fine signalto-noise ratios were demonstrated, 101dB
unweighted and 96dB CCIR ( 1kHz)
weighted, and the CD transport was quiet.
Track-access was quite fast, particularly
for jumps at high-number entries, and
de-emphasis was highly accurate.
These results show that with innovative
circuit design, the DAC3 Bit Stream can
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r

IltHz

20Idiz

0.35dB 0.45dB 0.46dB
Channel balance
96dB
95dB
83dB
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
THD OdB
—96dB — 90.5dB — 88dB
—
— 89dB —
THD — 10dB
—
— 48dB —
THD — 70dB
—96dB
Interrnod 19kHz/20kliz,OdB
—96dB
Intermod 191tHz/201d1z,-10dB
—0.I5dB
Frequency response, left — 0.IdB
—0. 96dB
Frequency response, right — 0.1dB
101dB
S/N 20Hz-20kHz unweighted
96dB
S/N CC1R/ARM, IkHz ref
2.27/2.36V
Output level, OdB,
I2ohms
Output impedance
Ikliz
51cilz
16kHz
0
— 0.04 — 0.31
De•emphasis ( error in dB)
Track access time ( Tr 15)
3.6secs
gap > I.5mm
Error correction capability
low
Mechanical noise
— 100dB
Spuriae up to 100kHz
see text and Fig I
Resolution at — 90dB, left/right
32.2x33.5x9.6cm
Dimensions ( wdh)
£1490 inc remote
Typical price ( inc VAT)

Supplier:
Meridian Audio, Ecclestone Road, Tovil,
Maidstone, Kent. ME15 6QP
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Conclusion
This player is easy to recommend, and is
worth buying if only to provide the best
method of supplying digital audio to the
D600 loudspeaker. Of particular relevance to the D600 speaker is the 208's
provision of dual optical outputs in a
digital format, allowing the speaker to be
driven in what 1find to be its optimum
audiophile mode: used fully floating electrically, with connection made via two
isolating optical fibre cables. Digital signals are also available from the 208 via the
usual wired phonosocket connection.
Any decoder would also benefit from
this source, while it has review application as a digital data reference. I look
forward to a separate decoder processor
which would be worth adding to the 208,
although on present experience such an
addition would be pointless in view of the
very high audio quality delivered by the
Meridian as it stands. That high performance was obvious using an audiophile
system via the fixed output terminal, and
from a musical viewpoint was of reference standard. Nevertheless, the 208 can
also be viewed differently, and is
obviously successful when used via its
variable output and still more so when an
auxiliary preamplifier is omitted and the
208 allowed to take control of the system.
Here, the remote facilities are an
undoubted convenience.
In the 208 we can see the 207 grown to
full maturity, from its original 14-bit
design and early reliability and qualitycontrol problems, through 16-bit, to
256x1 Bit Stream, and now with all
aspects refined; mechanics, structure,
operating system, digital control, decoding, and above all sound quality. Strongly
recommended. +

PLAYER
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be licked into shape, and the 208 has
certainly delivered an excellent set of
figures which help support the fine sound
quality described.
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Fig 2. Meridian CD 208: spuriae up to 10kHz
associated with IkHz tone at — 70dB
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Fig 4. Meridian CD 208: dithered ¡ kHz sinewave
at — 90dB

Supplier:
Meridian Audio, Ecclestone Road, Tovil,
Maidstone, Kent. ME15 6QP
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GOLDRING

THE EXCEL
The other salient feature of the Excel is the way it
combines two often contradictory qualities. On the one
hand it has excellent midband dynamics. and on the other
it conveys these in such an unforced way. you hardly notice.
Time and time again I found myself hearing previously
unnoticed instruments or details in records I thought I
knew well, and impressed by the coherent way in which the
Excel consistently pulled the rabbit from the hat.
The first sentence in the Excel leaflet states that it is
'designed to compete with the very best moving coil models
- but at a surprisingly modest cost.' For once you can
believe it: its nothing less than the truth.
WHAT HI FI, March 1989

The Goldring Cartridge Range comprises the Excel,
Eroica, 1042, 1022, 1012, Epic Il and Elan. If you
would like more technical information, or details of
stockists, please telephone JOHN RUDMAN on
0284-701101 — he will be pleased to hear from you.

CARTRIDGES DESIGNED AND HAND•BUILT
BY BRITISH CRAFTSMEN

Meridian
digital technology perfected
HiFi Experience —
dealer service perfected
There is only one point as important
as choosing the best hi-fi — choosing the
best dealership in Britain to supply it.
We promise you private
demonstration rooms where you can hear
Meridian perfection for yourself, generous
part exchange if required, free delivery,
free installation, a 14 day no quibble
exchange period and our own
comprehensive two year guarantee.
Meridian at HiFi Experience, we're a
powerful combination.

MERIDIAN
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MiniM
AMBISONIC
SURROUND SOUND DECODERS
Ambisonic surround sound gives a realism in the reproduction of music that is hard to describe without using
hackneyed expressions like 'natural' and ' being there'.
Positioning of the performer becomes obvious and the
acoustic of the original environment comes through to the
listening room. The Minim decoders also provide enhanced
results from conventional stereo material.

For high quality ambisonic reproduction
— talk to Minim!
Minim Electronics Limited, Lent Rise Road,
Burnham, Slough SL1 7NY.
Tel: Burnham (06286) 63724

rPlease send me further information on Minim Products.

2/4 Camden High Street. Camden. NW1.
Tel: 01 388 1300 (
nr Mornington Crescent tube).

Name

Lion House. 227 Tottenham Court Road. WI. Tel: 01 580 3535
32/34 Alfred Place. off Store St. WC I. Tel: 01 631 4917

Address

—
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CD PLAYERS

T

echnological changes within the
CD market are gaining momentum
as more manufacturers seem to be
turning away from traditional multi-bit
DACs in favour of pulse density ( or
width) modulation ( PDM/PWM), while
the technology is also finding willing
takers in the OEM market.
Harman/Kardon is just one company
taking advantage of this evolving system,
equipping the two top models in their
new range with examples of Technics'
MASH/PWM DAC. Otherwise the £ 370
HD7600 and the £ 300 HD7500 look and
function like any 'conventional' player.
Both are equipped with arow of transport
controls, including track-skip and indexsearch, together with adirect track- access
keypad and a variable analogue output

Unusual styling and MASH/PWM
'bit stream' technology feature in
Harman/Kardon's
new HD7500 and 11D7600
compact disc players
by Paul Miller

control.
HK has chosen to style the players with
a convex viewing window over the display, this curved aspect extending to the
front of the drawer and to a bank of
peripheral controls on the right of the
fascia. These facilities cater for the 30track random-access memory, full and A-B
repeat, intro-scan and display mode. This
latter allows the comprehensive fluorescent display to be disabled, though certain
data, such as the track number, are displayed if the transport controls are subsequently utilised.
The cheaper HD7500 lacks the switchable coaxial and optical digital outputs
found on the HD7600, and also the A-B
and intro-scan features, although the latter
functions are in any case retained on the
accompanying infra-red remote control
handset, together with index-search and
'space' keys. Lying at the heart of both of
these new Harman/Kardon models is a
single MN6471M/97 MASH/PWM over-

HARMAN/
KARDON'S
PWM PLAYERS
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sampling filter and D/A converter. This
high-speed device incorporates a32- times
interpolating filter followed by a quantizer, multi-stage noise-shaper ( MASH),
and PWM digital-to-analogne converter.

Technical details
The converter outputs a series of fixedheight but variable-width pulses; the ratio
of width-to-wait period in any given resample ( 32 x44.1kHz = L4112MHz or
708.6nsecs) then determines the voltage
of the final analogue waveform at that
particular instant. Up to 11 different pulse
widths are available from the PWM output, with the most sustained being exactly
11 times the width of the shortest. To
accommodate the need for these different
analogue pulsé widths, the oversampled
16-bit data are truncated to a level of
31
/2
bits ( 23.5 =11). Therefore a logic 0
triggers the shortest pulse width while a
logic 10 10 holds the DAC current source
open for 11 times longer. The remaining
time in any re-sample period is composed
of zero-output wait cycles.
Digital noise-shaping is effected before
the PWM output DAC to re-distribute the
quantization error caused by the truncation of from 16 bits to around 3.5 bits.
This is atwo-stage time-averaging process
that offers a 3rd-order characteristic,
weighting the bulk of the noise towards
the oversample frequency of 1.4112MHz.
The residual S/N ratio within the audio
band is thereby returned to its original
16-bit value!
MASH is not aconversion system in its
own right, but a process by which truncated bits are utilised to re-distribute the
quantization noise caused by their own
truncation in the first place. Whether the
subsequent D/A converter deploys aPulse
Width output or a Pulse Density output
(as in the Philips system) is of secondary
concern — it is noise-shaping that remains
the crux of the system. Furthermore,
because the PWM DAC requires a data
stream in excess of 1-bit wordlengths (le
31
/ bits), it should not, at this point, be
2
called a 1-bit converter. It might be more
appropriate to call it a 'one level converter' which offers all the benefits of a
genuine 1-bit system.
Finally there is the term ' Bit Stream'
originally used by Philips but later
adopted by other manufacturers. The
term is commonly, though incorrectly
associated solely with genuine 1-bit DAC
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Today most of the known loudspeakers have no problems with
power handling when operated under normal conditions.Yet little
attention has been paid to the dynamic response of speaker
drivers.
Even if the stated power handling of adriver is several hundred
watts peak, the acoustic power is not increasing at the same rate
as the increased input power. Many tweeters, for example, can
convert only about 50 watts into their maximum SPL. When they
receive higher levels, more and more of the power is converted
into heat, and more distortion is produced. The tweeter is now
COMPRESSING. Midranges and woofers start compressing at a
later stage. The frequency response now is dependent on input
power level.
The DYNAMIC RESPONSE of a standard DYNAUDIO tweeter
shows no compression even at 1000 watt peak: the frequency
response is exactly the same at any power level.
Shown curves are measured with TONE BURSTS, signal/break
ratio is 1/100.
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CD PLAYERS
technology such as Philips' PDM converter; but strictly speaking bitstream' can be
used to describe the output of any truncating quantizer, regardless of whether
the stream is fed to aPDM or PWM DAC.
So, HK's use of the term is entirely
justifiable and accurate.

Lab report
The basic technical performance of both
models was beyond reproach. Channel
separation measured afine 115dB at IkHz,
de-emphasis was accurate to within
0.11dB, and the S/N ratio ( with emphasis)
clocked in at afabulous 114dB. Channel
balance was fine ( the Table gives figures
for the HD7600, with the 7500 results in
brackets when different), while low-level
linearity was maintained to afull 16-bits,
with the dithered — 90dB errors reaching
amere 0.25dB. There was asmall linearity
blip to — 0.65dB at the — 80dB level, but
thereafter the plot was virtually astraight
line.
On the debit side, both players incurred
a DC-offset of some + 3.6mV, while 1820mV p-p of spurious RF noise persisted
at 46.1MHz, possibly shedding some light
on the coloration mentioned below. The
tiniest trace of high-level compression
was detected between OdB and — 10dB,
reflected in the 4.5dB decrease in THD
from 0.002% to 0.0012%. Distortion
increased to just 0.28% at — 60dB, and
also increased with rising frequency. This
is evident on the peak-level 3D plot,
which shows afairly strong 2nd-harmonic
( —84dB at 10kHz) together with a trace
of 3rd-harmonic and 2nd-order stop-band
intermodulation.
The digital output ( HD7600 only)
offered astandard 500mV at aclock rate
of 1.41525MHz, via a true 75ohm impedance ( 1-5MHz). Unfortunately the edge

rise-time was slightly slow at 22.2nsecs,
while the optical output seemed low in
power at just — 18dBm. The audio output
at peak level is nearly ldB above the
conventional 2V.

Sound quality
Both players exhibited the delicacy, the
lightness of touch and all-round transparency possessed by the better Technics
PWM players, yet each was also tinged
with a slightly glassy coloration. Nevertheless, the delightfully expressive
'Bridges' from Tracy Chapman's new
Crossroads album sounded quite marvellous via these HK players. Her voice was
clear, articulate and very positive in its
projection, the stereo image securely
placed ahead of the speakers. Similarly,
the bass line sounded warm and richly
detailed, yet the percussion was just a
little coarse, lacking the sweetness of the
best players at this price point. And I
include multi-bit players such as the
Marantz CD5OSE in this category.
Iobtained much the same impression
when listening to Sade's Paradise. Her
voice was pointed but still articulate,
though the persussion ' rattled' away in the
background without its usual smoothness
or sweetness. This is not to say the HKs
sounded unduly bright. Rather they
seemed to be over-facing themselves ( and
the listener) when there was a need to
provide lots of explicit detail. In the event
the information seemed to be getting
mildly smeared somewhere along the line,
with aresultant slight muting effect on the

HARMAN/KARDON

fastest musical transients.
By way of contrast Ilistened to Opus 3's
magnificent recording of a Haydn string
quartet. Here, any coarseness was far less
evident, and the timbre of the instruments
was revealed with alifelike vividness. The
naturally resonant character of the instruments could be heard to excite the
acoustic of the venue, creating a warm
and pleasant ambience that complemented the music and complimented
the HK player. Similarly, Bobby McFerrin's Be Happy also sounded very controlled, perhaps slightly damped but also
pleasantly focused and realistic in balance.
His voice was characteristically deep and
rich, while the accompanying hand claps
rang without ahint of hardness or iciness.
It seemed as if the brasher side of both
players was only brought to the fore by
recordings that were already prone to
brightness. This cannot excuse the problem, but indicates that subjective
responses to the coloration will depend
very much on the choice of source
material.

Conclusion
Both machines are beautifully and ruggedly built, the champagne-fronted versions standing out atreat among the ranks
of anonymous black fascias. Yet of the two
new Harman players it is the cheaper
HD7500 that offers the best value for
money.
At a saving of £70 only the digital
output is lost, for the full gamut of other
facilities remains accessible from its
accompanying remote control. Indeed,
the inclusion of adigital output struck me
as rather odd in the first place, particularly
as the player is being marketed on the
strengths of its Bitstream/PWM
technology! +

HD7500/7600
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Supplier: Harman UK (Audio) Ltd, Mill Street,
Slough, Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: (0753) 76911
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IF JOHANN SEBASTIAN
HAD SEEN OUR DAC WOULD HE HAVE
BEEN CONVERTED?
DAC stands for Digital to Analogue Converter.

from the C.D. via an optical link to the pre-amp

A composer like Johann Sebastian Bach would

and then on to the power-amp.

have

benefited

enormously

from

having

his

orchestral suites and concertos played through it.
Previously the digital messages from a C.D.
were converted to ordinary analogue sound inside
the C.D. player itself. Because handy as digits are
you can't hear them.
The sound then travelled via phono leads
through the pre-amp to the power amp and event-

This meant that there wasn't even the faintest possibility of outside interference.
(Something Johann

Once the principle was established, it was
therefore a sound idea to retain the music from a
C.D. player in digital form for as long as possible.
This has been achieved in the SE- M100 digital
power amplifier ( a 115W

Ajourney Marco Polo

rms per channel Class AA

would have been proud of.
problem

would have

welcomed.)

ually to the speakers.

The

Sebastian

power amp of twin mono

being

construction).

that there were quite a

The 4 DAC's are now

few skirmishes with out-

incorporated in the power

side interference on the way.
It therefore made sense to move the DAC's
nearer to the speakers.
So we put them in the pre-amp.
The digital messages then made the short hop

amp itself. As near as possible to the speakers and
closer still to perfection.
If you're hooked on the classic ways of listening
to music the SE-M100 also has two analogue inputs.
One is variable and can be used for either a

tuner or cassette deck.
One is fixed and can be used
with a pre- amp such as the
SU A40 for records as well.
But then you aren't really
taking advantage of our new
technology.
Situating the DAC's in
the power amp means that
every note, every nuance, every
subtle key or chord change can be heard.
Music to Bach's ears.
His "Art of Fugue" and "Chromatic Fantasia"
have been described as "having rhythmic vitality,
instrumental inventiveness,

emotional intensity

and amazingly daring harmony':
Shame to waste all that on an ordinary amplifier.

Technics
For Music Lovers
TECHNICS. WILLOUGHBY ROAD. BRACKNELL. BERKSHIRE RG12 4FP.

Finding his desire for
audio-visual p•u-r-rfection
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unfulfilled, Rupert looked for,
and found, his true home.
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148 HIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX— • 26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX
(0378) 74242
(0799) 23728

ST 1
Capacity 600 LPs
price £ 192.00

ST 15
Capacity 66 Videos
price £ 165.00

70 SOUTH STREET • BISHOP'S STORTFORD • HERTS
(0279) 656401

THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND & VISION STORAGE
SYSTEM DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
Whether your collection is records, cassettes, CD's or videos, the
ARJAY system is just for you. in fact, at many music studios,
stores and libraries throughout the country. ARJAY is
considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of
available space to provide the ideal storage and display
conditions.
You have achoice of the "Record Collection" the
"Compact Disc Collection" or the "Video Collection"
which consists of units in varying sizes designed specifically for
your personal collection. Additionally, the "Combination
Collection" has three different sized units, designed for your
mixed collection of records, tapes and CD's. Either way ARJAY
has designed aunit for your own requirements.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands.
CONTACT SANDRA ON: 01-390 2101 or send the coupon
below to:ARJAY Ltd. 54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ.
Please send me THE ARJAY Sound Storage System brochure.
Name

ST 8
Capacity 90 CD's & 120 LP's
price £ 106.00

ST 11
Capacity 270 CD's
price £ 140.00

All prices are ex- works and inclusive of VAT.

Address

Tel no.
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LOUDSPEAKERS

KNOCKED
FOR SIX
Six speakers at competitive prices:

Celestion 3, Heybrook Point 7, JBL
TLX12, Mission 761, Tannoy Ell
Eclipse and Wharfedale 505.11
by Martin Gallants

or this month's test we have a
selection of six speakers drawn from
the most popular price band, spanning £ 110 to £ 185 apair. Models in this
band outsell all those above £ 250 in the
ratio of something like eight or ten to one!
The stage is set by models from UK
heavyweights Celestion, Wharfedale, Mission and Tannoy, supplemented by products from JBL and Heybrook.
Celestion's entry is entitled the ` 3',
whose market success ( and an enthusiastic subjective review by Ken Kessler)
actually precedes this full assessment,
although there has been a recent price
increase from £99 to £ 110. The 505.11
from Wharfedale is a solidly engineered
speaker with a deserved following, using
the larger size of bass-mid driver and
costing £ 1EK) in its standard black finish ( a
real mahogany veneered finish is available
at £238.90). Mission has fielded the 761
(£120), clearly another classic in the
established ' 70' mould, while Tannoy has
presented its new Ell Eclipse (£ 130)
which comes highly specified and biwired. The JBL TLX12 is an entry-level
111•FI NEWS & RFX:ORD REVIEW
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product, aimed at a good rock music
delivery (£ 149), while the Heybrook
Point 7 (£ 185) once again incorporates a
metal-dome tweeter.

CELESTION 3

A budget miniature, the 3 has already
been subjectively assessed (
HFN/RR April
'89, p83) and was picked as awinner early
on. It has since sold heavily at the old
price of £99 and was perceived by many
as underpriced; there have been complaints from the competition, who cannot
see how Celestion could make a living

from it! In fact, as a result of careful
costing, amoulded front baffle tooled for
volume production and in-house driver
manufacture, the next-to-impossible was
achieved in the fitting of a high-class
25mm titanium dome-tweeter to a true
budget speaker. Moreover, the mid- range
definition is good enough for the mid not
to be left behind.
Measuring 31x18.5x20cm, the 3will fit
on any bookshelf, though individual wall
shelves or brackets will give it the best
chance. For the tests we used 60cm
floor-stands. Housed in a neat vinyl-clad
box with bevelled front edges, the grille is
adetachable moulded-frame type, slotted
at the edges to help control off-axis
reflections. Electrical connection is via
4mm socket/posts.

Sound quality
This speaker was agiant killer. Just afew
bars of music were sufficient to show why
sales of this budget miniature have been
phenomenal. Sure, it has no real bass to
speak of, and it was obviously rather
bright, but these seemed unimportant in
55
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Large savings on selected items
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phone for details
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SONUS FABER • DUAL
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LOUDSPEAKERS
the light of the exceptional clarity and
quality of the mid and treble registers.
Showing good dynamics, an excessively
dry but rhythmic and tuneful bass, and a
comparatively unboxy character, this
speaker focused well and had very good
depth for the price. It was also consistently pacey and informative. Accepting
its rather lightweight character, strong
points included the fine string- tone, very
good cymbals, and clear articulate vocals.
It scored astraight 'good', which is the
province of speakers at three times the
price! Both rock and classical material
were handled well, including input from
modest analogue disc players.

Design and technology
Celestion's 25mm pure-piston dometweeter has been noted. The other driver
in this 8-litre sealed two-way box design is
a 115mm cone, 160mm frame bass-mid
unit. The frame is made of ahigh-strength
mineral-fibre-loaded plastic, while the
cone is atraditional flared paper-pulp with
arubber half-roll surround. The crossover
is of normal commercial quality and is a
2nd-order type. Tag connections are used
internally. The compact carcase is built of
economical 12mm chipboard, no doubt
carefully dimensioned for maximum
board yield. The system resonance occurs
at 85Hz.

Lab report
Pair-matching was fine at ± 0.6dB overall,
with abelow-average sensitivity of 86dB/
W. Easy to drive, the speaker presented a
standard 8-ohm impedance ( Fig.1c). The
bass extended to amodest 75Hz ( — 6dB),
typical for the size with no trace of
'boom'. In-room, fair bass extension to
55Hz was possible. A tiny improvement in
axial response smoothness was confirmed
with the grille detached. Pretty good to
just below 2kHz, the axial reference
response ( Fig.1 a) dips a few decibels to
4kHz or so, when the treble lifts onto a
3dB plateau for an octave and looks
lumpy. At 2 metres mic distance with
3rd-octave equivalent response smoothing ( Fig. 1b), the axial trend remains,
but the family of off-axis responses looks
quite promising. At 30 ° lateral it is really
well balanced and there is no need tonally
to point these speakers inwards; parallel
with the wall was just fine.
In-room ( measured as usual in a freespace position) the lightweight balance is
clearly seen ( Fig. 10, as is the generally
smooth trend ( the final treble 'bump' was
beyond audibility at 30kHz). Belt it at
96dB spl ( Fig. 1e), and 2nd-harmonic distortion is just satisfactory, while the subjectively more significant 3rd-harmonic is
well controlled. At the lower 86dB spl
(Figid ), the distortion results are better
than usual for the class.

Conclusion

HEYBROOK HB 0.7

JANUARY 1990

Special features include a bi-wiring
option, via three-way 4mm socket/binding-posts. It includes a metal-dome purepiston tweeter. The finish is vinyl print,
and the detachable grille has no special
precautions to reduce diffraction.

Sound quality

pu

Heybrook's most successful speaker to
date has been the HB1, and when the
company decided to make some smaller
models, the oddly named '0.7' and '0.5'
designs emerged. Small enough to be
classed as aminiature, the 0.7 or ' Point 7'
is aspeaker designed to be used with its
back to the wall at a sensible 50cm or
similar height. Individual wall brackets
give the most definition, a long shelf or
sideboard the worst.

Used bi-wired and flat to the wall as
recommended, the Point 7 scored rather
below average at 44%. The panel showed
mixed reactions to the design, tending to
comment on a fairly broad, even frequency response, balanced on the warm
side yet without any real bass weight. The
bass was confusing. At times it showed fair
extension and didn't sound slow or
boomy, yet it remained unsatisfying as it
needed more slam and grip. The midrange showed nasal and box type colorations, tending to dominate events, while
the lower treble could be unkind to
orchestral string- tone. Vocals were nevertheless handled well.
Stereo images were of good width ( wall
mount) and average focus, but the
speaker did not sound clear, with fine
detail and transparency both below par.
Mid congestion was noted several times in
the score sheets. Ambience was distinctly
muted. It was not very sensitive and
required quite high input powers, but for
its size it handled power well, and opened
up a bit at high volumes.
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This speaker was attractive on several
grounds: its high definition, classy treble, a
lively articulate character, and good
stereo presentation. The bass was weak on
power but it was rhythmic and tuneful.
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The lab results were quite decent, and it
took power well, proving to be an easy
amplifier load.
On value-for- money grounds this
budget Celestion speaker is strongly
recommended: a certain 'Best Buy'.

Test results

Celestion 3

Size ( height xwidthxdepth,cm) 31 x 18.5x 20
Recommended amplifier power 25.60W
per channel
Recommended placement
On or near rear wall
Frequency response within
87Hz•20IcHz
±3d8(2m)
LF rolloff ( — 6dB) at Im
75Hz
Bass frequency expansion
55Hz
(typical in room)
Voltage sensitivity ( ref / 83V)
86dB/W
at lm
Approximate maximum sound 98dBA
level ( pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristics ( ease Very good
of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Good+
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £ 110

Supplier: Celestion International Ltd, Foxhall Road, Ipswich IP3 UP. Tel: (0473) 723131
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aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during
our 11 years here we have been told many times by importers,
manufacturers and customers, that we are " The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of alarge, flashy
shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to ensure our customers get the
best for their money, whether it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all
knowledgeable enthusiasts ( not salesmen on commission) with no need to push
the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or waffle— we like to keep
our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting room, but stocked with one
of the finest ranges of HiFi in the country, including the largest selection of valve
amps anywhere. Each and every item is ruthlessly chosen for it ssound quality,
performance, reliability and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it and
would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give us aring or drop in— you'll be
very glad you did.
We stock fine equipment from:—
LINN PRODUCTS • REGA•PROAC•AUDIO RESEARCH•CROFT•AUDIO INNOVATIONS•MARANTZ•
•CONCORDANT•KOETSU•CREEK•AUDIOLAB•VTL•VOYD•J.A. MITCHELL•EPOS•KRELL•QUAD
•SNELL•SD ACOUSTICS•MAGNEPAN•ORACLE•MENTOR•ROTEL•HEYBROOK . MUSICAL
FIDELITY•SME•HELIUS•TANNOY•DENON•B+W•EAR•A+R•CAMBRIDGE
•YAMAHA•MONITOR AUDIO•JEFF ROVVLAND
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AHome of their Own...

An elegant concept in hi-fi storage by Martin Leighfield

We thought it was about time your sophisticated hi-fi equipment had aresidence to match.
So we set to work, combining traditional
skills with modern techniques, added a
generous measure of innovative design and
this magnificent piece was just one of the
results.
A complete and modular hi-fi storage
system.
Each unit can be used singly or in
connected units of two or three, with the
appropriate top and base. You can even
choose from aselection of tasteful finishes.
We anticipated your preference for a
sturdy construction with attention to detail
and ease of access to every item.
So we incorporated robust fittings and
hinges, smooth and strong drawer runners,
3- unit system
finished in Cherry.
adjustable shelving and aunique device in each
Patent pending. © Martin Leighfield
drawer to keep CD's and cassettes upright.
In short, you're ensured alifetime's, troubleSTOCKISTS
free operation.
PLAYBACK
15 PERCY STREET LONDON W1P 9FD
We're sure you would like to know more,
CABINET MAKER
TEL: 01-6378392/631 0939
GRANGE HI-FI LTD
so please write, or telephone for all the
The Howe', Howe Road, Watlington, Oxon OX9 5EX
BURT0Nj ÓN TRENVS TAF% gE 14 3D0
information you'll need to give those hi-fi item s a
Tel: (
049 161) 2697/2296
TEL: 0283-33655
Home of their Own.

Martin Leighfield
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IN- HI-FI 63 GEORGE STREET
EDINBURGH EH2 2JB. TEL: 031-225 8854
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Design and technology
A small sealed-box system of approximately 13 litres volume, the enclosure
was quite solid, built from 15mm chipboard stock but unbraced. Internal
absorption is by means of atight polyester
fibre fill, supplemented by a mixture of
animal wool.
The bass-mid is generated by asurfacemounted 130mm active-diameter pulpcone driver, built on a 180mm pressedsteel frame and direct-coupled to the
input terminals. An acoustic rolloff is
designed as part of the low-order crossover. Treble is handled by the popular
19mm SEAS aluminium ferro fluid
damped dome unit. The crossover simply
comprises a film capacitor and one quarter-watt resistor while single-strand hard
wiring is seen in use throughout.

Lab report
Checking out at abelow-average 86dB/Vif
sensitivity, the Point 7 gave a reference
response which was reasonably tidy from
200Hz to 81(1-1z ( Fig.2a), a touch overdamped below 100Hz and with aglitch at
10IcHz. As the dotted line shows, the grille
affects the upper treble slightly and could
be left off. Pair-matching was good in the
treble but the bass units were 1.3dB out of
balance, which is worse than average.
At 2metres ( Fig.2b) the axial reference
trend is maintained, revealing some prominence in the 1kHz to 2kHz range on all
axes — the cause of the subjective mid
dominance? The off-axis responses are
more erratic than usual due to the wide
cross-over overlap, and in-room ( Fig.2f)
the upper-mid is clearly dominant ( near
vertical marker). The bass is extended but
is depressed relative to the main response.
Distortion is nicely balanced between 2nd
and 3rd harmonics, and is moderate at
both test levels ( Figs.2d/e) confirming the
good power-handling. Rated at 11ohms
and never falling below 7.5ohms ( Fig.2c),
the Point 7 offers a particularly kind
amplifier load.

Conclusion
The test results were mixed. Founded on
the direct-coupled principle for the bassmid range, this speaker appeared to need
some tonal balance correction, tending to
sound and measure rather dominant in
the upper-mid. In addition, the crossover
overlap was considerable, and while the
axial output was tolerably even, the offaxis graphs show that the speaker units
were not very well integrated.
Of low-to-middling sensitivity, this
aspect was assisted by the easy load
impedance; perhaps some of the latter
should be traded for more sensitivity?
Distortion was moderate and the room
interface looked tidy at LF. Conversely,
the listening tests showed a lack of slam
and power in the bass, making the speaker
sound 'small'. Stereo images were also
criticized for a lack of real depth or
transparency. For the money, the ratings
were reasonable enough, and the Point 7
is worth auditioning, even if our results
did not indicate a recommendation.
1
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Sound quality

JBL TLX1 2

The TLX12 is an inexpensive, compact
speaker from JBL's European-made range.
It promises above-average sound levels
and sensitivity for its size and class,
without excessive compromise of tonal
quality. Free-space use is possible, while a
position closer to the back wall is also
permissible.
A two-way bass-reflex, it includes the
lower cost version of JBL's titanium-foil
tweeter and is built in avinyl-print enclosure with adetachable grille. The latter is
aplastic moulding with some effort made
to reduce diffraction. Electrical connection is via spring-clip terminals, though
these are large enough to take 4mm plugs
directly. Amplifiers in the 10 to 75W per
channel range will be suitable.

Listening tests showed that this design
had acheerful, lively temperament which
the panel appreciated, awarding an aboveaverage score of 57%. Quite good correlation between panel comments was
achieved. Analysed in some detail, these
comments do not reflect any particular
strengths, indeed several criticisms were
made of the sound. On tonal balance, the
sound was moderately lightweight and
'forward'. The bass was good as far as it
went in the upper range, but it was
noticeably depressed at lower frequencies. In the middle some 'box' and `paper
cone' effects were noted, on piano for
example, while orchestral strings were
somewhat marred by an audible excess in
the upper treble, also making for awispy,
breathy effect on some vocal tracks, with
some 'fizz' on others.
In absolute terms, stereo focus and
perspective were unimpressive, yet this
speaker's lively informative nature nevertheless gave sufficient clues to establish a
good stereo effect. These panel ratings
reflect its use with a very good system,
and across-check with amore representative source indicated that the treble lift
might prove to be more of a problem.
Nevertheless, the dynamics were liked; in
fact, this speaker produced an uncomplicated rendering of the pace and drive
present in many recordings.
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Test results

Fig 2d. Heybrook 0.7: distortion at 86dB e

Supplier:
Heybrook HiFi Ltd, Estover Close,
Estover Industrial Estate,
Plymouth PL6 7PL. Tel: (0752) 780311

Heybrook 0.7

Size ( height xwidth xdepth,cm) 4 X23 x23
Recommended amplifier power 20-75W
per channel
Recommended placement
On stand or shelf
wall mounted
Frequency response within
70Hz.20kHz
±3dB(2m)
LF rolloff ( — 6dB) at 1m
5511e
Bass frequency expansion
401z
(typical in room)
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V)
86dB/W
at lm
Approximate maximum sound
100dBA
level ( pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristics ( ease Easy
of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Poorer than average
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £ 185
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Oxford Audio Consultants
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
Our shop facilities are like no other.
Our equipment is without peer, from
the affordable to the very expensive!

FOR ALL YOUR ROKSAN
REQUIREMENTS AND
AN UNBIASED VIEW.

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.
Featured systems this month:
OXFORD ACOUSTICS CRYSTALETTE
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6Silver Walk. St Martin's Square, Leicester LEI SEW
Telephone: ( 0533) 539753

Nakamichi CR7 * Linx Theta
Cambridge CD3 * Marantz CD5OSE
SD Acoustics OBS * Wharfedale 505.2
Rogers LS4a * Audio Research Classic 30
Formal opening hours: 10am-6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday; closed Monday
Individual consultations bookable
Home demonstrations apleasure
Free delivery & installation
Custom Home Installations
Full service back-up
Part Exchange
Instant Credit
Major credit cards accepted
Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent,
Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber, Aragon, Audio
Technica, Cambridge Audio, Goldring, Linx, Marantz, Micromega, ° neon, Rogers, SD
Acoustics, Stax, Thorens, Wharfedale, Allsop, Discwasher, Foundation, Hunt EDA,
Kimber, Lift, Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, That's Tape, QED, van den Hul, Tara, Shan
Acoustics, Nakamichi, Proton, SME, etc.
PART- EXCHANGE AND EX-DEM BARGAINS
Including Krell PAM 7 £ 1150, Counterpoint SA12 £950, Accuphase E205
£475, Orange preamp £350, Krell KC 100
£475, Marantz PM45 £ 169, Cambridge CD2 £549 etc.
PHONE FOR DETAILS OF CURRENT LIST

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879 ( 24hr. service)

The Hi- Fi Emporium
One of the few specialist hi-fi dealers
in the South West.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Design and technology
Built of 15mm chipboard, the interior of
this 14-litre enclosure is unbraced and
undamped. although the driver baffle
strength is augmented by its 20mm thickness. Reflex-tuned, the port is 56mm in
diameter and 65mm long, and is positioned on the rear face of the cabinet,
tuning the system to a fairly high frequency of around 70Hz.
Bass/mid-range is provided by a165mm
pressed-steel framed 130mm paper-pulp
cone unit. It uses afoam surround and a
relatively small motor system. For the
treble, the JBL 25mm metal-dome tweeter
is used, a ribbed titanium-foil with an
integral pleated suspension. The crossover is of normal commercial quality with
3rd-order for the treble.

Lab report
With an above-average sensitivity of
89dB/W and a good impedance modulus
of typically 8ohms ( minimum value 5),
the TLX12 offers a straightforward load
(Fig.3c). Amplifiers in the 10 to 75W
range can be used, with the potential for
room sound-levels of up to 103dBA. The
—6dB bass rolloff was high at 85Hz, but
extended to just 48Hz judged by the
listening-room averaged response.
The response is not particularly level as
revealed by the axial reference ( Fig.3a),
with a notch near crossover
6.5kHz
(increased by the grille), a depression
centred on 400Hz, and an upper-treble
boost of 5-6dB. It looks healthier in tonal
balance terms when smoothing is applied
at a 2- metre microphone distance
(Fig.3b), but a trend suggesting mid 'forwardness' remains. The off-axis response
was rated average. In the listening room,
however, it interfaced quite well, providing a mildly dry but even bass and afair
overall balance ( Fig.3f). Although 3rdharmonic dominates, distortion was quite
good at the 86dB test level ( Fig.3d),
averaging 0.3% here and remaining tidy at
the higher 96dB level ( Fig.3e), which is a
good result for a speaker in this class.

MISSION 761

This two-way Mission design comes
nicely finished in vinyl wrap. It performs
well with its back to the wall, either stand
or shelf-mounted, but preferably fitted on
individual brackets.
Built with custom-made drivers it comprises a sealed-box with the tweeter
mounted below the bass unit to provide
time-delay compensation. Power-handling
is 60W and electrical connection made by
a pair of clip-terminals.

Sound quality
This modest miniature delivered ( wallmounted) a commendable 55% score,
which was above average at a distinctly
below-average price. The panel agreed
closely on this speaker's obvious qualities.

JBL

It sounded lively without significant false
hardness or emphasis. Vocals were clean,
well projected and articulate, with good
sibilants. It sounded clear, detailed and
consistently revealed the rhythm, drive
and energy in the programme material,
despite a distinct lack in the lower bass
register. The treble was tidy, if a mite
'sweet' in the high ranges, but the overall
tonal balance was more than presentable
and well favoured by several panellists.
Stereo soundstages showed decent
scale, width and focus, together with a
good attempt at on-the-wall image depth.
This can be done if the speaker is clear
enough to 'read' sufficient hall acoustic
present in the recording. It took higher
powers well, maintaining its fundamental
clarity even with complex, heavy programme. As Mission's founder Farad Azima
would have put it, ' it sounds fast' — yet we
found that it also remained surprisingly
well balanced and natural.

Design and technology
With careful design of cone shape and
other factors, the drivers have evolved to
apoint where arelatively simple low-loss
crossover may be used — 1st-order bass,
2nd-order treble. Bass-mid for this 11-litre
box is generated by a 165mm steelframed 135mm doped-paper-pulp cone
unit, with a fast-recovery foam surround
and a relatively small energizing magnet.

TLX12
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Conclusion
Looking over the results, it appeared that
this model has done better than it should.
The lab findings indicated agood blend of
attributes, but nothing was outstanding,
and several subjective criticisms could be
directly tied to the measurements. For
example, the treble did have asignificant
boost in the final octave, which was
audible as atouch of ' fizz' and 'wispiness'.
Likewise, the mid forwardness was both
measured and heard. In addition, this
speaker had less output in the low bass
than the competition, but for its size it
could take power and deliver good sound
levels with only modest distortion, and
offered quite a good amplifier load.
Fed with clean programme sources, it
sounded lively and informative — it
'rocked' well on popular material and
provided enough detail to build pleasing
stereo images. Given the overall results, a
cautious recommendation is appropriate,
with the usual advice to 'try it yourself.
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Supplier:

Harman (
Audio) UK Ltd. Mill Street, Slough,
Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: (0753) 76911

JBL TLX1 2

Size ( height xwidth xdepthen ) 38.5x23x23
Recommended amplifier power I0- 75W
per channel
Recommended placement
Stand or shelf near wall
Frequency response within
95Hz-14kHz
±3dB ( 2m)
LF rolloff ( — 6dB ) at 1m
85Hz
Bass frequency expansion
48Hz
(typical in room )
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V)
89dB/W
at 1m
Approximate maximum sound 103dBA
level ( pair at 2m )
Impedance characteristics ( ease Good
of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Average
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £149
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PAUL GREEN
HI-FI LIMITED

Kensington Showrooms
London Road
Bath, Avon.
Tel: Bath 316197

THE COMPLETE AUDIO DEALERSHIP
We would be delighted to demonstrate to
you the brand new Meridian 206 CD machine
and the D600 digital speakers. These two new
fine products must be the stars of British Hi Fi
in 89/90. Wherever possible we will try to
arrange home demonstrations against the
other best products in that field.
Our Clientele do cover an extensive area so
near or far please feel free to give us a call
even if it is only for a chat or advice.

plus all the new best buy budget models
"It's So easy to Park"

CLOSED MONDAY

CUSTOMER CAR PARKS
AGENCIES:

SOI EDEALER FOR BATH
BRISTOL & WEST COUNTRY

TDL, MUSICAL FIDELITY, KRELL, A & R CAMBRIDGE, B & W, NAKAMICHI, TANNOY, KEF,
AUDIO RESEARCH, APOGEE, ROTEL, DENON, YAMAHA, RUARK, ROGERS, AIWA, SONY,
QUAD, MORDAUNT SHORT, MAGNEPLANER, REVOX, CAMBRIDGE, TECHNICS,
TARGET, MONITOR AUDIO, HEYBROOK, WHARFEDALE, MARANTZ, DUAL, SYSTEMDECK, SD ACOUSTICS, SPENDOR, HARBETH, MERIDIAN, ALPHASON, CREEK, CELESTION, STAX, SENNHEISER, BEYER.

Full Range Of Tapes and Accessories To Complement.
TOP TAPE CENTRE.
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LECTRON JH-50 • SP AUDIO 1-5
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LECTRON JH-50
power amplifier

AT

KJ LEISURESOUND
01-486 8262

SP AUDIO 1-5
pre amplifier

THE CORNFLAKE SHOP
01-631 0472

THE LISTENING ROOMS
01-947 5047
TELEPHONE 01-446 7177 FAX 01-365 3614
11, MUSWELL AVENUE, LONDON N10 2EB
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LOUDSPEAKERS
A Vifa 19mm polyamide ferro fluid
damped soft-dome extends the range to
the high treble. The carcase is of 15mm
chipboard, unbraced but with a 19mm
thick driver baffle and a polyester wadding filling. The moulded grille frame has
an anti-diffraction rebate.

and introduced significant upgrades.
These include bi-wiring, which is rare at
this price level, and the use of a new
design of metal-dome tweeter, which is
also uncommon and is only matched by
the Celestion 3costing £ 110 apair. The
Ell retails for £ 130, which seems fair
enough considering the larger bassreflexed cabinet and the bi-wire feature.

TANNOY Eli ECLIPSE

Lab report
The reference response ( Fig.4a) indicated
an average 87.5dB/W sensitivity, with a
well balanced output marred by a mild

Sound quality

peak at around 2kHz which turned out to
be real and not crossover- related. The
bass extends to amodest 70Hz for — 6dB
and is well damped. The grille merely
exaggerats some already present treble
ripple, as shown by the dotted response.
Out at 2 metres, amplitude smoothing
allows for easy inspection of the axial
trends ( Fig.4b), leaving the central bump
as a mid-range feature — surprisingly
innocuous to judge by the auditioning.
Good control of the off-axis responses is
shown, particularly at 45 °,and confirmation of the recommended straight-ahead
positioning is given by this result.
Pair-matching was excellent at ± 0.3dB,
while the sensitivity/power-handling combination will allow peak sound levels of
100dBA at up to 60W per channel.
Amplfier loading rates as average ( Fig.4c),
with a mild minimum of 5ohms and a
typical impedance of 7ohms. In-room
(Fig.4f) the overall effect is balanced, the
bass dry but remaining effective to 50Hz,
although the 1-2kHz prominence remains.
As regards distortion, the 761 was working hard at 96dB ( Fig.4e) at typically 1%
of both harmonics, while the lower 86dB
level ( Fig.4d) shows agood result for the
size and price.

Tannoy's first Eclipse model was released
as a lower priced and more compact
version of the highly successful Mercury.
The design was asuccess, and the Eclipse
was quickly accepted as a high- value
performer in its own right. While noting a
touch of harshness in the treble and
mildly underdamped bass, this speaker
won through on the basis of a well
balanced, lively and informative sound. As
is so often the case, the smaller polypropylene coned bass- mid driver used in
this model seemed to work very well.
Now replaced by the new Ell Eclipse,
Tannoy has built on aspects of the original

We directly compared old and new
Eclipses, non-bi-wired. The old was still a
most respectable performer, but the new
speaker was substantially better. The new
model sounded smoother and clearer,
more focused in amusical sense as well as
in terms of stereo staging. The mid integrated well with the treble, the latter
sounding very natural and with the grain
and tizz common with inexpensive speakers held to very low levels here. The bass
was also better — faster cleaner and better
integrated, and noticeably more tuneful.
Box coloration was mild, while driveunit coloration was commendably low,
the output showing a consistently good
clarity with worthwhile stereo soundstage
depth. On tonal balance the sound was
lightweight: 0.3m from the back wall
could help make the sound richer in some
rooms. Bi wiring improved stereo focus
and overall precision which helped give a
performance remarkable at this price.
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Conclusion
Lab results showed a generally good
performance, particularly for the off-axis
responses relating to the correct listening
position. The system offered a slightly
above-average sensitivity, with realistic
power- handling to maximum sound levels
sufficient for most purposes. The bass
response was necessarily limited by size
and technology, yet there was enough 1,F
present to give agood impression. Build
quality and finish were to agood standard,
while the load factor should not cause any
problems with popular amplifiers. A mild
mid- range prominence existed which
failed to upset the panel but could be
worth checking out for yourself.
The listening panel results were good
for the class, assuring the model astrong
recommendation. Its lively, communicative nature was particularly liked, with
clear definition over a wide frequency
range. The treble did not draw attention
to itself, and although missing the lowest
bass octave, the 761 did a surprisingly
good job in the next octave, showing a
fast, articulate quality which revealed the
tempo nicely over awide range of musical
tracks. Furthermore, natural dynamics
were reproduced without falsifying stereo
perspectives. Easy to get on with, the 761
comes firmly recommended.
111-1 11NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig 4a. Mission 761. on-axis response a lm
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Fig 4e Mission 761 distortion a96dB spi
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Fig 4b . Mission 761: one-third octave response
family at 2m
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Fig 4f Mission 761: room-averaged response (BAR)
Fig 4c. Mission 761: modu uof impedance ohms
Test results
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Fig 4d. Mission 761: distortion at 86dB spi
Supplier:
Mission Electronics, Stonehill, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE18 6EF. Tel: (0480) 52777

Mission 761

Size ( height xwidth xdepth,cm ) 38 x21x 2I
Recommended amplifier power 15-60W
per channel
Recommended placement
Free space possible, also
wall mount
Frequency response within
80Hz-20kHz
±3dB(2m)
LF rolioff ( — 6dB) at 1m
70Hz
Bass frequency expansion
50Hz
(typical in room)
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 283V)
87.5dB/W
at lm
Approximate maximum sound 100dBA
level ( pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristics ( case Average
of drivel
Forward response uniformity
Good
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £ 130
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Design and technology
With an internal volume of 11 litres, this
design may be fairly classed as a miniature, yet is has a sizable reflex port of
some 50mm in diameter and backed by an
80mm duct, rear-panel mounted and
tuned to a fairly high 60Hz. Built from
12mm chipboard stock with a 15mm
drive panel, no bracing is expected or
indeed found at this prive level. The finish
is agood quality vinyl print, and internal
absorption is provided by amodest lining
of polyester fibre wadding - just enough
to stay out of trouble!
Bass and mid- range are handled by a
180mm steel-framed unit with an active
diaphragm diameter of 135mm, manufactured in a loaded, flared polypropylene
material. The newly designed tweeter has
an unprotected and relatively easily damaged naked aluminium dome. This is
25mm in diameter, and while a die-cast
face-plate provides amild recess, protection to the dome is minimal. We took
reasonable care during the review, with
full knowledge of the problem, and yet
still managed to crush one of the domes!
Tannoy is considering protection, but to
date suggestions have been rejected on
the grounds of impaired sound.
Built to a 2nd-order alignment, the
crossover is hard-wired but linked to the
drivers by the usual push-on terminals;
surprisingly, an above- average plastic film

capacitor is used in the treble section,
rather than the usual electrolytic. A key
aspect is the use of good quality three-way
binding-posts in gold-plate, bi-wired to
allow for separate cabling to the bass and
treble sections if desired, with apotential
gain in clarity and dynamics.

Lab report
Moderately below average at 86dB/W
sensitivity, a minimum of 15-20W is
recommended, while it seemed pretty
happy on up to 100W peak-programme
per channel, with amaximum sound level
of 101dBA in atypical room. This should
be enough for most applications, if not for
disco working! It represents an easy
amplifier load, barely reaching a 6-ohm
minimum at 7ItHz and comfortably rated
as an 8-ohm system suited to almost all
avaialble amplifiers ( Fig.5c).
On-axis at 1metre, the reference curve
(Fig.5a) confirms the slightly uptilted
balance that we heard. The treble range is
rather uneven, more so than the listening
results suggested, but it is smoother with
the grille removed, a fact confirmed on
audition. The mid-range is impressively
uniform, while the bass extends to 62Hz
for - 6dB, with a practical in- room
response to 45Hz at a reasonable power
level. Pair-matching could have been better, with adiscrepancy of ± 1dB seen with
the review pair. With equivalent 3rd-
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Fig 56. Tannoy El I: one- hrd octave response
family at 2m

octave smoothing ( Fig Sb) the HF uptilt is
less obvious, and except for the crossover
dip in the above-axis made the output is
seen to be well integrated and consistent,
even at 45 ° off axis. This is confirmed by
the room response or RAR ( Fig 3f), where
the mid and treble ranges are well
ordered. The bass picks up a few extra
decibels at 50-80Hz, but subjectively this
balances with the ' lightened' mid- range
and moderately forward treble. With the
LF sharply tuned, low bass was not a
strong point, the 40Hz 3rd-octave band
measuring 6dB down in the room curve.
Driven to the 86dB test level ( Fig.5d),
the Ell performed quite respectably,
with the 2nd- harmonic momentarily
peaking to 2% at about 160Hz, possibly a
surround effect. At the higher 96dB level
(Fig.5e) the general sub- 1kHz distortion
rises to around 1%, while the 160Hz
effect has moved up bodily to reach a9%
peak. This is likely to be mildly audible
when a musical piece hits it hard in this
frequency range ( approximately E on the
bass stave). It could be partly responsible
for the trace of boxy coloration and loss of
clarity in the lower mid- range on the
loudest passages.

Conclusion
With aminor reservation concerning that
moderate distortion in the lower mid at
high volume levels, the overall lab performance of the Ell was pretty good,
confirming the high quality of the design
and build. The sound was exceptional for
the money - lively, musical, informative and with more bass than usual for the size
of box. Its recreation of stereo soundstages was impressive, and if fed good
quality sources it could stand-up to much
more expensive designs. On grounds of
value-for-money it was even better than
the first Eclipse, and carried an enthusiastic recommendation.
The M15 Mercury, the new version of
another famous Tannoy model, will also
be tested at some time in the near future,
but we did some preliminary listening
while auditioning the Ell, with interesting results.

WHARFEDALE 505.11

Fig 5f. Tannoy Ell: room-averaged response (
RAR)
Fig Sc Iannoy Ell modu us of impedance ohms
Test results

MDHARMON.

‘„.
Fig 5d Tannoy Eli: distortion at 86d8 spl
Supplier:
Tannoy Ltd, The Baton Centre, Coronation
Road, Cressex Industrial Estate, High
Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3SB.
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Tannoy Ell

Size ( height xwidth xdepth.cm ) 39X21 x
20.5
Recommended amplifier power 15-100W
per channel
Recommended placement
On 55cm stand near back
wall
Frequency response within
0011z.20kI lz
+3c111( 2m)
rolloff ( ) at 1m
621Iz
Bass frequency expansion
451z
(typical in room
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V)
86d13/W
at In,
Approximate maximum sound
101dBA
level ( pair at 2m
Impedance characteristics ( ease Good
of drive
Forward response uniformity
Very good
'typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £ 130

This compact two-way loudspeaker fol
lows the world's most popular format,
where, in the £ 150-200 price range, one
generally finds the best combination of
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LOUDSPEAKERS
value and performance — even if the
cabinet finish is the ubiquitous ( but durable) vinyl wood-print. Wharfedale's 505
in Mk II form now operates as sealed- box
design and offers the up-to-date but established Wharfedale technology of purepiston metal- dome tweeter plus a high
quality polypropylene-coned bass unit.
Both drivers are made by Wharfedale,
and system placement is more flexible
than for most models, thanks to the
overdamped bass alignment. A variety of
locations from the wall to free-space
should be possible, depending on the
environment. Electrical connection is
made by 3-way 4mm socket/bindingposts, non-bi-wired.

Sound quality
Panel deviation was higher than usual for
this model, suggesting that personal audition is essential. But, scoring at the exact
mean of 50%, the 505.11 has done well at a
price which is less than half the average.
In the bass it was considered to be dry a
quick, a little 'forward' in the mid- range,
but at the same time some extension was
evident to lower bass frequencies. Widerange rock tracks were reproduced with
good power and authority.
As regards frequency response, the
speaker sounded smooth and extended,
essentially well balanced when placed
nearer to the back wall. Mid coloration
was moderate, while the treble was liked
for its subtle detail and clarity, long a
feature of this type of tweeter when used
in awell integrated design. Stereo images
were well focused, with fine stage width
and afair measure of ambience and depth.

presence-region excess ( audible) plus an
isolated if nicely uniform treble. Typically
8ohms, the impedance does fall to
4.6ohms in the final octave and is rated as
offering an 'average' load ( Fig.6c). At 2
metres ( Fig.6b) the off-axis responses
show some very good integration, the
result relatively uncritical of lateral axis. If
measured better with the grille off,
however. In the listening room the overall
plot is remarkably fiat ( Fig.6f); clearly the
energy response is first-rate.
At 96dB, 2nd-harmonic distortion is
rather high ( Fig.6e), with an audible 3%
at 200Hz ( the cause of the perceived
congestion?). However, at 86dB the
results for 2nd and 3rd-harmonic are fine
(Fig.6d).

Conclusion
An open, lively sounding speaker, perhaps
a little too 'open' for some tastes, the
505.11 integrated well in the listening
room and delivered awide, well-balanced
frequency response. Even-handed, both
classical and rock material were fairly
dealt with. It could handle decent power
levels, though with some mid-range congestion audible at the power limit. It
presented astraightforward amplifier load
and offered an average sensitivity.
From the lab results, this speaker can be
seen to demonstrate a fine homogeneity,
blending the two driver's acoustic outputs

rated

capacitor in the crossover. A recessed rear
panel provides additional stiffening. Both
drivers have precision die-cast alloy
frames, and the tweeter is ferrofluid
damped with a 19mm aluminium-foil
dome having afundamental breakup well
beyond audibility at 30kHz.

Lab report
Sensitivity rated an average 87.5dB/W,
and with a125W peak programme powerrating, sound levels of up to 103dBA will
be possible in a typical room. The bass
was well extended ( for the type) to 50Hz
for — 6dB, and to apractical limit of 33Hz
in the listening room. On- axis the reference response was not too promising
(Fig.6a), with arising mid-range and some
111.FINEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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This group was a lot of fun. Cheap-andcheerful they may be, but several are also
serious performers which cannot be dismissed so lightly. The group leader
emerged as the Tannoy El 1 ( bi-wired) at
£130, which tried the hardest not to
sound like a miniature. In non-bi-wired
mode, the Celestion 3 and JBL TLX12
were quits, placed close to the Ell and
with the Celestion clearly outstanding in
value and treble definition. The Mission
761 was also afine performer, placed only
a little bit behind the other two. Nearer
the average in terms of value, the Wharfedale 505.11 offered amore subtle performance and had an enduring quality. Heybrook's 0.7 was similarly rated, and again at
the price is good enough to warrant a
personal audition. Other worthy models
to consider in this price group ( already
reviewed in this series) are the KEF C15,
Rogers LS4a and Energy ESM-4.+

505.11

ARMO.0

,LLE

1
Fig 6a. Wharfedale 505.11: on-axis response at I
m

Design and technology

GROUP CONCLUSIONS

251,

a little

Essentially aderivative of the classic 708,
which used an expensive synthetic laminate box, the 505.11 successfully economises by using particle-board panels for
its wrapped carcase. Both drive-units use
Wharfedale's lock- in system, avoiding the
need for fixing screws and at the same
time preventing inquisitive users ( or for
that matter reviewers) from gaining entry
to the interior. The I.F alignment is
3rd-order, achieved by a large series

realistic value-for-money as well as good
engineering and build quality, the 505.11
qualifies for a recommendation.

WHARFEDALE

Only on complex passages was atouch of
'edge' and mid-range congestion noted.
Musical dynamics were
above average.

well. The off-axis responses were also
remarkably consistent, which was borne
out by the computed room- average
response. It did most things very competently and is one of the more successful
of Wharfedale's recent offerings. Offering
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Fig 6c Wharfedale 505.11. modulus of impedance,
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Fig 6d. Wharfedale 505.11 distar ion at 86dB spl

Supplier:
Wharfedale Ltd, Sandleas Way, Crossgates,
Leeds LS15 8AL. Tel: (0532) 601222
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Fig 6f. Wharfedale 505.11: room-averaged response
(BAR)
Test results
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Wharfedale 505.11

Size ( height xwidth xdepth,cm ) 44 x25.5 x24
Recommended amplifier power 15.125W
per channel
Recommended placement
0.3 to Im from wall on
stand
Frequency response within
83Hz.20kIlz
±3dB(2m)
LI ,talk« ( - 6dB) at lm
50Hz
Bass frequency expansion
33fiz
(typical in room
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V )
87.5dB/W
at lm
Approximate maximum sound
103dBA
level ( pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristics ( ease Average
of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Very good
typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £???
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On the 3rd day
of Christmas
my truelove's
giving me:
1woofer woofing
2tweeters tweeting
3cassette decks recording
4pick-up arms traversing
5cables linking
6amplifiers amplifying
7tuners tuning
8C.D. players playing
9speakers speaking
10 tables turning
11 cartridges tracking
12...
The thrifty soul is waiting for

27th December
Acoustic Arts

Sale

Not only is there up to 15% reduction on
the sort of hi-fi equipment enthusiasts
drool over — all fully guaranteed — but
also INTEREST FREE CREDIT UNTIL
JANUARY 31st for all non- sale purchases
of f200 or more on the basis of a 1rd
deposit with the balance paid over the
next six months. Whatever your budget,
we feel sure we can offer you something
of special interest at a really special
price. Come early to have the best
choice from the fine quality sale items
we offer.
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101 St Albans Road, Watford. Herts. Tel : Watford 245250
Fax. No. 0923 30798 Open Mon- Sat 9.30- 5.30 p.m.
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CENTRE

You can tell alot about Hi Fi dealers by
the products they sell and we sell only
the very best.
Our helpful staff have sound product
knowledge and our comfortable demonstration rooms offer excellent conditions
for you to hear quality Hi Fi at its best.
Listen to us and buy abetter system.
Home demonstrations can be arranged in
most cases and wher,t you have decided
on the right system, we will be happy to
install it to our own high standards.
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ARCAM
•AUDIOLAB • BEYER
CREEK • CELESTION • CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
CELEF • EPOS • EXPOSURE • GOLDRING
HEYBROOK • LINN PRODUCTS • MICHELL
MARANTZ • MUSICAL FIDELITY • MERIDIAN
NAKAMICHI • PRO-AC • PHILIPS • QUAD
Q.E.D. • RADFORD • ROTEL • REGA RESEARCH
REVOX • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER
S.M.E. • SONY ES. • STAX
TOWNSHEND
YAMAHA •
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READING HI Fl CENTRE
4Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall,
Reading RG1 7QF
Tel: (0734) 585463
Opening Hours: Tuesday-Saturday: 10am-6pm
(Lunch 2to 3pm Except Saturday)
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
OPEN THURSDAY TILL 8PM
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED
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AMPLIFIERS

CELESTION 3000

ACOUSTIC RIBBON LOUDSPEAKER
Celestion enters anew phase with

H

ybrids are supposed to be the best
of two or more technologies, and
we've seen the approach used for
all manner of products. The most feverish
of hi-fi's Dr Frankensteins, though, have
always been devoted to loudspeakers.
Ribbon/cone hybrids have been around
for years, with the Germans producing
variants on this theme in the way that the
British pump out £99-per-pair budget
speakers. Among the most famous is the
Decca London enclosure, which used Stan
Kelly's ribbon, so there are British precedents. SD Acoustics, Alphason — this hybrid may be slightly off-the-wall, but it's not
uncommon.
Celestion's 3000 attempts to banish the
ribbon's traditional problems of low sensitivity, death-defying impedances, low
power handling and domestically-aggravating siting requirements. Indeed, the
Celestion 3000 is the most 'complete'
new product I've examined in years, with
every single detail — right down to the
owner's manual — dealt with in full before
asingle unit left the factory. Aesthetics, fit
and finish, fine-tuning ... nothing's been
left to chance.
The 3000 ( and the 5000, which is
identical except for cabinet finish)
employs a box-type enclosure measuring
amere 650x330x300mm ( hwd). It's substantial, assembled from high-density
particle board and made rigid with figureof-eight internal bracing. The company
also offers a sonically and aesthetically
ideal support, 550mm tall, for £ 159 per
pair; Ican't imagine anyone not using this
beautifully styled, sand-and-lead-filled,
spiked sculpture. As you'd expect, the
speakers are supplied in left-and-righthanded pairs. The novelty of a ribbon
tweeter is highlighted by an aluminium
casting which runs the height of the
speaker, at an angle and situated on the
inner edge of the baffle. The 3000 is all
black; for an extra £ 100, you can purchase the 5000 with a real walnut veneer.
The front surface is covered by ablack
grille cloth on asolid, sculpted frame; this
protects a 200mm polyolefine-cone bass
driver, which operates up to 900Hz. The
grille has been designed to create a
smooth 'baffle' surface to continue from
the outside edge of the ribbon's chassis,
mirroring the cabinet surface which lies
inboard of the ribbon, so the grilles
should be left in place at all times.
On the back panel binding posts for
single, bi-wire or bi-amping connections.
These do accept spaced banana plugs, but
for some strange reason, Celestion fitted
them in a row such that you've got to
interleave and spread the wires. I'd have
preferred to see the connections grouped

aribbon hybrid loudspeaker.
HFN/RR has the first audition...

by Ken Kessler
as bass plus/minus and treble plus/minus,
but this is a small quibble.
And now for the ribbon. This 500mm
driver consists of a narrow strip of 12
micron thick, corrugated aluminium foil
suspended between two rows of strontium ferrite bar magnets. Although it looks
like a clone of the Apogee tweeter, it
differs in details. For starters, the ribbon
itself is pure aluminium without any
backing; the Apogee uses Kapton. At the
top and bottom, the Celestion ribbon is
connected with a foam-damped 'kink' in
the ribbon to relieve strain. Where
Apogee uses foam `knuckles' to support

and centre the ribbon at various points,
Celestion uses stretched silicon rubber
belts supported by small pillars on either
side of the ribbon. The other major
difference relates to the 3000's nondipole status.
With dipole ribbons, there has to be a
critically-determined gap between the
ribbon's edges and the magnets; with the
Celestion, there is no gap. The sound from
the back of the ribbon is reflected off the
surfaces in the speaker cabinet, the ribbon
actually being fitted to its own separate
enclosure within the 3000. This partially
explains why the ribbon is mounted at a
45 degree angle to the enclosure; the
rear-firing sound fires directly into absorptive foam and out of harm's way.
The other reason for the 45 degree
angle is to aid in speaker positioning and
the creation of a line source which
disperses sound in acylindrical manner. I

JOIN THE CROWD
Join the crowd now going to Doug Brady
HIFI. An increasing number of people are

discovering that at Doug Brady HiFi you
can listen in comfort to a very wide range
of products from the inexpensive to the
esoteric.
The staff are as pleasant as they are
knowledgeable and will help you select
what is„ .right for your system and your

budget.
Most of this month's most highly recommended products are to be found in our
London and Warrington stores, together
with all of the other leading brands and the
friendliest service around. Liverpool
Branch holds a good range too and can
obtain non- stock items from nearby Warrington with a day's notice.

--D)oms
Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington, Cheshire.
(0925) 828009.
Open six days.

Eney Yul-n

401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool L15 311,
Merseyside.
(051) 733 6859
Closed on Wednesday.

*JANUARY SALE

14/18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB.
(CM) 379 4010.
Open seven days.

BRADY'S THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!

* Savo over £ 1,000 on ex- Dom
Apogee Caliper speakers * also
available ex-Dem models from:
* Krell * Audio Research * Cello
* Magneplaner * Aragon
* Rowland * DNM *
*Musical Fidelity* B&W *
*Linn " Cambridge Audio *
*Meridian * KEF *
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ELECTRET LISTENERS ONLY PLEASE

Constantly refined over the years, the ATH-70 headphone produces just
what every audiophile has been longing for....the unique, transparent and highly
accurate sound of the electret condenser system at areally affordable price.
Using A-Ts renowned ' moving coil' transducer technology, it features full
size yet ultra thin 5micron diaphragms while the reliable push-pull driver
maintains phase uniformity across the full surface to capture the most subtle
musical nuance. Simply couple the separate transformer unit between your
amplifier and speaker, flick the selector switch, sit back and enjoy pure music.
Call into your A-TDealer soon or contact us directly for detailed information.
Better still, audition our more expensive competitors first.
Type: ELECTRET CONDENSER Sensitivity ( 1Khz SPI): 98 dB/100V
Freq. resp: 10-25,000 Hz Matching impedence : 60 ohms Max. input power : 5000 mV
Weight (without cord): 200g Cord length: 25m Replacement earpads : HP-37
68
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The only complete transducer family
CARTRIDGE•HEADPHONE•MICROPHONE•VITAL LINKS

audio-technica®
INNOVATION

E PRECISION

7 INTEGRITY

Technica House, Lockwood Close, LEEDS LS11 5UU.
Tel: ( 0532) 771441 Fax: ( 0532) 704836
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mentioned before that the rigid grille is to
be left in place so as to create smooth
surfaces on either side of the ribbon. This
fools the driver into reacting to the
cabinet as if it were acylinder, an enclosure which has no edges to cause diffraction. In practice, it means that the only
requirements for siting concern the bass,
because 'toe- in' adjustment for treble
'beaming' has been eliminated.
These are, without doubt, the easiest
speakers I've ever reviewed as far as
positioning is concerned. Celestion
recommends that they stand approximately six inches from the back wall,
with the backs parallel to the wall.
Because of the dispersion characteristics

of the ribbons, the distance between the
speakers is not critical. The further apart
you're able to place them, the wider the
sound stage they'll produce. Ihad to move
them over 15 feet apart before Icould
detect a 'hole in the middle', from a
position 12 feet away. Where Idiffered
from Celestion's preferred siting is in the
distance from the back wall — the ideal
spot in my room was 15in away.
Amplifier selection is another matter
entirely, and I wasted a whole week
before Ihit on the first of three magic
combinations. I try to review speakers
with the kind of amplifiers which Ithink
most consumers will use, as well as with
'reference' amplifiers. The argument for
the latter is that only by hooking up apair
of, say £99 Celestion 3s to a £ 10,000
Rowland will Ibe able to assess the full
potential of the speaker.
In the case of the 3000, Ihad to change
the rules. Istarted with what Ithought
would be asensible choice for aspeaker/
stand combination at this price point, the
£1250 Counterpoint SA- 12. For 80% of
the time, all was wonderful — but then
came the torture tracks I use to test
sibilance. These include recordings such
as Juice Newton's 'Break It To Me Gently'
or Poco's Head Over Heels. The 3000/SA12 pairing, while stunning in most
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respects, simply fell to pieces. And it was a
text-book lesson in why you should
always audition apotential purchase with
the system in which it will reside. The
Counterpoint — sweet and smooth with
the Sonus Fabers — sounded edgy with the
Celestion 3000, the opposite of its general
behaviour.
Out came Old Faithful, my Radford
SA25 Mk IV. Talk about a transition. The
spit and sizzle disappeared, without taking
away any of the top end information. But
how valid is areview of an affordable new
speaker with an out- of-production
amplifier with a circa £ 1000 price tag?
Relief came with the Musical Fidelity B1
(l99) and A100 ( M99) integrated

through with flying colours.
It was through the use of this disc that I
learned how the 3000s could convey
power and scale without compression,
and do adamned fine 'disappearing act' of
near-dipole invisibility. Another test disc,
arecording in achurch, of some classical
bit to do with Daniel and the lions, proved
the 3000s capable of replicating the
sound of a massive, echoy venue, the
procession starting far behind the back
wall and ending in front of the line of the
speakers. So far so good.
In absolute terms, the Celestion's staging capabilities were of an order so far
beyond what is expected at this price
point that I wanted only to listen to
another 3-D extravaganzas. More telling,
though, was the utter independence
which the listener has, with seating three
abreast not resulting in afight for centre
position. This is the perfect speaker for
sharing music with others.
The other attribute which makes the
3000 so special is its seamlessness. This
speaker is the first hybrid I've used which
shows no joins, the bass driver having
been tailored to the ribbon with such
overwhelming synergy that you're forgiven for thinking that it's a full-range
system. The result is an 'of awhole' sonic
spectrum, with consistent speed, clarity
and low coloration throughout.
At £699 per pair (£858 including the
mandatory stands), the 3000 has revised
the expectations of a purchaser with
under £ 1000 to spend. What you get from
the floor-standing model 7000 is greater
bass, dynamics and power handling. What
you get from other speakers, like the
Quad ESLs, Apogees, Martin-Logans et al is
, more transparency. True, the Celestion
has afinely-grained texture all of its own,
amplifiers, products which you can buy
but it's euphonic and utterly consistent
and which you shouldn't have too hard a from top to bottom.
time finding in shops which also sell
As far as I'm concerned, this is the best
speaker money can buy for under £ 1k,
Celestion. The results were absolute bliss.
Ihave this crazy image of sales reps in
provided that the purchaser understands
countries like the USA running around
the critical nature of matching this to a
hyping the new Celestion hybrids with
sonically sympathetic amplifier. In basic
lines like 'They blow away Apogees/
terms, driving the 3000 is no great chalMagnepans/etc'. Let me tell you, these
lenge, so you don't have to spend your
readies on sheer power. With a beauty
speakers cannot be compared to fulllike the BI, the combination is a bargain
range ribbons or other dipoles, because
for would-be high-enders. So don't think
there are certain things which the 3000s
of these as apoor man's Apogees. Regard
cannot do. They are nowhere near as
them instead as Everyman's ribbon.+
'open-sounding' or transparent as dipoles.
Furthermore, the bass has a distinctly
cone-like speed and control which affordCELESTION 3000
able dipoles can't emulate. The Celestions
LOUDSPEAKER
should be compared only to other boxes
... in which case they'll clean up.
Manufacturer's Specifications:
What the Celestion does to boxes in its
Aluminium ribbon mid/treble unit
Drive units
200mni polyolefine cone hase unit
price class is to elevate the standards by a
90011z. third order high and low
Cnesover
frightening degree.
pass. hi-wired
4ohne
Impedance
I've settled on one track which tells me
Sensitivity'
864.18. 1W
Low frequency
—3dB @ 6611z
more about aproduct under review than
—64.18 @ 4911z
performance
any dozen can. It's the CD single version
40.100W RMS/channel
Recommended
amplification
of Willy De Ville's 'Assassin of Love',
28 litres( hies enclosure )
Internal volume
8 litres ( ribbon enclosure)
which tests, with great authority, the
Dimensions
650x330x300mm ( 11Vi'D)
following: bass extension; bass control;
Weight
19kg each
Typical price Inc VAT
£699 per pair stands £ 159
transient attack, decay and recovery; stage
Supplier:
width, depth and height; vocal textures;
Celestion International Ltd, Foxhall Road,
sibilance; scale; image specificity; 'layerIpswich, Suffolk IP3 UP. Tel (0473)723131.
ing' and awhole lot more. The 3000 sailed
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Starts 10.00 a.m. Wednesday
27th December
RED HOT OFFERS TO
SEE THE NEW YEAR IN

and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.

Brands Stocked: Acoustic Energy, Arcam, Alexander,
Audio Research, Audio ab, Audioplan, Celestion,
Cambridge, Counterpoint, Creek, Croft, DNM, Denon,
Epos, Harbeth, KEF, Krell, Koetsu, Kiseki, Linn, Marantz,
Magneplanar, Martin Logan, Meridian, Micromega,
Mission, Mod Squad, Musical Fidelity, Michell,
Nakamichi, Oracle, P.S. Audio, Pink Triangle, QED, Quad,
Rotel, Revox, Rogers, S.D. Acoustics, SME, S.P. Audio,
Systemdek, Sonus, Spendor, Spica, Stax, Tannoy, Voyd,
Yamaha, Zeta.

We are probably the only specialist HiFi Dealers who record as well as
listen to live music. With this expertise we can recommend equipment
from the following manufacturers:Audio innovations, Audion. Audionote. Beyer, BLO. Decca. Denon.
Foundations. Goldring, Helius. lecklin Float. IPW, IBL, Marantz. Nagaoka,
Nakamichi, Ortofon. Pink Triangle, Pirates, OED. Revox, Rote', The Rock.
Sennheiser. Snell, Sony. Sugden, Supra. Systemdek. Torlyte, Target, Valdi.
Voyd, etc
SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE RING FOR DETAILS
The VP! Record Cleaning Service available.

.eMCF31

All offers subject to being unsold. Any percentages quoted
are deducted from the recommended retail price and not
necessarily from the price offeredduring the previous 28 days.
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CELESTION

Representatives
om the manufacturers
will be available to answer
your questions and to let you
hear their most exciting
development to date: the
Celestion 3000 and 7000
ribbon loudspeakers.
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HI-FI
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Dec SALE
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Ex-demonstration amplifiers
tuners, cassette decks and
compact disc players on sale
for one day only. Personal
callers only.
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AUDIOLAB
70 Thinking about a
DEC new amplifier?

New budget
turntables from the
world's leading hi-fi
specialists, together with
LINNS FAMOUS LOUD
SPEAKERS and electronics.

MUSICAL

28 FIDELITY
DEC DAY
Open day. Meet the
representatives from Musical
Fidelity and hear the new
Bi" amplifier named by

What HiFi as the best
amplifier under £2CO.

Continuous demonstrations of the Audiolab
8000A " Best Amplifier
under E.400" (What
Hi Fi).

FRI
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QUAD
OPEN
DEC DAY

At last, your opportunity to meet
the manufacturer and hear the
new Quad CD player and 66 pre
amp together with their 606
amplifier and the renowned Quad

Electrostatic Loudspeakers.

THUR
21

SAT HiFi
MISSION FRI KEF
23 EXPERIENCE
22
REFERENCE
CYRUS
DEC
DEC Experts from the DEC DAY
SALE

Mission factory in
Huntington will be
demonstrating the latest
products from Cyrus
including the new tuner.

SAT
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30 ODDMENT
DEC DAY
nything the , ' eft over from the

Sale will have aquestion mark on
it. Make us an offer we can't
refuse and it's yours. An ideal
opportunity to buy someone a
birthday present especially if its
normally too close to Christmas.

PEEN

Nee tie seed Vie

Kef world famous
loudspeaker designers
and manufacturers will
be demonstrating the
new 105.3 loudspeakers.

TUE

DENON
CD DAY

Sale of ex-demonstration
loudspeakers. Don't miss
out on the bargains.
Personal callers only.

WED

JAN From auniversal
remote controller to the
best in Compact Disc. A
superb opportunity to
see products by this
specialist quality brand.
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JAN

YAMAHA
DSP100 DAY

Create the concert
hall in your home.
Continuous demonstrations of this exciting
product. Yamaha staff
in attendance

LION HOUSE

TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD
Tel 01 580 3535
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CD PLAYERS
Technology

I

t has been some years since NAD
launched an entry-level CD player, but
the company has now responded to
the rather volatile current market with a

While several brands prepare to
launch 'bit stream' players, NAD
uses its own innovative variation
on the low-bit' PWM theme in
these two new models
by Paul Miller

range of new machines. Amongst them are
two companion models, the 5320 at £ 169
and the IR remote-control equipped 5325
at £ 199— players with an interesting slant
on the current 'bit stream' wave.
Both players are lightly but securely
constructed, share acommon styling, and
are equipped with the same complement
of on-board facilities. The matt plastic
facia, for instance, is finished in traditional
NAD grey and is punctuated with a few
rocker-switches and push- buttons. A soft
orange multi- mode display lends the
player a further air of refinement.
Standard track-skip, fast music-search
and full/single repeat facilities are on offer,
but the remote handset extends the convenience of the player by including a0-9
digit direct-access keypad. A 20-track
random-access memory completes the list
of features.

Lurking within the depths of this player is
yet another new type of D/A converter, a
hybrid multi-bit/PWM chip designed by
Sanyo and carefully selected by NAD. The
LC7881 is avery inexpensive chip, yet it
combines the virtues of multi- bit operation with the simplicity of a glitchless
PWM output. Separate internal [JR converters latch the incoming 16- bit data
stream into three distinct bit-words. The
initial nine ' most-significant- bits' are separated to control a series- ladder comprising 512 resistors ( 512=2 9 ). This 9- bit
switch is responsible for two output
voltages corresponding to levels slightly
above and slightly below that described
by each latched 9-bit word. A step
accuracy of better than one part in 512 is
required from this R-string if the conversion is to be truly monotonic. However,
monotonic 16-bit conversion demands an
accuracy 128 times as great before even
considering the degradation in S/N
brought about by the initial truncation.
Sanyo has addressed the need for final
I
6-bit accuracy by employing the four
least-significant- bits' to control two variable resistors connected in series with the
two ends of the 512-element chain, used

HIGH TECH
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CD PLAYERS
to trim the outputs of the converter.
Having accounted for the nine MSBs and
four LSBs, the remaining three intermediate bits are utilized in aPWM output DAC
to furnish eight different pulse widths,
each of which is of course an exact
multiple of the shortest pulse.
So, the most sustained pulse is exactly
eight times the length of the shortest
pulse, the ratio of pulse to wait-cycle
determining the percentage of time occupied by the DAC at each of the aforementioned two voltages. As with Technics'
MASH PWM converter, this requires a
very accurate clock, in this case providing
six clock cycles per minimum pulse cycle.
In conjunction with Yamaha's YM3404B
4- times oversampling filter, the maximum
clock rate works out at 8.4672MHz,
which compares favourably with the
higher 33.8688MHz demanded of Technics' PWM converter.

Lab report
The 5320/5325 appears to offer ablend of
excellent and mediocre test results. On
the one hand it proffered values of 103dB
for stereo separation, — 114dB for noise,
and zero UR phase-shift. Furthermore,
amplitude linearity of the Sanyo DAC was
such that errors of only — 0.5dB and — 1dB
occurred at — 80dB and — 90dB respectively, with amere 0.12dB at — 70dB and
negligible figures at all higher modulation
levels. This is on apar with, if not better
than, the performance of Philips' top
16-bit 4-times chip-set.
The frequency response was tailored to
—3dB at 2Hz/3Hz ([IR), falling to — 8dB at
1Hz, and showed an HF limit of — 3dB at
21.5kHz, with both channels within 0.5dB
of reference level at 20kHz ( Fig.1). The
channel imbalance of 0.21dB at 20kHz
was not present on the 5325 ( graphs and
Table show results from the 5320).
Contrasting with these superlative
figures, the DAC and subsequent analogue
filter stage were also responsible for a
highish 0.028% ( — 71dB) THD at peak
level. CCIR IMD rose to 0.07% in the
5320 but was held to 0.032% in the 5325,
possibly the consequence of component
variations. The 3D plot ( Fig.2) clearly
identifies the 3rd-harmonic as the dominating force at HF, though the overtone
spectrum revealed by this test does
extend to the 6th-harmonic.
Also revealed by this plot are two
individual groups of stop-band intermodulation, encompassing difference products associated with the 3rd oversample
frequency of 132.3kHz, and a very highorder route produced by intermodulation
in the transition, stop and pass-bands
which manifests in the upper reaches of
the audio band.
Neither player raised asignificant level
of RF noise on the right channel, but a
notably higher RF signal was registered on
the left. The oscillogram ( Fig.3) depicts a
4.9mV p-p 52.6MHz resonance excited at
every 4.32MHz 232nsec clock cycle. The
subjective effects of any resultant RF
intermodulation occurring on one channel only are uncertain, indicating that the
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CD player may sound alittle less favourable with some amplifiers than others.

NAD

5 3 2 0 / 5 3 2 5

Sound quality
Both players identified themselves with a
very strong and rhythmically coherent
bass line which was unusually impressive
for a unit of such low cost. Tracy Chapman's Fast Car provides areliable test of
low bass resolution, a test passed by the
NAD 5325 with a warmth and tactility
that would not be out of place in aquality
£300 player. Vocals were also projected
with afine sense of conviction and stereo
focus, a little rough about the edges
perhaps, but there was no mistaking the
impact inherent in the voice.
The low, rumbling introduction to
Clannad's Hunter led to avery expectant
'air' being developed by this player, opening a wide acoustic space between and
behind the speakers that was filled by the
on-rush of slightly over-ambient vocals.
Treble details were not as intimately
resolved as is possible with the better
PWM/PDM converters, yet the sound of
delicate percussion or fleeting harpsichord was captured in avery sweet and
beguiling fashion.
One of the most complimentary
remarks Iwould offer about the sound of
these players concerns their inherent
smoothness, for despite incurring a
degree of instrument modulation with
high-level passages, the quality of the
sound remained utterly unfatiguing. As
my listening continued it proved so easy
to relax and soak up the music.
Comparing the two players very
closely, Ifound that the non- remote 5320
offered avery slight advantage in timbrai
and spatial differentiation. Sample variation is a more likely cause than the
presence or absence of NAD's infra-red
receiver. Indeed, an earlier sample
sounded slightly richer and weightier
than either of these models. My experience with Philips' SAA7320 PDM chip has
highlighted adegree of sample variability
(both subjectively and objectively), so
similar variations in the performance of
Sanyo's fast LC7881 PWM DAC are also
feasible.
Finally, Imust stress the importance of
along warm-up time. In common with the
other high-speed conversion chips, in my
experience, Sanyo's hybrid DAC mellows
with use — not simply from being
powered-up, but from actually running as
a D/A converter. The improvement in
treble sweetness and overall sense of
spaciousness is quite surprising and
should not be underestimated.

Conclusion
These two new players clearly represent a
significant step forward for NAD in the
budget sector. They are not without
tough competition, particularly from the
new Philips and Marantz models, but offer
something of an individual flavour in a
realm populated by similar-sounding
machines. Ideally suited to a budget setup, NAD's own VP system would seem a
good place to start!+
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Test results
2011z

Ildtz

20kHz

Channel balance
0.02dB 0.02dB 0.2IdB
Stereo separation
123dB
103dB
78dB
Channel phase difference
0°
0°
0°
THD OdB
—
— 7IdB —
THD — 10dB
—
— 66dB —
THD — 30dB
—
— 52dB —
11-1D — 60dB
—
— 39dB —
'MD — 90dB
—
— I3dB —
Intermod ( CCIR), Odb
— 57dB
Intermod ((iMPTE) 50H7k11z — 79dB
40011z.7kI la
— 80dB
Intermod ( stop•band
88.5dB
suppression)
Frequency response. L ( — 3d13)
211z-21.51rIlz
R (- 3dB)
311z-21.6Idlz
S'Isi ( A•wtd). without emphasis
112dB
with emphasis
II4dB
Output level ( 1/RI
2.I1V/2.12V
Output impedance
489ohnis
IkHz %Hz
161cIlz
De-emphasis ( error in dB)
0
— 0.12 — 0.08
"frack access time ( Tr 99)
3.5secs
Resolution at — 90dB ( LR ) — I.04dB/— I.3dB
Dimensions ( wdh)
42 x 22-3 x ff 7cm
Typical price ( inc VAT) £ 190 ( 5320). £ 220 ( 5325)

Supplier:
NAD Sales, Axis 4, Rhodes Way, Watford
WD24Y1V. Tel: 0923 226499
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It is remarkable how many
important Hi Fi products come
from Scotland ... and Denmark
— two small European nations,
in many ways comparable. One
product even comes from both!
We refer to PRIMARE which we
are delighted to announce is
now being distributed in UK by
the Scottish- based Quantum
Audio Ltd.
Primare's System 928
really does reflect the
beauty combined with
uncompromised engineering standards of the famous
Porsche. But its price point
invites the practical confrontation with the top
American high-end. Initially,
we invited Quantum to lend
us a system for a week or so,
with the comment that despite
the glorious construction quality and sensuous good- looks,
we did not predict a lot of
British customers. And yet ...
throughout the world, Primare
is taken very seriously. Now we
know why. It fulfils, in every
way, the promise of high- end.
No disappointments, no let
downs, no compromises. The
Music Room is proud to have
become first UK dealer for Primare under its new regime.
Naturally, discussions of the
technical details and demonstrations are available by
arrangement.
AWARDS
Each year we short list those
products which represent statements of audio progress. For
1989 we feel that the Gold Level
(money no object) should go to
a rather fine system, discovered
and fine tuned by John Todd.
That amazing system is the Roksan Xerxes, Cognoscenti, Artemiz and Shiraz constituting the
Record Player; and the Darius
loudspeakers driven by the Primare System 928. The sound
brought tears even to a glass
eye. It has the authentic power
and subtlety of music. The other
requirements of expensive
high- end are simplicity, reliability and long-term enjoyment
with preservation of investment.
At Silver level, we are
delighted to award the Audio
Innovations Series 500 valve
integrated amplifier our outstanding achievement at affordable price levels. This amplifier
also has some Danish roots, of
course, but is now entirely
made in Britain! The Audio
Note silver intercornects are
from the saine distributor, and
we confidently
recommend
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them as of the very top class. At
Bronze level, which represents
the budget price point, we have
chosen JPW whose Sonata
loudspeakers at £ 100 per pair
offer outstanding quality in
every way.
Our award to the best journalist this year goes to Martin
Colloms. We feel that this is an
overdue recognition of outstanding work which has
brought much respect to the
British Hi Fi industry.
Last but not least, you may
notice that our Manchester
shop has, again, won the Sonysponsored Hi Fi News Dealer
Award for the Midlands and
North West of England. We are,
of course, honoured because
this region has some of the
country's best dealers. But we
thank you, the readers, who
voted us in your favour. And we
will do our best to justify your
kind gratitude in 1990. There
will be no resting on laurels!
Thanks also to Sony and to Hi Fi
News for a splendid lunch, no
doubt reported elsewhere in
this magazine.
LOUDSPEAKERS
Newsworthy awards do tend to
overshadow classic and consistent products, which fact leads
certain manufacturers to play a
game which is not really in the
best interests of their customers. Magneplanar constitutes a
good example of a company
dedicated to their customers
and to designing a product
before it is launched:
the

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN, 061-835 1366

"baby" SMGa costs £675 per
pair although surely this is an
unrealistic bargain. Uncompromised bi-polar excellence to
be neglected at your peril. To
listen is surely to agree with
this. And if you believe that they
are not for rock music, well, as I
said, neglect them at your own
peril! The range goes up to the
model 1.4 (£ 1.190) and 2.5
(£2,700). Competition? Well, the
Martin Logan Sequel Il costs a
little more than the 2.5's and the
combination of power and electrostatic mid- range seamlessly
welded to powerful bass has
resulted in some rave reviews.
These loudspeakers have avery
small footprint and elegant slim
profile, so they are in every way
domestic.
SECOND-HAND NEWS
We have a splendid choice to
ensure a very musical festive
holiday, and these prices are
therefore rock bottom. For
those who want three-dimensional CD sound for less than
two thousand pounds plus, the
ex-dem KINERGETICS KCD-30
in Glasgow still awaits a good
home, hence £ 750. And a
second-hand GYRODEK
(Bronze with Super Power
Supply) with SME V, perfect
and hardly used is available for
£1,299. For the same price we
also have a WELL-TEMPERED
turntable and tonearm in Glasgow; either turntable will
satisfy for a lifetime.
In amplifiers, we have a
SONY Esprit TA900 ( pre) and

TA- N901 ( power) amplifier
complete with the granite/
walnut case and Van den Hul
interconnects, complete for £850.
Or you can save £600 on BEARD
CA.35 plus P.35 valve pre
and power amplifier for£900.
In Manchester there is a
KRELL PAM- 1 for £650, a
superb pre-amp, much overshadowed by the poweramps in the British press,
hence the low asking price.
We can demonstrate.
Power amplifier bargains
include MUSICAL FIDELITY P270 for £650 in Manchester, and
an A-370 Mk Ifor £ 1,195 and a
pair of ALBARRY M1008
monoblocks at £650 both in
Glasgow. If you are more ambitious, consider an ex-dem pair
of EAR 549's at £2,995 because
they are simply unbelievable
bargains, sadly under- rated as
any prophet in his own country.
And finally, a unique opportunity to buy the ultimate: we have
been asked to sell a pair of
KRELL KRS-200 pure class A,
balanced amplifiers which are
listed at £18,500. For quick and
definite sale, we have been
instructed to ask for only
£6,500.
If you are looking for a longterm purchase in loudspeakers,
look no further. Please telephone for latest list, but currently on offer are AUDIOSTATICS (£990), APOGEE DUETTA
Sig. (£2,850), KEF 107's ( Black
Ash, £ 1,395), B&W 801 ( Walnut,
£595) all priced per pair and
presently in Glasgow.
We have always stressed the
importance of interconnects,
and advised against the spoiling of the ship for a ha'pence
worth of tar. Unfortunately the
best cables offer a staggering
improvement for around
£1,000, heavy money. This
month only, we will thin down
our stock by offering some of
our top-of-the- range cables at
well under half-price. These are
all current products, not discontinued, and are highly
acclaimed. Examples of 1metre
phono- phono interconnects
include your choice of Mandrake/WBT, MIT CVT, Monster
Sigma 2000, Van den Hul Silver,
each £ 1,000 set for £400, first
come first served, and money
back within seven days on
return of goods. Top loudspeaker leads on offer include
MIT Shotgun 8' ( list price £ 1,150
for £600), or Monster Sigma
Two 8' (£750 for £350, or 12' list
£1,100 for £450).
Happy Listening.

The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY, 041-248 7221
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olden Age sentimentalists often
allow nostalgia to colour their
opinions. They soon learn that
because something is old ( or glows in the
dark) doesn't mean it's good. But one
antique which does live up to its reputation is the tube-laden Marantz 10B FM
Tuner, and that's not open to discussion.
Although there were a couple of
attempts in the 1980s at making modern
valve equivalents of this desirable collector's item ( most notably from Klimo and
the late, lamented New York Audio Labs),
the real successor came earlier in the
form of asolid-state device. The Sequerra
Model 1 of the mid- 1970s, designed by
Dick Sequerra (who assisted the great Sid
Smith with the 10B), was to the tuners of
its day what the Goldmund Reference is
to turntables: pure, unadulterated, costno-object overkill. Naturally, this tuner
was an American product, because only
the Americans have airwaves which can
be justified as a primary source.
Before Trevor Butler stabs me with his
green fountain pen, let me clarify that
statement. Even though we in the UK
enjoy some of the finest-sounding broadcasts, the most consistent, easily-accessible transmissions are only of interest to
ckssical or `spoken word' listeners, or less
than 10 per cent of the CD/LP-buying
public. They can therefore ignore the last
HI- F1 NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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The world's second-most
expensive tuner, the
Day-Sequerra FM Studio — can
it pull-in worthwhile signals?
by Ken Kessler

sentence in the above paragraph because
they're ideal customers for the Sequerra.
All that's left for other radio users are the
other Beebs, a couple of halfway decent
stations in the major cities and a load of
diabolical local services.
The USA, on the other hand, has an FM
waveband crammed to the edges with
stereo transmissions to satisfy fans of
every genre. Because of this congestion,
plus sound quality which can do with
whatever help is available, American radio
users of the high-end, fat-wallet persuasion can justify the purchase of overkill
tuners.
Anyway, the Sequerra soon entered the
annals of hi-fi as the best-ever postMarantz 10B tuner, but the company itself
went through ashaky period. ( Would you
want to run a business based on an FM
tuner which costs as much as aVW?) In
1984, the Davidson-Roth Corporation

acquired the rights to the Sequerra, which
they re-introduced as the Day-Sequerra
FM Broadcast Monitor, the new tuner
being an extensively updated version. On
looks alone, the Sequerra stops
audiophiles dead in their tracks, as does
the price tag. £ 13,000 for a tuner? Ican
hear ` Fed Up In Neasden' already penning
his paean to the Quad FM3...
Enter the Day Sequerra FM Studio
Tuner, the 'budget' version of the living
legend. Still absurdly priced at £3,950,
the baby is a much newer design which
one or two colleagues have suggested
sounds even better than the Broadcast
Monitor. The Studio, styled like the Broadcast, features two vertical arrays of six
buttons per side, arotary tuning dial, large
red digits and the 4.5in instrument-grade
oscilloscope ... just like the Maranta 10B.
(Note to Fed Up In Neasden: I'm told that
this particular 'scope on its own would
cost roughly a third of the price of the
tuner.) While the less-expensive model
loses the spectrum analysis facility on the
'scope, it does replace other functions
with more sensible commands. Gone are
the earlier unit's Dolby facility ( heh, heh,
heh ...), panel dimmer and three buttons'
worth of muting options. The 12 controls
for the new model include four buttons to
operate the oscilloscope, absolute polarity inversion, contour defeat, narrow,
75
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PHONE
0474560521
FAX
0474333762

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGREAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DAN MD

HDFI Valves
PHILIPS/MULLARD
E8OCC
E81CC
E82CC
E83CC
E88CC
E182CC
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
E134
EL84
CV4024
CV4003
CV4004

25.00
4.50
4.50
4.50
5.50
7.50
2.50
1.95
1.95
9.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50

Over 3million valves avallable from stock. Please
phone for acompetitive quote.
We offer: specially selected pre amp valves; awide
range of matched power valves; high quality CV
and ruggedised valves:

*Low-microphony

specially selected valves
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83 Super
ECC88 Super
EL34
EL84
E186
GZ34
6L6GC
6550A
7025
KT88
PL519

TEONEX TESTED

SIEMENS

12AT7/ECC81
12AU7/ECC82
12AX7/ECC83
6DJ8/ECC88
EF86
6CA7/EL34
61305/E L84
KT66

6189
6201
E8OCC
E81CC
E280F
E288CC
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC801s
ECC802s
ECC803s
0134

1.50
0.85
0.95
1.35
2.50
3.25
0.95
5.00

TELEX
966311

MS- PM

2.50
1.85
3.50
3.35
4.50
1.95
2.75
4.50
4.50
9.95
3.50
16.00
5.95

GEN. ELECTRIC/RCA
5U4GB
6CA7
6L6GC
5751
5814A
5881
6080
6550A
7027A
7189A
7868
8417
KT66

4.50
10.00
9.50
2.95
3.25
9.95
8.50
13.95
10.00
7.50
8.50
9.95
11.95

3.50
6.45
25.00
5.50
1950
17.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
6.95
6.95
6.95
4.50

AN INVESTMENT or a
BARGAIN?
Come along to our New Year's Sale and
see for yourself that our bargains are
definitely asound investment!
STARTS WEDNESDAY 27th DECEMBER
(Complete Sale List Available on Request)
27 Springfield Road, Harrow,
Middx. Tel: 01-863 0938
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30

How to buy: You may phone our sales desk 0474
560521 ( 24 hour answering service) and order by
credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock hems the
same day.

6••••

art

UK orders p&p £ 1.00 per order.
Please add 15% VAT to prices shown.
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost.

f
SUB- WOOFERS AND OTHER ANIMALS
The ancient Greeks may have had aword for it (Cerberus?) but, as far as we
are concerned, the notion that asub-woofer, used in association with small
but very precise front speakerk might provide the perfect answer to the
domestic problems of the majority of music-lovers first arose about a
decade ago. The fact is that such a three-way system - consisting of the
Audio Pro B 1-45 sub-woofer and a pair of Rogers/BBC LS3/5A monitor
speakers - produces the kinds of musical performance normally requiring
very bulky loudspeakers and does so, moreover, at afar more reasonable
cost If 745 for the complete system). Only the small speakers need to be
visible; the sub-woofer, which measures 14 3/
4 in. square by 20 1
/ in. high,
4
can be placed anywhere in the room, either out of sight or covered by a
table-cloth, because even the very deepest sounds will be perceived as
emanating from the normal sound stage.
For those requiring greater power handling than the LS3/5A can
encompass, the Audio Pro sub-woofer also makes an ideal complement to
apair of Acoustic Energy AE1 speakers which, while closely resembling the
LS3/5As in tonal quality and only marginally larger, can cope with up to 200
watts. And, where neither space nor outlay are prime considerations, it is
our view that combining the QUAD ESL 63 loudspeakers with a B 1-45
sub-woofer will offer the finest, most truly musical sound that can be
achieved under domestic conditions.
At our studio you can listen at leisure to the Audio Pro sub-woofer in
association with the three above- mentioned speaker pairs, and you will be
astonished to discover how superb any of these combinations sound even
when fed from modestly-priced CD players and receivers. In addition to
such components by JVC, Denon or Yamaha, we are also demonstrating a
QUAD system that includes their new CD player and their 66 pre-amplifier,
complete with remote control panel.
The fact that audio equipment is, for us, never an end in itself but simply
a means to a deeper understanding and enjoyment of great music is
further underlined by our truly comprehensive stock of classical Compact
Discs, which are available to those who have bought equipment from us at
a generous 20% discount. Nor do we neglect visual pleasures for, quite
apart from supplying selected TV sets and Hi Fi Video Recorders, we
demonstrate CD Video and stock a wide range of CDV recordings,
especially opera and ballet. So there is always plenty to see and hear at
MUSIC IN THE HOME!

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7).
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Audio Dealers' Au.00i.tion

£150 + £ 125=£1000?

Add our £ 125 sub- bass unit to your £ 150- per- pair
"Best Buys" and your system will sound as if it
has LARGE (and expensive!) speakers.
Although very compact, this ingenious Push- Pull
design will fill-in that missing " Bottom nOctave" and
can be sited almost anywhere in the room-without
affecting the stereo image. It can be connected
directly into systems with medium sized speakers
(87-90 dB sensitivity). No extra amplifier needed.
The Wilmslow Audio
CPP sub- bass speaker
kit contains two 10" drive
units, flatpack cabinet
kit (inc. stand)
machined from smooth
MDF for easy assembly,
crossovers, grille
fabric, reflex port etc.
Dimns. (inc. stand):
571x 366 x336mm
Amp. suitability:
20-120 watts
Impedance: 8ohms
PRICE £ 125 inc. VAT
plus carr/ins £ 13
telephone credit card orders =
Other subwoofers available to match
LS3/5.4, QUAD E.S., SL600, etc. etc.

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD
Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8DX Tel: 0565 50605
(Closed all day Mondays)
DIY Speaker Catalogue £ 1.50 post free ( export $6)
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TUNERS
normal and wide IF bandwidth selection,
blur at the bottom of the scope. As you
'mono forcing' ( a mono button to us
near astation, the blur takes on the shape
OFTs), muting defeat and power on/off.
of asmall arc, circling up the matrix. The
At the back are an IEC mains input, a
higher the arc travels, the stronger the
US-style ( screw-threaded) 75ohm aerial
signal. For dead-centre tuning, just turn
input and four pairs of phono sockets.
the knob until the blue arc is centred over
Two pairs are for signal out, either normal
the middle vertical line on the grid; the
or inverted, while the other pairs — also
words 'stereo pilot' light up over the
normal and inverted — allow you to feed
station counter when you've located a
inputs to the oscilloscope for assessing
stereo broadcast.
other line-level components, accessed by
The other displays are more for assespressing the button on the front panel
sing signal and stereo quality rather than
marked 'External Vector Display'. The
for tuning. Pressing `Tuner Vector Display'
normal and inverted signal-out sockets
produces an xy grid, which shows the
also allow you to install the Sequerra in
instantaneous peak deviation of right and
balanced mode with suitable pre-amps.
left audio channels. Music programme
The massive owner's manual contains
produces an egg-shaped burst emanating
an in-depth technical description, running
from the centre point, while an announto six single-spaced pages, so all I'll
cer's voice yields a near vertical line; in
include here are the salient points. A
the case of speech with the voices at stage
sophisticated analogue tuning system was
left and stage right, the two lines veer in
employed in preference to digital tuning
the direction of each speaker, the further
because the company finds the trade-offs
apart the better the separation. Mono
unacceptable, arguing that digital synthbroadcasts should produce avertical line.
esis tuning is, among other things, noisier
'Tuner Balanced Vertical Display' is
and less accurate. The company suggests
selected when the tuner is used in
that digital tuning has resolution of
balanced mode. In either mode, an abso12.5kHz with an actual 'set-on accuracy'
lutely perfect stereo broadcast would
of greater than 8kHz; the Day Sequerra is
show a burst in the shape of a ball; the
tested for set-up accuracy of better than
'egg' effect is indicative of the limited
100Hz. ( Does this mean that we're going
separation of broadcasts relative to direct
to hear achorus of ' Itold you so' from all
sources like CD or LP.
of those other makers who eschewed
Depending on your technical abilities,
digital tuning and pre-sets on the grounds
the 'non-tuning' functions of the oscilloof sound quality?)
•
scope are either agreat source for inducWith sound quality as much a priority
ing paranoia or merely asource of amuseas the sophistication of the tuning cirment as amini-light show. But even if the
cuitry, the company went for true dual'scope only showed the tuning grid, it's
mono audio amplification designed by
still the best tuning device I've used since
Dan D'Agostino of Krell, each channel
the Magic Eye on my old Lowther, or the
using entirely discrete devices and offer'scope on my 10B. Once you've read the
ing the aforementioned balanced operaowner's manual, you'll find that the 'scope
tion. The success of balanced operation in
can tell you with great accuracy the exact
high-end audio applications is pretty
signal strength, separation, peak deviation
much afait accompli for pre-amps and
of Land R channels and more, the 'scope
power amps; Sequerra's FM Studio is, as
being expecially useful in helping you to
far as Ican tell, among the first balanced
set your aerial if you live in an area
tuners to appear. The Studio also features
plagued with multipath problems.
six separately regulated power supplies
Most of the controls are familiar and
via a custom-made 250VA toroidal transself-explanatory, but the 'Stereo Contour
former. Military spec parts are used
Override' deserves comment. Although
throughout, including 1 per cent Dale
'blend' facility is fast disappearing, most
metal film resistors, and Roederstein and
manufacturers assuming that you'd prefer
Mial capacitors.
mono to contoured stereo, the Sequerra
has acontour which has been designed to
Operation
achieve the best compromise between
The FM Studio Tuner, when connected to
stereo effect and noise. This is with the
live mains, rests in astand-by mode, with
button in the 'out' position, so those who
half-illumination of the `scope's matrix to
don't read the manual will be listening to
indicate this status. Because the tuner
contoured sound aimed at achieving
takes at least 30 minutes to deliver optiseparation of 50dB at 1kHz, and 40dB at
mum performance when switched on
10kHz, while maintaining a S/N ratio of
from cold, this pre-warming stage is a
70dB. Push the button in for defeat and
boon; full performance is then available
you receive the unprocessed signal — the
within a minute. Pressing the on button
opposite of 'blend' controls which operilluminates the digital counter, the twelve
ate in the 'in' position.
legends next to each button and the
Conditions in the wilds of Kent didn't
oscilloscope. Despite the absence of prereally provide much for testing the urban
sets, the Sequerra is adoddle to tune. The
panacaeas, but Idid have ample opportunlarge rotary control has anicely weighted
ity to try the muting defeat, finding that
feel, the digits are large and clear, and the
the Sequerra's muting is too fierce. The
oscilloscope's tuning matrix is foolproof.
review sample shut out far too many
Pressing the top button on the left hand
stations which delivered listenable stereo,
array produces the grid over the oscilloas well as a number that were rendered
scope. Between stations, there's a blue
listenable in mono. At this price, userHUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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adjustable muting thresholds would not
be out of order.
The only other real complaint was the
sensitivity — or lack thereof. Despite a
good, roof-mounted aerial, all I could
capture were the usual locals; aphone call
from the USA revealed that the company
sets up the tuners at the factory according
to the market. Dealing with a Londoner,
they had no reason to assume that the rest
of the UK was any different, so Ireceived
a tuner set up for maximum selectivity
rather than sensitivity.

Sound quality
Still, Ihad Radios 1 through 4, Invicta,
BBC Kent and a few others, mixing
unadorned speech, recorded pop and
classical, live classical, plays, etc. Ihad the
opportunity to compare CD to tuner, only
to learn that the Sequerra is too good for
most broadcasts.
As speech is a primary part of radio, I
listened to a lot of chat shows and
broadcasts. Even Derek Jameson seemed
more inviting than the spitty, raspy, honky
noise emanating from my local ILR service: Invicta. But, aah! the Beeb sends
voices across the airwaves with such
authority! Rich, resonant and realistic, the
three '12's caught to full effect. No nasality,
just the right texture — we're talking 'in
the room', vershtais?
But this magazine is more concerned
with music than speech, so Isubjected
myself to live broadcasts on Radio 3 — all
in the line of duty, of course. A solo piano
recital revealed enough about the
Sequerra to justify its elevated price: this
tuner reproduces detail, impact, lower
register weight and asense of space and
depth like no other tuner I've used, bar
the much noisier 10B. The piano was
situated just to the right of centre, its
position rock-solid and its size 'authentic'.
The spatial effect was uncanny, with the
venue's character transmitted across the
length of Kent into the listening room, as
convincing a display of sonic 3-D as I've
heard, regardless of source.
But 'so what?' you're thinking, considering that — classical broadcasts aside —
British radio has little to offer besides
sound quality. Well, Idid say that only the
most rabid and wealthy of radiophiles
could entertain such a purchase, so the
Sequerra does have aniche to satisfy. But
listen to me, please: no matter how good
your 10B ( and mine's a cracker), the
vintage wonders cannot offer the silent,
noise-free background, the sheer transient
attack or the perfect drift-free tuning of
the Sequerra.
Is it the best tuner in the world?
Probably. Is it worth four grand? If Isay
'yes', there'll be a flood of snide remarks
about my lust for expensive goodies. If I
say 'no', then I'd be doing adisservice to
the Sequerra and the fortunate few who
can afford and/or justify it: aah, what the
hell — yesqSupplier:
Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple Road, London
SW20 Tel: 01-947 5047.
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ROTEL RP 855
Since the brand has enjoyed notable
success with ` budget separates, especially
the RA820BX2 integrated amplifier and,
more recently, with the RCD855 CD
player, it was intriguing to wonder
whether Rotel could make it a hat- trick
with its latest belt-drive turntable. First
impressions were very good: the finish is
excellent and, from the moment the box
is opened and the various parts assembled, high standards of construction and
mechanical integrity are evident. A highquality Medite wooden plinth is finished
in black ash, supporting a heavy metal
chassis. A rigid, straight-pipe tonearm
with detachable headshell fixes directly to
this centre chassis.
The diecast one-piece aluminium platter weighs 1.5kg and while it feels heavy it
does ' ring', although the Norsorex rubber
platter mat provides sufficient damping
through its high energy absorption. Excellent footfall/shock isolation is achieved
through the use of four large insulated,
sprung feet, which will be adequate for
those with even the loosest of floorboards.
There is no detectable play in the arm
bearings, which are of a ' special radial'
type for both horizontal and vertical
planes. While there is no provision for
height adjustment, the cueing mechanism
is oil-damped. Controls are minimal and
located on the front left of the plinth.
There are two push buttons for power,
and for speed selection ( 33 V3 and 45rpm )
of the DC Servo motor.
Assembly was quick and easy, with only
minimal reference to the multi- language
instruction booklet needed. The tinted,
plastic lid is isolated through rubber clips
on the hinges. The arm comes with the
£21 Audio Technica AT110E cartridge
already aligned, according to the manual,
and a cardboard ring is included to be
used as a strobe with any 50Hz mains
light. The speed may be easily adjusted by
atrimmer on the underside of the plinth,
for which aspecial tool is included. There
is no cartridge alignment gauge, although
full set-up procedures are outlined. Playing weight is easily set by rotating the
scaled counterweight which is in 0.1g
increments. Anti-skating is applied by
rotating a small knob by the arm.
Initial listening provided quite ashock,
resulting in acomplete check that all was
installed correctly because of a bland,
rather disjointed sound which lacked
virtually any pace and suffered from a
severe reduction in scale. Further investigation revealed a misalignment of the
pre- fitted AT110E cartridge, which had to
be re-set for correct tracking with an Elite.
As would be expected, a vast improvement resulted, although the bass was still
a mite on the light side, and lacked the
overall 'slam' found with good-class turntable systems. There was some congestion
in the upper bass and lower midrange
(noticed for example on Elgar's First
Symphony, LPO/Handley), but not to the
extent as to distract too heavily from the
enjoyment of the music. In the upper and

mid treble, though, the result was smooth
with good resolution of detail and vocals
reproduced quite well in such diverse
examples as Judie Tzuke's Sports Car and
Benjamin Luxon's performance of Seven
Lieder of Edward Elgar. Acoustic guitar
revealed amild chestiness in an otherwise
quite crisp presentation. Piano works, like
Ravel Menuet Antique and Jeux d'eau
(Perlemuter/Nimbus), were portrayed
well overall despite lacking a little in
dynamics. Orchestral works such as
Mozart Rondo in C Major (Marriner/
Academy St Martin- in-the-Fields) was well
presented with a fair sound-stage and
good stereo separation. Here too, though,
there was a lack of depth.
Feeling that the turntable and arm
combination could benefit from an
improved cartridge, Icarried out experiments using an old Ortofon VMS20E.
Although agenerally brighter sound was
obtained, the bass- lines became muddled
and lacked slam, and the original AT110E
was preferred.
More interesting changes were
observed when the supplied rubber mat
was dispensed with and another record
used between the platter and playing disc.
An altogether more ' open' sound resulted
with much greater clarity and detail of
individual instruments: this suggests that
Rotel's choice of mat is less than ideal.

It must be said that this is an ' entry
level' item. Costing just £ 180, it comes
complete with an OEM arm and Audio
Technica AT 100E cartridge, but nevertheless it should still be able to make the
grade as the successful RP850 and FtP830
models before it did. In this respect it was
adequate, but would hardly satisfy
audiophile requirements. While Rotel's
CD player seems able to provide exceptional value-for- money, alas, the same
cannot be said for the RP-855. Notable
improvements in sound quality may be
obtained by replacing the cartridge by a
low-cost moving-coil model, but this
turntable is not of a sufficient quality to
receive aHFN/RR recommendation in the
face of similarly-priced competition.
Trevor Butler
Manufacturer's
specification

Rote! RP855

Wow and flutter
Less than 0.03%
Signai-tomoise
70dB ( DIN- 3)
Dimensions
432X 135x 350mm ( whd)
Weight
7.7kg
Overhang
16mm
Tracking error
+ 2.35 ° to — 1.3 °
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£ 179.95 complete

Supplier: Gatnepath Ltd, 25 Heathfield, Stacey
Bushes, Milton Keynes, Bucks.
Tel (0908) 317707

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
TEMPEST II SPECIAL EDITION
Having heard bit-stream only in systems
other than my own, I've yet to join the
converted and remained quite happy with
the near-analogue bliss of the California
Audio Labs Tempest II.
The company obviously wasn't, so it
introduced what it called the Special
Edition. At first, 1 thought it would be
merely atweaked Tempest II, but all that
remains of the earlier player are the
transport, chassis, power supply and faceplates — the latter with new logo and gold,
rather than white, legends. What's different includes an entirely new digital section with 18- bit, 8-times oversarnpling
and a redesign of the analogue section
with 46 parts new to the SE. All that's left
of the Philips bits are the drive, controller
and display. But if you put them side by
side, as Idid, all that tells you of achange
is the logo and the colouring.
And side-by-side listening revealed why
the SE exists. There are afew reasons why
I prefer the Tempest to all other CD
players — strengths which are recognized
by everyone else. The Tempest 11 sounds
more like analogue than any other CD
player Ican name; it has what just might
be the best soundstaging capabilities of
any CD player available, and it is the least
fatiguing CD playback device I've used.
The gains made by the SE are all in those
three areas, with the added bonus of even
quieter operation.
CDs played through the SE are even
more realistically ' 3-D' than before. Traces
of grain I didn't even notice in the
Tempest Il were made obvious by comparison. What the SE does is add some of
the Marantz CD- 12's precision without
tampering with the Tempest's virtues.
It remains, however, less purely `accurate' than many other players, as I've
mentioned before. Music still has a
slightly artificial bloom that will drive
transistor fetishists up the wall. This,
though, is the trade-off for musicality,
which is what 1prefer. The Tempest 11
Special Edition — the upgrade being
retrofittable — is the closest CD player yet
to agood old-fashioned LP spinner.
Ken Kessler
Supplier: Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple Road,
Wimbledon, London SW20 8QU
Tel: 01-947 5047

SAGE AUDIO DIGITRAP
Described as a 'digital super filter' for
players up to 32-times oversampling this
Sage unit has recently been the subject of
an advertising series. The unit claims to:
'remove most of the lower frequency
digital quantization noise', resulting in: '
an
ultra clean sound quality totally free from
digital quantization noise'. The user will, it
is claimed 'hear up to 30 times more
detail from low levels otherwise buried in
digital quantization hash'; cost, by mail
order is £59.95.
On examination the filter is seen to
consist of a small plastic box whose
contents are potted in black epoxy resin
11111 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SHORT REVIEWS

POT
and fitted with gold-plated phono input
output sockets. Inside is apassive L-C type
filter called `Cyclic' and subject to a
patent application. It is intended for use
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of the in-ear 'phones is required, as my
first impressions of Handel's Music For
Royal Fireworks (ECO/Leppard) were of
alack of LF extension with bass only just

between the digital audio source and the
amplifier. The input impedance measured
at lIcHz was primarily 5.4nF which is
quite a heavy capacitative load for most
CD players. The ground line from input to
output is interfaced by a 5.6ohm resistor
which is designed to reduce the groundloop currents between the CD player and
the chosen amplifier.
The frequency response of the filter
depends to some degree on the source
impedance. For example, with sources
above 500oluns some treble rolloff was
present, cg: with 600ohms — 0.5dB at
301cHz. ( This is clearly shown in the upper
graph.) Conversely with a 150ohm
source, the response rose by 0.8dB by
201cHz and, with a50ohm source, by ldB.
These lower values gave apeak up to 4dB
high at 321cHz ( as can be seen in the lower
graph), which did not exactly help to
supress digital spuriae in the band
immediately above 201cHz.
While the response above 20kHz
showed aslow rolloff, typically — 20dB by
100IcHz, the L-C element of the filter
delivered anotch at 42.5IcHz, close to the
CD sample frequency where depth varied
with source impedance; eg at 600ohms,
12dB; 150ohms 11dB; and 50oluns, 10dB.
The output returned to full level briefly at
571cHz; 881cHz spuriae were typically supressed by approximately 10dB due to the
overall rolloff.
As an ultrasonic filter for CD systems,
the Digitrap was not very effective and it
also imparted a significant capacitative
loading and produced minor variations in
treble response according to source. Most
Japanese players have negligible spuriae
and would therefore derive no benefit
from the Sage unit. We tried the filter on a
Rotel and aMeridian CD player with the
following results. The low source impedance of the Meridian resulted in a
slightly brighter sound, not greatly
altered. In practical terms, the loss in
audio quality was small although Meridian's high standard was undoubtedly
degraded.
On the Rotel RCD820 the result was
disastrous; suffering considerably with
some 20 percent loss in sound quality.
The bass became softer, the mid harder,
and more confused, while the treble
appeared more grainy and the stereo lost
both focus and depth.
While Iam pleased that Sage is offering
a 7-day full- money-back if not satisfied
pledge, perhaps 14 days would be safer
bearing in mind postal delays.
Martin Colloms
Supplier: Sage Audio Electronics, Construction
House, Bingley, Yorks BD16 4.7 H.
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TECHNICS SL-XP2
What to buy the person who has everything is an annual Christmas cry. The
latest personal CD player from Matsushita
looked a good choice, so we put the
Technics SL-XP2 through its paces.
At 360g, the player displays afirst-class
build quality and finish, while its fourtimes oversampling digital filter maintains
the high technical standard enjoyed by
Technics range of full-sized players in this
price category.
Designed to run either from the two
rechargeables supplied, or from two AAsize dry cells or the battery/charger cum
DC adaptor, current drain is relatively low
in this new model. Also supplied are a
shoulder strap, domestic phono interface
lead, instruction manual and headphones.
The headphone lead incorporates a
small panel ' remote controller'. This comprises a limited volume control and the
facility to start and stop play or skip track.
Full controls are found on the player itself.
Normal and skip play is possible with
limited memory and repeat functions
(such as random play and programming —
max 18 selections), which are indicated,
along with atimer, on asmall LCD display
which lacks a back-light.
Having fitted amains plug Icharged the
batteries — only about 3 hours were
required for 21
/ hours playing time. The
2
DC- in socket has no switching, so drycells must be removed before running the
unit from the external 3V power supply
unit, or optional car adaptor.
Three-inch discs can be played without
an adaptor and the standard 5in variety
proved good for subjective assessment.
An obviously competent sounding player
from the outset, the SL-XP2 delivers more
in the way of aclean and coherent sound
than Ihave come to expect from portables. Bass was firm and articulate on
Bridge's The Sea (RLPO/Groves) and
showed plenty of weight and slam, with

in evidence.
The plastic capsules have atendency to
fall out, i/ found them painful — Sub Ed]
as though they were not designed for the
human ear! — thus affecting the frequency
response. An `XSB' switch is provided to
act as a loudness control and give bass
boost for headphone listening.
While many personal stereos have earphones which sound too band- limited,
this is not the case with the Technics. The
mid was found to be crisp and clean and
the treble on Kate Bush's album Hounds
of Love was delivered with plenty of air
and detail on most tracks.
Voice revealed a neutral balance with
Vaughan Williams's Fantasia on a Theme
by Thomas Tallis (English String Orchestra/Boughton) free of the ' edginess' so
often found with portables, although
perhaps aslight hint of strain was evident.
Choruses were a mite tizzy with some
grainy effects noticed, although there was
good image focus and reasonable stage
width and depth.
Losing out slightly when plugged via
the line-out jack ( 1.0V 50kohms) to a
domestic hi-fi, the unit is not up to the
standard of full-sized entry-level machines
— although it made avaliant stab at most
things and would suffice as a stand-in
player. Resistance to vibration is quite
good, although a jolt of the surface on
which the player is resting causes track
skip. However, jogging causes the
machine no problems, and even when the
player is turned through 360 degrees
there is no sign of a hitch in playback.
The SL-XP2 shone as aportable and as
such is one of the very best Ihave heard:
the only one to date Ihave been able to
listen to for more than afew minutes. At
£150 it is thoroughly recommended.
Now I wonder if I've missed the last
posting date for Santa Claus? Trevor Butler
Supplier: Panasonic Consumer Electronics, Willoughby Road, Bracknell, Berks. Tel: (0344)
86244

THE COMPANY

THE PRODUCT

Denon are Japan's oldest music company,
they invented Digital Recording
back in 1972 and have been innovating
ever since.

AVON
Bath
Paul Green HiFi
Radford Her
Bristol
Absolute Sound- Video
Radford HiFi
Radford HiFi
Radford hiFi

0225 316 197
0225 446 245
0272 264 975
0272 40878
0272 294 183
0272 428 247

BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford
Audvys
Biggleswade
Sound Deals
Dunstable
Ashtons
Tech nosound
Kempston
Bedford Audio
Luton
Audvys
Technosound

0234 56058
0767 312 249
0582 608 003
0582 663 297
0234 854 133
0582 459 915
0582 30919

BERKSHIRE
Bracknell
86 BHiFi
Maidenhead
Audvys
B8 B
Merrow Sound & Vision
Newbury
&BHA
Newbury Audio
Reading
B & BHIE.
Reading HiFi
Slough
Audyys
Windsor
Radford iliFi

0344 424 556
0628 73924
0628 73420
0628 770 622
0625 32474
0625 33929
0734 583 730
0734 585 463
0753 37021
0753 856 931

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Amersham
Audvys
Aylesbury
Audvys
Aylesbury HiFi
Chiltern HiFi
Gerrard. Cross
Video Factor
High Wycombe
B& B HiFi
Sound Gallery
Milton Keynes
Audio Insight
Technosound
Wires

0494 721 343
029689419
0296 28790
0296431 020
0753 883 243
0494 35910
0494 31682
0908 561 551
0908 604 949
0908 660 186

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
Corn Audio
Campkins
Steve Boxshall Audio
University Audio
Huntingdon
A NAudio
Peterborough
HiFi People
St. heats
ANAudio

0223 60442
0223 312 240
0223 68305
0223 354 237
0480 51002
0733 41755
0480 72071

HESHIRE
Altrincharn
Sound Centre

0619 283 195

Aftringham
Cleartone HiFi
Broomborough Village
Peters Fe,
Chester
Peters HiFi
Peters He.
Stockport
Fairbot ham & Co
Warrington
Doug Brady HiFi
Wilmslow
Swifts

0619281 610
0513 341 87.1
0244 22063
0244 21568
0614 804 872
0925 828009
0625 526 213

CLEVELAND
Middlesbrough
Gilson Audio
McKenna & Brown
Rodear
McKenna & Brown

0642 248 793
0642 244 291
0642 477 358

CORNWALL
Camborne
Carnborne Audio Centre
Helston
ETS
Newguay
Dimensions
St Austell
ETS

0209 714 286
0326 573 801
0637 874 343
0726 75400

CUMBRIA
Barrow in Fumes.
Searle Audio Service
Carlisle
Misons
PTyson
Kendal
Practical HiFi

0229 21233
0228 22620
0228 25891
0539 22645

DERBYSHIRE
Chesterfield
Audioscene
Derby
Active Audio
Stuart Westmoreland
Ilkeston
Listen Hear
Ripley
A Fowler Music

0246 204 005
0332 380 385
0332 367 546
0602 304 602
0773 43124

DEVON
Barnstaple
0 for Hin
Exeter
Howards Of Exeter
Radford HiFi
Paignton
Upton Electronics
Plymouth
Peter Russell

0271 46172
0392 58518
0392 218 895
0803 551 329
0752 669 511

DORSET
Bournemouth
Dawsons Radio
Sunons HiFi
Wireless Supplies
Christchurch
HATV
Dorchester
Dorchester Radio
Gillingham
Chantry TV
Poole
Movement Audio
Weymouth
Weymouth HiFi

0202 764 965
0202 25512
0202 24567
0202 473 901
0305 62948
0747 62728
0202 730 865
0305 785 729

Acomplete range of quality
high performance HiFi, from CD players
to Cassette Decks, from Amplifiers
to Tuners, built to ohigh standard
and designed for along life.
DURHAM
Darlington
McKenna 8Brown
Durham
Lintone Audio

0325 465 990
0913 844 626

ESSEX
Barking
Hyper',
Basildon
Woollmans
Brentwood
Brentwood Music Centre
Chelmsford
Rayleigh HiFi
Colchester
Lyon Audio
Pro Musica
Ilford
AT Labs
Woolf mans
Rayleigh
Rayleigh Hin

0268 285 922
0277 221 210
0245 265 245
0206 560 259
0206577 519
01 581 0915
01 553 2587
0268 779 762

0242 583 960
0452 300 46
0452 419 777
0527 62087
0452 382176

HAMPSHIRE
Basingstoke
Absolute Sound - Video
Chandlers Ford
Hampshire Audio
Famborough
Farnborough Min
Havant
Compact Music
Holbury
Soundwaves
Portsmouth
Hopkins HiFi
Southampton
Hamilton Electronics
Southsea
Orpneus Records
Winchester
County Music
Whitwarns

0256 24311
0703 252 827
0252 520 146
0705 473 952
0703 899 131
0705 822 155
0703 228 622
0705 812 397
0962 262 917
0962 65253

HEREFORDSHIRE
Hereford
English Audio

0432 355 081

HERTFORDSHIRE
Bishops Stortford
Audio File
Hemel Hempstead
Audvys
Hertford
Ultimate AN
Httchin
Record Shop
Hypertec
Redlett
Radian Audio
St Albans
W Darby

0438318 218
0923 33011
0707 323 610

HUMBERSIDE
01 591 6962

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound- Video
Gloucester
Audio Excellence
Robbs of Gloucester
Swanstons Photo- Video
Stroud
R Lewis 8Co

Stevenage
Hypertec
Watford
Acoustic Arts
Welwyn Garden City
Video Vision

0279 506 576
0442 47755
0992 583399
0462 34537
0462 52248
0927 66497
0727 50961

Bridlington
Quay TV
Goole
De Cubains
Grimsby
Manders HiFi
Hull
Fanthorpes
Superfi

0262 672 870
040569911
0472 51392
0482 223 096
0482 24051

ISLE OF MAN
Glenvine
Manx Audio

0624 851 437

ISLE OF WIGHT
Ryde
Island Hin

0983 63993

KENT
Ashford
Photocraft
Beckenham
Sevenoaks HiFi
Bexleyheath
Youngs
Canterbury
Canterbury HiFi
Westgate HiFi
Chatham
Sevenoaks HiFi
Dover
Dover Hin
Folkestone
VJHiFi
Gravesend
DJ Patchett
Reba
Cansera Shop
Maidstone
Wires
0 18 .9tori
Auditions
Sevenoaks
Sevenoaks HiFi
Tonbridge
Standens
Tunbridge Wells
Sevenoaks HiFi

0695 573 456
0772 57528
0772 53057
0706 524 652
0704 43615
0925828 009
0942 323 897

LEICESTERSHIRE
Hinckley
Stuart Westmoreland
Leicester
Mays 1-11F18 TV
Loughborough
Stuart Westmoreland
Melton Mowbray
Stuart Westmoreland
Oakham
Stuart Westmoreland

0455 637605
0533 58662
0509 230 465
0644 476 377
0572 55600

LINCOLNSHIRE
0233 24441
01 6583450
01 303 1116
0227 65315
0227 69329
0634 46859
0304 207 562
G303 56860
0474 327 375
0303 66706
0622 65011
0689 70625
0732 459 556
0732 353 540
C892 31543

LANCASHIRE
Blackburn
Practical Hin
Blackpool
Practical HiFi
Bolton
Cleartone HiFi
Bumley
Practical HiFi
Chorley
Monitor Sound
Horwich
Stereolectrics
Lancaster
Practical HiFi
Manchester
Cleanone HiFi
Oldham
Audio Counsel

Ormskirk
P & AAudio
Preston
Goodrights
Norman Audio
Rochdale
Cleartone Hin
Southport
Goodnights
Warrington
WA Brady
Wigan
Cleartone HiFi

0254 691 104
0253 27703
0204 31423
0282 33464
0257 271 935
0204 690 292
0524 39657
0618351 156
0616 332 602

Boston
Boston Hi Fi Centre
Grantham
Stuart Westmoreland
Lincoln
Superfi
Newark
Peter Ellis
Stamford
Stamford HiFi

0205 65477
0476 78108
0522 20265
0636 704 571
0780 62128

LONDON
Battersea
RPM
Brixton
Atkins Radio Service
Brompton Road
The Listening Rooms
Camden Town
HiFi Experience
Central London
Bartletts
Briars HiFi
Grahams HiFi
H LSmith & Co
HiFi Confidential
HiFi Experience
HiFi Experience
John Lewis Partnership
KJLeisuresound
Spatial HiFi
The Din Shop
Wallace Heaton
Wires
Chelsea
Auditions
Chelsea Audio Visual
Covent Garden
Covent Garden Records
Doug Brady HiFi
Crystal Palace
Audio Venue
Ealing
Ealing TV and HiFi
FInchley
Analog Audio
Hammersmith
Scanview Electronics
Kensington
Le Set

01 585 0274
01 674 4433
01 244 7750
01 388 1300
011 607 2296
01 631 1109
01837 4412
01 723 7595
01 233 0774
01631 4917
01 580 3535
01 829 1000
01 486 0552
01 637 9002
01 224 4413
01 629 7511
01 252 3289
01 225 1209
01 352 2596
01 379 7674
01 379 4010
01 771 7787
01 5678703
01 445 1443
01 748 2059
01 581 3138

DENON GOES ON AND ON WITH A 2YEAR

Knightsbridge
Harrods
Lewisham
Billy Vee
London Bridge
Sound Organisation London
Maids Vale
Robert Taussog
Greenaway
Thomas Hernitz
Streatham
Francis of Streatham
Swiss Cottage
Studio 99
Victoria
Victoria Audio
West Central London
Sound Sense
West Hampstead
Audio T
Wimbledon
MO Buen HiFi
Wood Green
Goodwins
Woolwich
Sevenoaks HiFi
Hoe Street
Myers Audio

THE DEALERS

THE GUARANTEE

Our dealers are chosen as carefully
as our components. All Denon dealers
are specialist HiFi dealers who can
advise you os well as demonstrate
Denon to you effectively.

To show you how confident we are
in our products, we guarantee all
Denon HiFi for afull two years
from date of purchase.

01 730 ! 23 ,4
01 318 5755
01 403 3088
01 289 0998
01 229 2077
01 769 0466
01 624 8855
01 6309444
01 402 2100
01 794 7848,9
01 946 0331
01 888 0077
01 885 8016
01 520 7277

MERSEYSIDE
Crosby
P & AAudio
Liverpool
Beaver Radio
Better HiFi
Brady's
Wallasey
In Concert Hi Fi

0519 247 287
0517 099 898
0512 273 444
0925 828 009
051 630 5055

MIDDLESEX
Edgware
AT Labs
Enfield
AT Labs
Harrow
Harrow Audio
Hounslow
Musical Images
Uxbridge
Uxbridge Audio

01 952 5535
01 366 5015
01 863 0938
01 570 7512
0895 30404

MIDLANDS
Birmingham
Fve Ways HiFi
Norman H Field
Seed.
Griffin Radio
Coventry
Frank Harvey
Solihull
Alternative Audio
Stourbridge
Downing & Downing
Walsall
Bridge HiFi
Wolverhampton
Warstones HiFi Studio

0214 550 667
0216 222 323
0216 312 675
0216 921 359
0203 525 200
0217 420 254
0384 371 747

Beeston
John Kirk H.F.
Nottingham
EN.L.
Nick Dakin
Nottingham H.F. Centre
Stuart Westmorelano
SuPerli

Pembroke
Meteor Electrical

0602 252 986
0602
0602
0602
0602
0602

786919
783 862
786 919
476 377
412 137

0295 59859
0869 246 491
0865 65961
0865 242 607
0865 247 783
0491 39305
09932414

0646 683 442

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Creatwe Aude
Shropshire HiFi

0743 241 924
0743 232 317

SOMERSET
Frome
Terefringe
Somerton
Watts Radio
Yeovil
Mike Manning Audio

0373 62598
0458 72440
0935 79361

STAFFORDSHIRE
Burton on Trent
Grange HiFi
Leek
Living Design
Newcastle
Clement Wain
Stafford
TA Rowney
Stoke on Trent
Living Design
Purkiss HiFi
Tamworth
Active Audio
Bury St Edmunds
Anglia Audio
Ipswich
Eastern Audio
Sudbury
System Sound

0533 61683

0933 56651

PEMBROKESHIRE

0902 345 114

0603 627 010
0603 622 833

0604 37871

OXFORDSHIRE
Banbury
Blinkhorns
Bicester
Sound ' NVision
Oct ord
Absolute Sound - Video
Elektron
Westwood & Mason
Wallingford
Astley Audio
Witney
Witney Audio

SUFFOLK

0508 70829

0536 515 766

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

0922 640 456

NORFOLK
Brecon Ash
Basically Sound
Kings Lynn
Martins HIFI
Norwich
Merlons HiFi
Sound Approach

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Kettering
Classic HiFi
Northampton
Listen Inn
Rushden
Audio Shop

0283 33655
0538 371 576
0782 613 119
0782 532 116
0782 336 233
0782 635 853
0827 53355

0359 70212
0473 217 217
0787 72348

SURREY
Croydon
Spaldings
Dorking
Datasound

01 654 1231

Epsom
Merrow Sound & Vision
Godalming
Godalmog Radio
Guildford
Sevenoaks H.F.
Rogers Fe,
Kingston on Thames
Surbiton Park Radio
Milford
Godaiming Radio
New Malden
Under Products
Virginia Water
Wentworth
Walton- on- Thames
Auditions
Weybridge
Cosmic Audio
Whyleleafe
Maydale Electronics Sery
Woking
Farnborough H.F.

0372 727 045
0486 821 100
0483 36666
0483 61049
01 546 5549
0486 821 100
01 942 9567
0990 44050
0932 232 393
0932 854 522
088325169
0483 572 807

0424 212652
0243 826 355
0273 695 776
0273 609 431
0273 733 338
0273 695 776
0444 242 336
0243 776 402
0243 787 562
0293 20150
0323 31336
0232 638 208
0424 423 57
0580 880 428
0444 457 676
0403 69329
0273 723 345
0424 442 975

TYNE & WEAR
Gateshead
Lintone Audio
Newcastle upon Tyne
JG Windows
Newcastle HiFi
Sunderland
Red Radio & HiFi Centre
Whitley Bay
Lotone Audio

0914 774 167
0912 734 586
091 285 7179
0783 72087
0912 524 665

WALES
Bangor
Owens HiFi
Bridgend
Tele Electrical Services
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
Colwyn Bey
Owens HiFi Centre

0267 23463
0633 364 834 *
0633 62790
0492 76788
0792 474 608
0495 252 288

WARWICKSHIRE
Atherstone
TJFosters TV
Leamington Spa
HiFi Experience
Nuneaton
AR Stringer
Rugby
Sounds Expensive
Stratford Upon Avon
Frank Harvey

0827766 222
0926 881 500
0203 392 430
0788 79736
0789414 533

WILTSHIRE

SUSSEX
Bexhill on Sea
E & D Drays
Bognor Regis
Jaysouncl
Brighton
Brighton RIF,
Jeffries HiFi
Sevenoaks HiFi
Soundwaves1Brightont
Burgess Hill
Mid Sussex Electronics
Chichester
Chichester HiFi
Malcolm Audio
Crawley
LC Down
Eastbourne
Jeffries HiFi
Laser Sound & Vision
Hastings
RN French
RN French
Haywards Heath
Wires
Horsham
Merrow Sound & Vision
Hove
Fine Records
St Leonardo on Sea
Hastings HiFi

Deed
Lewis Audio
Gwent
HiFi Western
W IWestern
Llandudno
Peters iriFi
Swansea
Audio Excellence
Tredegar
EJEdwards

0248 362 951
06564156
0222 28565
0492 530 982

Chippenham
JDStereo Centre
Devizes
Rutters
Melksham
PR Sounds
Salisbury
Salisbury HiFi
Suttons HiFi
Swindon
Absolute Sound Video
Burden Electronics
Trowbridge
GP Smith Contract NW,

0249 654 357
0380 2268
0225 708 045
0722 22169
0722 27171
0793 38222
0793 613 733
0225 777 067

WORCESTERSHIRE
Kidderminster
Vision & Recording Services
Worcester
West Midlands Audio

0562 822 567
0905 58046

YORKSHIRE
Barnsley
Barnsley HiFi
Bradford
Erricks of Bradford
Casteford
Eric Wiley
Doncaster
De Cobalt's
Halifax
Tape Recorder Centre
Huddersfield
Huddersfield Her
Leeds
Audio Projects
De Cobens
Image HiFi
SuPerli
Rotherham
Moorgate Acoustics
Selby
De Cobains
Sheffield
Audio Centre
tAoorgate Acoustics

0226 205 549
0274

aoe 266

0977 553 066
0302 26026
0422 66832
0484 544 668
0532 304 565
0532 460 035
0532 789 374
0532 449 075
0709 370 666
0757 703 061
0742 737 893
0742 756048

Ouackaphenia
SuPedi
York
Sound Organisation York
Scarborough
Scarborough lliFi Centre

0742 757 824
0742 723 768
0904 27108
0723 374 547

N. IRELAND
Belfast
Aude Times
LRG Sound & Vision
Lyric lirFi
Ballymena
Neholl Bros.

0232 229 907
0232 51381
0232 681 296
0226 2187

S. IRELAND
Dromore
Lisnasure Interest
Dublin
I
iMoore
Lafayette
Dublin 1
Studio One
Dublin 6
Audio Tek
Louth
Audio Plus

0762 381 628
0001 763 238
0001 770 443
0001 742 550
0001 979 216
0413 6739

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Bruce Millers
Holborn HiFi
Telemech
Abroath
Elena Mae
Dumf ries
TN McKay
Dundee
Elena Mae
Dunfermline
Andrew Thomson
East Kilbride
David Steven HiFi
Edinburgh
Andrew Thomson
all Hutchinson HiFi
H.F. Corner
HIF, Corner
H.F. Corner
HiFi
Elgin
Geddes & Meths
Falkirk
HiFi Corner
Glasgow
Bill Hutchinson HiFi
HiFi Corner
HiFi Experience
James Kerr
Stereo Stereo
Inverness
Telly on the Blink
Kilmamock
Laser Audio
Kirkcaldy
Andrew Thomson
Motherwell
BrySons
Penicuik
Elena Mae

0224 592 211
0224 585 713
0224 574 248
0241 73677
0387 54117
0382 28822
0383 724 541
0355 244 145
0312 283 907
0316672 877
0315 567 901
0312 201 535
0316521 885
0312 258 854
0343 2454
0324 29011
0412 482 857
0412 482 840
041 226 4268
0413 320988
0412 484 079
0463 233 175
0563 40292
0592 205 997
0698 63406
0968 72201

For full product information, please call 0753 888447 or write
to Hayden Labs Freepost, Chalfont St Peter. SL9 9BS or call
one of the dealers listed on our Denon dealer page. /here

0306 882 897

GUARANTEE .. DENON GOES ON AND ON

COVENT GARDEN RE
AT

CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OJA
Tel: 01-379 7635 7427
FAX: 01-836-1345
Open Mon - Sat 1000 am - 7.30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

THE COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
AT LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE
NEW RELEASES

QUALITY AUDIO

Classical full price new releases only £9.95 and mid price £6.95
per CD for the first 30 days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,
CBS, RCA and selected others.

We stock an excellent range of some of the best audio
equipment and loudspeakers available from famous names
such as Arcam, Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, Denon, Marantz,
Meridian, Mission Cyrus, Monster Cable, NAD Monitor, Nakamichi, Philips, Pioneer, Proac, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Sony, Technics, Van den Hul, Yamaha and more.

LISTENING FACILITIES
Not only the cheapest new releases in town but also full
individual listening facilities — listen before you buy.

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION

8,000 CDs IN STOCK

Free delivery within London area on selected Hi Fi systems.
Installation service provided. Orders actioned within 24 hours
subject to stock availability.

A continually updated and growing stock of the best classical
compact discs.
SECONDHAND

DEMONSTRATION

Secondhand CDs bought and sold, on sale from £ 1.99.

Two private demonstration rooms to audition your future
purchase. Demonstration room can be pre-booked. Just phone
to make an appointment.

TOKEN SCHEME
Unique scheme of one token for each CD you buy (value £ 10.95
and over) entitles you to afree CD when you have collected ten
to the value of £ 10.95.

SERVICING
Full up-to-date department for servicing and CD Player upgrading by qualified technicians.

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS

DAT

Over 45 CD Players in stock and on demonstration.
From £ 149 to £5,000.
SALE

SALE

SAL

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

Digital Audio Tape on demonstration.
SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

END OF YEAR SALE OF EX- DEMONSTRATION STOCK
REDUCTIONS OF UP TO 65% STARTS 29th DECEMBER 1989 AT 10 a.m.
LIST AVAILABLE FROM 12th DECEMBER 1989. PHONE AUDIO DEPARTMENT FOR DETAILS
COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
Just announced

PRESENT

the new Mission 767

NOW IN STOCK AND ON DEMONSTRATION

moon

Peterence speakers
enquire for details

LECTROrlICI

Complete range of Cyrus loudspeakers now in
stock and on demonstration
Also stockists of full range of Mission
speakers from the 761 to 765.

HFN/1/90

£50
OFF
DISC

WHEN YOU BUY A .
CD PLAYER
L
(OR AUDIO COMPONENTS
OVER £ 500)
Bring this coupon in during
DEC/JAN
and get El off your next
50 CDs over £6.99 this year

Sale & Special offer goods excluded. Valid to end Jan 1990

"--t4 •'1

PCM 2CD Player
Cyrus 1
Cyrus 2
PSX Power Supply

£6
OFF

£399.00
£199.00
£299.00
£229.00

ON PURCHASE OF
5CDs OVER £9.95
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end Jan 1990
HFN/1/90

The superb CD Player, PCM2 and the
improved Cyrus 1 and 2 amplifiers are
outstanding products and set new standards for
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Working back from

Stravinsky — the maturing
of a 'Northern rebel'
by Sorrel Breunig
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n February Peter Donohoe was completing his first solo recital for EMI — which
follows the Tchaikovslcy Concertos with
Barshai, and with Rattle the difficult pianoforte parts in Petrushka and Messiaen's
Turangalila
Symphony, together with
Rhapsody in Blue for 'The Jazz Album'.
Donohoe had chosen aprogramme worked
out in his mind some years ago: the Sonatas
by Liszt, Bartok, and Berg. His long term EMI
contract was a result of the uncut
Tchaikovsky 2nd ( with Nigel Kennedy and
Steven Isserlis in the slow- movement string
solos), later awarded a Gramophone prize.
In spite of his wide repertoire, ranging from
classical sonatas and concertos to the
Romantics, Donohoe tends to be pigeonholed as a 20th-century specialist.
'I think the reason for that is quite simply
that I'm prepared to play it. Twentiethcentury music is just part of the tradition of
music to me. Ihave to be honest: Icame to
music via the 20th-century, Iwas brought up
to consider it the most important. I was
taught by avery advanced sort of person, a
lady composer who was very concerned that
people didn't compartmentalize music. I
came to think of Stravinsky and Prokofiev as
perfectly normal — Ididn't think of them as
percussive. I can remember ' Le Sacre du
Printemps' being talked about, usually from
the point of view of the old Ansermet
recording, and it was something to be
avoided! And when they did it at the Hallé I
vividly remember that it got as far as bar 3 —
and they thought the bassoon solo was
great... until the horn came in.
'I loved the piano concerto Stravinsky
wrote, from the moment 1set eyes on it. I've
always played it alot. Then Ibegan to work
back. People were telling me Ishould play
more Chopin Nocturnes to learn how to
produce a "proper" sound, and so on. Idid
learn, through the traditional repertoire —
and just through growing up — that you
couldn't just beat the daylights out of the
piano — I'm talking about when Iwas 16 or
so.'
And do you commission? Do people send
you new works?
'Oh yes... yards of it. I've not commissioned as much as I ought to have done.
`Over the years Ihave learned that you
cannot assess apiece until you have played it
twenty times. Schumann's Symphonic Studies Ifound a very difficult piece: it wasn't
until I learned how to pull it off that I
learned what agreat piece it was. The same
applies to new repertoire.'
Schumann's piano writing can be quite
difficult for the listener.
'Yes, very. It is virtuosic without being
showy. There is never amoment when you
actually — in acheap way — show what you
can do. Rachmaninov is also like that'
Surely Rachmaninov's music fits under the
fingers more?
'It's marginally more pianistic, but you

have to have extremely large hands! From a
technical point of view Ifind Rachmaninov
more difficult than anything, I think.'
We know how he performed his own
music. How much of an influence is that?
'It's very interesting. That's all — Idon't
think vou should copy it. He was embarrassed by his own music: he didn't really feel
that it was good enough. And Ithink you can
hear that in his own performances.'
Stravinsky talked about no emotion in
music. It had to be...
'He was malcing a point, wasn't he? An
overall philosophical point. We have to
remember the context in which it was said,
when people were distorting music beyond
belief and calling it interpretation.'
Zoltan Kocsis said in an interview that
Bartok played the slow movement of his
own piano Sonata quite sentimentally.
`Yes — I venture to disagree slightly,
although Ithink the essence was absolutely
right. The thing is how you interpret the
word "sentimentality".'
With feeling.
`As opposed to...' Sloppily.
'And unrhythmically. There's adifference

between being rhythmic and being metronomic in that piece.'
Your Liszt sounded, to me, as though it
came from a 20th-century point of view,
with great clarity of texture.
'I think that is a product of my way of
playing.'
Can you see the Sonata in aquite
abstract way? It can conjure up so many
romantic images.
'I think when one is playing it, the whole
time you can think of another way of doing
k. It's a mammoth architectural structure.
Full of pitfalls, full of possible twee romantic
ideas — sentimental rather than romantic.'
How do you know that I.iszt's own view
was not sentimental?
'I've no idea, no idea how he played. All
one can do is assume that the best earliest
rcordings are linked to that school. It's a
dangerous assumption.'
What sort of advice do contemporary
composers give, when you play their works?
'On the whole they never say anthing —
just that it's absolutely wonderful! Just occasionally they will say that you are getting it
too right — concentrating on too much
accuracy, and that you are losing the spirit of
83
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ife, admited trumpeter John Wallace,
was astate of 'perpetual crisis management'. The crisis has stemmed from
having to meet three very different demands
on his talents. Priority, until the end of last
year, went to his position as principal
trumpet of the Philharmonia Orchestra,
working under Sinopoli and Esa-Pekka
Salonen. ( He'll eill be playing with the
orchestra next season, but as guest rather
than principal.) On top of that there are
duties with the London Sinfonietta —
although he hasn't played with them of late —
and the leadership of his own elite band of
brass virtuosi, The Wallace Collection. It's
the latter which now commands most of his
time. And in his spare moments (!) there are
other solo engagements to be fitted in.
Scottish-born Wallace is avictim of his own
success: the enthusiastic reception accorded
The Wallace Collection's recordings for
Nimbus hasn't helped, it has simply led to
numerous offers of tours to what is an
entirely freelance ensemble, and for John
Wallace the increasing need to do the best
by his brass-playing colleagues. ( Hence his
recent commitment to the Collection.) He
adds that there is ahealthy market for good
freelances in London.
'We once put on apiece for no less than
twelve natural trumpets. There was arepeat
concert three weeks later, but only two of
the original twelve could make it. Yet Iwas
able to find another ten players! And they
played equally well. It seems surprising, but
you only have to think of the number of
players turned out by the colleges, and to a
high standard. Some disappear into teaching,
but there's always a big pool of talent,
especially of players in their early twenties.'
The Wallace Collection's Nimbus discography now encompasses music from the
Renaissance to John Philip Sousa. But how
did the association begin?
'When Iwas with Equale Brass we sent a
tape to Nimbus and they made acouple of
records with us. Then they asked me to
collaborate with Michael Thompson in a
recording of Haydn concertos. After that, I
just kept coming up with ideas and Nimbus
took them up.' Getting some of the Sousa
rarities on to record took a little more
persuasion. 'Originally, Nimbus wanted only
marches — which would have been indigestible. How do you keep it interesting? Also,
they would all have to have been done in a
session — aterrible "blow" for players. How
do you get polished performances of twentyfive marches in two days?'
Nimbus took the point and agreed to a
mixed programme of well-known marches
and virtually unknown incidental music. It
required some pretty rapid research on the
part of John Wallace.
'During aPhilharmonia tour, we had aday
off in New York. Iflew to Chicago and drove
to the University of Illinois. They've aSousa
library there — over three thousand pieces,
and lots and lots of original music. Iquickly
chose what Ithought were the best pieces,
and Ithink the end result is agood balance.'
Wallace is full of praise for Nimbus's bold
approach to repertoire. 'It's the only record
company that doesn't throw up its hands in
horror at exciting ideas. The more ridiculous the ideas I come up with, the more
wonderful they think they are. But they
make sure Idon't get carried away.'
Nimbus's uncompromising recording
techniques evoke extremes of praise and
condemnation among critics. What was the
performer's view — especially when it came
to the thorny subject of editing and the
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inevitable split notes?
'We come to an equable compromise,'
replies Wallace diplomatically, adding that
musical fluffs were really the least of the
problems. 'When we record at Watford
Town Hall, we're beset by aircraft and traffic
noise and Nimbus's very open microphone
picks this up. With close miking you can
block it out. So alot of time is spent getting
rid of external noise. That's the beauty of
using somewhere like Leominster Priory
which is off the beaten track.'
The single-mic technique he describes
colourfully as ' like climbing the Eiger by the
north face!'. ' It takes along time to balance,
especially doing a number of short pieces.
Every one has to be re-balanced. Alan
Wiltshire, our producer at Nimbus, is very
pernickity about balance, and in the final
analysis you can hear why. But at the time it
means moving everyone about and in a
three-hour session you might not get a
perfect balance until there's about forty
minutes to go. In the meantime, you've had
to play at full tilt.
'The pressure's on to get it right, but
sometimes there isn't the time to play the

•
J
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piece through and through. Part of the
problem as well is that a trumpet projects
onto a microphone like nothing on earth.
When it comes to the final take, Itend to
play abit louder, which means Alan stops me
and says, "No, you're playing louder now."
By the second day, though, you get used to
it!'
Containing the trumpet sound often
requires Wallace to move further and
further away from the microphone; in the
Michael Haydn concerto, he had to complain, 'But it doesn't sound like a concerto
any more.' He admits, not unexpectedly, to
preferring the takes with the louder trumpet, but Nimbus are 'very understanding'.
'They don't want to put out anything I'm
not happy with. But Iknow my records are
the most difficult Nimbus make because the
instrumentation is always changing.'
'I think the trumpet has a very boring
sound unless it's played with a little bit of
colour within itself. Even then, it's boring
unless you hear it in different contexts, say,
with flutes or horns in the orchestra — as in
the Leopold Mozart.'
Music by the Mozarts, father and son, was
one of the recordings due for release when I
talked with John Wallace. The disc would
also include the Michael Haydn concerto. ' In
the can', too, were pieces by the sons of
Fasch and Biber, and by Johann Melchior
Molter, and there were plans to record all of
Telemann's trumpet music with the English
String Orchestra. Works by the Gabrielis,
and what John Wallace describes as ' Russian
circus concertos' were also on the Nimbus
list. He has been delighted with the response
to The Wallace Collection's contribution to
the 1789 commemorations ( Berlioz's
Grande Symphonie Funèbre et Triomphale
with other appropriately 'revolutionary'
music, including La Marseillaise), although

Blowing your own

trumpet can be tiring
in arecording studio . . .
by Peter Herring
secretly wishing it could have been
recorded in 'some huge square somewhere'.
And to maintain the musical entente cordiale, there was the disc entitled Rule
Britannia, which Wallace defends against
any suggestion of jingoism: '
Rule Britannia
is abrilliant piece which we restored to its
original colours. The words are wonderful
(did you know that "shall never be slaves" is
actually "will"?). It seems a sin here to be
patriotic!
'We did all six verses of Rule Britannia
with the Leeds Festival Chorus and tenor
Edmund Barham, and added other pieces
from the "English Baroque" — Handel, Stanley, Purcell, Corbett.
'I'm realty coming into the late Renaissance now; people like the Gabrielis, Frescobaldi — there are loads and loads of composers. There's awealth of instrumental music,
and it's serious music, too. It's all been
published by Musica Rara over the past
thirty years, but it's been played and edited
in such afashion as to put audiences off it. So
it sounds like Stone Age music — all sombre
and boring. Yet people like Eliot Gardiner
and Norrington have shown this music can
be light, graceful and airy; full of contrast
and diversity. It's ripe for exploration and —
though Ihate the word — exploitation by
musicians. It's great music that needs to be
better known; it's so uplifting.'
Wallace likes to communicate this enthusiasm: 'We did a Gabrieli concert in Edin85
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burgh and Ithanked the audience for taking
the music seriously To us, it's the same as a
string quartet playing late Beethoven; it's
that same cerebral, transcendental, shiversup-the-spine experience.'
Given such an affection for music from the
16th- and 17th-centuries, was it difficult
adjusting to a 'mainstream' orchestral concert with the Philharmonia?
For a student of the Baroque, concedes
Wallace, it required a bit of a learning
process: 'When I came into orchestras, I
didn't understand Mahler, Strauss, and the
rest at all. Over-emotional for me. But Idid
come to appreciate the great beauties in that
music and now .1! enjoy playing the 19thcentury composers — Bruckner above all.'
Yet he has some other, more unlikely
favourites: ' Best of all, I like Berg and
Schoenberg; their orchestral triumpet parts
are absolutely incredible. In the Lulu Suite
and in Wozzeck, Berg treats the trumpet like
a woodwind instrument. Of course, the
Viennese composers of the late 19th-century
were the first to use the trumpet as avehicle
for sentimental expression, though the
second movement of the Haydn concerto
also uses the instrument in its middle
register, and in a very lyrical way. Mahler
and Strauss did the same thing.'
Significantly, Wallace concedes, 'When
you give amelody to atrumpet, it's slightly
cheapened and made much more vulgar. It
takes the music out on to the street corner

and gives it the air of a nostalgic memory.'
An explanation, perhaps, for the paucity of
recent compositions offering ashowcase for
the instrument, something which made Sir
Peter Maxwell Davies's acceptance of a
Philhartnonia commission welcome indeed.
'We'd done his First Symphony and Black
Pentecost, then the orchestra commissioned
another major piece from him. He was going
to write another symphony, but then
changed it into atrumpet concerto for me.'
Describing the almost 30m work as 'formidable', he muses, 'There are a couple of
bars Idon't think I'll ever be able to play —
but I've thought that about lots of pieces.'
Did he discuss the technicalities with
Maxwell Davies?
'I think he knew them anyway. The only
think Iasked was that he didn't leave out the
low register, and there's quite a lot of low
register in it. It's fantastic to have a new
work added to the trumpet repertoire.
There hasn't been aconcerto of this quality
since the time of Haydn, never acomposer
of the first rank — like Max — who's written a
concerto for the trumpet. It's a gift for
trumpet players because he knows how to
write for the instrument. He knows what's
possible — and what's on the brink of being
possible. The bars I can't play would be
within the abilities of, say, Arturo Sandoval.'
Mention of jazz- Latin trumpeter Sandoval
prompted the question of which other
virtuosi Wallace admired. He cites John

what they wrote. Which I think is very
revealing. A metronome mark, for example,
may or may not be particularly serious. But
when it is an indication that they want it a
lot quicker than is practical, the answer has
always been , when I've questioned it, "Well
don't worry about getting it right, just throw
it off, and don't be disciplinary about it". It
makes you wonder how many of the traditional composers would have been the same.
'Beethoven is a good example, I'm sure.
the fact that he was deaf meant that he lost
touch with pianistic problems, acoustics and
so on. The tempo has to be related to the
instrument, the sort of sound you make, the
hall you are in. So many things come before
the tempo is decided. Tempo relationships
are different.
'I learned that with my conducting: 1do a
little bit of that. Whereas with the piano the
temptation sometimes is just to let the music
find its own tempo, with conducting you ...'
What was that like, taking up another role?
Did it change the way you thought about
your solo work?
'Very much so. My playing obviously has a
very strong influence on the way Iconduct.
But I think the main thing about soloists
stepping up and conducting is that they very
often don't experience the sort of orchestra
that needs conducting. Iam not saying the
orchestras I conduct are less good, or
desperately need someone to give them
clarity and rehearse them, but the groups I
work with, although professionals, are not
cohesive, experienced in being together.
Literally anybody could stand in front of the
ECO. If you only stand in front of players
like the ECO, the London Sinfonietta, or St
Martin's Academy where's your yardstick?
Of course, you can present it verbally, say
what you want and end up with a good
performance. But Idon't think that's quite
the same as conducting.'
To complete Donohoe's Tchaikovsky
package with the Bournemouth SO, the

Concert Fantasia was scheduled last July.
'I am not going to do the complete works
of Liszt, the five Beethoven Concertos or
something. It's all been done before by
people alot more established. But there was
no point in doing Tchaik.1 unless it was part
of acycle. The cycle in itself is special — to
do it with equal commitment, not with No.3
just in as a token.'
You play the traditional No. 1 . There's a
Berman recording of the original, with
opening arpeggios and so on.
'Yes. Iam influenced by the original, to
some extent, particularly as regards the
opening. The inspiration is obviously much
more lyrical than one norally hears. Punching the instrument through the stage
when it's marked forte!'
Other works planned ['Ican understand
people thinking it rather odd — but all of it
has been chosen very carefully.'] include the
Rachmaninov Preludes and Concertos 1 &
4:, the Debussy Études, Brahms's Op.118,
and Schubert's A major Sonata ( D959).
Concertos will include the Brahms, Bartok 2,
Gershwin and Stravinsky.
'The Brahms Second will be with Masur
and The London Philharmonic. It is astaple
part of what I do — I think the greatest
concerto of all. I've been playing it since I
was terribly young. Ihave to clarify alittle of
what Ihave said before: Ididn't mean that at
the age of 16 Ididn't know any traditional
repertoire. In fact, Idid Beethoven 3when I
was twelve. But Imoved away from it. To be
perfectly honest, an awful lot of the ethos of
the classical music world, the sort of snobbishness that goes on, and all the rest, had
put me off it. And Stravinsky and Co gave me
the opportunity to bash it! It's Northern
rebellion, you know. It's very immature, but
that is how we start out. And I seriously
believe that if you come from that end and
mellow gradually it's much easier than the
other way round.'
What do you think about 'authenticism'?

Wilbraham and Michael Laird, and the
remarkable Swede, Halcan Hardenberger.
Then there was Wynton Marsalis. ` Igreatly
admire jazz trumpeters. How do they play all
those phenomenal things without any
music? Ican't play them with the music!' As
to the natural trumpet, ' Ifeel it might give
me up soon. I've recently played the Haydn
one
with
the Scottish
Early
Music
Consort, but it's aspecialist instrument and,
with all my other commitments, Ijust don't
have the time to practise.
'There are so many fantastic players on
natural trumpet, like Michael Laird and
Crispian Steele-Perkins, and the young chap
who's done the second Brandenburg — Mark
Bennett — that there's no place for a rather
indifferent one like myself.'
With afull diary of playing commitments,
John Wallace's other musical activity —
composition — has taken aback seat. His last
work, aset of variations on aScottish theme,
was for the Edinburgh Festival, and his
Rhapsody for Trumpet had been recorded.
But composition remains 'a hobby — along
with getting the garden into shaper.
'If Ihave one aim for The Wallace Collection, it's to get brass out of the role of always
playing with itself and show that brass
instruments could be musical and be
incorporated with other instruments. We
want to change people's image of brass
players — although Iadmit we still have one
or two " animal moments"P+
continued from p83
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'I think the usual thing. [ Laughs] Isimply
put myself in the position of the composers
and imagine what they'd have to say about it.
The fact that the instrument is now amuch
bigger and more resonant thing than it was
doesn't prevent us having the imagination to
know . . .' The colour. 'The colours they
were after. Ithink it's worth the hassle: the
sort of thing provided by the opening of the
third movement of the Waldstein, with the
pedalling in that.'
That's a classic case.
'Quite. It's worth the occasional problem
to have all the advantages of the modern
instrument. Iam used to them — I'd probably
completely knacker an older instrument. I
just have this vision of it breaking into
shreds!'
Peter Donohoe describes an experience
with aseries of performances of the Debussy
Etudes. ' I'd been playing them for many
years, almost always complete. The Sixth is
not quite so hard as some of the others, but
it's quite tricky. Wherever Iwent there was a
bravo at the end, or some other feeling of
appreciation. After about four or five months
of playing it quite regularly, there was
nothing — just nothing at the end. And I
thought, this is getting better — why are they
less appreciative? Then I compared two
taped broadcasts, and the second was nearly
twice the speed of the first. It was an
involuntary gradual increase, and of course I
was losing the audience. It didn't feel different to me, but it was going like abee! More
of an accomplishment, but to the listener it
was nothing.
'It is something to do with distance.
However educated, the listener's response is
different from your own. The adrenalin is
different — your own is massive. Your
perception of thing like tempo is completely
different. So, Istarted slowing it down. As
soon as I did... It may seem cheap to
acknowledge it, but it was wonderful.
There's a lot to be learned from that.' IL
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CLASSICAL MUSIC: A CONCISE HISTORY
FROM GLUCK TO BEETHOVEN by Julian
Rushton. 192pp including 50 b&w illustrations.
Paperback £5.95. Published by Thames and Hudson,
50 Bloomsbury Street, London WC1B 3QP.

It is hard to imagine this task being better
carried out. Julian Rushton has conveyed the
essence of the most influential, prolific and
best-loved of musical periods in under 200
pages. If at times he only just avoids the
danger of the annotated list of minor names,
both the broad outlines and an impressive
quantity of fascinating detail are conveyed
with elegance and enthusiasm. The general
reader is likely to benefit most from this
presentation — for the student or the specialist there will be comparatively little that is
actually new. All the same, the directness of
style and the alert eye for helpful parallels
mean that genres, musicians and individual
works are brought vividly to life. The generous illustrations — portraits, facsimiles, buildings, instruments, stage sets, but not musical
examples — are more than mere background
decoration, though some of them are rather
dully reproduced. Slips and printing errors
are few, insights plentiful. This paperback
edition of a volume that first appeared in
hard covers three years ago is warmly
recommended.
Peter Branscombe
THE NEW PENGUIN GUIDE TO COMPACT DISCS AND CASSETTES — YEAR
BOOK 1989 by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton
8c Ivan March. 494pp. Softback £9.99. Published by
Penguin Books Ltd, 27 Wrights Lane, London W8 5TZ.

Exactly a year ago Ireviewed the 1366pp
New Penguin Guide, to which this is a
supplement, taking us up to about July/
August. For example, Kleiber's controversial
New Year Day concert, the two latest
Italian girl in Algiers sets are in, along with
the Van Cliburn reissues; surprising oversights are Zimerman's Chopin Ballades etc
(DG), and Arvo Part's Passio (ECM) — both
important releases. ( Fart and Sorabji appear
in neither volume.)
Whilst the Year Book is undoubtedly
more easy to handle, a crude page calculation makes it the equivalent of a 113% price
increase! As ever, the amount of work
involved for the three authors would daunt
most professionals, and their gradings, if
over- generous, are relatively reliable.
Obviously, certain entries will raise an eyebrow — 3 stars for Sinopoli's Elgar 2? A
rosette for Lin's Sibelius Concerto? A welcome innovation are the summary introductions to a few basic repertoire groups:
Mozart Piano Concertos, Beethoven and
Bruckner Symphonies, Mahler. The mix of
short and extended paragraphs encourages
haphazard flicking back and forth for opinion.
Christopher Breunig
THE GOOD CD GUIDE: 456pp incl index.
Paperback £9.95, or £ 11.05 ( inc postage) from
publishers: General Gramophone Publications Ltd,
177 Kenton Road, Harrow, Midcbc HA3 OHA.

It is perhaps fitting that two stalwarts of the
audio industry have collaborated to produce
the latest edition of this reference directory,
even if the title now reflects the digital age
by excluding entries for the good old LP.
Gramophone magazine and long-time hi-fi
manufacturer Quad Electroacoustics have
jointly published this 1990 edition, where
the contents cover 900 classical releases
from the early days of compact disc to the
latest 'budget' priced discs.
The book is also intended as a starting
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point for new collectors and, as such,
includes a selection of 200 recordings for
those building from scratch. The publishers
though, are quick to point out that they have
no wish to compete with the Penguin
Guide.
•
Arranged under composer, rather than by
music types, the review headings incorporate acomplex series of symbols and abbreviations which could benefit from simplification. As full colour illustrations adorn the
entire publication, perhaps some form of
colour-coding could have been adopted?
Although comprehensive, the index simply
exists to reiterate the contents by composer.
What apity this could not be by orchestra,
or conductor even. Another omission is that
of a credit for the individual reviews. In a
similar anonymous vein are three excellent
introductory articles covering topics as
diverse as ' Exploring 20th-century music',
`Getting the best from CD' and ' Early Music
from Medieval to Renaissance'.
Useful address lists are included, too —
such as record labels and their distributors,
and a geographical directory of compact
disc dealers. Here, though, the counties are
not listed alphabetically with constitency. It
was interesting to note an entry, under
'London', for Harrods who must surely be
considered specialists in all fields!
The book must be deemed good value for
money and is recommended for anyone with
an interest in serious music: at under £ 10 for
a stocking-filler who can go wrong?
Trevor Butler
MOZART: 111E GOLDEN YEARS 17811791 by HC Robbins Landon. 272pp with 215
illustrations,

32 in colour.

Hard covers, £ 14.95.

Published by Thames and Hudson, 50 Bloomsbury
Street, London WC1B 3QP.

He's done it again! — Robbins Landon has the
happy knack of bringing off two very different tasks within one pair of covers. He
portrays with enthusiasm and easy clarity
the atmosphere, the main events, and the
music, of Mozart's decade in Vienna; and he
also presents quite new or nearly new
material in afascinating series of appendices:
arevised annotated list of the subscribers to
Mozart's concerts of 1784; detailed membership-lists of two Masonic lodges to which
he belonged; a genealogical study of the
Esterházy family; lists of the personnel of the
Court musical establishment in 1782; a
transcription of a list of members of the
Illuminati; a study of interpretations of Die
Zauberflote as apolitical opera; and areport
on the audience at the première of La
clemenza di Tito. If much of this information seems over-specialized for the general
reader, the main text with its numerous
finely- reproduced illustrations makes an
admirable introduction to the most splendid
decade in musical history. Biblography,
detailed end-notes and solid indices of
names, locations and subjects, and one of
musical compositions, make this an easy as
well as an uncommonly attractive book to
handle. It's areal bargain too.
Peter Branscombe
CONVERSATIONS WITH

KARAJAN by
Richard Osborne. I55pp, illustrated; with index.
includes bibliography, opera productions list. Hard-

back. £ 12.95. Published by Oxford University Press,
Walton Street, Oxford OX2 6DP.

This book is entirely adulatory. It comprises
edited conversations recorded over twelve
years, and a28 page appreciation. According

to the author, Karajan spoke of it as ' the
Oxford idea' — it stemmed from his Doctorate there in 1978 ( the citation is given in an
appendix), although Osborne was commissioned to speak with him on the subject of
the second DG Beethoven symphony cycle
in ' 77 — and he approved the typescript last
May. Perhaps this inhibited any element of
criticism, but Osborne adopts asweepingly
(and to his readers, patronisingly ) dismissive
attitude to adverse comments voiced on any
facet of Karajan's career.
A great deal of the material will be familiar
to those who have looked, with interest, for
Karajan's own opinions on music- making.
Mention must be made of the rare photographs from the early period ( a portrait
reveals how Karajan inherited many of his
mother's features); the photographs are tied
at key points to text. The subject- matter
runs chronologically from the formative
years to the Telemondial films yet to be
seen. [ To come from Sony Classical.1 There
are extensive footnotes filling out incidents,
sketching in musicians whose names may be
less than familiar. Sometimes, Karajan
answers tangentially — the general mood of
the conversations is one of prompting, the
responses contracted, almost disinterested.
At one point, unexpectedly, Karajan throws
in afamily joke shared with his brother ( that
both thought they would specialize in
venereology: the work would be endless,
but no patients would ring at night- times).
On the whole — and not surprisingly —
Karajan speaks of his professional achievements and frustrations, his knowledge
accumulated from other people (eg, from
Gieseking the 'pressure' of actually creating
in sound what you have learned in the
abstract) with a conclusive, dispassionate
firmness. It is as if his whole accomplishment
was like an agenda, meticulously followed.
There are one or two niggling production
details. The photographs are reproduced
with a smudgy, blackish quality. And the
chapter headings are set in an aggressive
'business study', or newspaperish, typeface.
These grate against the restful use of white
space, and slender proportions which otherwise make this book pleasing to hold.
Finally, given the constant distraction of
the frequently opinionated footnotes
(curiosity overcomes one's intentions to
ignore them), the resourcefully prepared
questioning, there's too much of the author
here. For all the skill of his shaping the
material, Osborne never absents himself
sufficiently for focus on the subject proper.
(Perhaps shifting the notes to an appendix,
and making the 'profile' essay come as afinal
supplement, would have secured a better
balance.) Ultimately, indeed essentially, the
reader wants to confront Karajan alone in his
imagination.
Christopher Breunig

ROXY MUSIC> BRYAN FERRY > KING CRIMSON > BRIAN ENO

G9 8 9

I9 6

CORDS
Five Limited Edition Boxed Sets
Celebrating Twenty Years of EG Records
Available on CD and Cassette
ROXY MUSIC
Roxy Music

"The Early Years"
For Your Pleasure

Stranded

ROXY MUSIC
"The Later Years"
Manifesto

Flesh and Blood

Avalon

BRYAN FERRY
These Foolish Things

Let's Stick Together

Boys and Girls

KING CRIMSON
In the Court of the Crimson King

Larks' Tongues in Aspic

Discipline

The Definitive Edition
Re-Mastered by Robert Fripp & Tony Arnold 1989

BRIAN ENO
Another Green World

Before and After Science

Apollo

Each Boxed Set will also include
"The 20th Anniversary Album", featuring songs by
King Crimson, Emerson Lake and Palmer, T- Rex, Roxy Music,
Bryan Ferry, Brian Eno, David Byrne, 801,
Robert Fripp and Daryl Hall, Killing Joke, Penguin Cafe Orchestra.

EG

RECORD
MAHLER
112 Symphony 6 ( Horenstein)
112 Symphony 9 ( Klemperer )
MOZART
113 Symphonies 31/35/36 ( Krips)
112 Complete Piano Concertos ( Anda)
112 Piano Concertos K467/503 ( Bishop.
Kovacevich)
112 Piano Concertos K467/491 ( Casadesus/
Szell)
112 Piano Concertos K467/595 ( Saida/
Abbado)
113 Horn Concertos (Jolley/Punis)
PROKOFIEV
113 Symphonies I & 7, etc ( Malko)
RIMSKY-KOTSAKOV
113 Scheherazade ( Bernstein)
TCHAIKOVSKY
112 Symphony 6 ( Furtwângler)
WAGNER
112 Siegfried Idyll ( Klemperer)
WALTON
112 Violin Concerto ( Chung/Previn )

CLASSICAL
BAX
Enchanted Summer, etc ( Handley)
BEETHOVEN
95 Symphony 7, etc ( Norrington)
97 Symphony 9 ( Hogwood)
95 Piano Concertos 3 & 4 ( Tan/Norrington)
97 String Quartets Opp.74/13I
(Guarneri Qt)
97 Variations Op.34, etc ( Tan)
BERG
97 Lulu Suite
BOUGHTON
97 Symphony 3, etc ( Handley)
BRAHMS
107 Sonata 2 ( Gritfluid)
BRUCKIYER
•99 Symphony 0, etc ( Chailly)
DVORAK
99 Symphony 9 (JansOns)
99 Serenade an E ( Laredo)
ELGAR
99 Symphony I( Menuhin)
FALLA
99 Love the Magician, etc ( Cleobury)
HAYDN
101 Symphonies 82.84 ( Kuilken)
101 Piano Sonatas 38/51/52 ( Cload )
JANACEK
107 Piano Sonata, etc ( Papadopoulos)
IASSUS
101 Malta Osculatur Me ( Phillips)
MARTIN
101 Mass for Double Choir ( Darlington)
MARTINU
103 Piano works ( Firkusny)
!MASSENET
107 Cigale ( Bonynge)
MOZART
103 Cosi fan Tune ( Levine)
103 6Keyboard Sonatas ( Bilson )
103 Piano Sonatas Vol.3 ( Galin)
NIELSEN
103 Saul & David ( Horenstein)
PART
103 Symphonies I - 3. etc (Jevi)
PASCHA
105 Christmas Mass in F. etc ( Verdloda )
PEROTIN
105 Vocal works ( Hilliard Ens)
POULENC
101 Mass in G, etc ( Darlington )
RACHMANINOV
105 Piano Concerto 3. etc ( Prats/Bátiz
ROTT
105 Symphony in E ( Samuel )
SCHOENBERG
97 Five Orchestral Pieces ( Rattle )
SCHUBERT
105 Sonata 11845, etc ( Brendel)
97 Moments Musicaux. etc ( Tan)
SCHUMANN
107 Kreisleriana ( Grimaud)
SCRU1BIN
109 Sonata 3, ctc ( Petchersity)
SMETANA
99 Vltava (Jansons)
R STRAUSS
107 Alpine Symphony, etc ( Ashkenazy)
107 Schlagobers ( Walcasugi)
STRAVINSKY
107 Concerto for Piano & Wind
(Papadopoulos)
TCHAIKOVSKY
107 Swan Lake ( Sladdn)
107 Swan Lake ( Bonyngc)
107 Swan Lake ( Ermler)
109 Sonata in G ( Petchersky)
WAGNER
109 Das Rheingold ( Haitink)
99 Siegfried Idyll ( Luedo)
WALTON
95 Symphonies I & 2 ( Mackerras)
WEBERN
97 Six Orchestral Pieces ( Rattle )
95

COLLECTIONS
109 THE CAROL ALBUM
(Parson)
Ill PIANO— THREE HANDS
(SmitIVSellick)
II I VAUXHALL GARDENS
(4 composers )
ill COVENT GARDEN GALA CONCERT
(Domingo etc)
III CLARINET/PIANO MUSIC
(4 composers)
Ill 1 TASHI WITH FOSS
(4 composers)
113 CIAUDIO MUM
(opera arias)
113 JACQUELINE DU PRE
(8 celo concertos)
113 ALICE IN WONDERLAND
(Gielgud/Mendelssohn)

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
ABC
115 Up
ALL ABOUT EVE
115 Scarlet And Other Stories
LOU ANN BARTON
119 Read My Lips
BATTLEFIELD BAND
121 Home Ground — Live From Scotland
MIKE BERRY
123 Rock'n'roll Boogie... Plus
DANIEL B1RY
121 The Feathered Snake
CILIA BLACK
123 Yesterday
MARC BOLAN
123 The Beginning Of Doves
RUBY BRAFF TRIO
115 Me, Myself and I
ELKIE BROOKS
115 Inspiration
AL BOWLLY andJIM MESENE
118 Au Revoir But Not Goodbye
THE BROTHERHOOD OF LIZARDS
115 Lizardland
SHIRLEY BROWN
121 Fire & Ice
THE BUZZCOCKS
123 Product
JJ CALE
115 Travel- Log

REVIEWS
THE CALL
121 Let The Day Begin
CAB CALLOV/AY
123 The Most Important Recordings
CANNED HEAT
123 The Best Of
CARMEL
115 Set Mc Free
PAUL CABRACK
115 Groove Approved
'IRE CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD
123 Soul Agenda
0115 CIAY
117 ' Live' In Tolcyo
OTTS CUT
117 The Only Way Is Up ( 1975-1985
Ons C1AY
117 Watch Me Now
CLIMIE FISHER
117 Coming In For The Kill
COLOURBLIND JAMES EXPERIENCE
117 Why Should 1Stand Up?
DAN REED NETWORK
118 Slam
TERENCE TRENT DARBY
117 Neither Fish Nor Flesh
DETROIT EMERALDS
123 You Want It, You Got It
BO DIDDLEY
121 Living Legend
DION:
123 Runaround Suc
DOMINIC SONIC
121 Cold Tears
DONOVAN
123 Greatest Hits And More
THE EVENLY BROTHERS
123 The Warner Bros Years Vol 2
FORCEIFIELD
121 To Oz And Back
LOWELL FUSON
119 Reconsider Baby
ME FUREYS & DAVEY ARTHUR
121 The Scattering
The Collection
MARVIN GAYE
123 Von!
NAT GONELLA andJONNY CLASS
118 The Swinging 40s
GREYHOUND
123 Black & White
HAM
121 Buffalo Virgin
CHICO HAMILTON
117 Euphoria
HMI HENDRDC
123 The Jimi Hendrix Concerts
JOHN LEE HOOKER
119 The Healer
JERMAINEJACKSON
121 Don't Take It Personal
JESUS AND MARY CHAIN
117 Automatic
LOULSJORDAN
123 The V- Discs
THE KINSEY REPORT
119 Midnight Drive
KISS
117 Hot In The Shade
MAC & KATIE KISSOON
123 The Swinging Sound Of
LENNY ICRAVITZ
121 Let Love Rule
ERICH KUNZEL/CINCINNATI POPS
121 Victory At Sea
M WALKING ON ME WATER
121 Pluto
DELBERT McC.LINTON
119 Live From Austin

BEST OF THE MONTH
Hogvvood's Beethoven Ninth
Tallis Scholars' Lassus
The Hilliard's Peroti
Brendel's Schubert__________
ROH Gala Concert
Terence Trent .D'Arby's Neither Fish Nor Flesh
Chris Rea's Road To Hell
The Roches' Speak
Linda Ronstadt's Cry Like A Rainstorm

REFLECTIONS
BEETHOVEN
112 Symphony 5 ( Furtwangler )
112 Overtures ( Hanover Band )
112 Diabelli Variations ( Schnabel)
ELGAR
112 Cello Concerto ( HarreWMaazel )

97
101
105
107
111
117
118
115
118

IAN McCULLOCH
117 Candleland
MAX
121 Max Q
JOHN MAYALL
119 Blues From Laurel Canyon
JOHN IMAYALL'S BLUESBREAKERS
119 Chicago Line
MORBID ANGEL
121 Altars Of Madness
KENNY NEAL
119 Devil Child
ROY ORBISON
123 I'm Still In Love With You
ORQUESTRA REVE
118 La Explosion Del Momento!
OST
121 Major League
Off
12i The Paradise Club
FREDA PAYNE
123 Deper And Deeper
YANA PURIM
118 Bird Of Brazil
CHRIS REA
118 The Road To Hell
IRENE RF1D
121 The Lady From Savannah
CLIFF RICHARD
118 Stronger
CLIFF RICHARD
123 The EP Collection
SMOKEY ROBINSON & THE
MIRACLES
123 Vol 11
ME ROCHES
115 Speak
JIMMY ROGERS
119 That's All Right
LINDA RONSTADT
118 Cry Like A Rainstorm. Howl Like The
Wind
SEDUCTION
121 Nothing Matters Without Love
HELEN SHAPIRO
123 The EP Collection
123 Helen in Nashville
MICHELLE SHOCKED
119 Captain Swing
SHY REPTILES
121 Shy Reptiles
JANE SIBERRY
115 Bound By The Beauty
JOE SIMON
123 Get Down
16 TAMBOURINES
121 How Green Is Your Valley?
SLIDE
121 Down So Long
JIMMY SOMERVILLE
119 Read My Lips
ROSEMARY SQUIRES
118 My One And Only
CAT STEVENS
123 First Cuts
THE SWEET
123 The Collection
MAX TOMLINSON
121 Face Up In The Rain
VARIOUS
123 The First British R&B Festival
VARIOUS
119 Instant Blues
VARIOUS
121 Italia — Dance Music From Italy The Best
Of The Radio 1Sessions Vol 1
VARIOUS
119 The Legacy Of The Blues Maxi-Sampler
VARIOUS
123 Rare Soul From Alabama
VARIOUS
123 Stewed Moonbeams In Wavy Gravy
VARIOUS
123 Stoney Alchemy
VAYA CON DIOS
121 Vaya Con Dios
DINAH WASHINGTON
123 The Complete Dinah Washington Vol 12
123 The Complete Dinah Washington Vol 13
BARRENCE WHITFIELD AND THE
SAVAGES
119 Emulsified Live
DON WILLIAMS
121 As Long As IHave You
SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON
119 Work With Me
NEIL YOUNG
119 Freedom

INFORMATION
CLASSICAL REVIEWS arc based on the Compact Disc, unless indicated • ( LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time, and equivalent LP/MC ( Musicassette) numbers. et = monophonic recording.
indicates date of first UK
release, cg, on LP — now CD, or LP reissue. ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS are based on the LP, unless shown: CD.
Equivalent MC number is given in brackets. (
NB. Musicassettes are not reviewed in HFNIRR.) RATINGS Recording and
Performance arc separately graded as asummary of each review. ln Rock/Pop/Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. An additional star — A* or 1* — denotes outstanding quality. (Di HiFi News & Record Review
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ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA
FINAL SCENE

from

"SALOME"

RUTH FALCON
The London Philharnwitic
MARK ELDER

Taverner.

SONG THE WESTERN WY\ DE
MASS ' THE WESTERN WYN OF

Tallis.

NOMA SALVE INTEMERMW VIRGO

ST. JOHNS COLLEGE CHOIR. CAMBRIDGE
George Guest, lbector
;X .

EMI IMINI \.(

RACHMANINOV
SIR CHARLES MACKERRAS

EMI

N( I

Tall is
Taverner
«AO. 3.01.1.01001..A111411AL

RICHARD STRAUSS

Also Sprach Zarathustra
Final Scene from "Salome"
Ruth Falcon ( Soprano)
The London Philharmonic
Mark Elder
EMX 2153
TC-EMX 2153
CD-EMX 2153 [ CDM 763288 2]

RACHMANINOV

Symphony No.3
Symphonic Dances
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra
Sir Charles N' . kerras
EMX 2154
TC-EMX 2154
CD-EMX 2154 [ CDM 763289 2]

TAVERNER

Song The Western Wynde
Mass The Western Wynde

TALLIS

Missa Salve Intemerata Virgo
St John's College Choir, Cambridge
Dr George Guest
G EMX 2155
TC-EMX 2155
CD-EMX 2155 [ CDM 763290 2]

£7.99

£3.99

Compact Disc

LP & Cassette
[MIN[ NCI

CLASSICAL

BAX: Enchanted Summer D Walsinghame D Fatherland
Anne Williams-King, Lynore McWhirter
(sops)/Marn Hill ( ten)/Brighton Fest Chi
Rl'O/Handley
Chandos CHAN 8625 (51m 59s) also
LP/MC
The Chandos/Bax love-affair continues. They
now turn their attention to the choral works,
and there can be no better guide through
this wild terrain than Vernon Handley ( who
conducted both Enchanted Summer and
Walsinghame as part of the BBC's Box
centenary series in 1983).
Dating from 1906, Fatherland is the
earliest piece here and it turns out to be an
attractive, buoyant setting of a patriotic
poem by the Finnish- Swedish poet
Luneberg. Martyn Hill is the admirable
soloist. Altogether more ambitious is
Enchanted Summer, completed four years
later. This is an extended setting of ascene
from Shelley's ' Prometheus Unbound',

scored for two sopranos. large chorus and
orchestra. For all its complexity and the
large forces involved, it is the magical
moments of repose that linger in the memory; the hushed opening and the sensuous
final scene, where the two fauns ( beautifully
sung here) discuss the extraordinary events
they have just witnessed, are especially
evocative of the Arcadian woodland of the
poem. Though exciting, much of the louder
music is overscored and tends towards
coarseness ( that said, the main climax is
breathtakingly orchestrated ), and the choral
writing manages to be complicated and
unimaginative at the same time. The orchestra too has some tortuously difficult parts to
negotiate, but the RPO's playing is amazingly
assured. However, despite all its weaknesses,
the work certainly creates its own potent
all-engulfing atmosphere and it is difficult to
imagine it receiving a better performance.
The final offering on this excellent disc is
Walsinghame. Bax wrote this in 1926 when
he was at the height of his considerable

WALTON: Symphonies 1 8c 2''
LPOILS0*/Mackerras
EMI CD-EMX 2151 (74m 03s) also LP/
MC
Some months ago EMI announced the
imminent arrival on 'Studio' of this same
coupling ( NPO/Sargent's 1, ISO/Previn's
2). Instead, what . we are presented with
here are brand new recordings dating
from January '89. That Studio CD should
appear later this month, but even so it will
have ahard task matching this formidable
new issue. To begin with, it is outstandingly well recorded. Producer Andrew
Keener and engineer Mike Hatch return to
Watford Town Hall — the venue used for
their superb Virgin Classics Elgar/Bloch
disc — and score another technical
triumph ( although like that earlier release
this newcomer needs to be played at a
slightly higher level than usual to make its
full impact).
Mackerras's direction throughout has
great purpose and his readings are full of
insight. For instance, the tense opening
movement of 1 has to my ears never
sounded more Sibelian than it does here,
and the LPO relish every aspect of Walton's scoring, be it the strings with their
relentless ostinati, the sneer of stopped
horns, or the woodwind's angular cries.
Unlike the excellent Slatkin on his recent
account ( Virgin Classics], Mackerras
doesn't feel the need to signpost the
structural climactic moments quite so
much, and as a consequence the movement has more symphonic power and an
invincible inevitability. The Scherzo is not
as headlong as Slaticin's and Mackerras is
thus able to uncover more detail: eg the
cellos' and bassoons' initial entry at Fig.45
is marked mf, then pp; and the trombones'
interjections between Figs.58 and 59 are
indeed different ( as aglance at the score
confirms). However, no one has yet surpassed Previn's 1946 RCA performance
for the `malizia' whièh Walton prescribes.
There is some truly eloquent wind playing
from the LPO's principals in ( iii), and from
the maestoso introduction to the exultant
coda, the tension in ( iv) is never allowed

I
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to slacken. The Fugue is played with
tremendous swagger, and if the nostalgic
trumpet solo towards the end isn't quite
wistful enough, the strings' sighing accompaniment beneath it certainly is.
If anything, Mackerras's achievement in
Symphony 2 is even finer. By this time
(1960) Walton had gained complete mastery of the orchestra, and this work's
wonderfully transparent scoring is heard
to full advantage in this new account. The
LSO's playing is every bit as dazzling as the
Clevelanders' was in 1965 under Szell
(whose marvellous Walton recordings
deserve to be transferred to CD — how
about it CBS?). The athletic pages of ( i)
are invested with great rhythmic drive,
and the Stravinskian chords in the coda
are punched home with terrific élan. At
the same time the orchestra play with
great tenderness in the Lento assai slow
movement ( its magical closing bars sound
ravishing), and that same virtue is
nowhere more evident than during the
Lento 9th Variation in the Finale sehere, in
utter contrast with the feverish activity
which surrounds it, time really does seem
to stand still ( gorgeous horn solo). The
riotous scherzando conclusion is performed with great gusto by one and all,
and leaves this listener quite exhilarated.
An outstanding coupling then, generous
measure, and at mid-price irresistible.
[A*:11
Andrew Achenbach
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powers. He had completed his rugged
Second Symphony the previous year, and
much of the aching beauty in this setting of
Raleigh's poignant verse breathes the same
air as that troubled work's slow movement.
Martyn Hill sings most affectingly; the
chorus ( with their echoes of Flos Campi,
first heard one year earlier) and orchestra
are sensitive partners.
This issue represents a considerable
achievement for all involved. The spacious
recording ( All Saints, Tooting) copes beautifully with everything Bax can muster, and
Chandos provide full texts. Is there enough
money in the Box Trust's coffers to sponsor a
disc of his three remaining choral works,
with these same artists? [A/A*:1/1*]
Andrew Achenbach
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 3 & 4
Melvyn Tan (f-pno)/Lond Classical Players/
Norrington
EMI CDC 749 8152 (64m 33s)
It is apleasure to hear amodern copy of an
early piano which displays both evenness
and strength. Melvyn Tan uses afine Adlam
reproduction of an 1814 Nanette Streicher. I
find it fuller in the bass than some instruments of this type, and it is recorded with
just the right degree of stereo spread to
make the passagework interesting. There are
two challenges to preconceived notions
suggested by other performances: not only
does this instrument's light, pearly tone
provide a different vehicle for expression,
but the ear must, at the same time, adapt to
the modest solo balance which sets the
piano back into the orchestral textures. This
makes it possible, for example, to enjoy the
symphonic fullness of the orchestra at the
close of the first movement of No.3 free from
the usual over-emphasis of the subsidiary
keyboard figuration. Tan's fluent reading of
this work is especially impressive in the
poised beauty he elicits from the Largo
which, based on Czerny's metronome mark,
takes on a new and welcome sense of
propulsion. Elsewhere, the interpretation is
cool and elegant rather than forceful.
l'he G major starts with agentle surprise:
aspread first piano chord in Lubin's version,
too]. Thereafter Tan's expressive shaping
seems more subtle than in No.3. It is
refreshing, too, to hear the repeated notes in
the Andante con moto played without the
conventional swelling and fading. Restrained
eloquence permeates the finale, with Norrington's attention to wind and timpani
adding rhythmic punch to the orchestral
interjections. One uncomfortable push forward at asoft string entry could be an edit
rather than a musical quirk but, basically,
this is a recording of high standard which
enhances the sensitive instrumental shadings. 1A/A*:1]
Antony Hodgson
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7 D Overtures
— Coriolan D Egmont
Loncl Classical Plavers/Norrington
EMI CDC 749 8162 (52m 17s)
Once again Norrington takes Beethoven's
metronome markings at face value. The
result is aswift Seventh Symphony ( though
only slightly swifter than Carlos Kleiber's)
but there is a sense of stature, and the
transparent recording illuminates the subtle
expressive points which the conductor elicits even within the fastest of tempi. Where
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others rein-in speeds for emphasis, Norrington increases tension — notably at the first
movement recapitulation, where he underlines the ever more insistent wind and drum
chords by increasing volume and impact
until the climactic moment. The marked
tapering of the repeated notes in the Allegretto is done less convincingly, but the
sturdy beauty of the second subject is fully
displayed, with urgency and eloquence
stressed in equal proportion.
The scherzo and alternating trios are
marked dotted minim 132 and 84 respectively. Conductors have imposed all manner
of personal ideas here — some stem from
Weingartner's contention that the trio
should be half the speed of the scherzo. If, as
the booklet reminds us, the trio is based on a
pilgrim's hymn from Lower Austria, then
Norrington gives us acheerful song of praise
whereas others, including Stokowski, Weingartner and Erich ( but not Carlos) Kleiber,
portray asolemn, monastic procession. The
finale is notable for the breadth of Norrington's dynamics, and again there is fine inner
detail. Slight changes of balance and emphasis in the long repeat are convincing,
although at the start of the da capo the
timpanist is fierce at the first phrase and
withdrawn on the second — this seems
illogical. Elsewhere there is a tendency for
quieter sections to sound more distant too.
In the Overtures there is less sense of
stature. Egmont strikes me as being distinctly lightweight, with bouncing dotted
rhythms at the start which are reminiscent
of aBach suite. Coriolan responds far better
to Norrington's haste and urgency; more
weight from bassoons and basses might have
enhanced Beethoven's dark colours, but the
conductor always imbues aproper sense of
tension. IA:1]
Antony Hodgson

by the movement's grandeur, Iwas amazed
to note that it had lasted a mere 10 3/
4
minutes, yet Iwas never conscious of haste.
The furious start of the finale arrives after the
briefest of pauses and the orchestral recitatives then fall logically into place. The most
convincing non-traditional tempo however,
is the very broad Alla mania; moreover this
speed is held with gripping firmness right
through the fugue and the unison chorus.
Both male soloists are excellent and, aided
by the nobly broad tempo, Anthony Rolfe
Johnson is superbly heroic — yet should the
soloists be using today's 'standard' vibrato in
a performance where the strings virtually
eschew it? The superbly articulated choral
singing does not display this tendency.
Perhaps soloists' vibrato is a technique
which cannot easily be unlearned. Let noone suppose that this version of Beethoven's
Choral Symphony is a mere scholarly exercise, it is an interpretation of great power
and genuine conviction. [A*:1*]
Antony Hodgson

BEETHOVEN: 6 Variations, Op.34
Bagatelle `Für Elise' El Andante favori El
Allegretto in c/SCHUBERT: 6 Moments
musicaux D 3 Klavierstücke, D946
Melvyn Tan (f-pno)
EMI CDC 749 7932 ( 73m 55s)

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9, `Chore
Arleen Auger (sop)/Catherine Bobbin
(con)/Anthony Rolfe Johnson (ten)/Gregory Reinhart (bass)/London Symphony Ch/
AAM/Hogwood
OiseauLyre 425 517-2 ( 63m 17s)

BEETHOVEN: String Quartet 10 in E
Op.74 D 14 in
Op.131
Guarneri Qt
Philips 422 341-2 ( 70m 39s)

Some of Hogwood's earlier recordings,
including a number of those in his Mozart
series, suffered from over-present strings
and lack of inner detail. This challenging
new 'Choral' has no such disadvantages and
the lucid balancing enhances the conductor's forceful approach with its boldly terraced dynamics. Fortissimo chords are massively strong and the ideally dry-sounding
timpani are aggressively powerful: not for
Hogwood the traditional taming of the
sustained fortissimo roll at the recapitulation
of ( i). Surprisingly — but with convincing
historical justification — Hogwood doubles
the winds, and this enables him to achieve
lucidity of texture without resort to refining
other instruments. Basil Lam's suggestion
that the strings were actually intended to
obscure the swirling woodwind theme in
the Scherzo is given short shrift by this
conductor. Later in the movement, Hogwood joins Norrington in contriving the
accelerando to lead convincingly to aslower
Presto for the trio — thus conforming to the
metronome markings.
An 'authentic' performance is not merely a
matter of obedience to tempo instructions:
musical conviction at those speeds is essential. Hogwood achieves this triumphantly in
the slow movement — especially in his
swiftly-flowing view of the Andande moderato sections where the approach is little
short of revelatory. Having been impressed
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Responses to these performances will ultimately hinge on what sort of composer one
thinks Beethoven was in his final years. For a
group like the Talich on Calliope he is very
much a mystic exploring the outermost
edges of his spiritual universe. For the
Guarneri, on the other hand, he has the
assured mastery of a mind who recognizes
his own genius.
Theirs is alarge-scale public performance,
with big beefy tone and a rich, warm, even
old-fashioned approach to matters of vibrato
and phrasing. There is nothing inscrutable
about Beethoven as they see him; he is aman
who very much wears his heart on his
sleeve. And what a heart it is — by turns
impassioned and ecstatic, tender and
powerful.
It is quite a tour-de-force. Yet in the end
one cannot help suspecting that they miss
something of the inwardness of the man.
They lack, perhaps, a sense of reverence in
the presence of one of history's greatest
spiritual autobiographers. That said, there is
something touching about the Beethoven
the Guarneri present us with. He might lack
Olympian calm, but he appears all the more
human for it. The sublime simplicity may not
be there, but instead we find an urgent
striving for the inexpressible. On a more
practical level, however, the Guarneri's
enthusiasm for wide vibrato and consistently
rich tone ( beautifully revealed on the
gorgeous recording) means they seldom
achieve atruepp. [A:1/2]
Simon Cargill

Playing afortepiano by Derek Adlam after a
Nannette Streicher of 1814, Melvyn Tan
gives a well-chosen programme of pieces
familiar and comparatively unfamiliar. The
Beethoven works are placed between the
Moments musicaux and the Klavierstiicke.
The most substantial ( and the only one to be
honoured with an opus number) is the 1802
set of Variations — quite ararity on CD. The
impromptu- like Three Piano Pieces of
Schubert's last year are also seldom
recorded, the first ( E-flat-minor) being particularly welcome in aversion longer than the
one in the old Complete Edition. The
playing is sensitive, thoughtful, at times
brilliant; yet there is an emotional caution
that deprives us of an essential Schubertian
feature. Compere Tan in the first Moment
musical with Badura-Skoda on Astrée ( the
Austrian plays his own Graf, c1824, so it is a
just comparison), and hear how the latter's
imaginative insight and affectionate phrasing
find an extra dimension. Tan's fluency and
crispness of attack bring their own rewards,
particularly in the faster movements. The
recording ( two venues and periods) is
lively, resonant, and brings out nicely the
differing qualities of the pedals. [A/B:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
BERG: Lulu — Symphonic pieces/
SCHOENBERG: Five Orchestral Pieces,
Op.16 (original version)/WEBERN: Six
Orchestral Pieces, Op.6 (revised version)
Arleen Auger (sop)ICBSO/Rattle
EMI CDC 749 8572 ( 65m 35s) also I.P/MC
Warwick Arts Centre acoustics favour the
bitter-sweet late romantic ache of Rattle's
Lulu Suite, providing a bloom around the
Mahlerian string phrases of the outer movements and natural perspectives for saxophone and brass which seep insidiously
through the haze just as they did in Rattle's
nightmarish Barbican performance. Frail
Auger, too, sings from within the body of the
orchestra, very much the violin of Berg's
dreams as she touches the high points of
Lulu's creed. I'm not sure about the aptness
of the sound for Schoenberg's Op.16: once
again the Birmingham strings phrase sensuously, but precise distinction in the volatile dynamics tends to be smoothed over
(impossible with Webern's refined scoring
and spare shocks). Perhaps this is, after all,
the essence of asuper-refined impressionist
view; Rattle's recent Bartok live suggested
that the recording tells the truth. That's fine
when a mood has to be sustained: the
suspensions of Schoenberg's Farben (third
of the pieces) hover hypnotically in space.
But when split-second changes of character
are in question, Rattle avoids the apocalyptic
extremes and, consequently, the terrible
beauty, of Abbado or Levine. Still, his point
of view, even though it isn't always the
score's, commands respect. The CBSO playing, it goes without saying these days, is
world-class. [A:1/2]
David Nice
BOUGHTON: Symphony 3D Oboe Concerto 1
Sarah Francis (ob)/RPO/Handley
Hyperion CDA 66343 (57m 30s) also MC
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If Rutland Boughton is remembered now, it
is as acomposer of music dramas — above all
the phenomenally successful ' Immortal
Hour' — rather than for any of his orchestral
output. The Third Symphony goes some way
towards explaining just why: throughout the
work Boughton seems' happier in the more
lyrical, atmospheric moments than in symphonic argument. Thus, in the well-proportioned opening movement it is the rather
Finzian secondary material ( delicately
scored on both appearances) that leaves the
strongest impression; the development
sounds distinctly pedestrian by comparison.
Again, in the Finale the hushed Adagio
introduction is promising enough, but the
ensuing Allegro molto turbulento isn't
really memorable and ( to my ears) not very
turbulent; nor does the amply scored
peroration entirely convince. No such problems in the serene slow movement, which
boasts a gorgeous melody ( solo horn, then
violins), nor in the extrovert, brassy Scherzo
which has a real outdoor feel to it. If the
work lacks the power and inspiration of the
great triumvirate of British symphonies
roughly contemporaneous with it ( namely
VW 4, Walton 1 & Bax 6), it is none the
worse for that, and the RPO under Vernon
,Handley's watchful direction seem to enjoy
making its acquaintance.
The Oboe Concerto makes an attractive
•
fill-up. Boughton wrote it for his oboist
daughter Joy in 1936 ( a year before the
symphony). The central Adagio espressivo
has a distinctly Elgarian character, and is
flanked by an impressive opening Allegro
(here the writing for the accompanying
string orchestra is especially imaginative)
and a perky Finale. Sarah Francis plays the
virtuoso solo part with great aplomb and
sensitivity, and Handley gets good playing
from the RPO strings.
The recording is quite sumptuous ( All
Hallows, Gospel Oak/Tony Faulkner) and
the soloist/orchestra balance in the concerto
is expertly judged. The combination of a
totally natural perspective within aresonant
acoustic makes for some spectacular sounds
— superb bass drum in the Finale of the
symphony. Well worth sampling. [
A*:1]
Andrew Achenbach
BRUCKNER: Symphony- 0 -0 Overture
in g
Berlin RSO/Chailly
Decca 421 593-2 (58m 19s) also MC
Although `No.0' falls outside Bruckner's
canon of nine Symphonies ( he thought
neither this nor the F-minor work of his
student days worthy of inclusion) it poses
no particular musicological problem. The
Decca notes [ uncredited] create a question
of their own, however, by giving the generally accepted composition date of 1864-5
and mentioning the reworking of the two
middle movements in 1869 before final
completion. To then suggest that the coda of
the first movement 'shows something of the
effect that Beethoven's Ninth Symphony had
made on Bruckner' is hard to justify, since it
is known to historians that Bruckner did not
hear the Ninth until 1866.
Chailly's solid, well-executed performance tends to underline the rather episodic
nature of the work. The expansive subsidiary
themes are often so very much slower than
the basic pulse that the structure sounds
somewhat piecemeal. The finale is exempt
from this tendency however, and indeed in
its secondary theme the music's sense of
scurrying haste is well integrated. Elsewhere
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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there is a lack of continuity: the trio of the
third movement in particular being very
static in this performance. Chailly's rendering of most of the broader themes is plain
and slow, the plainness being underlined by
the clear, well-balanced recording which,
largely because of a lack of space and
resonance, gives far too stark an atmosphere.
There are few real pianissimi, and the
reposeful string melodies at the start of ( i)
and ( iv) lack firm bass underpinning and
have a close feel to them. The Overture in
G-minor — written near the end of Bruckner's student days — is melodious, but it is
not a strong work. In parallel with his
approach to the Symphony, Chailly weakens
the structure by taking the gracious second
subject extremely slowly. One weakness of
the Overture lies in Bruckner's rather naive
use of trumpets when they supplement tutti
sections with quasi- military fanfares.
Regrettably, their forward balance exaggerates this. There is nobility in Bruckner's
early works, but neither the musicians nor
the engineers seem to make the most of it
here. 1B/C:2/31
Antony Hodgson
DVORAK: Symphony 9/SMETANA: Vltava
Oslo POJansons
EMI CDC 749 8602 (52m 42s) also MC
Jansons's decision not to observe the first
movement repeat in the symphony does not
prevent his performance from seeming
unusually leisurely and subdued. Jarvi takes
44m 46s, and Kertesz 43m 47s with the
repeat — against Jansons's 40m 18s without —
and of a highly selective bunch only Macal
(at 41m 46s) is faster. He is arguably the
most exciting too. Dohnanyi's Decca version
is equally fine but poorish value as there is
nothing else on the CD. It is not just amatter
of speeds though, but of electricity; and it is
the absence of that indefinable but important quality of tension and inner drama,
abundant in the other versions mentioned,
that one senses here. The notes are in place,
the phrases carefully drawn and dynamics
sensitively controlled, yet despite a crisply
delivered Scherzo Jansons makes the work
seem prosaic. Vltava is better, but not
sufficiently so to make this an issue to be
recommended without reservation. [
A:2]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Serenade in E D Romance
in f /WAGNER: Siegfried Idyll
SEO/Laredo (de/yin)
IMP PCD 928 (63m 58s)
The opening of the Serenade almost swoons
with romantic passion. It is not apropitious
start, but as the work proceeds the sinews
stiffen and Dvorak's sturdy individuality
breaks through, though Jaime Laredo seems
unwilling to abandon his search for residual
Wagnerian influences. The Romance, an
arrangement for violin and orchestra of a
piece for violin and piano, owes rather more
to Wagner, and Laredo responds to this very
positively both as soloist and director.
Zukerman's performance with the St Paul
orchestra is more astringent and, depending
on one's opinion of early ( 1873-9) Dvorak,
more acceptable. Given the trend of this
present programme, rounding it off with the
Siegfried Idyll is logical, since it is a confirmation of the indicators in the Dvorak
performances. Again, however, there is a
feeling that Laredo is rather more concerned
with accentuating the emotive content than
the structure. One could wish for greater
crispness in the playing ( the recording itself
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is all right) and a slightly more objective
approach. It all seems rather long-winded.
[A:2]
Kenneth Dommett
ELGAR: Symphony 1
RPO/Menuhin
Virgin Classics VC 790 7732 ( 50m 54s)
also MC
Every recording of Elgar I seems to shed
light on some new detail in its endlessly
rewarding orchestration, and Menuhin's is
no exception: the muted horns at 20 and
four bars after 37 in ( i), the snort of the
double bassoon in the March's treading bass
at 59 in ( ii), and later, in the same movement, the crisply accented triplets from the
violins and violas at 68, and again at four bars
before 70. And how thrillingly the brass
realize their motto crescendo to iff in the
symphony's final bars.
Menuhin's approach is direct, honest and
completely free of mannerism. Tempi are
nearly always well judged — though Idon't
care for the spurt into the Allegro proper of
the Finale — and there is some fine playing
from the RP() ( horns outstanding). But
something is missing. That vital spark — call
it temperament if you like — which makes
any performance take off, is distinctly lacking. In the rapt pages of ( iii) I miss the
glowing warmth and sense of total dedication which can be found on Solti's 1972
recording, for instance. The RPO's strings
don't sing as they should, and any shortcomings in their response are exposed by the
admirably clear sound ( Abbey Road Studio 1
— Boult's 1977 EMI version, recorded at the
same venue, has rather more bloom than this
newcomer). At times Iwondered whether
the brass were balanced a little too closely
for comfort, and this leads to problems in
the finale: when the motto- theme returns
towards the close ( marked Grandioso), the
element of coarseness in the horns tends to
undermine any noble aspirations the music
is seeking to convey.
Not really distinctive enough to warrant
purchase then, though there is still much to
enjoy. Go to Solti for energy and passion,
Boult or Handley for clear-headed dedication, or Thomson for revelatory insight at
slow speeds. All are more memorable than
this latest account. [
A:21 Andrew Achenbach
FALLA: El Amor Brujo CI El Corregidor y
la molinera
Jill Gomez (sop)/Claire Powell (mez-sop)/
Aquarius/Cleobury
Virgin Classics VC 790 7902 (74m 54s)
also LP/MC
An intriguing issue, well played and
recorded. Virgin offer the little-known original versions of two of Falla's most interesting ballet scores. El amor brujo started life
as a loosely linked entertainment featuring
the gypsy dancer Pastora Imperio —
reportedly the only woman to have aroused
the composer's interest. El corregidor, on
the other hand, was originally a mime play
and only later rewritten as the ballet The
Three Cornered Hat.
Although not someone we usually associate with exotic excursions, Nicholas Cleobury makes an excellent idiomatic job of both
scores, judging the ebb and flow — so
important to music of this kind — with an
impeccable sense of timing. Claire Powell
and Jill Gomez both sound authentically
husky, and the rhythmic point and wit of the
playing are a constant delight. The distinctive Spanishness is not overdone, however.
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And, although one can be inclined to think
that the composer is sometimes a little too
zealous in trying to convey every detail of
the action ( events can occasionally degenerate into acartoon), it is apleasure to hear it
done with such obvious wit and relish.
Combine it all with a recording that is
fresh and open and abooklet which includes
complete translations, and one has an issue
for anyone who fancies sampling the sultry
delights of pre lager- lout Spain. [Ad]
Simon Cargil I
HAYDN: Symphonies 82-84
OAE/Kuijken
Virgin Classics VC 790 7932 (78m I2s)
also MC
Much authenticity is in evidence here: original instruments, good, reliable texts and
performances which are not subject to the
whim of the conductor. Not every repeat is
made but there is a logical and generous
selection including both halves of the finale
of La Poule' ( 83). In a moment of special
pleading the notes point out that Haydn
asked for either horns in high-C or alternatively trumpets, for the brass complement of
82. 'The trumpet alternative is legitimate
and is played here,' says Mark Audus. He is
absolutely correct — it is just that the sound
of trumpets at that pitch is far less exciting
than that of horns. Again it is marvellous to
have so eminent atimpanist as Janos Keszei
in ' L'Ours' playing a set of 19th-century
hand-tuned drums, but only occasionally
does the recording capture any distinctive
timpani tone. As Haydn's bear 'dances to
pipe and tabor' at the start of the finale, the
solo drum-strokes are quite eccentrically
distant. In short, the comfortable sound with
its gorgeous sparkling string quality does not
enhance the authentic intention. The period
woodwind are not always forward enough to
make their characteristic impact and, except
in 84, the harpsichord sound is vague and
sometimes barely audible.
On the whole, Sigiswald Kuijken's tempi
are broad ( with the exception of the very
lively and most convincing Minuet to 84)
but I miss the underlying element of the
dance in the Andante movements. The
bar- late entry of the trio to 83 can be
regarded as a passing oddity in a polished
performance which lacks the last degree of
sparkle. Symphony 82 is a reliable reading
which, largely through the restrained
recorded balance, seems underpowered. For
me the sturdy No.84 represents the success
of the disc. 82 [B/C:2], 83 [8:21, 84 [
A:1].
Antony Hodgson

and with the piano placed at just the right
distance from the listener. The fact that 51 is
not otherwise available on CD is an additional reason for buying this very satisfying
issue. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
LASSUS: Missa Osculatur Me
Tanis Scholars/Phillips
Ghnmell CDGIM 018 (48m 41s)
We are all familiar with the pure, radiant
contours and intricately woven textures of
early vocal polyphony, thanks to the great
burgeoning of interest in the period, which
has occurred during the last decade. These
generalizations, however, are only part of
the rich picture of the 16th-century repertoire, and national variations in colour and
shaping of these ever-changing arrays of
sound add another dimension which can
only bring us further, unexpected delights.
Musically, Lassus is rather a hybrid, his
allegiance constantly shifting between the
influence of Italian techniques ( seen in the
double-choir antiphonal writing of the Missa
Osculatur Me, and his use of chordally
dominated textures), and the strongly
marked rhythms and passionate word-setting which he inherited from his native
Flanders.
Yet moments of tne greatest drama — like
the bold syncopations near the end of
'Timens et Tremor' — or sensitivity ( such as
the intensity of antiphonal exchanges
throughout the Mass) could easily be
smothered by a performance that was less
than totally dedicated to accuracy, dynamic
vitality, or delicate shaping of the lines.
Fortunately, the Tallis Scholars are, as
always, utterly scrupulous in their diction,
clarity of tone and stylistic consistency.
Such precision is wonderfully supported
by asolid recorded quality which enhances
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the composer's own judicious distribution
of material between the choirs, without ever
sounding blatant. Masterful in every aspect!
[A*:11
Helena Stoward
MARTIN: Mass for Double Choir/
POULENC: Mass in G 0 Quatre Petites
Prières de St François d'Assise El Salve
Regina
Christ Church Cathedral Ch/Darlington
Nimbus NI 5197 (58m 30s)
Ican find no reference to another recording
of Frank Martin's Mass. [ Pinnacle have anew
range of Martin recordings.] This is acomparatively early work, composed in 1922
under the influence of Bach. Although in his
later music Martin embraced apersonalised
twelve- note system there is no evidence
here of any tendency towards ' modernism'.
The language is, if anything, medieval in its
clarity, depending on linearity and abedrock
of plainchant for its effect, but with an adroit
use of the antiphonal possibilities offered by
the two separate and self-contained choirs,
and here and there a leaning towards
polyphony. These qualities are admirably
demonstrated in the present performance,
where natural resonance lends warmth to
the sound but avoids drowning out the
interplay with extraneous echoes. In contrast, Poulenc's Mass is distinctively ' modern', the familiar mordancy blended with an
older hieretic asceticism. By the 1940s,
when the other two pieces were written,
these disparate elements had been resolved
into music of great serenity. Stephen Darlington handles his unaccompanied choir
with considerable finesse, defining Poulenc's
evolution towards spiritual fulfilment with a
sureness and sensitivity that should give
pleasure and refreshment. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

HAYDN: Piano Sonata 38 in F 0 51 in E
0 52 in G
Julia Cloud (pno)
Meridian CDE 84155 (56m 12s)
It is over three years ago that Julia Cload's
first CD of Haydn keyboard music appeared,
and we were beginning to wonder why we
had to wait so long for asuccessor. The wait
was worthwhile. Here are three splendid
sonatas that span the 1770s. Each has afine
Adagio at its centre; each is expressed with
firm outline, and by turns poignancy, profundity and wistful charm are evoked. The
flanking fast(er) movements are played with
poise, sparkle and impressively precise articulation. These are deeply-thought, characterful performances, and the piano is very
successfully recorded ( in the Great Hall of St
Olave's School, Orpington) in an acoustic
that is spacious without being cavernous,
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CLASSICAL
MARTINU: Les Ritournelles 0 Fantaisie
et Toccata El Sonata 1 D Moderato D
Etudes & Polkas
Rudolf Firkusny (pno)
RCA RD 87987 ( 58m 37s)
Firkusny brings to this recital an unmatched
authority. Only Rudolf Serkin, for whom
Martinu wrote the Sonata, might have challenged him had he ever recorded it. Firkusny
on the other hand has been consistent in his
championship and gave the first performances of most of the music here, his reward
being the Fantasie et Toccata, written specially for him. Les Ritournelles, six short
pieces dating from 1932, provide a useful
introduction. They combine the characteristic Martinu qualities of classical restraint,
Czech robustness and topical inflexions. Jiri
Holena's Panton recording may be disregarded; Firkusny's is a finer performance
better engineered. Similarly, Leichner's Supraphon recording of the Fantasie and Sonata
must yield to the overpowering conviction
of these new readings.
Kvapil's account of the Sonata, on BIS, is
however acompetitive one of strength and
character though less pungent. So too is his
performance of the Etudes & Polkas on the
same disc. Both pianists have an instinctive
feeling for Martinu's idiom; Kvapil is generally more relaxed, and in the dances more
rustic, than Firkusny who throughout holds
to classic line and dramatic statement. The
Moderato, lasting just under three minutes,
comes straight out offulietta. Whatever the
competition, Firkusny's is the collection to
go for, if only for its comprehensiveness.
There are still several piano pieces of
substance, as well as some less important,
that deserve recording. Perhaps Firkusny
can now be persuaded to turn his attention
to them. [A:1*1
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Cosi fan tutte
Te Kanawa/Murray/Hampson/Blochwitz/
McLaughlin1Furlanetto/VP0 & Op Chi
Levine
DG 423 897-2 (3CDs, 193m 29s)
DG have assembled a well balanced and
nicely contrasted cast for this studio recording of Mozart's most ambiguous opera. Te
Kanawa's Fiordilig,i is aserious and steadfast
young woman whose 'Come, scoglio!' shows
her to have real determination, and her
capitulation, when it comes with ' Per pietà',
seems more than usually complete. In
neither of her two big arias is there any hint
of burlesque, but is there an occasional
hoarseness creeping in? Ann Murray's
Dorabella is a less frivolous portrayal than
we are used to, but does not abandon
light-heartedness altogether, while Marie
McLaughlin's Despina tends towards amore
serious contemplation of the vagaries of
persons in love than the role usually gives
rise to. She does not indulge the funny voice
for the quack Doctor but is tempted by the
false Advocate. The time has surely come for
this convention to be dispensed with.
Of the two men, Thomas Hampson's
Guglielmo offers us the chameleon changes
of temper in fairly harsh colours, beside
which Blochwitz's Ferrando sounds almost
pastel shaded. The surprise is Ferrucio Furlanetto's Alfonso, richly voiced and really
quite vindictive. Vindictiveness is an aspect
of the wily misanthrope that seems to be
gaining currency, and though it probably
represents aone-sided view of the character
it is a change from the purring blandishments of the past, that took all the
1
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unpleasantness out of the deception he
engineers.
Whatever the merits of the singers, the
unity or otherwise of the performance
depends ultimately on the conductor.
Levine is not anoticeably violent Mozartian,
but he does not cosset the music either. He
presides over what is essentially a serious
view of the opera and accordingly paces it
realistically, giving ahard edge of rationality
to its fantasy, making it easier to accept as
fact the fictions on the stage. Already a
positive influence on the VPO, Levine persuades them to play delightfully, and there is
a lot of welcome orchestral detail to be
savoured. The fortepiano used for the recitatives has an unusually full sound, almost like
that of a modern piano. ( The accompaniments in the recitatives are quite inventive,
incidentally.) Only one quibble: whatever
persuaded someone to stick Gug,lielmo's
original aria, ' Non siate ritrosi' ( No.15) on
the end of the first CD, in between Ferrando's 'Un'aura amorosa' ( No.17) and the
recitative that leads to the Act Ifinale? As an
appendix surely the proper place for it
would have been right at the very end of the
opera — or at least after the end of Act I.
IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Sonatas in F, K189e D in
K189f 0 in G, K189h 0 in D, K284c D in
C, IC300h 0 in A, K300i
Malcolm Bilson (f-pno)
Hungaroton HCD 31009-10 (2CDs, 115m
50s)
'Volume I', the case states, and with these
six sonatas, dating from between 1775 and
1783, we are well launched on the first
series of Mozart's sonatas recorded on a
period instrument to appear on CD. Malcolm Bilson's DG recordings of the concertos have made him and his Philip Belt 1977
copy of Mozart's own Anton Walter instrument famous. He has recorded for Hungaroton before ( Haydn's canzonettas, commended in these columns in 1983 for the
accompaniments rather than for the singing). This new project, backed by authoritative and detailed notes by László Sornfai, is
very welcome, whether in absolute terms or
as a fascinating alternative to Uchida, or
Engel. The sparkling clarity of articulation is
as pleasing as the tone of the instrument.
Bilson ornaments some of the repeats modestly, and does not blindly follow every one.
Even if he does not always differentiate
between Mozart's marks of articulation and
dynamics, these are lucid, thoughtful readings; he hurries occasionally in the D major's
first movement but is otherwise unfailingly
poised and indeed eloquent. The recording
is forward, clean, though rather dry. [
A/B:11
Peter Branscombe
MOZART: Piano Sonatas (Vol.3)
Peter Katin (pno)
Olympia OCD 232 ( 71m 15s)
This third volume of Katin's series actually
contains the first two sonatas, K279 and 280,
as well as K282 and K309. The playing
throughout is crisp and thoughtful, but
fundamentally untroubled and without that
self-communing element found in some
other performances — Uchida's for example.
Katin's choice of programme has been dictated by adesire to show as much contrast as
possible. Whether that criterion has been
met in this instance is arguable, since the
drama inherent in the opening of K309 is
kept well within the compass of what is

generally regarded as 'classical' restraint, and
the unease of the opening Adagio of K282
smoothed out, as are the other slow movements, into areflective calm that only partly
realizes their potential to question, to disturb even. Whatever these performances
may lack in expressiveness, though, is
balanced by an acute awareness of the need
for clarity. Sometimes, as in the finale of
K279, this translates into jauntiness rather
than refinement, but in general there is
much genuine pleasure to be gained from
the taste and objectivity of the performances. The recording emanates from the Ski
Church Hall in Norway, which produces
piano sound of great naturalness. [A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
NIELSEN: Saul and David
Christoff/Seiderstróm/Youngjohn Aldiss Ch/
Danish RSO & Ch/Horenstein
Unicorn-ICanchana DKP (CD) 9086-87
(2CDs, 135m 08s) ® 1976
Based on an EBU broadcast of 1972, this is so
far the only recording of Nielsen's one tragic
opera: a magnificent score with a distinguished cast and Horenstein at his most
persuasive. The effect is weakened by being
sung in English; excellent though Geoffrey
Dunn's translation is, it fits the music
uneasily and several members of the cast,
Christoff especially, clearly have problems
with the language. The sound is rather
congested, but as there is no alternative
anyone wishing to get to know the work
must make allowances. [B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
PART: Symphonies 1-3 D Cello Concerto
'Pro et Contra' D Perpetuum Mobile
Frans Helmerson ( v1c)/Bamberg SO/fârvi
BIS CD 434 ( 64m 56s)
Consonance has always been the goal for
Arvo Part, and just how deservedly he holds
on to it now can be better appreciated in the
light of his beatings around the tonal bush in
the 1960s. Neeme Járvi, who followed his
early creative days in Tallinn ( both left
Estonia for the West at around the same
time) takes a decent cross-section of his
orchestral music up to the thoroughly diatonic Third Symphony of 1971. The turningpoint was the Credo of 1968, which states
the case against organized chaos in music by
pitting Part's highly individual treatment of
Bach's C major Prelude against aleatoric
disintegration, and that is not included here;
but the first few bars of the nine- minute
Cello Concerto, wisely chosen as the starting-point, posit three contradictory ingredients of Part's early manner fairly clearly.
After that, as in the Second Symphony, the
procedure is simple but powerful — asteady
but urgent assembling of twelve- note rows
squashed flat, and quite out of the blue, by
the anachronisms of the baroque in the first
case and 'Sweet Dreams' from Tchaikovsky's
Children's Album — a rather more fragile
opponent — in the second. Once over the
serial hill in the Third Symphony, Part lines
up his disparate stylizations of music from
the past, examines them from a number of
symphonic angles and returns to the starting-point — running, quite deliberately, as
fast as he can in order to stand still.
The Bambergers under Járvi seem to
know exactly where the argument is heading, woodwind and first trumpet providing
sharp-focused solos. On the evidence of his
Gothenburg performances at the Proms and
in Estonia, Jarvi now refracts the Third
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relijews
Symphony through an understanding of
Part's religious assurance, but the clearheaded drive of the recorded interpretation
gives us perhaps even more insights into
contemporary influences ( Sibelius, Shostakovich ). BIS, as ever, provides aclear frame
for the directness of the readings. IA:11
David Nice
PASCUA: Christmas Mass in F* 0 Nine
Carols from 'Prosae Pastorales'
Prague Madrigal Singers/Ens/Venhoda*/
Musica Bohemica/Krcek
Campion RRCD 1305 (66m 20s) *C) 1973
Prospective purchasers of this record who
bought the old Opus LP could be confused
by what appears at first sight to be astraight
transfer to CD. The source of the confusion
is the Carols. The LP, recorded in 1969, gave
very little information about them and did
not list the titles on the sleeve. On the label
they are in Czech. The CD lists nine, in
English, all different from those on the LP,
though Menalka et Dameta on the CD
appears initially to be the same as Joi co to
buda. The artists are the same in both
recordings. To add to possible confusion the
British release of the CD uses the same cover
picture as the LP, though the Opus CD
catalogue shows a quite different one and
attributes the entire programme of Mass and
Carols to Krcek, suggesting thereby that the
Mass may not be the Venhoda performance
reissued here. The LP still sounds good, but
the clarity of the Mass is greatly improved by
the CD treatment which, since both it and
the Carols involve some unusual instruments — fujaras ( fipple flutes), bagpipes and
jews harps among them — is welcome.
Edmund Pascha ( also known as Claudianus
Osten) ( 1714-1772) was aFranciscan monk
at Hlohovec. Author of three Passions, two
Christmas Masses, and 25 Carols for Christmas, New Year and Epiphany, he follows the
Czech pastorella tradition which in the
Mass incorporates aSlovak language version
of the Christmas message into just enough of
the Latin to keep the congregation on track
His music is largely homophonic and fairly
simple, joyous as befits its subject, and bright
with instrumental colour, though Venhoda's
reconstruction from the organ score, relying
as it does on traditional usage, may be
conjectural. Christmas Masses of this type
afford us genuine delight by their freshness
and lack of sophistication. Pascha's is among
the least sophisticated, and when compared
with Ryba's or those from Citoliby, seems
crude even, yet its unaffected joy is impossible to resist. What apity then that there are
still no texts or even paraphrases to help us
enjoy them to the full. [AB:1]
Kenneth Dommett
PEROTIN: Vocal Works
Hilliard Ens
ECM 837 751-2 (67m 41s) also LP
An absolute gem of arecord; truly balm in a
troubled world. An hour or more of 12thcentury organum might not seem an ideal
recipe for aperfect evening, but given vocal
virtuosity of this order it passes in ablinking
of an eye. If there was ever a disc which
suggested that western musit has been all
down-hill since plainsong then this is it. The
rights and wrongs of the Hilliard's approach
can be debated, and scholars can argue back
and forth about how to interpret the scanty
evidence for this music's performance; but
in the final analysis the only valid test is
whether the results make a musically satisHUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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fying experience — and indeed they do.
Those who know the group through their
performances of the wonderfully expressive
austerity of Part will find all this and more in
their interpretations ( or rather recreations)
of Perotin. It is as if we are being taken on a
journey back to the very source of
polyphony itself; and what we are hearing is
not so much aperformance sung to us as a
prayer intoned on our behalf. This is true
minimalist art, and the intertwining of the
dancing heterophony above the slow, long
chant tones puts one in mind of ancient
descriptions of the Music of the Spheres.
Appropriately enough, the recording was
made in the sympathetic and authentic
acoustic of Boxg,rove Priory; and the results
in terms of sheer sound are absolutely
stunning, combining as they do the complex
detail of the upper parts with the rich
resonance created by the sustained tones.
Interspersed between the Perotin items
are rather simpler anonymous ones, in many
ways equally fascinating. But perhaps most
profound of all is the searching setting of
Beata viscera. The only real criticism of the
release is that this, like all the other pieces,
has only the Latin original printed — which
means some lengthy consultations with dictionaries or books of plainchant. A small
irritation. [
A*:1*]
Simon Cargill

RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 3 El
Vocalise D Prince Rostislav — Symphonic
Poem
Jorge Luis Prats (pno)/Mexico City PO/
Bátiz
ASV CD DCA 668 ( 65m 56s) also LP/MC
I first heard the Cuban pianist Jorge Luis
Prats on a DG [ imported] `Concours' disc.
There his performances of such virtuoso fare
as Ravel's Gaspard and the Schumann Toccata, recorded soon after his triumph in the
1977 LongThibaud Competition, suggested
a somewhat slipshod facility and musicianship. Today, his playing is altogether
more disciplined and, clearly, works such as
Rachmaninov 3 are his meat and drink — an
opportunity to go for every daunting technical challenge with no holds barred. Significantly, he chooses the heavy-weight
cadenza, and hurls himself at the climax of
the first-movement development like one
possessed. Indeed, his exuberance and
almost bullish fury catch the Mexico City
Philharmonic under Bátiz napping at one or
two points, though they follow him more
successfully in the finale, setting every bar
ablaze with trumpeting, militaristic fervour.
What Imiss in Prats's playing is a sense of
musical qualities above and beyond surface
bluster. The more lyrically engaging
moments ( and there are many) find him
oddly indifferent and there is little affinity
for Rachmaninov's often elusive idiom.
There are many pianists with half his technique who create agreater emotional impact.
And there are others, notably Horowitz in
his 1951 RCA disc ( just reissued on CD)
whose pianistic range and mastery are in
another league altogether.
What makes this disc an endearing proposition are Bátiz' performances of Vocalise
and Prince Rostislav, an early symphonic
poem of sombre and graphic power already
foreshadowing the later Isle of the Dead.
Competition in the Concerto is, however,
intense. A new recording by Tzimon Barto
(EMI) has already arrived for review, and
another by Cécile Ousset ( also EMI) is on
the horizon. [
B:2/3]
Btyce Morrison

CLASSICAL
ROM Symphony in E
Cincinnati Philharmonia Orch/Samuel
Hyperion CDA 66366 ( 58m) also MC
Some biographical details are in order here:
born in 1858, Hans Rott studied at the
Vienna Conservatory under Bruckner and
Franz Krenn ( fellow students included Gustav Mahler). He graduated with distinction
in 1878 and completed this massive Symphony some two years later; he set about
having the work performed but both Brahms
and ( eventually) Hans Richter rejected it.
When unable to establish himself in Vienna,
disillusion and depression set in and he died
in a mental hospital in 1884. For this and
more Iam indebted to Paul Banks' excellent
and perceptive notes.
So was the Symphony worth resurrecting?
The first two movements sound much as one
would expect from a talented pupil of
Bruckner with an enthusiasm for Wagner.
The opening idea ( which reappears in the
Scherzo and Finale) is especially Brucknerian, and the rich sonorities which Rott
conjures from the orchestra put me in mind
of Reger and Schmidt ( like them, Rott was a
fine organist). After two such comparatively
bland and uneventful movements, the
Scherzo comes as quite ashock: it is nothing
less than a Mahlerian Landler in both style
and scale. The ideas come thick and fast,
many of them uncannily anticipating those
in Mahler's symphonic output. The Trio is
pure nature music, replete with birdsong,
and quite haunting. Later there is some
splendidly vigorous fugal writing and Rott
works up a tremendous head of steam. The
Finale's slow introduction is again full of
Mahlerian pre-echoes, and the luminous
scoring is masterly ( elsewhere, overscoring
in tuttis is a constant problem). Eventually
the very Brahmsian main subject appears,
but it is in no way distinctive and the
movement sprawls uncomfortably. Whether
or not Mahler consciously borrowed Rott's
ideas for his own use ( his enthusiastic
comments on his fellow composer can be
read in the accompanying booklet), the
Symphony remains a fascinating document
and one full of promise. The Scherzo in
particular is an amazing achievement for one
so young.
Hyperion took advantage of a visit to
London by the talented students of the
Cincinnati Philharmonia under their Music
Director Gerhard Samuel. They had given
Rott's Symphony its first performance in
Cincinnati a mere nine days before the
present recording, and their committed,
accomplished playing is vividly caught by
the engineers. For sheer enterprise this issue
is hard to beat. [A:1]
Andrew Achenbach
SCHUBERT: Sonata in a, D845 El
3 Klavierstücke, D946
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 422 075-2 (60m 42s)
Brendel's celebrity in Schubert is so familiar
that we are in danger of taking it for granted.
And to listen to these performances, of an
incomparable stature and lucidity, is to be
reminded in the most salutary way that great
artistry is constantly self-renewing, that the
parameters of what is possible or permissable are in a perpetual state of flux and
redefinition. Certainly few pianists convey
more eloquently or magisterially the act of
recreation as atireless spiritual quest, and it
is surely Brendel's supreme achievement
that he encompasses to agreater extent than
ever before the richest possible range of
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CLASSICAL
expression without recourse to mannerism
or excess of any kind. From him the A-minor
Sonata is a gaunt, profoundly disturbing
masterpiece, its opening gusty and fleeting
rather than marmorial as in, say, Richter's
hands. What translucent texture he finds in
(ii), how serious-minded as opposed to
merely decorative he is in the cascades of
Variation 3. His rapt stillness in the seraphic
central trio of ( iii) is the stuff of dreams, and
in the finale his stabbing accentuation in the
concluding descent opens up a whole new
perspective of feeling and possibility. The
three Impromptus again seem to emerge
from some serene inner strength. Their
infinite variety, their darkness and light can
rarely have cohered more successfully. The
recordings are of demonstration quality,
rich, wide-ranging and deeply satisfying.
[A*:11
Bryce Morrison

Ashkenazy himself not matured to join the
ranks of the truly sympathetic Straussians.
His mountaineers embark on their expedition with tremendous enthusiasm — the
bright-eyed teenage Strauss sets the tone,
surely, not the guarded Garmisch squire —
and with none of the desperate determination to enjoy manifested by Solti's brusque
Bavarians [ also Decca]; and, like Previn on an
otherwise uneven Philadelphia recording

SCHUMANN: Kreisleriana/BRAHMS:
Sonata 2
Hélène Grimaud (pno)
Denon CO 73336 ( 58m 31s)
Having recently attended asadly indifferent
public performance by Hélène Grimaud Iam
happy to report that this coupling fully lives
up to every dazzling expectation aroused by
her two earlier Denon CDs — particularly in
the Brahms. Rarely can the composer's early
head-strong argument have sounded more
urgent or impetuous, yet — and this is the
measure of this brilliant 20 year old pianist's
quality — her control is absolute, her mastery
of every facet of a notoriously perverse,
near-Alkanesque score complete. Listen to
the way she touches in the leggier° echo of
the opening octave heroics and how the
return to the principal theme of the Scherzo
is so alive with hallucinatory stealth. Her
sonority, crisp and distinctive, and with a
fine cutting edge, clarifies even the most
awkward texture in the finale, the music's
periodic day-dreams scattered with one
strident fanfare or outburst after another.
The last page, with its gaunt and emaciated
memory of Chopin's Barcarolle, is another
notable triumph and, all in all, this performance is more colourful, more urgently propelled than by Krystian Zimerman in his justly
admired DG recording.
Kreisleriana is marginally less successful,
largely because exuberance is ( understandably) more to Miss Grimaud's present and
youthful taste than quiet, Eusebian rapture.
Yet even as Iwrite this Ican recall the true
langsamer of 6, most finely and subtly
inward looking, as well as the formidable
and very French articulacy of 5. The hobgoblin finale is much less eerily lit than by
Horowitz on either his CBS or DG recordings. But to make such comparison perhaps
suggests the degree of Hélène Grimaud's
truly formidable talent. The recordings are
brilliantly clear and life-like. IA:1/2]
Bryce Morrison
R STRAUSS: An Alpine Symphony D Till
Eulenspiegel
Cleveland Orch/Ashkena.zy
Decca 425 112-2 (64m 49s) also MC
The streamlined Cleveland sound which was
such a liability on earlier issues in Ashkenazy's Strauss series works well here — not
only in Till, where the jackanapes' barbs go
straight to their mark in awonderfully crisp
climax lightly sprung by the brass, but also
in tempering the fat textures of the Alpine
Symphony, so often cloying in old-world
hands. All that would count for little had
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[nia], he turns the screw graphically as the
weather changes and panic spreads among
the mountain-conquerors.
Man, then, is certainly at the centre of the
picture. But Ashkenazy lets nature take the
upper hand at crucial points. The tale
unfolds out of a mesmerising evocation of
night. as it should; still more arresting.
however, is Ashkenazy's broadening of the
tempo in 'Vision' just before the mountain
theme blazes out in rounded might, and
once again at the first hint of 'Sunset' — a
passage which sounds to me like mere
padding on every other version, but which
with Ashkenazy has aterrible conviction. He
speeds rather recklessly over the soulful
rhapsody in the forest ( Fig.31 onwards), and
anoisy encounter with cows has an all-tooprominent E-flat clarinet fluttertonguing a
gruesome wrong note (Quixote and the
monster-sheep, perhaps); but those are small
problems given the generous emotional
range of the reading. Recording [ Cornall/
Pellowe, Eadon I handles even the most
massive climaxes with ease and anecessary
artifice, even if it doesn't always allow for
atmosphere in the quieter passages. [
A:1 *111
David Nice
R ST1RAUSS: Schlagobers
Tokyo Metropolitan SO/Waleasugi
Denon CO 73414 ( 74m 47s)
Like the greedy kiddy confined to ahospital
bed for the sake of this bizarre little ballet's
plot- line, you may feel queasy digesting the
contents of Strauss's 1922 whipped-cream
confection. Not that the orchestration is
uniformly rich and saccharine; Strauss does
his best to distinguish between the easygoing bourgeois world of the Austrian children, the slightly narcotic fantasy of Tea,
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa ( chromatic lightyears away from Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker
characters), and the fondant fancies of Princess Pralinée and hér court. There's even a
grimly inventive Passacaglia as the cakes
rebel — in what Norman Del Mar hopefully
tries to clarify as `an elaborate allegory on
the disturbance in the Firmling's stomach'.
(And why not? Anything goes, by this stage.)
As with that other fallow spot among the
mature Strauss's major scores, Josephslegende, there is, however, little in the way
of heartfelt melodic invention. Hiroshi

Walcasugi has recorded both ballets now,
and Ifor one am grateful to him. Once again,
he shows us how Strauss was to find abetter
home for ideas half-formed here. The notion
of the Traumerei and the ingenious harmonic side-slips of the Princess Pralinée's Waltz
(which, sickly though its opening theme
may be, Ifound more likeable than its far
more familiar counterpart, excerpted by
Kempe among others) both make their mark
in Strauss's next major project, Intermezzo.
It's a pity that the stylish violinist in each
remains uncredited. Wakasugi's achievement once again rests on diligent texturing
rather than any strong instinct for the spirit
of the dance, matched by a dry, high-tech
recording; and it's fascinating to observe
how precisely the Japanese follow every
little section with diligent sub- tracking. If
you really want to follow the synopsis
closely, there's no danger of missing the
refusal of the Tea Princess, or the nod of the
Coffee Prince ... [
A;11
David Nice
STRAVINSICY: Concerto for Piano &
Wind Instruments/JANACEK: Piano
Sonata D Capriccio
Marios Papadopoulos (pno/dir)/RPO
Hyperion CDA 66167 ( 53m 08s) (b 1985
This collection of oddities — could anything
be more idiosyncratic than Janacek's Capriccio?— has not invited many comparisons. My
original welcome must, Ifancy, have been
on account of the performance of the Sonata.
Papadopoulos gives a strong account of it
and his reading is infused with an acute
awareness of its underlying programme, but
his attempt to combine the role of soloist
with that of conductor is less successful.
Though the Stravinsky may pass, this version
of the Capriccio is insecure and poorly
balanced. The preponderance of heavy brass
in this strange work threatens to overwhelm
the pianist, who appears to be more intent
on keeping himself afloat than anything else.
The sound here is rather coarse too.
1A/13:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake — complete
ballet
Saint Louis SO/Slatkin
RCA RD 87804 (2CDs, 140m 50s)
TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake — complete
ballet/MASSENET: Cigale
Nat PhilharmoniclBonynge
Decca 425 413-2 (3CDs, 208m 48s) C)
1977, '80
TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake — complete
ballet
ROH Orch/Ermler
Conifer ROH 301/3 ( 3CDs, 152m 50s) also
3MC
Long it may be, as Leonard Slatkin pointedly
remarked to Peter Herring ( Sept '88), but
Swan Lake will only seem the longer if you
cut what you can and skim the surface of
those generous waters. Scarcely one note of
music is lost by Slatkin's pruning, and he was
surely right to cut down the waltz-preliminaries of the ballroom scene, but the proportions of an already short Second Act are
decidedly unbalanced by lopping off the
Swan scene from the start of the act ( its
reprise at the end matters less). Besides, the
masterly narrative there ( Nos. Il and 12)
brings out none of this conductor's
expected suppleness; the epic sweep is
managed better, with far more fluent
changes of tempo, by both Bonynge and
Ermler. Slatkin does begin to relish detail
with the onset of the national fiances in Act
107
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Latin American music. Her sonority is bold
Three — spruce accompaniment for the
and exciting yet insufficiently rich to deflect
Spaniards, heady indulgence for the swagattention from so much heavy rhetoric in
gering Neapolitan trumpet and blithe clarthe Tchaikovsky, her rubato stiff and micinets in the middle of the Mazurka. But most
rophone-conscious rather than truly idiomaof his codas speed unconvincingly, the
tic. And although Miss Petchersky sounds
folksong Entracte ( No.25) is insensitively
much more committed than Barry Douglas
phrased and Odette rushes on for the finale
in his recent RCA recording, her performcrisis with one eye on the stopwatch.
ance lacks genuine romantic feeling or
All of which makes one thankful for
charisma. In the Scriabin her sonority above
Ermler's good sense in setting speeds which
forte is once more insufficiently grand or
are often far more generous. Even though
expansive and, at the other end of the
there are occasional uncertainties ( the waltz
dynamic spectrum, in the Andante, she lacks
of the Act One Pas de Deux winds down
the sort of sustained legato and tonal bloom
alarmingly at mid-point), the pacing of the
that often seems second nature to the finest
drama is surer than the oddly-excertped
Russian virtuosi. The Deux Poèmes are more
highlights disc promised. Act Three runs, by
successful, poetic and thunderous respeccontrast with the rest, at afurious pace — as
tively.
it did with Fedoseyev on Olympia, suggestFor the Scriabin you will surely turn to
ing Bolshoi traditions, though he, like SlatHorowitz ( RCA), or better still to Gilels in a
kin, made no dramatic case for his choice,
live' performance on Olympia of a truly
whereas with Ermler this is decidedly the
breathtaking power and eloquence. The
Alden-Fielding party scene, menacing from
Tchaikovsky Grand Sonata remains unavailthe start. It is also the point at which Ermler
able in asatisfactory account ( though Ihave
parts company from another like-minded
yet to hear Peter Katin's Olympia disc) but
romatic, Richard Bonynge, whose 1975
Boris Beresovsky's recent Wigmore Hall
recording includes the second supperformance suggests an irresistible answer.
plementary number Tchaikovsky provided
Playing of his sort of mastery and emotional
in 1877 — the Black Swan Pas de Deux
range is apeculiarly Russian phenomenon. A
usually replaced by atransposed No.5 — who
mere 20 years old, he combines the highest
perhaps dictates amore leisurely pace. Since
degree of virtuosity with apoetic vividness
Tchaikovsky orchestrated only the second
and individuality all his own. 113:2/31
variation, it's omitted on most recordings
Bryce Morrison
(Rozhdestvensky is another exception),
which is apity, because it remains afascinatWAGNER: Das Rheingold
ing hybrid of old-fashioned, Minlcus-style
Lipovsek/JohannsonIRappelZednik/Haage
exuberance and authentic Tchaikovsky.
IMotrislAdam/Bavarian RSOIHaitink
For the first half-hour, Bonynge seems to
EMI CDS 749 8532 ( 2CDs, 148m 49s) also
be indulging his orchestra's impressive
3LP/3MC
horse-power rather mercilessly, and not
always so surely, for all his superficial
Sometimes you wonder who makes the big
self-assertion; but the power of the National
international record companies' decisions.
Philharmonic strings comes in useful for the
EMI's new studio recording of Wagner's
lakeside agony — the Royal Opera players
'Ring' — inaugurated last year with its very
have nothing like the same cohesion — and a
disappointing Walküre — is in association
thunderous Csardas. It also carries the heavy
with Bavarian Radio ( Munich) and conheart of Bonynge's very slow Fourth Act
ducted by a musician who has never done
which, save for adistracting loss of control
the entire cycle in the theatre, but is in the
right at the heart of the finale, makes agood
process of mounting the Ring at Covent
argument for the symphonic proportions of
Garden. It is especially regrettable when
the ballet.
Haitink's work at Glyndebourne has consisAll three hard-worked leaders reflect the
tently revealed apalpable development from
general qualities of each performance —
first night to closing performances, as he
Jacques Israelovitch, pitching securely but
gains from experience in the theatre.
oddly impersonal for Slatkin; John Brown,
Meanwhile, EMI has on its books Wolffull-blooded and characterful, less congang Savvallisch, certainly the most expericerned with perfect intonation for Ermler;
enced conductor of the Ring in the world
and Bonynge's Mincho Minchev, free and
today. And where is he based? Why, in
grand, making the most of rubato in his Act
Munich, where he is Intendant of the BavaOne solo. Levels need to be turned
rian State Opera ( though he makes opera
unreasonably high for the Saint Louis recordrecords — presumably thanks to the built-in
ing, and even then the sound remains
subsidy from the Bayerische Rundfunk —
obstinately dead, but at least you won't run
with the RSO).
the danger of tinnitis from cymbal and
Forgive this preamble, but it goes some
triangle which the spacious and brilliant
way towards an explanation for the disDecca and Conifer sounds spotlight, both of
appointment Iexperienced listening to this
them larger than life. Bonynge offers a
new Rheingold. At least the sessions took
substantial sweetmeat, Massenet's Cigale —
place after Haitink had conducted a few
low on that composer's usual fund of melody
ROH performances — I gather the critical
but most attractively scored. Slatkin [B/C:2/
reaction to Walküre has put back the
3], Ermler [A/B:11with a [3] for the occaproject, so that Haitink can record Siegfried
sional standard of the playing, Bonynge
and Gótterdiimmerung after he has arun of
[A/B:11.
David Nice
each at Covent Garden — but this is still not
the Haitink Rheingold we would expect, say,
TCHAIKOVSKY: Sonata in G, Op.37/
a decade hence. Sawallisch's chances of
SCRIAI3IN: Sonata 3 in fi, Op.23 El Deux
recording the Tetralogy have thus probably
Poèmes, Op.32
been scuppered and we will have what is to
Alma Petchersky (pno)
all intents and purposes just the embryo of
ASV CD DCA 671 ( 57m 53s) also LP/MC
Haitink's interpretation.
The decision of both EMI and DG to
Alma Petchersky is avibrant and energized,
employ James Morris as Wotan and the
not always very acute virtuoso, less convincWanderer has already been exposed as
ing in this Tchaikovsky/Scriabin recital than
short-sighted and unimaginative. Clearly
in her previous ASV albums of Spanish and
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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both companies believed he would be the
Wotan of the '90s. We are barely out of the
'80s and two formidable challengers have
emerged: Robert Hale and John Tomlinson,
both, 1contend, more interesting artists than
the noble-voiced but dramatically uninvolving Morris. His antagonist, Schwartz-Alberich, is himself aformer Wotan, Theo Adam,
and his powerful presence raises the dramatic temperature whenever the Nibelung
appears. Vocally, on the other hand, Adam
has little to offer at this stage of his career —
the climax of the curse is athroaty, catarrhal
roar — and Ican't help feeling EMI would
have been better off with Haitink's RON
Alberich, Eldcehard Wlaschiha, since snapped up by Levine and DG. The other key
character of the Ring's Vorabend is the
demigod Loge: Heinz Zednik, who stole the
limelight in the Boulez/Chereau Ring ( now
on CDV). Though vocally shallow compared
with Janowski's Peter Schreier, he is the East
German tenor's equal in pointed articulation
and colouring of the text, brilliantly alert
and always asardonic commentator on the
ill-considered actions of the giants and gods.
It is apity, too, that EMI has had to change
Frickas in mid-Ring. Good as Mariana Lipovsek is, she sounds somewhat matronly
beside the lustrous, sensual Waltraud Meier
in the Walküre set. The minor gods — apart
from a squally Freia, scarcely the aural
embodiment of eternal yough and beauty —
giants, Mime, and Rheinmaidens are all
decently taken, but they don't add up to an
ensemble which sounds as if it has been
singing Rheingold together for more than a
week or two, though some are recent
Bayreuth Ringsters. Jadwige Rappe's Erda,
the only member of the cast apart from
Morris to have sung with Haitink at Covent
Garden, calls to mind Marga Hüffgen, with
the earth-motherly warmth of her sappy
contralto. The orchestra hardly sounds as if
this music is in its blood, though it rises to
the great climaxes — the descent to
Nibelheim particularly — admirably under
Haitink's always musical, but seldom earthshattering direction. The opera is transferred
at a low level, and the sound lacks body.
There is an audible edit before Alberich
turns himself into aworm. [A/B:2]
Hugh Canning

COLLECTIONS

THE CAROL ALBUM Seven Centuries of
Christmas Music
Taverner Consort, Ch & Players/Parrott
EMI CDC 749 8092 ( 62m 47s)
Too often, collections of Christmas music
replace musical sparkle with little more than
unfruitful enthusiasm, and present tediously
similar programmes. Obviously we all enjoy
familiar works, but this pleasure compensates neither for bad performances nor the
lack of new material. All these potential
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"touching ... matches Dickinson's
bright stillness and her vulnerability
with beautUid precision.
His is areal talent, undoubtedly"
Gramophone
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Poems by EMILY DICKINSON
Music hy GORDON GETTY •
KAAREN ERICKSON. soprano
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that the words and music
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Stereo Review

ARMEN GUZELIMIAN, piano
"power to wound—
deeply, suddenly, unexpectedly"
It'ashinglon Post

"a highly polished collection"
Los Angeles Times
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dangers are neatly avoided by this release,
skilfully directed by Andrew Parrott.
Historically speaking, it illustrates the
wealth of the early European carol repertoire to which so many contemporary
English carols ( particularly in the John
Rutter tradition) owe their heritage. For the
early music enthusiast or the lover of festive
music, celebrating the true joy of Christ's
birth, the programme is an exquisite
balance. Old favourites such as the Coventry
Carol, Quem Pastores Laudavere and
Greensleeves appear alongside less known
delights, and all are presented with the same
vitality of tone and articulation, technical
assurance, rigorous musicality, and wellinformed historical authenticity.
Throughout there is also a constantly
stimulating variety of vocal and instrumental
combinations ranging from the solid, allmale tone of Nova! nova! to the novel
colours of sackbuts, shawms, pipes and
drums in Ding! Dong! Merrily on High.
Although only a small point, the acoustic
framing of the recording, with the opening
and closing numbers fading in and out
processionally, further contributed to the
performance's rounded coherence.
With such acarefully considered balance
of old and new, textures, national flavours
and moods the overall effect can be nothing
less than captivating, whatever your priorities. [A:1]
Helena Sto ward
PIANO — THREE HANDS
FRANCK: Prelude, Chorale and Fugue/
MENDELSSOHN: Allegro Brillant in A,
Op.92/SCHUBERT: Fantasie in f, 0940 D
Sonata in B I, D617/FAURÉ: Dolly Suite,
Op.56
Cyril Smith and Phyllis Sellick (pno)
Nimbus N1 5178 (79m 21s) part ® 1981
Here is confirmation of a legend. For Cyril
Smith and Phyllis Schick every note is worth
its weight in gold, and their performances
throughout this recital are the fruit of long
experience, of music lovingly pondered, its
problems ( in these settings for three hands)
resolved in playing of rare poetic warmth
and affection. The start of the Franck is
luminous to a degree, pensive, contained
and most subtly inflected — a far cry from
other more brittle, perfunctory and frequently French attitudes. The Mendelssohn
is scintillating and gloriously musical, and
both Schubert works glow with the highest
quality. Britten and Richter themselves
never played the finale of the Sonata with a
more Olympian grace.
Then there is Fauré's Dolly Suite, elevated
far above decorative or escapist fantasy. In
'Tendresse' the indolent flicks at the melodic
line are at once telling and apposite, and the
performance of the 'Berceuse' in particular
somehow forbids any mention of rubato;
what one has here is asupreme yet natural
sense of nuance, of musical breathing. Rarely
has the haunting world of achild's imagination been evoked with such imaginative
delicacy.
There is afine photograph of this unique
husband and wife team, and the recordings,
made amonth before Cyril Smith's untimely
death in 1974, are admirable. The accompanying notes are an odd mish-mash and fail
to mention the Fauré at any point: a sad
omission. Nonetheless if you are in quest of
matchless musicianship, the charm and harmony of atruly golden age of piano playing,
then you need look no further. [ The
Schubert pieces appear for the first time.]
[B:11
Bryce Morrison
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A VAUXHALL GARDENS ENTERTAINMENT
Music by Abel, Arne, Boyce and Handel
London Baroque/Medlam
EMI CDC 749 7992 (64m 56s)
Here is a truly delightful record — even if
rather few of the pieces included can have
been written for the famous Vauxhall concerts. Handel is properly in the ascendant,
with three pieces sandwiching refreshingly
unfamiliar works by three of his London
contemporaries: a pretty aria by Abel, a
strong and lyrical Concerto grosso in Eminor by Boyce, and Arne's affecting pastoral cantata, Delia. Performances are stylish
and eloquent, with Hiro Kurosalci brilliant in
Handel's Sonata a 5 in B-flat, Nicholas Parle
crisp and expressive in the ' Cuckoo and
Nightingale' organ concerto — and Emma
Kirkby in her most winning and delicate
form in the vocal works. If she lacks the
venom for the anger of the abandoned
Armida in the Handel cantata, she is in every
other way the perfect enchantress. With
warm, spacious and well-balanced clarity in
the recording, and useful notes and full texts
in the leaflet, this CD should prove an
all-round favourite. [
A:1 */11
Peter Branscombe
COVENT GARDEN GALA CONCERT
Excerpts from — VERDI: Aida El Macbeth
D Otello D La Traviata/PUCCINI: La
Bohème D La Fanciulla del West/
J STRAUSS: Die Fledermaus/and others
Domingo/Studer1Randova/AllenIROH Orchl
Barker
EMI CDC 749 8112 (55m 44s)
Perhaps it should not be surprising that a
series of operatic excerpts strung together
for the sheer entertainment value of a gala
should bring out in Placido Domingo what
most studio recordings rarely have. It must
have helped that on those two rare evenings
when EMI happened to be present, he had
hit a peak form which neither the reticent,
top-strained Tannhauser for DG nor the
bewildered, lethargic Manrico of the disastrous Faggioni Trovatore ever for a
moment reflected; this sounds like the easy
and flexible tenor of the mid- 1970s, and the
lustrous glory of the voice itself is thrill
enough in the Macduff and Dick Johnson
arias. But what matters more — and it only
emphasises how much producers have lost
by turning their backs on live recordings — is
acomplete identification with the character
established in a phrase, sometimes a note.
Ftadames's prayer to the gods for Aida's
safety or Otello's 'come sei pallida' and his
anguished cries over Desdemona's body are
the kind of moments you can wait awhole
performance for, and here they pulse with
all the dramatic response lacking in
Domingo's complete recordings of the roles.
Needless to say, it is Domingo's show
almost entirely on CD. Solo contributions
from Thomas Allen and Eva Randova have
gone, which may be as well in the mezzo's
case, for her pitching is fairly wild, however
exciting the top notes, in the AmnerisRadames confrontation. Imiss asmile in the
voice for Studer's ` Klange der heimat', alittle
stiff after Domingo's lilting zarzuelasongs,
though her Desdemona is beautifully
shaded. John Barker makes the orchestra go
with the singers; the results sparkle. Recording gives you afront-stalls seat, with plenty
of presence and wild applause cut to a
judicious minimum between numbers.
Unmissable. [
A:1*]
David Nice

MUSIC FOR CLARINET & PIANO (Vol.2)
BLISS: Pastoral/COOKE: Sonata/
HOWELLS: Sonata/REIZZNSTEIN: Arabesques
Thea King (clt)/Clifford Benson (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66044 (49m 15s)
In two movements of virtually equal length
— Con moto and Allegro — Howells's Sonata
is the longest and surely also the best of
these works. It dates from 1949 according to
Grove, or 1951 according to the booklet
accompanying this CD, and it demonstrates
how strongly melodic is his music, its
impulse always vocal and hence obviously
well suited to the clarinet. It also shows that
Howells was alive to structural questions; his
sonata has considerable emotional force,
though with much variety of pace and
emphasis. These qualities are well reflected
in this sensitive, exquisitely nuanced performance, while the two artists serve Cooke
and Bliss equally well and do what they can
for Reizenstein.
Cooke was of course a Hindemith pupil,
and we find in him acomparable emotional
reserve linked to unfailing craftsmanship.
His four- movement Sonata of 1962 is
fluently written, like most of his
instrumental music, and is logical and
imaginative at once. Cooke's has always
been adistinctive, quietly individual voice. I
cannot warm to Reizenstein's dry little
Arabesques — asingle movement despite its
title — but the thoughtful Pastoral of Bliss is
winning with its finely sustained, arching
melodic phrases. It is not especially pastoral
in mood, but, dating from 1916 or ' 17, it is
one of Bliss's earliest surviving pieces,
though only published posthumously in
1980. IA:1]
Max Harrison
TASHI — 'RENDEZVOUS'
HINDEMITH: Quintet Op.30/FOSS: Tashi/
SHULMAN: Rendezvous/GERSHWIN:
Promenade D Bess, You is my Woman D
Who Cares? 0 Liza D I Got Rhythm
Lukas Foss (pno)/Tashi
RCA RD 87901 (54m 34s)
This is a curious confection with the pudding on top and the meringue at the bottom.
In this context the flexible group collectively known as Tashi, here consisting of
Richard Stoltzman and a string quartet, is
joined in Foss's work ( dedicated to the
group) by the composer. Hindemith's Clarinet Quintet, not otherwise available, is a
spiky but inventive work relieved by passages of lyrical invention which, however,
do not last long. In the third movement,
Schneller Landler the clarinettist changes to
the incisive E-flat instrument and the players
lay about a melange of folk- inspired tunes
with the vigour of a Cossack wielding a
knout. Foss's piece, less inventive perhaps
but arguably more refined, employs an idiom
not too distant from Hindemith's, whereas
Shulman's little jazzy piece — which gives its
name to the collection, incidentally — marks
a sharp change of direction. Written originally for Benny Goodman but taken up by
Artie Shaw, its provenance should give some
indication of its style. The Gershwin items,
all arranged by Sidney Silverman, continue
and develop the impression that after Foss
the intention is to offer aseries of flavoured
lozenges designed to take away the taste of
Hindemith's acidic wit. With such artists
there is no need to worry about the quality
of the performances, and the recording has
the acceptability of an American Express
card. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
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BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
5/
TCHAIKOVSICY: Symphony 6, Pathétique BPO/Furtwüngler Novelo NVCLD 904
(79m 51s) tial recordings from 1937-8
In a recent radio interview, Ken Russell
described how his search for the 'perfect'
Pathétique came to an end when he discovered this prewar Berlin version. Preferable
to the 1951 Cairo broadcast LP ( DG 1976 ) —
which is grimly tense in ( iii) in the wrong
way — it was only available as an Electrola
import until a World Records transfer was
listed ( 1968), then in EMI's BP0 centenary
album. This second studio Beethoven 5
recording had no UK LP transfer — Italian
pressings were circulating here in 1980. The
generous- timed Nimbus-pressed Novello
coupling offers a transfer of the Beethoven
which is smoother, less gruff than the Italian
EMI, though I suspect with some reverb
'enhancement' — at the beginning of ( iii) the
strings are sweeter on LP, and the perspective depth between horns and strings is
more credible. ( To redress the balance, in
Track 4, which sensibly includes the
scherzo-finale transition, the Italian LP's violent tonal change six after the double-bar
line is missing here.) Similarly, in the
Tchaikovsky Sixth some of the orchestral
sound has been drained.
In short: no recommendation if you
already have clean LP copies, and don't mind
the two side-breaks. For new collectors it is
another matter: the loftiness of Furtwânglet's approach, his flexible but persuasive
changes of pulse are characteristic, and the
commitment transcends the dim sound. The
Sixth has a reserve of objective distancing
from the pathos; this deeply musical Fifth
(surprisingly quick in the opening allegro)
perhaps combines the virtues of the concert
recordings and the familiar 1954 studio
HMV ( VP0). It makes good sense to put
together these symphonies of despair and
triumph [
11:11
BEETHOVEN: Overtures — Coriolan 0
Ruins of Athens 0 King Stephan
Leonora 2 0 Fidelio D Egmont* D
Prometheus* O Consecration of the
House Hanover Band/Goodman, *Huggett
Nimbus NI 5205 (63m) 0 * 1984, '88
These reissues comprise the first 'original
instruments' collection of Beethoven overtures — with the three late opus-number
ones and Leonora 2 especially welcome.
The balances are marginally closer in the
two early performances under Huggett —
where full orchestra ( with timpani) in ff
tends to ' thump' — but, played well up, these
are realistic recordings, albeit with a long
reverberation period: All Saints Tooting. I
like Huggett's nervy, but resolute readings,
with their fine imaginative detail; Goodman's
is a more bravura style, with heightened
dynamic contrasts ( those inclined more to
the Klemperer/Tate manner in Beethoven
will find these over-dramatic). [
A/A*:1]
BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations Artur
Schnabel (pno) Pearl GEMM CD 9378
(53m 46s) @ recorded 1937
Schnabel is Schnabel, of course. But I've
never been convinced that his Diabelli
recording offered many insights absent in
more modern, less rhythmically unstable
readings. Often, Schnabel's impassivity is like
aphilatelist scanning acollection under the
lens. His blurry articulation (cg Van). " ) is
problematic enough. but here the persistent
78rpm crackle competes wearyingly tor
attention. In principle Ilike historic recordings to sound true — this CD spits like wet
slack on a fire. Perhaps EMI will make a
preferable transfer? [
H(D):1/4(H)]
112

reflections
ELGAR: Cello Concerto/WALTON: Violin
Concerto Lynn Harrell (vIc)/Cleveland/
Maazel/Kyung Wha Chung (v1n)/LSO/Previn Decca 421 385-2 (59m 13s) (D 1980,
'73
The Cleveland Elgar has come up strikingly
well on CD; soloist and conductor are near
convincing interpreters — some opening
tuttis are rather grandiose, and Harrell takes
an expansive view of the Moderato. ( He was
at one time SzeII's principal cello.) There's a
touch of Don Quixote about it, though —
later, Harrell made a highly unsatisfactory
recording of that Strauss masterpiece — with
a soulful, near feverish Adagio encouraged
by Maazel's down-cushion accompaniment.
No, the real reason for having this CD is for
Chung's vibrant account of the Walton: still
the finest modern recording. Previn revels in
the exotic orchestral scoring — it will be
good to have his Walton 2 restored on CD
(EMI, Jan release). 1A/B:2/3,1113:11
MAHLER: Symphony 6 Stockholm PO/
Horenstein Unicorn-Kanchana UKCD
2024/5 (2CDs, 86m 39s)
1975
Scandalous! When Horenstein's ( April '66)
live performance first appeared on LP, most
of Side 4 comprised afascinating conversation between the conductor and Alan Blyth:
first-hand reminiscences on Bartok, Janacek,
the ISCM and other musical matters of real
documentary value ( when there is no
English study on Horenstein, so far as Iam
aware). And the CD transfers entirely omit
this. All one can say is that the silly former
side-break in the 33m 30s finale has gone ...
The Horenstein performance — Andante
moderato following Scherzo — uses only two
hammer blows in ( iv); the repeat is taken in
(i). Just the finale is on CD2. It is unfortunate
that the most flawed playing comes in the
third movement; yet this set is still worth
hearing, especially for the aesthetic balance:
there is always clarity of structure, avoidance of exaggerated responses, but no lack
of warmth or feeling. The original tapes are
admirably balanced. [
13:1/21
MAHLER: Symphony 9/WAGNER: Siegfried Idyll NPO/Philharmonia/Klemperer
EMI CMS 763 2772 (2CDs, 104m 49s) C)
1967, '62.
Of the four Mahler symphony recordings
Klemperer made for EMI, this was the one
greeted most unreservedly. It marked a
return to the rostrum, in February 1967,
after his accidental fall — and, incidentally, he
resumed working with a baton, after a 30
year break. Given that CD1 is short ( it
breaks before the Rondo Burleske) it is good
to have the earlier Kingsway Hall Idyll,
performed in the original chamber-scoring.
It's an unexpectedly expansive, diffusely
structured affair: very beautiful string playing, but some starkly loud wind entries and
awkward corners. In the Mahler first movement, at the early passage with threatening
timpani beats, muted strings/brass, the effect
is truly terrifying, with an enormous blackness and depth to the sound. In climaxes the
high strings' thinness betrays the 22 years of
age, but the magnificence of the original 125
can hardly be said to be lessened by CD. The
temptation is to raise the listening level
more as the excitement of the music takes
hold: for all the Mahlerian pessimism of Six
and Nine, there is always that glorious 'lift'
somewhere. The spiky winds and easy pacing of ( ii) reflect the conductor's ironic
humour; as to the Rondo, we have become
accustomed to a virtuoso attack, eg the
Bernstein/DG, and Klemperer's easy if
lumbering gait takes out some bitterness: it's
not as tautly held as Klemperer probably

intended. In aprogramme note he wrote of
the finale that it was the ' majesty of death ...
come as afriend'. Here the NP() playing is
superbly concentrated ( the tempo is quite
fast), with an electricity quite extraordinary
for a studio project. Essential. [
A*/
B:1*][C:2]
MOZART: Piano Concertos 1-6, 8, 9,
11-27 Geza Anda (pno/dir)ICamerata
Academica Salzburg DG 429 001-2
(10CDs, 609m 34s) (D recordings from
1961-9
Forerunner to the Barenboim, Perahia, and
Ashkenazy pno/dir sets, Anda's suffers from
some Hungarian wildness, rather sprawling
structures, and its now dated string sound.
The recordings were made in three resonant
Salzburg concert halls. Anda plays his own
cadenzas where Mozart left none — including
K466 — and the concertos are set out
numerically here, except No.5 and 15. It was
this version of K467( ii) that was used in the
film ' Elvira Madigan': the LP was re-sleeved,
and became abest seller. On the whole, the
progressing cycles of Uchida/Tate, Schiff/
Vegh, have far more depth, subtlety, and
sense of piano-orchestra inter- relationship;
K482 is perhaps the most imposing performance, but whilst there is some spirited work
here, the ensemble is often precarious — as if
the orchestral musicians were fending as
best they could. Anda's playing is unfailingly
clean, but shallow in expression: his Bartok
with Fricsay [ 427 410-2, 2CDs] is a better
memorial to his artistry. [
B/C:2/3]
MOZART: Piano Concertos K467 & 503
Stephen Bishop Kovacevich (pno)/LSO/
Davis Philips 426 077-2 (59m 33s) (D
1973
MOZART: Piano Concertos K467 & 491
Robert Casadesus (pno)/Cleveland/Szell
CBS CD 42594 (57m 43s) 0 1965
MOZART: Piano Concertos K467 & 595
Rudolf Serkin (pno)/LSO/Abbado DG 427
812-2 (63m Ols)
1983-4
As Isuspected, reference back to the original
Philips LP confirms that digital mastering has
added a certain gruff, strenuous coloration
to the playing — in any case, larger in scale
than is now the fashion. This was a fruitful
pianist/conductor partnership, although
here Bishop Kovacevich's phrasing is rather
ordinary — clean-fingered, but not quite
convincing Mozart playing. The exposition
of K467, with areduced Cleveland Orchestra, raises greater expectations from the
start. Casadesus, turned 65 at the time, was a
classicist; worked in a suitable expressive
range his performances are elegant and —
perhaps as a nod to his Paris origins — he
plays Saint-Saens's cadenzas in K491, his
own in the C major. Clearly, post- recording
with its acoustic change exaggerates the
turbulent character of that for 467(i). Szell
was invariably a fine concerto partner on
records, and his musicians play with discipline and with greater warmth and freedom
than is generally acknowledged. Exquisite
string playing in the K467 Andante, and a
fine singing left hand from the pianist. In
spite of grubbier tapes, the CBS — full of
interest — is the one to have. [C:1/11,
Philips [
B:2/3]. Incidentally, how deceptive
is pulse: one would swear the cloying,
perfumed atmosphere of the Davis K467( )
indicated afar slower speed, yet movement
timings show 6s less than on CBS.
The DG is arecoupling of material already
on CD. Here, 46700 is unashamedly slower,
but Abbado's pointing of phrase and use of
dynamic shadings avoids any heaviness.
These Mozart recordings, with Serkin nearly
80 ( and still singing along!), have had mixed
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reviews. The rather bright, forward piano
sound doesn't help in K595, which Ifeel is a
rather plodding, dutiful performance
(however undimmed the pianist's motivations) - his poorly engineered older Columbia recording with Schneider is far more
engaging. The 1950s CBS reissues box
(mono LP) also had asprightlier K467, with
Col.SO/Schneider, and it must be said that
DG's digital production, with its aggressive
tuttis hardly helps make this ' 3D' compact
disc attractive. Serkin, however, is in better
form in the C major Concerto. [B/C:2/3]

the ear is the natural ease of Malko's pacing,
the eloquence of vintage Philharmonia playing in a 'Classical' of mint freshness. In the
Seventh ( given not with the closing octave
pizzicati, but with back-reference to the
finale's opening material) the strings join in
the big melody, which starts 1m 50s into ( i),
in amanner that would surely tell even the
first-time listener that it will reappear to
provide a culmination to the work as a
whole. The finale, with its feather-light
strings and plunging swirls is nevertheless
pure Romeo. A marvellous realization! [A/
C:11

MOZART: Horn Concertos 1-4 David Jolley, William Purvis (hrn)/Orpheus CO DG
427 814-2 ( 54m 47s) gIeI 1988
Everybody wants all four Horn Concertos it
seems ( if not the extra reconstructions), and
the Orpheus set was divided, with two
soloists who play their own cadenzas Jolley in 1, 4. It would be ashame to miss the
basset clarinettist's ( Charles Neidich) K622
on the original Jolley CD [ 423 377-2]. See
KID, June '88 and March '89. As he says,
Purvis - who seems to have more 'bite' in his
timbre - is 'equally exciting'. Though, with a
different engineer in charge, in 2, 3 the
Orpheus tuttis are coarser and more forward, less sweet, with a different solo/
orchestra balance. Continuous listening may
require some level changes. So 1A/A/11:1].
MOZART: Symphony 31 'Paris' D 35
'Haffner' El 36 'Linz' Concertgebouw/Krips
Philips 426 063-2 ( 71m 21s) recordings
from 1972-3
Although Krips's set of twenty ' mature symphonies' was part of the Philips Mozart
Edition they were considered bland and
superficial readings by several critics. Yet
these three works, beautifully played and
recorded, generous in repeats, and with the
alternative Andante to the Paris separately
indexed, seem to me to sparkle in the light
of what was to follow. Stylish and with
experience showing in every bar, Krips's
Mozart may be faulted for 'prettifying' the
music; against that should be set the rhythmic brio, the care for detail - and some
tempi which anticipate by several years the
authenticist trends. [A/13:1(*)]
PROKOFIEV: Symphonies 1 & 7 0 Love
of three Oranges - Suite Philharmonia/
Malko EMI CD-CFP 4323 ( 56m 55s) (D
1955
These were among EMI's first stereo productions, though only released in that form in
1980. Apart from the classic 'imaging', and
some inevitable tonal thinness, what catches

ALICE

-

WITH

CLAUDIA MUZIO - arias from Bellini,
Verdi, Boito, Mascagni, Puccini, Giordano, etc Claudia Muzio (sop)Iorch cond
Molajoli, Refice EMI CDH 769 7902 ( 73m
06s) Q) recordings from 1934-5
Even those who have no interest in voices
from the past should hear this great artist.
Her manner will remind you of Callas, both
in timbre and, more particularly, in depth of
dramatic characterisation. But her top register was more affectingly ethereal and
'vulnerable' than her Greek successor's.
Further: though she shared acertain ' throttled' register, Muzio disengaged from that
with elegant freedom. You can hear, on
these late Columbia recording transfers,
some problems with breath, and here and
there, at some technical stage, dynamics
have been oddly cut back. But, consistently,
Muzio's directness, her 'exquisite shading'
(as Alan Blyth writes in a foreword) transcend the limitations of the material. Imust
agree, too, with Blyth's assessment of the
Traviata Act 3 excerpt as very special
indeed. [H:1/1*(H)]
DU PRÉ: FAVOURITE CELLO CONCERTOS - BOCCHERINI/DVORAK/ELGAR*/
HAYDN 1, 2*/MONN*/SAINT-SAENS/
SCHUMANN Jacqueline du Pré ( v1c)/ECOI
NPOILSO/Chicago SO/Barenboim/*Barbirolli EMI CMS 763 2832 ( 3CDs, 220m 43s)
C) 1965-71
This set collects all of du Pré's concerto
recordings for EMI (Silent Woods is missing). There's asynopsis of her professional
life, but no notes on the music - though full
recording data are given. The legacy
included the Grutzmâcher arrangement of
Boccherini's B-flat Conerto, the oddity by
Monn ( 1717-50), with its harpsichord continuo realisation by Schoenberg ( who transcribed a companion work for Casals) - as
well as her superb Schumann, the Kingsway
Hall Elgar, and the notoriously balanced
Medinah Temple Dvorak. ( Though, the new,
overwrought Maisky/DG is no better, and it
is the Chicago recording that best captures
her cello sound on these CDs). It's apity the
Elgar is now sounding rather seedy - but
then the first movement is painfully slow; I
really do prefer the later Philadelphia concert performance on CBS. Similarly, the
Haydn in D with Barbirolli is most wayward
- the one in C, with astylish ECO, was du
Pré's first recording with Barenboim. It is in
the Adagios of the Dvorak and Elgar that we
hear du Pré at her most intensely eloquent:
drawn into the music so deeply that you feel
time itself had stopped for her there.
[C:H(1*/2)]
Christopher Breunig

MUSIC

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (abridged)
Sir John Gielgud ( nar)
Nimbus NI 5046/7 ( 2CDs, 117m 4is)
Sir John Gielgud's Alice is a bit of a smart
Alice, forthright and hasty, not the Alice I
remember who was forever musing and
instructing the reader and explaining her
actions. Indeed Adrian Farmer has done the
natural thing in abridging Lewis Carroll for
two discs: he's dropped the wearing, spelling-out of thoughts, leaving aconcise narrative which should have a more universal
appeal. However, Ifear Farmer may have lost
something valuable when he edited references to the ' Dodo, aLory and an Eaglet' and
Wonderland's other curious creatures, along
with the amusing day-dreaming and groanable jokes and puns.
Neither adults nor children are able to
skip through the selections from Nimbus's
Mendelssohn String Symphonies 3CD set
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
NYPO/Bernstein CBS CD 42605 ( 46m 40s)
0 1959 also MC
Unless you count the 'Great Performances'
special import, Bernstein's only Scheherazade recording wasn't published here by CBS.
So those curious may welcome this shortmeasure ' Maestro CD. At the time ( it
appeared as a Philips release) the performance was considered too overwrought for
recommendation; in the light of some later
Bernstein interpretations it proves a rather
'plain-sailing' Scheherazade. The first movement is romantically drawn out, ( ii) has
some mannered slow underlinings and ( iii)
is effusive; to make up, the finale contrasts
the slow episodes with solo fiddle (John
Corigliano - father of the composer - at best
in the coda of Hi) with fairly wild speeds.
Yet there's something hollow here, and the
sound no longer excites - as its bold
closeups probably did on analogue LP. Some
smooth orchestral playing, but Bernstein
seems to be just conforming to expectations.
Or is it mostly the too-clean remastering at
fault? [B/C:3 ( execution 1/2)]
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(4,6,8,10,11,12), played by the English
String Orchestra under William Boughton,
which mark the beginning of each new
episode and also the ends of the discs.
Although these musical breathers begin
pleasantly enough, the pieces grow
increasingly inappropriate and cannot be
programmed out by the CD player. ( The
music proved so unwelcome to one youngster listening to the disc, that by the time the
music was quiet enough for Sir John to begin
his story, she was no longer sitting comfortably, and instead on her feet looking for her
own books.)
Gielgud's narration is so delightful, that he
needs neither musical enhancement nor
distraction. He creates asuperb footman in
the 'Pig and Pepper' chapter, and can't resist
a chuckle with Alice as she muses over
'children she knew who might do very well
as pigs'. An amiable Cheshire Cat and an
affable March Hare, but the Dormouse is not

quite dozy enough for my liking. The squabbles and gossiping amongst the Queen's
gardeners, and the game of croquet, are
beautifully narrated, as is the Mock Turtle's
episode ( Sir John's sometimes quirky pronunciation reads Gryphon as in 'cry' ). My
dusty memories of giggling at the Turtle are
revived, as he recites his school timetable,
'Drawling, Stretching and Fainting in Coils
... Laughing and Grief. Only Lewis Caroll's
ditties leave Sir John somewhat nonplussed.
Music apart then, the discs are charming,
particularly for older children and adults.
Nimbus's most striking achievement here
must be in securing Sir John as narrator,
while Gielgud's admirable achievement is in
building so many distinct identities during
the course of his storytelling. Wonderland is
after all a Kingdom crowded with strong
personalities. An ideal Christmas gift with
two discs for the price of one. [A:1]
Karen Douthwaite
1t3
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album in awhile and it hurts
to say that it is a bit of a
disappointment. Nicely
recorded and wonderfully
performed, it lacks the sparkle
and the raw edge of the earlier
work. At times it is almost
twee. ' Losing Our Job' and
The Anti-Sex Backlash Of The
Eighties' are special, however,
and The Roches remain apersonal favourite. [A:2]
Carmel, on the other hand,
seems incapable of doing any
wrong, other than in the sales
department. Set Me Free is yet
another work of genius from
the Manchester chanteuse
who seems comfortable with
almost any musical form. Here
she shows herself achampion
of latin, jazz, pop and even
choral work. The songs are
more catchy than some of her
previous, more introspective
work, but are no less credible.
Why she cannot command the

THE ROCHES: SPEAK
MCA Records MCG 6071
CARMEL: SET ME FREE
London Records 828 148.1
JANE SIBERRY:
BOUND BY THE BEAUTY
Reprise 7599-25942
The only link between these
three acts is their femininity.
The music, their nationality
and record labels are all different. But all are capable of
commanding tremendous
respect from this reviewer and
warrant serious listening.
In the early Eighties, The
Roches were a truly inspirational trio. Discovered in
Greenwich Village by Robert
Fripp, the three sisters wrote
and performed clever, often
hilarious songs with rich harmonies and striking lyrics.
Live they will make you weep,
on record they have won
many awards. This is their first

tuneful and the lyrics are delightful, however little or much you
wish to read into them.
Favourite tracks depend on how
'Romantic' are the listener's
imagination and taste. My top
three are ' December', ' Pieces Of
Our Heart'. and ' The Pearl
Fishermen'. Exquisite. (
A*:1*]
Karen Douthwatte

ABC: UP
Phonogram 838 646-1
Idon't know if the llp to which
ABC are aspiring is some kind of
elevated musical excellence. or
'ndeed if they're aspiring to anyking ; I all. hut lut afraid Igive it
the thumbs-down. It's faceless,
wer-mixed, fidgety discobeat.
there are few drums. no
-aspired
lyrics or interesting
nelodies to speak of. The pro-

RUBY BRAFF TRIO:
ME, MYSELF AND I
Concord CCD 4381 ( 51m 29s)
CD

duction highlights nothing.
unless it's mediocrity. Far from
moving upwards to perfection.
with Up ABC have gone into a
sorry decline since the singles 1
lust noticed and enjoyed — ' Tears
Are Not Enough'. ' l'oison Arrow'.
'The Look Of Love'. 'All Of My
Heart'. I'm sure this album is
going to be played to death on
the radio, and by club DJs. but
it's dull, boring, bland and
tedious, and it brings me down,
IB:2/3] Rumour has it that the
CD boasts 3 extra tracks —
remixes.
Karen Douthrtaile
ALL ABOUT EVE: SCARLET
AND OTHER STORIES
Phonogram 838 965-2 ( 5Im
)CD
All About Eve have tremendous
range: in Julianne Regan's voice
and in the stylistic genres spar>
ned by the album's 13 tracks
(folk. rock. wistful ballads. slide
guitar and big rousing choruses
with heavy instrumental backing). They're on to a sure winner, appealing to all age groups.
Julianne's voice is so naturally
HI . 11 NEWS & RECOW) REVIEW

Braff's playing is stylish, elegant
and tuneful, yet clearly in the
Armstrong tradition. I find his
phrasing more relaxed than Armstrong's and his tone more mellow; he reminds me most of all of
that great underrated star Bill
Coleman. His playing is 'cool',
yet free of the modernists' determination to use freakish harmonies; his solos have shape to
them and are not just acascade
of notes. This 1988 recording
has Ruby playing cornet, backed
by Howard Alden on guitar and
Jack Lesberg on bass. Apart from
Ruby's unfortunate tampering
with the main Swan Lake theme,
the 13 tracks are almost all
standards. One happy rediscovery is 'That's My Home', one of
those 'old South' songs which
was a Nat Gonella favourite,
recorded by Armstrong.
Wouldn't it be nice if Ruby, at
62, now had his share of festival
circuit acclaim? [A:11
Denis Argent
ELKIE BROOKS:
INSPIRATION
Telstar TCD 2354 ( 69m
46s )CD
This comeback ( Iseem to recall
that she was retiring) is little
more than archetypal ' CD
music'. It will find aready slot in
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same following here that she
has in France puzzles me
greatly. [A:11
Jane Siberry is perhaps
more typical of that much
maligned, woolly hatted,
woolly headed, Deux Chevaux driving, lentil eating,
folksy, female genre which
yet basic Dire Straits/Tina Turner/Michael Jackson/Phil Collins- type libraries Perfectly produced and performed but loaded
with the kind of material which
neigher challenges nor excites,
it's merely another example of
why Elkie Brooks has yet to
reach her true potential. Why
this woman, with a voice
approaching the heights of the
best black female belters, wants
to be Elaine Page I just don't
know. With that in mind, she
turns out another fine performance and Ihave no choice but to
give it [
A:1], though the material, bar McCartney's ' Maybe I'm
Amazed', warrants a [ Mat best.
Ken Kessler
THE BROTHERHOOD OF
LIZARDS: LIZARDLAND
Deltic CDS (-42m 59s ) Cl) ( Dist
by Pinnacle)
Hardly U2 in concept. I'll admit.
but who cares? For Martin
Newell ( vocals and guitars) and
Nelson ( bass, acoustic guitar,
back-up vocals and percussion)
the twosome who comprise the
Brotherhood, write fine, melodic. slightly oddball songs that
sneak into your mind and are
guaranteed to drive you crazy in
attempts to purge them from the
memory cells. Tell vou what.
Let's keep this simple. Go to
your retailer and ask him to play
just two tracks, ' It Could Have
Been Cheryl' and 'Clockwork
Train'. By then you'll be completely hooked. That is, of
course, if you've been captivated
by the recent outpourings of
XTC, whom hie Brotherhood
greatly resemble in their
approach. Could be too. that
you'll even admire that sort of
sound they've managed to come
up with on Captain Sensible's
old Tascam eight- track. A lowlevel joy. IA:1]
Fred Dellar

traps so many talented singer
songwriters. Her voice is
slightly Carly Simon, her songs
are lilting, melodic ballads
with whacky lyrics. The
recording, production and
arrangements are fair to excellent. All in all it's very nice
indeed. [A:1] Neville Farmer

ig

CALE: TRAVEL-LOG
Silvertone ORE LP 507
Silvertone ORE CD 507
(42m 50s) CD

1suppose that six years between
JJ Cale I.Ps shouldn't surprise
me: speed, pace and urgency
have never been among his
priorities. Neither should I be
surprised that the sound hasn't
changed mutt, because Cale has
always sounded happy with and
comfortable in his particular
groove. But the hiatus means
that many observers will be confused, with newcomers thinking
that he sounds- like Dire Straits
when in reality it's the other way
around. Travel-Log. therefore, is
like an old friend you haven't
seen in a while. Yes. Cale has
grown teeth. and this IP snaps
and snarls in places where you
don't expect it. But it's still
Cales own brand of laid-back
rocking ( chair) country blues,
and for his fans, that's good
enough. (
A:1]
Ken Kessler
PAUL CARRACK:
GROOVE APPROVED
Chrysalis CCD 1709 ( 53m Ils)
CD
_
How long has this been going
on? Paul Carrack, a British singerisongwriterikeyboardist of
undisputed quality, has been
supplying hits for 15 years now,
first as a member of Ace, then
Squeeze, before going solo and
logging chart records under his
own name in Australia and elsewhere. Now he's the subject of a
major push to finally establish
him as a major artist in his
homeland and other markets. via
this 'l'- Bone Volk produced
album. Its a pity that ' Live By
The Groove' was elected as the
single on which to launch the
campaign because, despite Carrack's happy way with a Ham115
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THE PURE SOUND TRIVIA QUIZ NO. 1

S°TA

"A

TURNTABLES
Q. Which of the following is the most respected turntable amongst reviewers, manufacturers, and
serious music lovers in the USA?

Is it;
Linn
Roksan
Pink Triangle
Goldmund
Oracle
Well Tempered
Oxford
A. None of them!

The most respected and the only 100', analog
system is,

OTA

I

Surprised, not if you read Stereophile. The
Absolute Sound. Audio etc
For those of you that don't, an invitation.
Contact PURE SOUND and we will be happy to
send you all the relevant information.

Better yet, audition the SOTA turntables, speakers and accessories, along with other fine products
from; Acoustic Energy, Audio Technica ( ART in stock) Audioquest, Aragon, Celestion, Denon, Forte,
GRYPHON, Masterlink, Mod Squad, SME, THRESHOLD, WADIA DIGITAL and much more, either with
our " At Home" service or in house, whichever is most convenient to you.

(Very special prices on ex penta show demonstration stock.)

SOTA
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Pure Sound 051-645 6690
(AFTER 6PM AND WEEKENDS) 051 521 5063
1
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mond, it's a fairly routine danceathon and hardly the match of
such material as the opening
'Only My Heart Can Tell', which
has all the hallmarks of aCarrack
classic of 'Tempted' proportions.
or ' love Can Break Your Heart a
soulful ballad, penned in tandem
with Michael McDonald, who'll
surely be emerging with a version of his own. Neither is it as
much fun as the Dick Morriseyheaded stomp that comprises
'I'm On Your Tail', atrack which,
unbelievably, was cut live in an
Amersham pub where Daryl Hall
also supped before joining in
with the vocal activities. Come
to think of it, pretty much everything on the album is earworthy
in the extreme and Carrack has
much to be proud of. But
whether it'll make him a household name, Istill doubt. My bet
is that his songbook will remain
something for others to plunder.
Even so. [
A:1].
Fred De/lar
OTIS CLAY: '
LIVE' IN TOKYO
Waylo/Charly WAY 269503 2
(72m 35s ) CD
OTIS CLAY: THE ONLY WAY
IS UP (1975-1985)
Waylo/Charly WAY 269504 2
(41m 47s ) CD
OTIS CLAY: WATCH ME NOW
Waylo/Charly WAY 269510 2
(34m 53s ) CD
At long last, there's some Otis
Clay to acquire without having
to resort to imports. Watch Me
Now is his latest, and it reinforces the belief that Clay is the
only current soul belter who
doesn't need gold chains and a
baseball cap. With production
courtesy of Willie Mitchell. you
can anticipate a Green feeling.
but Clay departs from Al's sound
by going for the gruff. The stuff is
therefore contemporary without
being trendy, traditional without
being recidivist. The magnificent
'Live' In Tokyo from 1983 has
been reissued in remixed tOrm.
and there's a 'best of with the
title track, 'The Only Way Is Up',
showing what a discerning
listener is the delectable Yazz. A
trio of treats for those who
thought that classic soul went
down in an airplane with Otis.
[A/A*:11 the lot.
Ken Kessler
CLIMIE FISHER:
COMING IN FOR THE KILL
EMI CDP79 30052 (47m 18s)
CD
When I first listened to this
album Ifelt I'd missed the music,
song after song washed over me,
leaving little impression, other
than a kind of limp blandness.
From asecond listening Iestablished that at best Climie Fisher
are pitching for the Don Henley/
John Parr market, and at worst
they fall into akind of characterless Cliff Richard/SAW category
although at least they write
their own songs — constantly
111.EI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

whimpering on about lovelife
problems over abacking of programmed drums, tinkly keyboards
and lightweight guitars. Still, I've
tbund it dificult to take Climie
Fisher seriously after hearing
that they are only in the business
for the money and they don't
care what anyone thinks. At least
that means they won't be
offended by my saying that the
only remotely- pleasant tracks
are the first two, and the title.
nor will an (A/B:2/31 offend
them.
Karen Douthwaite
THE COLOURBLINDJAMES
EXPERIENCE:
WHY SHOULD ISTAND UP?
Death Valley/Cooking Vinyl
COOK 028
Colourblind James isn't much of
avocalist. In fact he once admitted ' I've got a real limited voice
and I'm just sick of embarrassing
myself by trying to sing melody'.
Consequently, he's settled for
just talking his lines, while the
band rummage through the riffs
behind. Some riffs though! They
stem from Pennsylvanian polkas,
from Texan western swing, from
Chicagoan down-homey jazz —
from everywhere you'd expect a
band to search. The sort of band
that employs washboards, vibes,
clarinets, accordions, Hawaiian
guitars, bongoes, horns and banjos, that is. Most of the cuts here
will make you smile — nothing
more so than ' He Must've Been
Quite A Guy', a tale of an allachieving hero who was born on
a frieght train/surfboard/chain
gang, at the opera ( take your
pick!) and then played semi-pro
baseball in Havana, fled from the
Dustbowl and fought with
MacArthur, this saga being set
against the sort of speedking
soundtrack that could only have
culled from some Weird Al
supersessions. Funny, warm and
unique. [A:1*]
Fred Dellar
Also released this month is The
Peel Sessions (Strange Fruit SFPS
076), which gives Colourblind's
Fans a chance to hear him live.
TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY:
NEITHER FISH NOR FLESH
CBS 465809-2 ( 51m 32s ) CD
The long-awaited,
second release is here at last. and
Inow understand why the cover
shot has D'Arby showing
(however tentatively ) two
fingers to the observer. For all of
his arrogance — the cause of
much animosity — D'Arby delivered the goods first time
around and does it again with
even greater skill. Tagged with
all sorts of labels, comparing him
to Prince, half of Motown and a
third of Stax, D'Arby opens his
stylistic mish-mash with a declaration challenging anyone to
brand him with a label. It's
impossible, but his trick is blending styles in unlikely combinaJANUARY 1990

tions. Hard funk, ballads, even a
strong dose of a capella — the
title says it all. But please, let me
add one thing, which TTD may
hate: Ithink I've just heard the
new Jackie Wilson. [
A*:1*]
Ken Kessler

feel for classic chord structures
and a guitar sound that is just
right. Highlight of the set is ' UV
Ray', a magnificent stomper kitted outwith full demento.guitar.
A grown-up pop treat. IA:1]
Pete Clark

CHICO HAMILTON:
EUPHORIA
Swallow CHECD 7 ( 47m )Cl)
Distributed by EMI

KISS: HOT IN THE SHADE
Phonogram 838 913-2 ( 58m
52s ) CD

Chico Hamilton's enduring
image is encapsulated in asequence from the film, Jazz on a
Summer's Day, where he rumbles around his kit with mallets,
creating the kind of music which
was more pastoral and thoughtful than most jazz at the time. He
also had the prescience to
engage the young Eric Dolphy.
His other characteristic was discovering aline of superb guitarists. Here he is presenting anew
guitarist, Cary DeNigris. He's

clearly an accomplished player,
but is still lacking in an individual voice. Many of his techniques and stylistic approaches
hark back to other guitarists. The
music as a whole is disappointing. It's safe, commercial jazz,
and lacks any sense of urgency
or change- taking. [A:2/31
Ken Hyder
THE JESUS AND MARY CHAIN:
AUTOMATIC
Blanco Y Negro BYN 20W
The Mary Chain in a gatefold
sleeve? Jesus! Happily, the third
'proper' album from the Reid
brethren turns out to be not
such a waste of natural
resources. After the rather lowkey Darklands, this new record
shows the band in a much
spritelier light, typified by the
excellent ' Blues From A Gun'
single. The original Phil Spector
with feedback sound has now
been refined into realms of stvlistic originality, backed up by a

As a rule, Kiss fans divide fairly
equally into two groups; those
who favour Gene Simmons's traditionally demented metal
approach, tongue and all; and
those who prefer to follow Paul
Stanley's lead vocals and appreciate the rap and dance rhythms
he puts into compositions. Here
'Rise To It', ' Read My Body' and
'Hide Your Heart' will win the
heavy metal dancers' approval.
while the album as a whole is
bound to be received like
ambrosia by the every- hungry

Kiss Army. However, by more
disinterested Kiss observers, Hot
In The Shade could be viewed as
something of a regression after
such successful albums as Lick II
Up and Creatures Of The Night.
Production ( by Simmons and
Stanley) on this latest Kiss product has lost, rather than gained
sophistication compared with
earlier efforts. Only time will tell
whether Kiss are thus forfeiting
sales to new, casual Kiss buyers
or aiming to recapture old fans
whose allegiance has waned.
IA/B:1]
Karen Douthuyille
IAN McCULLOCH:
CANDLELAND
WEA WX303
The former head Bunnyman
offers his first solo record to a
breathless public and in its
gently insinuating way, it's every
bit as good as his past glories.
"lbwards the end, Echo & The
Bunnymen were a spent tbrce.
unconvincing and sometimes
117

AL BOWLLY ANDJIM
MFSENE: AU REVOIR
BUT NOT GOODBYE
CS Records C5-542
NAT GONELLA/JOHNNY
CLAES: THE SWINGING 40s
CS Records C5-544
ROSEMARY SQUIRES:
MY/ONE AND ONLY
CS Records C5-543

a 12-piece band, far more
commercial than the 1935
sextet — there are awful nonsense items. More interesting
is the Johnny Claes Claepigeons' side. He was a Belgian
trumpet player, but the band's
star was Harry Hayes, for his
flowing alto solos and his
arrangements, especially for

Bowlly's tours with Mesene
were among his last activities
as the big band scene had
crumbled in wartime. His
voice was as good as ever, but
not well matched with
Mesene, who had played
guitar in the original Nat
Gonella Georgians. The surprise inclusion is the Arthur
Young arrangement of ' It Was
a Lover and his Lass', played
by Ken Johnson's West Indians, with Al at his best: a
classic track that makes the
rest seem second-rate. [
H:2]
Nat's 1940 Georgians were

the 'Benny Carter' sound of
the sax section. [
H:1]
Rosemary Squires, like Alma
Cogan, sounds better in
retrospect collections than
she used to on radio, much
more jazz-tinged. The way she
treats 'What aUtile Moonlight
Can Do' suggests that she
could take Billie Holiday as a
starting point and add ideas of
her own. The arrangements
(uncredited) are clever, and
ahead of their time, 1960-65.
Listen to the way she starts 'If I
Had You' accompanied only
by a clarinet riff. [
H:1]
Denis Argent

painfully hammy, but McCulloch
more sensuous, but that distinchas pulled sharply out of that
tive marriage of influences is
nosedive. His songs are confidenthere. You could argue whether
tial and intelligent in the first
the Purim sisters are jazz singers
place, then reveal hidden
who happen to be Brazilian, or
charms of melody at second
vice versa. What is true is that
acquaintance. The single, which
they display features of both
failed to dent the charts, is a
genres. The mood of the album
perfect example: ' Proud To Fall'
is modern- Brazilian, marred by
attracts attention then sucks you
too much synthesizer mush. But
in deep to its tuneful core. Music
there's good singing and good
this sly and fly is never going to
playing in there, and although
fill stadiums, but you really
it's too far towards easy-listening
should get an introduction on a for me, it's alot better than most
personal level. [
A:1]
easy- listening music. (A:2/3)
Pete Clark
Ken Ryder
ORQUESTRA REVE: LA EXPLOSION DEL MOMENTO!
Realworld Records RWCD4
(65m 07s) Cl)
_
.
Salsa has become everyone's
Latin American music, played all
over the world. The new salsa
players may have added exciting
innovations, hut Orquestra RCVC
is the real thing from Cuba and
on this Cl) it fires on all cylinders. The rhythm section lays
out a push-pull beat which
implies forward and backward
motion at the same time. And at
all times. it's relaxed and deceptively effortless. 'Me brass is
there, punctuating the performance and the strings add
sweetening without becoming
insipid. The vocals are unusual.
emulating a nasal old-women's
style associated with the old
school. This should get you singing along. As they say in Cuba:
Well tasty. John' ( Sabroso).
[A:11
Ken Ryder
YANA PURIM:
BIRD OF BRAZIL
Sonet SNTF 1010
Yes. she's Flora's sister. And sings
very much like Flora. Perhaps
her voice is ashade softer. even
118

DAN REED NETWORK: SLAM
Mercury 838-868-1
Mercury 838-868-2 ( 59m I
8s )
CD
Although the Network are produced by Nile Rodgers this time
around, they're amite less funky
than of yore and no longer pay
homage in any way to the court
of Prince. Not that Slam suffers
because of this re-route. The
album could easily become a
'Greatest Hits' in advance. For, as
on their debut offering, Reed's
multi- racial wonders have
crafted a metal album that not
only should encourage instant
terpsichore in the kitchen and
mucho air-guitar playing in the
bathroom, but also afair amount
of pure .headset listening in the
lounge. Brion James' guitar riffs
are melodic monsters — it's been
said they're the best since Free
originally strode this land, —
while elsewhere the Network
demonstrate that they know all
there is to know about pace,
programming, and offering to
kiss and make up in between
throwing punches. Last year.
DRN seemed like up-and-corners
likely to vie with Living Colour
and Fishbone for promotion
places. Now they're up with the
leaders and have bands like
Guns'n'Roses looking over their
shoulders. Definitely one for an
RIAA platimum rating. (
A/B:1]
Fred Dellar

with the critics and the cynics,
then with the pop/rock buying
public. Unlike Elvis, whose voice
alone could transcend the insulting material Parker made him
record. Cliff has had to rely on
material to suit his rather bland
pipes. The trick has been to add
just enough 'with it' touches to
show that he's only five years
behind the times. Stronger, as a
result, features asong co- written
by Richard Marx, another written and produced by Aswad, and
— to reinforce his appeal with the
under 20s ( IQ, not age) — a
Stock/Aitken/Waterman epic.
The best thing about Stronger is
what it doesn't include, namely a
reprise of that vile Christmas
turkey he served up in '88. As
ever, [
A:1].
Ken Kessler
LINDA RONSTADT:
CRY LIKE A RAINSTORM,
HOWL LIKE THE WIND
Elektra EXT 76
The incomparable Aaron Neville
duets with La Ronstadt on four
tracks of this album. And there'll
be those who'll argue that the
situation would be even better if
this had been a Neville album
with Ronstadt relegated to a
help-out position. Even so, this is
an immaculate offering and
probably succeeds in every way
that the one-time Stone Poney
intended. All the songs
employed have been penned by

CHRIS REA:
THE ROAD TO HELL
WEA WX 317
As pensive, thematic albums go.
this has an optimistic side.
although 'Texas' soon won't be
the spacious haven Rea makes it
out to be if we were all to up and
off on his recommendation. The
cheery, all- embracing rainbow
on the cover hints that there's
more to this album than its
dreary ( though captivatingly
performed and recorded) subject matter — ' Road To Hell' and
'You Must Be Evil'. There are
more than afew seeds of swinging. melodic positivism. Production. by Rea and Jon Kelly, is
warm and sensitive and The
Road lb Hell strengthens Rea as
aserious musician. He's had four
best-selling albums in the last
five years, but this is the album
which will force critics to admit
that Rea's compositions and
lyrics have depth, and that he
sings with genuine soul, and
strums with feeling and the
authority of a master. And it's
time too that we dropped the
'solo Dire Straits' tag; Rea has
plenty of his own ideas to keep
him and us happy well into the
'90s. [
A* : 1j Karen Douthwaite

CLIFF RICHARD: STRONGER
EMI CDEMD 1012 ( 50m 43s )
CD
Cliff's 53rd for EMI is a classic
illustration of how the man survives in a business at odds with
his image. The squeaky-clean,
Born-Again-Christian shtick did
nothing for Pat Boone, for example; Cliff, on the other hand.
retains his credibility — if not

writers who know their craft,
Brian Wilson's around to turn
Webb's 'Adios' into a thing of
Beach harmony beauty, the
Tower of Power horns are gainfully employed on Neville and
Ronstadt's tilt at Isaac Hayes'
'When Something Is Wrong With
My Baby' and something like
150 people, in the form of the
SkyvvalIcer Symphony Orchestra
and the Oakland Interfaith Gos-
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MICHELLE SHOCKED:
CAPTAIN SWING
London 838-878-1
_
This will leave most listeners flat
on their backs, gasping for
breath. The opener is a musical
stormwarning. ' God is a real
estate developer with offices
around the nation', Ms Shocked
reveals as producer Pete Anderson donates the sort of guitar
licks that get instantly filed

BLUE NOTES
LOU ANN BARTON:
READ MY LIPS
New Rose ROSE 190 CD
(50m 06s) Cl)
LOWELL FULSON:
RECONSIDER BABY
Chess CD RED 15 (67m 55s )
JOHN LEE HOOKER:
THE HEALER
Silvertone ORE CD 508
(4 1m 44s) Cl)
THE KINSEY REPORT:
MIDNIGHT DRIVE
Alligator AL4775
DELBERT McCLINTON:
LIVE FROM AUSTIN
Alligator AL4773
JOHN MAYALL: BLUES
FROM LAUREL CANYON
Deram 820 539-2 ( 48m 33s)
JOHN MAYALLS
BLUESBREAKERS:
CHICAGO LINE
Decal/Charly CD CHARLY
202 ( 53m 36s ) CD
KENNY NEAL:
DEVIL CHILD
Alligator AL4774
JIMMY ROGERS:
THAT'S ALL RIGHT
Chess CD RES 16 ( 69m 56s)
VARIOUS:
ME LEGACY OF THE
BLUES MAXI-SAMPLER
Sonet SNTCDC 202 ( 71m
25s) CD
VARIOUS: INSTANT BLUES
lnstant/Charly CD INS 5011
(42m 05s)CD
BARRENCE WHITFIELD
AND THE SAVAGES:
EMULSIFIED LIVE
New Rose ROSE 189 CD
(44m 44s)CD
SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON:
WORK WITH ME
Chess CD RED 14 (66m 50s)
It's official: blues music is
alive, well and entering the
1990s in style.
l'he Kinsey Report's second
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quently amusing lyrics as she
whoops her way through the
swing wing-ding and the headsdown rock of ' Don't You Mess
Around With My Little Sister', or
applying a more smoke- filled
approach when such a line is
deemed appropriate. This is a
magnificent release and you may
quote me. (A:11
Fred Dellar

Michelle Shocked

pel Choir, provide support on
the album's Eric Kaz penned title
track. And though I.inda's not
exactly the most emotive singer
in the world, she handles songs
like Jimmy Webb's 'Shattered'
with acertain poignancy. A nice
album then, in the best sense of
the word, and one that could
endear Ronstacit's rock audience
without alienating the one that
bought her Nelson Riddle
liasons. [
A:1]
Fred De/lar
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under the label ' tasty'. 'Silent
Ways' harks back to the violin
and guitar struts that bedecked
Swingdom in the ' 30s, except
that here, the format is predominantly violin and mandolin. l'he
crunch really arrives with the
advent of ' Sleep Keeps Me
Awake', a blues bouquet on
which the band adopts aJames
Brown mantle, with fiery brass
tearing out hearts as the guitarist
goes big city and the organist
remembers his last revival meeting. Shocked is magnificent,
donating throughtful and fre-

release finds them stretching
even further into soul/funk
territory, but without losing
sight of the blues. Yes, they
still look like they should be
doing rap or disco — bluesmen
wearing Hi-Tops? Dreadlocks?
— but that makes it all the
more enjoyable. [
A:1/1*] Barrence Whitfield, meanwhile,
has built up a reputation as
one of the wildest live R&B
acts any club could contain.
His debut for New Rose is
explosive enough to let you
know what you're missing by
not living in Texas. [ B:11
Kenny Neal is the most ' traditional' sounding of the new
generation. It's probably due
to having afamous blues-playing daddy and learning at the
feet of Slim Harpo and Lazy
Lester. [
A:1]
Lou Ann Barton and Delbert
McClinton, although they're
white, avoid the sneers of
purists because they're as
much country musicians as
they are blues belters. McClinton's set contrasts nicely with
the fiery work of Whitfield
because it's in a much mellower vein. [B:1121 Barton is
the real find, though, because
she manages to blend the
country snap of Brenda Lee,
the soulfulness of Bonnie Raitt
and the salacity of Dana Gillespie into one sassy package
which you shouldn't miss. [A/
B:1] John Mayan is back with
the most stable line-up he's
ever had. Chicago Line consists mainly of. Mayall compositions, and only the sound
quality reveals it to be a 1989
release; otherwise he's playing
straight blues as in his early
days. [
A:1/2] You might wish
to compare it to the 21-yearold, 'weird period' Mayall
release, Blues From Laurel
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Jimmy's lengthy Parisian sojourn
left him with a not unhappy
touch of the Yazznavours. [
A:1]
Fred Dellar
NEIL YOUNG: FREEDOM
Reprise 7599-25899-1

London Record's soul choir-boy
has maintained the mix as before
— nods to the gay community,
ballads, disco delights old — a
reworking of Sylvester's '( You
Make Me Feel ) Mighty Real') and
new — backings that employ
synths and strings to provide an
always plush sound. Surprise in
the form of `( Comment Te Dire)
Adieu', a House duet with June
Miles- Kingston, suggesting that

Gathers together much of what
made Neil Young great in the
70s. His 80s excursions, though
entertaining, have failed to capture the essence of this nutter's
genius. References abound to his
earlier work, notably Rust Never
Sleeps, Zuma and Harvest. The
tone veers from rage at the
world to the tenderest love
songs. Young has put down
some of the most incendiary
guitar-playing of all time. From
'Eldorado', with its echoes of
'Cortez The Killer', through a
savage cover of 'On Broadway',
to the plaintive ' Hangin' On A
Limb', this is as good as it gets.
[A:11
Pete Clark

Canyon. This has finally been
issued on CD, and consists of
Mayall compositions of
another sort. Guess he's come
full circle, which explains the
`Bluesbreakers' tag on the
newer release. [
A:1/2]
The blues release of the
month is from alegendary old
timer. John Lee Hooker is back
fronting some of his worshippers in a stunner set. Santana,
Canned Heat, Bonnie Raitt,
Los Lobos, Robert Cray, Charlie Musselwhite — they
enhance Hooker's music with
touches which make him even
moodier and darker than Ican
remember. [
A*:1*]
Sonet has transferred to CD
the 12 LPs which made up the
exemplary Legacy Of The
Blues series. A dozen discs is
no small purchase, so the
company has also released a
24-track ' maxi-sampler' offering two tracks from each CD.
Each deals with a different
artist, the roster including
Bukka White, Snooks Eaglin,
Champion Jack Dupree,
Mighty Joe Young, Juke Boy
Bonner ( a fave), Big Joe Williams ( ditto), Memphis Slim,
JD Short, Robert Pete Williams, Eddie Boyd, Sunnyland

Slim and the magnificent
Lightnin' Hopkins. It's too
much to digest all at once, so
start with the compilation.
You won't be disappointed.
IA/H:1] for the baker's dozen.
The other good news this
month is feverish activity from
Charly's budget labels. Instant
Blues is the best, most costeffective introduction to the
blues you're likely to find. All
14 artists represented here are
giants of the genre: Albert
King, BB King, Robert Cray,
Elmore James, T Bone Walker
and more. If you're already
hooked, give this to friends
eager to learn. [H:11 Once
they're bitten, the Chess 'CD
RED' series is a fine way to
build up alibrary. Each title in
this month's trio contains
blues from the 1950s through
the early 1960s, with Williamson representing harp, Rogers
showcasing guitar and Fulson
offering the voice. The sessions included some of the
greatest studio musicians ever
assembled, and the liner notes
tell you all you need to know.
Uniformly, they're IH:1/11.
and fine companions to the
Legacy Of The Blues discs.
Ken Kessler

JIMMY SOMER'VILLE:
READ MY LIPS
London 828-161-1
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
BATTLEFIELD BAND:
HOME GROUND —
LIVE FROM SCOTLAND
Temple Records TP034
(Temple Records, Shillinghill,
Temple, Midlothian, Scotland
EH23 4SH)
Scottish folk that's rootsy and
authentic without sounding like
a textbook lesson. It really
swings — even the Tartan versions of ' Let's Twist Again' and
'With A Little Help From My
Friends'. Recorded live onto
DAT. [A:1]
DANIEL BIRY:
THE FEATHERED SNAKE
AMP Records AMP-CD 009
(40m 24s) CD ( Dist by
Magnum)
We've had New Age; this purports to be Future Age. A rose by
any other name ... Perrier-fuelled instrumentals are still best
left in the Jarre. One for hi-fi
buffs. (
4%.*:2]
SHIRLEY BROWN: FIRE (
51. ICE
Malaco/Charly MAL7451CD
(47m 10s)CD
Exquisite, from- the- bottom- ofthe- lungs- soul reminiscent of
golden age Aretha. Eschews current conventions, relying on
talent rather than trickery. Nifty
cover of Wonder's ' Tell Me
Something Good' which actually
tells you something bad about
Chaka Khan. [
A:1]
THE CALL:
LET THE DAY BEGIN
MCA MCG 6065
The title track alone is worth the
price of the LP, astunning example of powerful pop with amessage. This band has everything:
great material, a vocalist with
sensational pipes and no compunctions about using strong
melodies. An absolute winner.
[A:1/11
BO DIDDLEY:
LIVING LEGEND
New Rose ROSE lt38 ED ( 51m
14s) CD
Every other rock original —
Berry, Orbison et al — has had a
successful combeback, so why
not Bo? Someone must have told
him where to stick his ego and
made him modernize his sound.
The results are staggering, even
the titles are Prince- like. You'll
never believe that this talent was
buried under the drone of
'Mona'. [
A/B:11
DOMINIC SONIC:
COLD TEARS
Crammed/New Rose CRAM
CD 063 (43m 08s ) CD
Wild French duo who deliver
what Richman promised but
couldn't. The best traits of retro/
garage/indie pop rolled into one,
including manic covers of Lennon's 'Cold Turkey' and Jagger's
'Cocksucker Blues'. The best
thing to come out of France
since the Type 57SC. [
A*:11
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

FORCEFIELD:
TO OZ AND BACK
President PTLS 1100
'Supergroup' consisting of Cozy
Powell, Jan Akkerman, Graham
Bonnet and Ray Fenwick, producing stadium fodder of ahigh
calibre. Nothing new, but distinguished from the rest by virtue of experience. [
A:1/2]
THE FUREYS & DAVEY
ARTHUR: THE SCATTERING
Ariola 260 294 ( 56m 53s) CD
THE FUREYS & DAVEY
ARTHUR: THE COLLECTION
Castle Communications
CCSCD 231 (79m 32s)CD
This Irish folk institution
releases their latest at the same
time that Castle produces acompilation. Apart from the varying
sound quality, track- to-track, of
the compilation, you'd be hardpressed to tell the difference.
But then that's what the rootsy
crowd wants, so change would
actually cause a down- rating.
Funny about the titles, though.
[A:1], I.A/13:11
HAM: BUFFALO VIRGIN
One Little Indian TPLP 16 CD
(34m 14s)CD
More miserable, tuneless Icelandic indic rock. [
13:4]
JERMAINEJACKSON:
DONT TAKE IT PERSONAL
Arista 260 230 ( 46m 20s ) CD
At last, aJackson bold enough to
sound neither like Michael nor
the 'Five. The downside is its
anonymity. Yet again, we have
nothing more than art-of- thestate dance fodder. (
A/A*:1]
LENNY KRAVITZ:
LET LO'VE RULE
Virgin America CDVUS 10
(55m 44s)CD
Kravitz does for black music
what Rundgren and Wood do for
white pop, blending it into one
hot, eclectic stew. He's wellversed in what made early
Motown, Stax and Funkadelic
such commending forces, yet his
'feel' is pure 1990s. Prince,
watch yo' ass. [
A*:11
ERICH KUNZEL/CINCINNATI
POPS: VICTORY AT SEA
Telarc CD-80175 ( 61m 06s )
CD
Another sonic extravaganza for
soundtrack lovers. This one's
based around war movies, with
selections from Victory At Sea.
Casablanca and 7'he Winds Of
War. Majestic; typically Kunzel.
[A*:11
M WALKING ON THE WATER:
PLUTO
Jaro Fuego FUEGO 1121 ( Dist
by Conifer)
The band's second I.P in only
eight months, their Teutonic
Pogues pose hardened with
more electricity and upfront
guitar. Outré and accessible at
the same time. IA:1/2]
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MAX Q: MAX Q
Mercury 838 942-1
Mercury 838 942-2 (46m 06s)
CD
INXS's Michael Hutchence on a
short break from the band.
'stretching out' in other directions. Slick, powerful and funky
rock which owes less to INXS
than we expected. The similarity
though lies in the quality, which
is easily. [
A:1].
MORBID ANGEL: ALTARS OF
MADNESS
Earache Records MOSH 11CD
(51m 23s) CD ( Dist by
Revolver)
Even our resident headbanger
couldn't tolerate this thrash
trash, amonotonic flood of noise
with all the clichés. Don't these
cretins know that satanism is
passé? [
A:4]
OST: MAJOR LEAGUE
Curb/RCA ZD74277 ( 41m Ols)
CD
Soundtrack to one of many baseball flicks. Great contemporary
US tracks, including cuts from
Lyle Lovett, Randy Newman and
the legendary X performing the
Troggs"Wild Thing'. Fine stuff
even if you've never been near a
diamond. [
A:1/2]
OST: THE PARADISE CLUB
BBC CD764 ( 54m 24s ) CD
From the TV series about aSouth
London club which serves as a
front for criminals. Mix of club
styles, with fine selections from
Carmel, the Jack Rubies, Dave
Lawson and others. At last a
'various artists' score which can
stand alone. IA:1]
IRENE REID:
THE LADY FROM SAVANNAH
Birdland MC5 89( Dist Charly )
Fresh recording of a jazz legend
with backing from the likes of
Morrissey and Mullen. Ella-class
vocals and standards like ' I'm
Wallcin", ' Over 'nit Rainbow'
and aperfect ' Fever'. One for the
cognoscenti. [
A:1]
SEDUCTION: NOTHING
MATTERS WTTHOUT LOVE
A&M AMA 5280
An all-girl trio which combines
the vocal timbres of Bananarama
with the looks of Prince's backing chicklets and material that
just beats SAW. A strange brew,
girly-pop-dance-funk, but the
sleeve will have the post pubescents steaming. IA:1/2]
SHY REPTILES: SHY REPTILES
Fontana 838 701-1
Fontana 838 701-2 ( 38m 045)
CD
Fine debut from aband cleverly
treading between indite angst
and commercialism. Just when
you think they're about to drift
off into an irredeemably grim
groove, they throw in ahook of
true pop purity. Moody, yes;
bummer, no. [
A:1]

16 TAMBOURINES: HOW
GREEN IS YOUR VALLEY?
Arista 260 307 ( 39m 55s ) CD
Classy stuff, this: handsome pop
to add to the genre which ranges
from Deacon Blue and Danny
Wilson to Prefab Sprout. Intelligent yet unpretentious lyrics.
inventive melodies. IA:1/21
SLIDE: DOWN SO LONG
Mercury 838 864-2 ( 43m I )
Cl)
On the trail of Texas comes
another treasure of aband which
cherishes melody, energy.
wizard guitar work and other
undervalued virtues. Harder
than Texas, Slide owes as much
to Free/Bad Company as anyone
else. An unexpected delight.
[A.:11
MAX TOMLINSON:
FACE UP IN THE RAIN
Cypress/Sonet YL0127
Tomlinson is that rare beast. a
new age singer. This, his third
I.P, suffers less ' sore- to- thetouch' sensitivity than expected.
so think of him as alatter day Cat
Stevens without the penchant
for jihad. [
A:1]
VARIOUS: ITALIA —
DANCE MUSIC FROM ITALY
RCA PD 74289 ( 51m 46s ) CD
As the title suggests. Italy's
answer to house etc. The standout is Black Box's No 1 smash.
'Ride On Time', but most of it
sounds like 1986. Reason
enough not to subscribe to satellite TV. [
A/A*:2]
VARIOUS:
THE BEST OF THE RADIO 1
SESSIONS VOL 1
Nighttracks/Strange Fruit
LPNT100
14 samples of what the Beeb's
archives hold, a testament to
Strange Fruit's sterling work and
adamned fine intro to the world
of indic music, too. [
A:1/11
VAYA CON DIOS:
VAYA CON DIOS
Ariola 260 141 ( 42m 46s) CD
Finally, something from the Continent which isn't punk. metal or
disco. VCD are retro, back to the
great 1950s jazzy nightclub pose
which you can imagine knocks
'em dead in France and the
Benelux countries. And they do
it so much better than Sadé. A
pleasant surprise. [
A:11
DON WILLIAMS:
AS LONG AS IHAVE YOU
RCA PL90393
RCA PD90393 ( 37m 13s ) CD
Another heartwarmer from one
of country's giants, aman with a
gravelly voice somewhere inbctween Sonny Curtis' and Willie
Nelson's. Reminiscent of hot
dusty roads and rocking chairs
on porches and stuff like that,
but it will make you wistful even
if you've never watched The
Waltorzs. IA:11
121
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
MIKE BERRY: ROCK7VROLL
BOOGIE ... PLUS
C5 Records C5-541
Don't laugh: the man known
mainly for 'Tribute To Buddy
Holly' put out some fantastic
rock'n'roll sides in the 1970s;
why they didn't spare him from
Worzel Gummidge we don't
know. Not just aShaldn' Stevensstyle retro artist, Berry produced
some pretty advanced material
which will make you think of
those who've followed. IA:1/11
CILLA BLACK: YESTERDAY
C5 Records C5-547
Before her Northern bonhomie
grew tiresome on the noxious
Blind Date, Cilla was known for
belting out love songs with a
power and intensity worthy of
Shirley Bassey. Remember her
this way. [A:1]
MARC BOLAN:
THE BEGINNING OF DOVES
Media Motion MEDIA 2
Media Motion MEDIA CD2
(43m 08s) CD
A real rarity this, awithdrawn LP
from 1974 though it contains
material recorded just after his
early, John's Children phase. Top
quality Bolan material in a transitional vein. But Bolan's real
fans love it all, hippie-dippy or
glitter'n'glam. A treasure. [A/B:1]
THE BUZZCOCKS: PRODUCT
EMI CDPRDT 1 ( 198m) 3CDs
A set squeezing the punk heroes'
three postDevoto studio LPs,
their collected singles, alive gig
and other rarities on to three
CDs along with acopiously illustrated, detailed history of the
band. Product captures the era
as well as the band. IA:11 for a
job well done.
CAB CALLOWAY:
ME MOST IMPORTANT
RECORDINGS
Official/Charly 83041-2 ( 95m
04s) 2 CDs
Superlative double, 32 of his best
from 1930-49. The original jazz
hipster/space cadet, aprecursor
to every black music 'character'
from Little Richard to Kid
Creole. Pre-war hilarity. [Hal
CANNED HEAT: THE BEST OF
EMI CDP 793114 2 ( 74m 56s)
CD
20 of the best from the most
outré of white blues bands, with
the likes of 'On The Road Again',
'Let's Work Together' and 'Going
Up The Country', plus ( Ikid you
not) 'The Chipmunk Song'. [A:1]
THE CHAIRMEN OF THE
BOARD: SOUL AGENDA
HDH/Demon HDH CD 007
(66m 35s) CD
20 early 1970s soul/dance gems,
including the monumental 'Give
Me Just A Little More Time',
'Patches' and ' Elmo James'.
Smooth and tuneful, and no sampling. IA:1/2]
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

DETROIT EMERALDS:
YOU WANT IT, YOU GOT IT
Westbound/Ace SEW 011
Westbound/Ace CDSEW 011
(29m 05s) CD
Classic dance music from 1972,
their second release featuring
the infectious, rarely-equalled
bliss of ' Feel The Need'.
Audiophiles: take note. That
track is worth the price of the
CD. [A/A*:1]
DION: RUNAROUND SUE
Ace CDCHM 148 ( 36m 23s) CD
Ace pulled out all the stops, the
complete LP plus two bonus
tracks. The title cut and the
immortal 'The Wanderer' have
never sounded better, in the
kind of stereo that gets
audiophiles panting. A must for
the street corner rocker. [A*:11
DONOVAN:
GREATEST HITS AND MORE
EMI EMS 1333
EMI CDP7931462(67m 27s)
CD
The best-yet Donovan compilation, featuring all the classics
(four extras on CD). Hippie
excess, rendered timeless
because of the gorgeous melodies and superlative musicianship. `Barabajagal', 'Mellow
Yellow' and the essence of late
1960s pop. [A/B:11
THE EVERLY BROTHERS:
ME WARNER BROS YEARS
VOL 2
Ace CH 281
More rare tracks from their middle period, 1964-1970. Includes
B-sides and some tracks never
before issued in the UK, plus a
great cover of James Taylor's
'Carolina In My Mind'. [A:1]
MARVIN GAYE: VOL II
Motown WD72508 ( 58m 42s)
CD
20 more classics from one of
Motown's true giants. 'Can IGet
A Witness', ' Hitchhike', 'Chained'
and a sublime 'The End Of Our
Road'. [A/B:11
GREYHOUND:

LOUISJORDAN: THE V-DISCS
.Official/Charly 6061
The ultra-rare Jordan sides distributed only to the American
Forces Radio Service for entertaining the troops during WWII.
Classics like ' Deacon Jones',
including some studio takes
unavailable elsewhere. [H:11
MAC & KATIE KISSOON:
THE SWINGING SOUND OF
C5 Records C5-538
Liteweight, fun, soul-pop which
dominated the charts in the
early 1970s. Black bubblegum,
perhaps, but who can resist
'Chirpy Chirpy Cheep Cheep'?
Cute, but infectious. [A:21
ROY ORBISON:
I'M STILL IN LOVE WITH YOU
Mercury 838 433-2 ( 32m 42s)
CD
A brave move, reissuing one of
Orbison's neglected mid- 1970s
sets instead of another compilation. The voice transcends the
material — as ever. [A:1]
FREDA PAYNE:
DEEPER AND DEEPER
HDH/Demon HDH CD 005
(76m 23s) CD
Fine overview of the career of a
sorely underrated soul chanteuse. Naturally, this features the
all-time classic 'Band Of Gold',
plus 21 others also worthy of
respect. [A/B:11
CLIFF RICHARD:
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEE 280
See For Miles SEE CD280
(57m 17s) CD
Sub- titled ' Ballads And Love
Songs', this 20-track selection
gathers together material from
1961-68 which shows Cliff as,
among other things, afine cover
artist. Neil Diamond's 'Solitary
Man', the Beatles' Things We
Said Today' and the schmaltzy
'Maria' from West Side Story
nestle in among some real
smoochers. No, the boy's not
just a pretty face. [A:1/11

C5 Records C5-539
Chart- oriented, dub/reggaetinged 1970s pop. The charttopping title track and Caribbean- flavoured versions of
'Dream Lover', ' Unchained
Melody' — all good stuff if you're
feeling nostalgic. [A/13:1/2]

SMOKEY ROBINSON & THE
MIRACLES: VOL H
Motown WD72510 ( 65m 35s)
CD
22 delights from the label's
longest-serving prodigy. Songs
range from the gorgeous 'Ooh
Baby Baby' to the treacly
'Abraham, Martin and John' but
all of it's worth owning. [A/B:11

JIM! HENDRIX:
THEJIMI HENDRIX
CONCERTS
Media Motion MEDIA 1
Media Motion MEDIA CD 1
(71m 14s)CD
The fabulous live compilation
available again. Stellar Hendrix
performances covering most of
his career, with 'Hey Joe', ' Little
Wing', ' Fire' and more. Fine companion to the recently released
Radio 1 sessions. [A/13:1/11

HELEN SHAPIRO:
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEE 272
HELEN SHAPIRO:
HELEN IN NASHVILLE
C5 Records C5-545
This could mean that Ms Shapiro
is about to be rediscovered. If
you're interested in this almostforgotten British version of
Brenda Lee, go for Helen In
Nashville. The superior material
and musicianship shows her abil-
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ity to swing, while the UK stuff
reduces her to little more than a
precursor to Kylie. This woman
could transcend 'Walking Back
To Happiness'. [A:2]; [A:1]
JOE SIMON: GET DOWN
Southbound/Ace CDSEW
(32m 59s) CD
Hard and gritty danceable funk
from one of many neglected soul
belters. Features the title hit and
some smouldering ballads for
horizontal dancers. [A/13:11
CAT STEVENS: FIRST CUTS
Deram 820 561-2 ( 56m 50s)
CD
20 early selections, reminding us
that he once produced worldclass songs. [A:1]
THE SWEET:
THE COLLECTION
Castle Communications
CCSCD 230 ( 78m 24s) CD
10 stomping killers from the
Kings of Glamrock. 'Teenage
Rampage', ' Fox On The Run' —
was it really 18 years ago? Out
with the platform shoes. [A:1/2]
VARIOUS: THE FIRST
BRITISH R&B FESTIVAL
Decal/Carly LIK 54
Ultra-rare material, previously
only available on deleted French
LPs, containing performances
from Rod Stewart, Spencer
Davis, the Yardbirds and John
Baldry, live in Birmingham in
1964. Early British blues, for the
historian. [B/C:1/2]
DINAH WASHINGTON:
ME COMPLETE DINAH
WASHINGTON VOLS 12 & 13
Official/Charly 3040 & 3051
Now up to 1954-55, this
monumental series has reached
a different phase: Dinah's jam
sessions. She chose standards,
but breaks the 3min barrier and
swings out with help from Max
Roach, Clark Terry and others.
For some, No 12 could be the
best volume so far, while 13
returns to the shorter bursts of
brilliance. (A/11:1] [ Note: Vols
9-12 are now available on CD.]
ALSO RECEIVED:
VARIOUS:
RARE SOUL FROM ALABAMA
Charly CD200 ( 76m Ois) CD
27 steaming soul obscurities
from the Quinvy and South
Camp labels. [B:1/2]
VARIOUS: STEWED MOONBEAMS IN WAVY GRAVY
Edsel ED283
16 outrageous pre- 1960 black
rock'n'roll oddities from the
Okeh vaults. [H:1]
VARIOUS: STONED ALCHEMY
Instant/Charly CD INS 5016
(71m 52s)CD
27 R&B original artist versions
of songs since covered by the
Rolling Stones. [H/A:11
123

Meridian
NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS
ON LP
Limited stocks of LPs are still available,
including the following:
E 77027

ANTHONY HOLBORNE
Extempore String Ensemble. [A: 11
E 77033
VIERNE: Symphony No.4.
David Sanger.[A:
E 77040
ELGAR: * EVENING SCENE" Part Songs.
Philharmonic Chamber Choir [A: 1)
E 77044
HOW LOVELY ARE THY DWELLINGS
Salisbury Cathedral Choir. [A*: 11
E 77048
VIERNE: Symphony No.5.
David Sanger. [ A:11
E 77051
WALTHER: Transcriptions for Organ
Gerald Gifford.[A: 1]
E 4577058 ALLEGRI: % sere Mei.
Choir of St. John's College, Cambridge. [ A*: 11
E 77072
MORCEAUX DE SALON
Jeremy Polmear (ob.) / Diana Ambache (pno)
[A: 1*/1]
E 4577076 MY MINSTREL LOVE
Ann Mackay (sop) / Simon Wynberg ( gtr) [ A": 1]
E 77130
SCHOECK: Notturno Op.47.
Ian Caddy ( b- bar) / Bochmann Ot. [ A: 1]

MUSIC & VIDEO
EXCHANGE

SOUNDS GOOD

56 NOTTING HILL GATE
LONDON W11
01 727 0424
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
HIFI
RECORDS
TAPES / CD'S
VIDEOS
WANTED FOR CASH
OR EXCHANGE

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

IS NOW

NONE REFUSED!

PO Box 317, Eltham, London, SE9 4SF.
Send SAE for catalogue and details of
free LP offer.

IMPORTS OBTAINED
Also Classical available
OPEN 10AM

7HIGH STREET

TO

SOUTH NORWOOD

6PM

LONDON

6DAYS

SE25

TO
ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
SOPHIA
ON
01-686 2599
EXT.472

(C129 @•M
BLUE NOTE/BLUE BIRD CD'S AT £7.50

Meridian Records

CASSETTES & CD'S

TEL: 01 653-6471

MAIL ORDER C.D's

SUPERIOR SOUND
MAGNIFICENT MUSIC

Suppliers of 7" 12" LP's

RING MARK ON
01-807-6606 NOW
FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE
OF OVER 3000 JAZZ & BLUES CDS
ALL AT CRAZY PRICES
78A Warwick Road, Edmonton, London N181RT
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SPECIALIST GUID
.BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

CHESHIRE

ston
audio

Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

THE real Hl-Fi specialists in Buckinghamshire

STOP PRESS
KEF MUSICAL
EVENING ON
WEDNESDAY
31ST JANUARY 1990
SHOWING THE
NEW KEF 105
REFERENCES SPEAKER
FREE TICKETS
AVAILABLE NOW

Aiwa. ANO. Alphason. Audio Technica (CD Players also). ADC. AR.
A&R. Beard Boston. BLQ. Castle. Celestion. Denon. bi.,$),, Dual.
Exposure. GaleiGoldbug. Goldring, Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrook.
Harmon Kardon. KEF. Logic. Ijiin Arms. Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Mantra. Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission. Mordaunt
Short. Marano. Monster. Myst. Nakatnichi. Nagaoka. NAD. °mutt»,
Paragon. PhilipseD only). P.S. Audio, Proton. Quad, QED. Rata.
Revax, Revolver. Roksan. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sondes
Stand & Deliver: Spendor. Systemckrk. Tammy. Target. Tear CD.
Thorens, Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale, Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta.

4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE
ir 0625 582704
Closed Monday

0296 28790
OPE N loam-6prn. Monday-Friday, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday
redit 'Lard facilities ..milable

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA,
B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, CREEK,
DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC,
HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK. REGA. REVOLVER,
NAKAMICHI, KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ,
NAIM AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA, SONY,
QUAD, NAD.
FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-FI.
65 CAME STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS
Tel: 0494 31682

4111111011011101111A

6Abbey Street, Carlisle
re 0228 46 756
Mission. Cyrus. Marantz, Dual, Linn, Aiwa.
AR. Creek. Allison, Technics. Denon. Kenwoocl,
Pioneer. Phil ,ps. Creek, Acoustic Energy. Revolver, Akai.
DEMONSTRATION AND PART EXCHANGE
FACILITIES AVAILABLE

MARANTZ SPENDOR KEF

AUDIO-TECHNICA TANNOY
QUAD MUSICAL FIDELITY
REVOLVER YAMAHA STAX
MORDAUNT-SHORT SME
DENON CELESTION
MONITOR AUDIO ROGERS

dawsons

SPECIALISTS IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT
FOR OVER 60 YEARS
Sony E.S. Technics, Denon, Aiwa,
LT.L., Dual, Mordaunt Short, Gale, Castle
Large range of Accessores
23 Seamoor Road,
Westbourne, Bournemouth. Tel: (0202) 764965

B & W NAKAMICHI CELLO
MERIDIAN AUDIOLAB

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

HI-F1 SPECIALISTS

10I
C

COMM'
CI4•11.

U

AMADEUS ZARATHUSTRA
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ROTEL

IN PLYMOUTH
visit
peter nissells's hi-fi attic

DISCOUNT CD & TAPE
EXTENDED GUARANTEE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT

B

for musical sounds from
superior high fidelity equipment by

RI

QUAD
CELESTION

MINERVA - ANALOGUE AUDIO
Revox, Neumann and Surrey Electronics
Music by Wilfred Worden, Ltd edition record

only from Minerva.
Write for details, no callers

available

Minerva Group, 2 Victoria Terrace, Corkickle,

2z/cc/and Ye/ne diudze
QUAD DEALER
"FREE OPEN DAYS"

Hear the new Quad CD Player and 66 control unit.
December 9th, 10th and February 17th, 18th at 2.00pm
at " Fair Place", Watermillock-on-Ullswater,
Penrith CA11 OLR.
For details contact Ian Bewley 07684 86235
Also Agents for ATC Monitors, Townshend,
Glastonbury, Castle, Spendor, Sugden,
Marantz, Naltamichi, Kelvin Labs and Sumo.

DE'BYSHIRE

sound sr.

MONITOR AUDIO

DUAL

NAKAMICHI

BEYER

SENNHEISER

HEYBROOK
DENON

NAGAOKA
PIONEER

Q.E.D.

HARMON-KARDON

STAX

THORENS

KEF

ARISTON

MORDAUNT SHORT

and others

A&R CAMBRIDGE

Whitehaven, Cumbria CA28 8AB.

Active
Audio

REVOLVER

tlf TM)

ARCAM IAFUSTON UCELESTION II DENON UHEYBROOKU KEF
REFERENCE UCYRUS II MUSICAL FIDELITY UMARANTZ UMERIDIAN
UREVOXUROTELUROGERSI ETC.

Phone or write for free 24-page advice
price list
We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street ( 0752-669511)

CLONFYa
ABM

111/
IndI tia
CI lri iOEIIW

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Aragon, Quad, Nakamichi,
Arcam, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thu r & Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

Demonstration And Home Trial Facilities. Account and Credit
Cards. Ring For Opening Times And FREE 'FACT PACK'

Active Audio,
12, Chnaston Road,
The Spot, Derby
(0332) 380385

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS,
KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.
Tel: 0925-828009

FAX: 0925 825773

Open 6days
LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at — COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-9859.
NENX'S 8: RECORD REME \X'

Closed Wednesday.
JANt ARV 19911

Dorchester
Hi ri Ltd
SPECIALISTS IN THE SOUND OF MUSIC.

STOCKISTS OF: ELITE ROCK, SYSTEMDEK,
THORENS, MAY WARE, DECCA, CROFT, EAR.,
SUGDEN, AMADEUS, LINX, CARVER, MARANTZ,
AIWA, NAKAMICHI, TDL, ROGERS, SPENDOR, ROYD,
JPW, B+W.
17 Durngate Street, Dorchester,
Dorset DT1 1JP.
0305 64977.
We also stock classical LPs CD's Tapes.

LYRIC HI-FI

163 STRANMILLIS ROAD, BELFAST
(0232) 381296
125

OND

COMPACT

0

N

ANALOG AUDIO

APe

(HI Fi Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12

THE HI-FI SPECIALISTS

Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
ALEXANDER, AUDION, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO,
CASTLE, DENON, DUAL, PINK TRIANGLE, KISEKI,
KUZMA, ROTEL, NAGAOKA, KENWOOD, QED,
SME, SD ACOUSTICS, SENNHEISER, SPICA,
SYSTEMDEK, TARGET, TANNOY, DELTEC,
THE MOD SQUAD, WHARFEDALE & MORE

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

A11+11 MARKETS}

27, Market Parade, Havant
Hampshire P091PY
Tel: ( 07051 473952

The place where people care about hi-fi

Open 10-6 Tues Sat

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

A&R, ADC, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica,
B&W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle,
Celestion, Creek, Denon, Dual,
Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock), Glanz,
Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther,
Meridian, MFSL, Michell,
NakaMonitor Audio
michi,
Musical Fidelity,
Ortofon, Philips
Nagaoka,
" (C.D. only), Quad,
Revox,
Rogers,
Sennheiser, Shure
. ' Sondex, Spendor, Tannoy,
TDK, TDL, Thorens, KT DC, Zenn.
Hoe Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,

Recording Playback

LATE NIGHT DEMS. THURSDAY
BY APPOINTMENT.

& Monitoring Limited

Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD.
Telephone: 021-455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

2 Burland Road

9.30-6.00 Tuesday— Saturday

(Comer of Web bs Road)
London SW 11GSA
Tel: 01-5850274

* A R * DENON * REVOLVE * EPOS * HEYBROOK * LINN
O

BETTER HI-FI
16 COOK STREET
LIVERPOOL

Open: TuesSat 1030am-6.30pm

Authorised Stockists of: Linn, Naim, Rega, Creek, Ion.

PEI Audio
TELEPHONE

n\S

Goodrnans, Royd, Ruark.BLQ.
Accessories from: Chord Company. Audiotech, Sound
Organisation, Sound Factory, Audio Technica, Hunt

o
* 13.1.011 4 NOLLS313D 4 ZINIRIVIN 8 YHVH re

TELEPHOSE
020E771774

0AS

is the only
number that can
turn your ears on
to the 'Absolute
Sound' in the
whole of the

EDA, Sennheiser, Beyer.
2 Comfortable Single Speaker Darn Rooms

O

California Audio Lab.

0902
771774

0902 771774

Denon. Sony, Cambridge. Revox, Nakamichi,

051 — 227 — 5007
QUALITY HI-FI SPECIALIST.

(Na., Clapharn.lonctIon. CraPheoi
South& SouthCircular Road)

M

Informed Advice in a Relaxed Environment
Full Delivery St Installation Service
2 Year Warranty
Highly Experienced Turntable Service St Restoration
Facilities
Access, Visa & Instant Credit.

AUDIOVE\UE

Midlands.

IMMII AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS

111DIMD (ilifj STUDIO

24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,
LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 01-771 7787
Stockists of: Linn Hi Fi, Naim Audio, Creek,

WULFRUNA ST.,

Audio Tech, Epos, Denon, Dual, Revolver, BLO,

WOLVERHAMPTON

Yamaha, Marantz etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms,

/1\£

Instant Credit Facilities

Will 1LX.

0002 771774

All equipment delivered & installed.

Keeton

Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
Interest Free Credit. 2year warranty

ill) /1\
0202 771774

Jadis

Danbach

Open 10-6pm. — Closed all day Wednesday
Frie!l
TELL11.7
2 L1
DALIV L

BIRMINGHAM

STOCKISTS OF Acoustic Research, Alexander, Alphason, Anston,
Audio Technica, Beard, B & W, Carver, Castle Acoustic, Celef,
Celestion, Chord, Denon, Dual, Gale, Harman Cardon, Heybrook,
Hunt, Jecklin, JPW, Kelvin Lab, Lino, Manticore, Marants, Michell,
Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Proas Proton, QED. Quad, Ratel, Ruark,
SD Acoustic, SME, Sony, Spendor, System Dek, Tannoy,
Target Audio, Orell, Technics, Thames, Van Den Hul, Yamaha
35-37 Marshenn Street, London SW1P 4LA.
Tel: 01-233 0774
Fax: 01-233 0773

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI
18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9118
Tel:01-379 4010. Fax 01-497 9205

OPEN 7DAYS
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • CAMBRIDGE •
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • REVOX
• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •
SONY • DENON
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)

Garrott Micnecanned Deccas Garnet P77,

Croft Acoustics, SD Acoustics, Klipsch
Horn Speakers and Space 50 Speakers and
Space Deck, Esoteric Audio Research
,Amplifiers, Mentor Turntable + Arm.
0773-762947

Warstones
Ni-Fi
Studio

(KELVIN LAB 'DENON
•INFINITY • ROL
AND
,
RESEARCH • ORACLE
•ROTEL • QUAD •
SPENDOR • CROFT ACOUSTICS •

Hours of Opening.
Mon, Tues Wed, Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs, Fri 10am-9pm
54a Warstoneg Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

ROM, MORDAUNT SHORT. ARCAM. LINN. MONITOR
AUDIO. EPOS. NAIM. MISSION. REGA, DUAL, RO TEL.
CYRUS, CREEK. NAKAMICHI, DENON. MARANTZ.
RE VOX, QUAD
.
94

BRISTOL ST., BIRMINGHAM
1359
TUE -SAT
10am-6pm
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Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 50p per word ( private), minimum £ 13.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 60p per word, minimum £ 16.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in March issue must reach these
offices by 17th January 1990 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
'NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

CAL TEMPEST MK2 SPECIAL EDITION CD
PLAYER. Black as new £3500 o.n.o.. Oracle Delphi
MK- 3latest spec £950. Audio Technica Art- One £600.
Tel: 01-771 7106. ( A)
SPI I-2 MINT BOXED £2975. MH750 Speaker Cable 4
X 8' lengths, each 2wires. Suitable bi-wiring £250. Tel:
091-259 3565 9 till 6. ( A)
WHARFEDALE RITZ DIAMOND LOUDSPEAKERS.
Perfect condition, less than ayear old, boxed. Superb
sound £85. o.n.o. Tel: 01-660 6365. ( A)
LINN ISOBARIK DMS SPEAKERS AFRORMOSIA
VGC. Sound Factory custom stands. New price approx.
£2300: offered at £875. Tel: ( 0527) 36723 evenings. ( A)
TEAC PI ESOTERIC CD DRIVE UNIT and matching
D/A converter worth £4,500. No-compromise superb
sound and engineering. Unwanted prize, absolutely as
new, boxed. £3,000. Tel: 05438 5720 daytime. ( A)
CROF1' PREAMP SUPER A Black £400. Supermicro
£180. OTL Power Amp. Two months old £850. Snell
.111 £550, AE2 £800, Roksan/Rega £550. Tel: (0284)
84456. ( C)
REVOX A77 TAPE RECORDER, Suitcase Model
Stereo/Mono, complete as new with accessories seldom
used. Perfect Splicer and 7in reel/tape unused £325.
Tel: Andover 51651. ( A)
TDL MONITOR LOUDSPEAKERS walnut, with
stands. retail £ 1889 accept £ 1275 absolutely brand new.
Adcom GFA amplifier high current 100 watts
Stereophile' recommended. retail £695 accept £295 as
new. Tel: 01-952 4011. ( A)
ORACLE DELPHI £700, Well Tempered arm £ 325.
Magneplanar 2C £ 1050. Elite Townsend mono blocks
(80 wpc) £280. All in excellent condition ( 0942) 57525.
WANTED: LEAK TL50+ black working or not. ( A)
VALVES RADFORD STA22. SC22 £300. Leak Vanslope 2 £250. QUAD ELS-1's £250. Edinburgh 031-225
4825. WANTED Applemac. part-exchange considered.
(A)
MARANTZ CDI2LE supplied with Quantum fibre
optic interconnect and all accessories. This two- box
unit combines fine engineering with audiophile quality
sound. As new and fully guaranteed. This £2650 player
is a genuine bargain M £ 1595. Tel: Kilharchan 3300
(Renfrewshire). ( A)
ROGERS LS7 SPEAKERS with stands. Quad 303
amplifier all complete with cabling £350. Tel: ( 03(16)
880954. ( A)
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI I MK2. Just overhauled by
Audio Research. best offer over £2650 will secure
excellent sound and condition. Will demo. Tel: Jeff
(06(12) 229769. ( A)
QUAD ELECTRO x2 plus 22amps..preamp AM. FM
Multi Lenco all working. good condition. Offers.
(0904) 413027 evenings. ( A)
QUAD 606 POWER AMPLIFIER 150W/ch £325. SME
Series 3arm complete with all parts £60. Both in good
condition. Tel: ( 0602) 222368. ( A)
SAE; P102 PRE-AMP £325, A102 Power- Amp £460.
T102 Tuner £295. D 102 CD £460: Nakamichi 582
Cassette £330: Luxman-Brid T102L Digital Tuner
£149; Yamaha ('T800 Tuner £ 110. ADC SS? - 1Black
Graphic Equalizer £85: 2 xAurcx Adrcs 4 Stereo NR
£90 ( both). Excellent condition, boxed o.n.o. Tel:
(0602) 784714/624666. ( A)
NAD 2200 POWER AMP 100W. As new, in box,
immaculate. £400 new will take £250 no offers, for
quick sale. Ideal high end bargain must be seen and
heard. Tel: 444-4103. ( A)
Ill- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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LATEST CD PLAYER UPGRADES available for all
Philips/BASED I6- bit players. The new " Pro II"
modification uses components of the highest quality
plus an additional circuit board for £ 149. For those
seeking the ultimate in quality there is the new
"Reference" upgrade, available for full-width machines
only. This incorporates a power supply unit of the
highest quality with the above upgrade. Discrete
regulators and a dedicated toroidal transformer are
used to power the D/A converter and analogue stages
independently. This produces a machine with the very
finest sound for £250. Owners of " Pro" modified
machines may upgrade to " Reference" standard for
£149. Enquiries to Geoff on 01-3797427 x 126. Covent
Garden Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London
WC2.
PINEWOOD MUSIC is aspecialist dealer for Absolute
Sounds, but we always have a range of good quality
traded- in equipment to interest you, from the budget to
the esoteric. All our goods have at least a one year
parts and labour guarantee. Telephone for details - and
don't forget to look at our full page advertisement in
this issue. The Pinewood Music Company, ' Martins'.
Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford. Andover. Hampshire SPI 1 7HL. Tel: ( 0264) 57536. ( A)
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370 £ 1795 M.V.X. £ 1595. The
Source including third dimension power supply £795
SME series V £795. Koctsu red £495. David Steven
Hi- FL 1 - 3 Main Street. East Kilbridc. Tel: ((13552)
44145. ( A)
DELTEC AMPLIFIERS, Slink cables, PDM-ONE
converter. Audio Innovations amplifiers, Croft
preamfps, OTL power amp, Voyd Valdi turntables,
Snell. Rogers speakers. Audible Difference offers a
great deal. Diss (0379) 740227. ( A)

HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS
WILL COMPLIMENT AND ENHANCE YOUR PLAYING
EQUIPMENT TO THE FULL!
AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:BECKENHAM

_

RECORD CENTRE
• -

DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS. % SPEED. JAPANESE ETC.
REFERENCE. PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHEMI lit
i
pl/LINN
SHEFFIELD LAB. MOBILE FIDELITY ETC. A STOCK oeLYRITA

SEND A6"x9" SAE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE
PINK FLOYD "MEDDLE"
M.F.S. LP NOW IN STOCK £ 15.99
TRY 'JAZZ AT THE PAWN SHOP' DOUBLE LP

£ 16.99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll- THE FAMOUS 'YOU ARE THERE PRESSING
WE ARE SPECIALIST V
117i171ÏFZ
,
E
.
-RS-AND IN CONJUNCTION
WITH OUR SUPERCUT DEPARTMENT WE STOCK AND HAVE ACCESS
TO AFULL RANGE OF RECORDS COVERING - BLUES, R&B, UK AND
IRISH FOLK, ELECTRONIC, NEW AGE, JAll, FUSION, COUNTRY
ETC. ETC. AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT AGOOD LOCAL SHOP- WHY NOT TRY US?

PRECISION TEST CASSETTES
RECOMMENDED BY HI-FI NEWS
RECOMMENDED BY HI-FI CHOICE
RECOMMENCED BY AUSTRALIAN HI-FI
SOLD AT THE PENTA HI-FI SHOW
Each Harrison Test Cassette i$ individually digitally mastered in real time.
Dialloy Level
£3.75
Speed Accuracy
£5.15
Azimuth Alignment
£6.35
Dolby Level/Azimuth
£8.95
Dolby LevekAztmuth/Speed
£ 12.00
Dolby Level/Ammuth/30Hz-15KHz
Frequency Response ( 120useq)
£ 14.50
Multi- Purpose 6tests: Dolby Level. Auntie'. 30Hz-I SKHz Frequency
Response. Dolby B/C Tracking. Speed/Wow, Flutter, 8ms Meter
Tone-Burst ( 120u$ mil
£ 20.00
Postage: U.K. 75p/Tape. Europe ft. Elsewhere £2

ORDERS/ENQUIRIES TO: IAN HARRISON ,T, MILL HILL REPTON,
DERBY, DEI 6GO. TEL: 0283 702875

REGA RB300 / RB260
VAN DEN HUL
REWIRING
If you own one of these superb arms, why not
upgrade the performance by rewiring with Van
den Hul cable?
Our engineers will replace the internal wiring
with vdH MSS7 and leadout cable with 1m of
vdH MC- D502.
We will fit superb gold plated/Teflon insulated
phono plugs and gold plated shrink sleeved
cartridge tags.
Our price for this skilled conversion is just
£84.95. plus £3.75 p&p, and we will return your
arm within 21 days. Furthermore we will fully
guarantee our work for 12 months.
(Due to customer demand, we now offer the
following options: vdH phono plus e15.po
extra. 1.5m leadout £ 15.00 extra.)
Details sent on request, or simply package the
arm properly and send it to us by insured post.
SOUND DEALS: 52-548 SHORTNIEAD ST.
BIGGLESWADE BEDS SG18 OAP ENGLAND
TEL: 0767 312249
FAX: 0767 315714

NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
iritniduced in 1983. the Soundbov $ 13101 upgrade boards have
modernised and enhanced Quad 33's around the world. Our tie's
S13707 Mug in circuit beanie exceed tilt' performance id even file
SI3101 esperlall> for distortion. frequents response and noise
performance Vv1) retain the full use of the tone. filler and balance
controls.
VI hen upgraded *Blithe new StI707 the Quad 33 will chenille any
'modern' design for transparency and bass firmness. •
$11707 © pair - £63.00 + ssi
QUAD 33

disc

board u • • rade

Replacing the internal Quad disc amplifier hoard with the lieu 511600
greatly improves IA' reproduction. The SB600 C) has amom natural
perspective and a sweeter top-end ( especially on strings).
5B600©- £ 38.50 + 'te
COMPACT

DISC ATfENUATORS

Overload/non-line:wit> distortion results from the level mismatch
between CI) players ( 2 volts) and typical radio/ens amp in)iuts.
(100mX ) like Quads'. This gives ahard grins treble, asoftened bass
and an uncomfortablv high vol
Our CD allenuators eliminate
these distortions and restore the natural sound. .Uallable 111-110e or
as complete I.3m leads. Other sensitivities/matches available.

WE ENDEAVOUR TO OFFER APROMPT AND HELPFUL MAIL ORDER SERVICE
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME BY PHONE CAREFUL PACKING

la-Mse 811200 © MI5) - £ 13.00 811233 © ¡ phone - £ 17.00

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME

Leads: $11243 C) ( phono plugs/phono plugs) - £ 23.30

POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION

WE ARE OPEN

FOR

BROWSING MON SAT

64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT. BR3 4LS
01-658-3464

FAX. 01-650-037&

86263 © ( DIN plug to phono sockets) - £20.00
811283 0 ( Dr\ plug/ phono plugs) - £ 23.30 ALL + VAT

SOUNDBOX, 3ENTERPRISE PARK,
LINDFIELD, WEST SUSSEX, RHI6 2LX.
TEL: 04447 4371
12"

LASSIF
FOR SALE— Trade
General clear., ot pre-productlon prototypes end ex-dem produCt
A40 Stereo Power Amp. ex-dew
.
.£ 180.00
A50 Mono Power Amp. ex-dern. pr
,
.£350.00
P60 Pro drop ex-dem,
.
£ 170.00
PSU Power Supply, ex-dern
.£ 120.00
A60 Stereo Power Amp. pro,
.
.£220.00
A70 Mono Power Amp, pro. pr
.
.£ 400.00
A80 Mono Power Amp. pro. pr
£200 00
P70 Pre Amp. pro
£700.00
Coble Loudspeaker, ex.dem. pr
£120.00
Cubit Stand. ex- 00m, pr .
£380.00
Cube ILoudspeaker ex-dem, pr
£120.00
Cube Stand. ex-dem, pr .
£250.00
Cube 2Loudspeaker, ex dom, pr
.
1160.00
Cube 3Loudspeaker. ex-dern, pr
&Box Loudspeaker, ox doro, pr
moo

MVéel

reitieZe:?.elgelei,;d;, i
.'â ee i',7ii

5.532 mm2

AUDIOPHILE DUALITY COMPONENTS

•SidereolKaps The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
0 SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
ODNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning.
OKIMBER KABLE TM Speaker
cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean open - transparent - smooth.
Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
Write for NEW Price list for 1989.

e
•

0

RUSS ANDREWS TURPRAILE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LAB 9AS TEL SELSIDE (053 983) 247

SERVICES
STUDIO ACOUSTICS Importers and Distributors of
specialist audio equipment for Lector Audio Pre +
Power Amplifiers ( tube) Discreet Technology Cables
and Vandersteen Speakers. For further details please
telephone (0626) 67060 - Trade enquiries welcome.
(M)
AUDIO EVALUATION & SERVICING. Evaluation
and servicing of valve and solid state audio equipment
using Audio Precision System One. Lab reports in
graphical format on equipment specifications by qualified audio engineer. Contact T Bateman, MInstSCE,
44 Mapledene Ave, Hullbridge, Essex. Tel: (0702)
231950. ( A)
.
RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT by
Electronics Engineer, suitably qualified ( Degree/
MAES) and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service
agent and specialist knowledge of Radford, Leak,
Rogers, Armstrong etc. Extensive workshop enables
original design standards, accompanied by detailed
reports. 7 days. Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
(X)

Prices for 1
2 m stereo pair
/
Nickel £ 15 Gold £ 23
Prices for 1m stereo pair
Nickel £22 Gold £30
Other lengths can be supplied
Send cheque or p/o to:
M.P.

INTERCONNECTS

288 Mill Road, Deal, Kent CT14 9BG
POST FREE RETURN

CROWBOROUGH. E.SUSSEX, TN6 2BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

TIGHT, DYNAMIC, EXTENDED BASS
WITH REAL SLAM
DETAILED, TRANSPARENT MIDRANGE
HOLOGRAPHIC STEREO IMAGES
Not just adream, if you listen to good Hi -Fi in
SUPERIOR ROOM ACOUSTICS
achieved with the aid of our unique
COMPUTERISED ROOM ANALYSIS SERVICE
Our Computerised Postal consultancy, ( no home ', sits needed),
can provide a detailed report on the acoustic qualnies of your
own room, with recommendations on how to obtain optimum
performance without sacrificing decor. For full details send A4
(326mm x 230mm) SAE ( 45p stamp) to

ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES

Farm,

Rotherham

Wentworth,

S62 7S0

FREE LISTS of our Special CD offers/Competitive
Price List. Updatcd every two months with new
releases. Overseas specialists. Europadisc, 91 North
Street, Sudbury, Suffolk C010 6RF. (C)
128

Audio Q Imports, 64a Burwood Road,
Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.
Tel: (03) 813-3691

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI- Fl
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW IS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE. COPIES
ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF PUBLICATION
DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS,
450B PIKE ROAD, HUNTINGTON VALLEY,
PA 19006 U.S.A
phone: 215-953-9222 FAX 21 5-953-0360

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS & CDs. Mobile Fidelity. Nautilus. Sweet
Thunder. Century. Japanese: also Reference. Sheffield. Chesky.
Proprius. M & K. Crystal Clear. Umbrella. Super Disk. Wilson.
Lyrita. EMI. Decca, Opus Ill, RCA Living Stereo. Mercury Living
Presence. Casino Royale. Linn. Odin. North Star. Super Analog.
Concord Jazz. Three Blind Mice CD. Ultradisc 24K Gold CD. Dealer
inquiries invited. One stop distributor prices for audio stores.
Accessories by AudioQuest. record-cleaning machine by Nitty Gritty.
and Last record-care products. Chad Kassem, P.O. Box 2043, Salina,
KS 67402, USA. Tel: 1913) 825-8609.

PrerrinlifflarrilaP
BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed-fellows, but
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts, beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies-with-a-difference by one-time HEN/RR editor John Crabbe. Hector
Berlioz - Rational Romantic and Beethoven's Empire of
the Mind are available from bookshops at f5.95 each,
and if your stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves,
tell him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn &
Averill. Or you could try your local library. Either way,
they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

WAN
MIKE SOLOMONS AT LONDON SOUND offers free
estimates for service/repair of modern, old, and vintage
Hi Fi. London Sound, 266 Field End Road, Easteote.
Ruislip. Middx. (01868) 9222. ( M)

Please contact:

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53.

3, Queen Elizabeth Way, BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside. DN18 6AJ,
Proprietor:- R.E.13urns, 13.Sc.(Eng), M.Sc.. C Eng.. M.R Ae S.

Coley Lane

HI-FI NEWS is now available in Australia,
within 2 weeks of publication. Also back
issues are available.

All available. Genuine Spares. Service. Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.

STOP

This is the only unit we have found which accomplishes
these things without degrading the music in anyway. The
Lynwood Conditioner will supply over 500W of clean power
and is fitted into an expanded mains plus to replace the
ordinary plug on your equipment leads or extension sockets.
Available on asale or return basis for
fol9.95 WI P&P
send acheque or SAE for further information to
WENTWORTH AUDIO

AUDIOPHILE PARTS at affordable prices! FEATURING: WonderCap, Rel-Cap, Solen, Wima, Holco,
Vishay, Resista, Cardas, van den Hul, MIT, Teflon,
WBT, Tiffany. Music Post, Gold Aero, Grado, etc.
Premium Tube Pre Amp and Power Amp KITS.
Call/Write/FAX for free catalogue. SONIC FRONTIERS, 181 Kenilworth Ave, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. M4L 3S7. Tel: (416) 691-7877. FAX. (416)
338-2562. ( H)

CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD: GOLDRING: LENCO;
ORTOFON: SHURE; SME: THORENS.

the noise from domestic electrical equipment cg. flourescent
lights, televisions, fridges. etc. affecting your HiFi system
by fitting aLynwood Mains Conditioner. This results in:* Huge increase in soundstage width, height and depth.
* More space around each now clearly distinct instrument.
* Much deeper. extended bass with better control and
focus.
* More natural, relaxed sound especially with CD.
* Cuts out RF interference.

INTERNATIONAL

TURNTABLES, ARMS, CARTRIDGES, STYLI.

M.P. INTERCONNECTS
Individually made high quality phono pairs using
special low noise double screened coaxial cable
and high quality gold or nickel plated phono plugs.

ED

WOULD LIKE TO
WISH ITS READERS

T

WANTED - VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Quad, Radford, Leak Stereo 50 & 60
Turntables: Thorens 10124 & 10224, Ganard 301 & 401
Pickup Arms & Heads: Decca FFSS, SME3012 etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15' - Monitors and 11112. Axiom 80, Wharfedale
Airedale, Goodmans etc.
Illustrated 22 page "Wanted Let" available upon request
Buyer collects in areas on aregular basis
%Vintage Udine Compose lg.. Tudor Home, Galan Street,
Maegoblield, bidet BSI7
idepliose (0212) stun hew.

and advertisers
avery Merry Christmas
and aprosperous
New Year
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WEST MIDLANDS
easEftevie
LUC

Ltd

KENWOOD CENTRE
MARANTZ • ROTEL • DENON • CAMBRIDGE •
MICHELL • A.R. • J.B.L. • HECO • KEF • DUAL
• SUPRA • SENNHEISER • AKAI • TANNOY •
Q.E.D • INFINITY • HARMAN-KARDON • SONY
• ARISTON • JEC KLIN • MONSTER • BEYER •
A.K.G. • CELEF • MORDAUNT-SHORT •
YAMAHA • WHARFDALE • AUDIO-TECHNICA •
PIONEER • TARGET • PARTINGTON •
DISCWASHER • GOLDRING • T.D.V. • THAT'S etc
DEMONSTRATION ROOM
CD/CDV STOCKIST

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne

E.Sussex BN21 3LX

Tel (0323) 640911

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues.—Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50— 5.30.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

Audio Reflections
Musk for

the home

ATC Monitors now available for
demonstration in Yorkshire

IN TUNE - NATURALLY

For further details on this amazing speaker
and other fine products please contact
John Bleakley on Leeds ( 0532) 698037

NORFOLK/SUFFOLK DEALER FOR
THE EQUIPMENT REVIEWERS
USE AND RECOMMEND
Deltec amplifiers: "New standards in transparency and
detail resolution at this price or any other".
Slink cables. PDM ONE CD hit stream convertor.

"Ele 'WI LEY

Audio Innovations. Valve amplifiers from the 200 up to the
Triodes with "aveome dynamic range and superb
transparency".

(
:44-31-tEPORfl

Ii ¡ ti

effries

Croft. The "giant killer" valve preamps and outstanding OTL
power amplifier.
Voyd Valdi turntable. "Remarkable clarity, previously unheard
subtlety and nuance". Recommended against Linn. Roksan.
Alphason if you want "minimum of colouration and compression".
Snell speakers. Part of several reviewers reference systems,
described as " remarkably revealing and neutral . . . the
amount of dynamic range and new detail that could be
heard . . was positively enlightening".
Also stocked, Rogers. Systemdek, Mod Squad. Moth. ()ed.
Royd. Goi
ldring, Audio Technica. On demo,
ROKSAN and AE2 speakers.

This flawless handling of dynamic range and contrasts,
utterly devoid of any form of compression, rendered the
ATCs as suitable for both ear-busting rock and the kind of
classical which you dream about replicating in the home.
Ken Kessler
HiFi News & Record Review
January 1989

4ALBERT PARADE GREEN STREET
69 LONDON ROAD

EASTBOURNE 31336

BRIGHTON 609431 =rill"!

3demonstration rooms at each shop %%MP
LATE NIGHT- WEDNESDAY- 8PM

64 8. 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

CLOSE DMONDAYS

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

Ring us for demonstrations at our listening rooms or in your home.

We give aGREAT DEAL, Diss (0379) 740227

''1111116111131111ffl

r Cril

IF 'DEL

Ciassical-Sounds
The largest selection of classical CD's/cassettes
in Northamptonshire
SPECIALISTS 'IN RECORDED CLASSICAL MUSIC AND
HIGH QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT
NEW SHOP SPECIAL OPENING AUDIO OFFERS
TEL 0327 359 588

84E Watling St East, Towcester, Northants

Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 I
SJ
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

For the
finest
names
in

11"r- F
.

Active

Audio

WORTHING
(BONERS

ILKINS

Litt lehampton Road Tel Worthav, 64141

fiastivigs Hi fi

sound

ARCAM UARISTON UCELESTION II DENON II RC/BROOK@ KEE
II CYRUS UMUSICAL FIDELITY UMARANTZ
• RE VOX UROTE. UROGERS UETC.
Demonstration And Home Trial Facilities. Account and Credit
Cards. Ring For Opening Times And FREE 'FACT PAOr

Active Audio,
29, Market Street,
Tamworth, Derby.
e(0827) 53355
HLR NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

BOWERS&
WILKINS

— CONSULTANTS
(32 WESTERN ROAD, STDEONADDS. ( 0424 )442975.

Selected
from

EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMAN, MAROON,
MOIYITOR AUDIO, ROGER.S, TANNOY, CYRUS,
PIAD, REVOLVER, MAPITICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBROOK,

& Many more.

• OPEN MON.SAT 9.00-6.00.
aim Or ,IONSTRATIONS - tri STORE & IN HOME

JANUARY 1990

TO
ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
SOPHIA
ON
01-686 2599
EXT.472
I29

BACK DOOR
Shop

ranks with Blow By Blow as further
testimony to his prowess. Of the original
quartet of divine guitarists — Hendrix,
Page, Clapton and Beck — three survive in
body, only two in mind, and Beck alone
survives in power and energy.
The list of revived, rockin' OAPs could
fill this page, what with Dylan waking up,
Dion returning to the street corner, the
Kinks enjoying a career boost and vicarious chart hit through Kirsty's ' Days', the
Bee Gees producing more chart cham-
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KEN

KESSLER

he 1980s, a decade which produced such chronic swill as Tiffany,
Jason ' n' Kylie. acid house, SchlockAitken-Waterman, Jive Bunny, the Sugarcubes, the Smiths, Napalm Death, the
Wedding Present — the run-down suggests
that we were either all inanely happy or
utterly suicidal. It's hardly surprising, then
that the decade ended with major-league
revivals and the emergence of bands not
afraid of rock's history. Personally, I'd
rather find my musical salvation in any
number of retreads rather than embrace
worthless noise just because it's ' new'.
1989 was, beyond doubt, the Year of
the Wrinklies and they astounded everybody. The Rolling Stones, The Who and
Paul McCartney came out of — respectively — semi- retirement, ' total' retirement
and limbo to produce tours which
received universal praise. And with the
exception of The Who, who have stated
many times that this tour is strictly away
to replenish their bank accounts, the
so-called dinosaurs also preceded the
tours with their best 1.Ps in years.
The Stones' Steel Wheels ranks right up
there with the cream of their post-Beggars' Banqueepre-Black And Blue output, while McCartney's Flowers In The
Dirt showed that judicious use of writing
partners is all Macca needs to prevent his
cloying, sickly-sweet persona from dominating. Hot on the heels of the Russia-only
oldies LP, Flowers In The Dirt is the best
thing he's done since the early ' 70s.
Although the Crosby. Stills and Nash
reincarnations were less than successful
(especially Crosby al fresco). their occasional partner Neil Young proved twice
that he could deliver goods to satisfy even
the terminally trendy. This Note's For
You, his ' R&B' period, was followed by
• the staggering Eldorado project, resulting
in Freedom. Every once in awhile someone brands Young a guitar hero, though
the persona .is closer to that of singersongwriter. His latest efforts show that the
a.xemanship first demonstrated 22 years
ago in Springfield epics like Steve Stills'
'Bluebird' hasn't been neglected.
Another ancient axe-wielder back from
a long break is Jeff Beck, whose Guitar
130

pions, Yes re-appearing as not one but two
groups, Tina Turner maintaining superstar
status only adozen years or so away from
her free bus pass, Jerry Lee Lewis reappearing via a bio-pic, the Dead proving
that they're still alive, the Beach Boys
having their biggest chart single since
1966, Dusty Springfield ( and Liza Minelli )
enjoying new-found success by hanging
out with the Pet Shop Boys, Tom Jones
earning kudos for work with the Art of
Noise... But that doesn't explain why we
were so ready for non- nostalgic revivals.
Maybe the answer is to be found in the
new groups, whose respect for what went
before meant that it was okay to re-assess
and enjoy what was passé.
Take Texas, whose eponymous debut
LP and stunning single showed it possible
to embrace musicianship and melody of
the old sort while still sounding as fresh as
last night's TOTP. Sure, there are those
who dubbed this Scottish band as refried
Cooder, and their B-sides and live sets
suggest a more than passing interest in
antedeluvian genres, but the lady can sing,
the band cooks and the slide player will
most certainly learn afew more licks. I'm
certain that blues purists are chuckling at
the irony of a generation of potential
blues fans who learned of the music via a
source three steps away from the originals

A depressing decade, in many
ways, but some rock survivors
end it on ahigh note...

— did Texas learn about bottleneck from
Clapton or Elmore?
Enya blew a few minds with music a
few centuries older than the inspiration
for Texas. Instead of h,ey-nonny-nonnying
her way into obscurity with Clannad, she
used her gorgeous voice to good effect
with the weird ' Orinoco Flow' solo —
probably the most unlikely chart-topper
of the year.
Just as surprising, despite the omnipresence of oldies, was the continued success
poppers, a whole
of Late Eighties retrophalanx of ( mainly) female artists with
the Mamas and Papas as their patron
saints. Belinda Carlisle kept things fresh
and bouncy while The Bangles, sadly
rumoured to have split for good, produced the exquisite ' Eternal Flame', just
one of a number of future classics from
the Everything LP. Transvision Vamp,
Adult Net, the latest edition of Fuzzbox,
even the harder-hitting ( if less successful)
1989 edition of Katrina & The Waves all
did their best to suggest that the 1960s
was the Golden Age.
Another feature of '89 was the high
number of 'follow-ups', with a couple of
crucially important Difficult Second LPs
and one Difficult Third LP keeping the
critics' pens sharpened: Terence Trent
D'Arby with Neither Fish Nor Flesh, the
Blue Nile with their five-years- late Hats
and Tears For Fears' Seeds Of Love.
But my LP of 1989 was Lou Rawls' At
Last. The first perfect LP I've heard in
years, it finds Rawls making 1950s-style
night-club crooning a 1990s art form. By
using traditional arrangements and stateof-the-art recording techniques, tunes
from the likes of Lyle Lovett and Billy
Vera, with legends old and new sharing
the mie, Mr Rawls has joined the ranks of
the adored ' true' greats, in the company of
Joe Williams, Frank Sinatra, Nat ' King'
Cole, Jimmy Rushing. And if raving over a
familiar voice isn't the dandiest way to
end a decade, then I'd better give Bjork
another chance.+

AR goes beyond the lutumng experrence. Not only are AR product. dueled for must( kwers, they are deugned for those music lovers
who aho demand first rate belt quality, attractrre appearance and convenience of rental. Dunng deqn the new AR electronics
commung 3amplifiers, tuner. receiver, CD and fassette Dee, have been carefully optimised to offer me beso in audio
engineering at affixdable prices and their appearane speaks for itself. Hon your nearest dealer to hear the spirit of AR.
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Tile Spirit Captured
TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 330 TURNPIKE STREET CANTON MASSACHUSETTS 02021 U S A.
ALEXANDRA STREE f, HYDE CHESHIRE ENGLAND SK 14 IDi
irTELEDYNE Acousnc RESEARCH
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HUNTINGDON
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ENGLAND
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